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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of a review of 1178
technical documents dealing with human factors considerations
in electronic flight display systems. Design-oriented human
factors data are presented for the following families of design
considerations: display size, information coding, alphanumerics,
scale legibility, visual acuity, display system resolution,
flicker, contrast ratio requirements, and environmental variables
including ambient illumination, vibration and acceleration.
Quantitative, design-oriented functional relationships are
emphasized. Research recommendations are made where existing
data were found inadequate for design use. A model is presented
for organizing the variables impacting upon human performance
as a function of electronic flight display system design.
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SCOPE OF STUDY

The intent of the study herein documented was to collect,
synthesize, analyze, and to present, in a quantitative form,
the currently available design data needed by an aircraft display
designer to produce advanced electronic flight displays which
satisfactorily meet the pilots perceptual requirements. The
ultimate goal toward which the program is directed is the
evolution of a complete set of display specifications which .would
assure satisfactcry individual displays given only individual
task and mission requirements have been initially specified.

In the past, a great deal of effort in the general area of
determining human perceptual characteristics to enhance display
design capability has been carried out; however, only recently
have attempts been made to organize, analyze and consolidate
this information. The present study represents the first attempt
to do this for data specifically dealing with humz ?erceptual
characteristics as they relate to the design of electronic
flight displays.

It is anticipated that the study results presented here,
when used by knowledgeable display designers should produce
significant advances in the perceptual quality of future
individual electronic flight control displays. It must, however,
be emphasized that much experimental research remains to be done
before the goal of a self-contained design handbook adequate for
the formulation of an arbitrary display capable of satisfying
any chosen flight control task, and using any of the many
electronic display media and techniques available, is fully
realized.

The human factors perceptual data available to date in the
literature has dealt with CRT presentations. The problems
encountered with the design of other flexible format displays,
such as: light emitting diode, planar gas discharge, thin film
electroluminescent phosphor, liquid crystal, or other possible
X-Y matrix addressable displays, are presently covered only
through engineering interpolation of the existing CRT data. In
addition, the perceptual requirements imposed by the use of the
CRT display itself remains only partially documented in the
literature. To compensate for this lack of information the
present study has, in such cases, used the best available non-
CRT data to fill the voids identified in the literature. This
procedure is strictly valid only where supporting experimental
results using CRT's justify it. In large part such testing has
not been carried out, and caution must therefore be used in
applying the results.



Because a knowledge of what -constitutes the minimum
information required to specify a pilot acceptable display is
at best only incompletely known, the data needed for the design
of such displays is often available only in terms of variables
not applicable to display design, or in variable ranges
unimportant to such designs. The present effort attempted
wherever possible to put this data in a format useful for display
design. It non-the-less remains true that variables of specific
design interest have either been neglected or have been controlled
insufficiently during the human factors experiments. Such data
has "een included where no better data is available together with
a caution as to the applicability of the data. Due to the lack
of uniformity of experimental technique between different studies
and due to the subsequent influence this has on the results, both
the human factors data and as much as possible of the experimental
environment and procedure used to obtain it, are provided in the
report.

To sum up, muth experimental research remains to be done before
a handbook containing data completely independent of the method
used to acquire it will become a reality. In the interim the
present study will provide the design engineer with a valuable
design tool not previously available to him. It should be
reiterated, however, that the value of this design tool depends
on whether a willingness exists on the part of the designer to
objectively evaluate the applicability of the human perceptual
data rather than to use it blindly without regard to the experi-
mental environment in which it was taken and under which it is
valid.



SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

There is only one reason for a display to exist. It
provides an operator with information which he needs in order to
control, manage or monitor a system process. - If all processes
could be managed, monitored or controlled through direct
observation of the processes, there would be no requirement fcr
either symbolic or pictorial information displays.

Aerospace requirements for flight control, system
monitoring, management, navigation, reconnaissance, weapon
delivery and other functions, however, typically cannot be
satisfied through direct observation of the controlled process.
Reasons for this center around the facts that the processes
either cannot be directly observed, can be only partially
observed, or information necessary to control the process within
predetermined limits cannot be determined from either total or
partial direct process observations. Finally, it is frequently
the case in current and projected aerospace systems that the
amount of information which must be input by the crewmembers in
order to control flight, navigation, protection or weaponery
processes simply exceeds the human capability for information
input and processing. As a result, many functions are allocated
to on-board computing equipment. Consequently, synthetic
information displays are commonplace in aerospace systems. The
displays provide the man-process interface which is necessary to
combine hardware capabilities with human flexibilities and
capabilities in order to accomplish total system-missicn
objectives.

Technology provides two fundamental means of presenting
information to aerospace crewme-nbers. One means is electro-
mechanical information display; the second means, which holds
considerable promise for the future, is the electronic informa-
tion display. An electronic flight display is a device which
can produce an electronically generated image that is directly
viewable by the pilot. An example of one group of electronic
flight displays is the catkhode ray tube (CRT). CRT's have been
used extensively for the display of radar information and for
the generation of gun sight display content. CRT's also are
receiving attention as flight data displays, and rear-ported
CRT's have been used in the design of projected nap displays.
Also included in the general class cf electrcnic flight displays
are such diverse solid state display media as electro-
luminescence, light emitting diodes, planar gas discharge
devices, and liquid crystal displays. While the. rajo;ity of
such media are still highly developmental, a•h.anu.7,erics, ,bar-
graphs and X-Y matrices have been built as display devices, and
current development efforts are beinc directed tc-i.ard f:rther
improvement of solid state display -edia.
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Electronic displays, including head-up projections of
display information (HUD) have gained wide use-acceptance, and
it is quite predictable that they will be even more prevalent in
future system designs. This is not simply a fortuitous occur-
rence. Electronic displays frequently are the only suitable
means for the presentation of certain types of information.
Radar imagery is one example. Additional examples include
television imagery, infrared imagery, and certain laser-sensor
information.

Limited instrument panel space and differing mission-
segment requirements also provide cases which argue in favor of
electronic information displays. Requirements for time-sharing
are central to this argument. Additional arguments arise from
the simultaneous and concurrent display of information from
multiple sensors. Requirements for display of computed target
track or path history also argue in favor f electronic displays
over electromechanical information presen ttions. High in
importance are the versatility factors assoxiated with elec-
tronic display systems. Such factors inclV e: shades of gray
presentation, variable scale factors, dispfay format flexi-
bility, and the partial deletion of display qontent of lesser
importance in order to present information of immediate
importance such as cautionary of failure warn signals.

Electronic displays also provide numerous~engineering
advantages over their electromechanical cou'nterparts in the
areas of reliability, weight, and digital and analog operation,
as well as responses to physical inputs such as G-forces and
vibration. Finally, promising benefits of the solid state
display media must be brought to the front because of their
even better potential for engineering advantages over current
electronic information display techniques.

Past, current and projected trends in display system
technology, therefore, insure a future for both directly viewed
and projected electronic display systems. This future is
predicated not only upon requirements for multi-function, time-
shared, reliable displays, but also upon the usabiiity of the
electronic displays which engineering technologies are and will
be capable of producing. It is at the usability juncture where
engineering technology and human factors technology must unite.
Sensor and display capabilities and limitations must be matched
with corresponding capabilities and limitations of the human
operator. This is necessary in order to provide a man-machine
system interface which is responsive not only to engineering
skill levels in sensor and display design, but also to mission
requirements, environmental variables and operator capabilities
and tasks. Only in this fashion can total man-machine aerospace
system success be insured.
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In the preceding paragraph, the concept *insuring the
success of a display system" was used. What is meant by
insurance? Insurance is a wager that the future will turn out
well, and this wager is made by the individual who feels that he
has a sufficient understanding of the future in order to make
the wager worthwhile. Second, what is meant by a system? A
system is an integrated combination of equipment variables,
human capabilities and procedures, enhanced or encumbered by
environmental factors, and directed towards the accomplishment
of pre-specified mission objectives. "Insuring the success of a
display system", therefore, requires a detailed and quantitative
understanding of the significant engineering and human factors
data which impact upon the design of a man-machine display
system for the purpose of satisfying mission requirements.

During the past decade, engineering advances in the design
of sensing, computing and display devices have been outstanding.
One must ask, however, are the outstanding engineering advances
meaningful, and have the expenditures of engineering research
and development resources been efficiently and systematically
directed toward known needs for improvement? Answers to these
and similar questions will never be simple and straightforward.
Any answer, however, cannot be developed outside of a total man-
machine system context. In other words, ans -s to such
questions cannot be based upon hardware per: cmance alone.
There is only one reason for a display to ex- t. It provides an
operator with information which he needs in L der to control,
manage or monitor a system process. Furthermore, the operator
must accomplish these functions within prescribed mission
requirements and constraints. Sensing, computing and display
hardware comprise only one portion of the total display system.
The characteristics, limitations, and procedures of the human
operator comprise additional and very significant portions of
the man-machine display system. Therefore, to determine the
goodness of a display system, one must be able to specify total
man-machine system performance requirements. This, in turn,
means that one must be able to define human perceptual and
performance requirements, and translate these requirements into
quantitative specifications of the type necessary in the system
design and evaluation process.

In a probabilistic world, there are precious few
unequivncally true statements of fact. However, one such state-
ment has been: To date, there has existed no systematic,
comprehensive and quantitative review and analysis of human
factors requirements and data for airborne electronic flight
display system design. Stated differently, the human factors
state-of-the-art for airborne electronic flight display
system design and requirements for subsequent human factors
research have been unknown. This is of considerable importance
because human factors requirements provide critical design goals
toward which engineering research and design should be directed.
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N.evertheless, airborne electronic information display
systers have been and are being designed and developed. More
frequently than not, human factors have been considered in the
designs. The degrees to which all relevant factors have been
considered are, however, frequently in question. Furthermore,
the degrees to which human factors research resources have been
wasted rediscovering already known answers to previously asked
questions also are in question. Finally, the frustration of
display system design engineers is known to be frequent and
great when they repeatedly find that hopefully useful human
factors research has produced only subjective "alternative X is
better than alternative Y" design guidelines, when what is
actually needed are quantitative functional relationships
between display design variables and operator or system
performance variables.

Limited reviews and analyses of the human factors litera-
ture have been completed in order to provide guidance to
electronic display system designers. The review documents which
exist (Refs.206, 232 and 294) are generally limited in scope.
Only two of the reports (Refs. 232 and 2 9 4) have attempted to
systematically and comprehensively identify quantitative human
factors design data, and neither of these has directly
addressed electronic flight displays. A primary- objective of
the current study was to fill such voids.

One must ask, what are the human factors information
requirements of the electronic display system design engineer?
Stated differently, what is the minimum set of mutually
exclusive, independent design variables with which the elec-
tronic display system design engineer may describe his system,
and what design-oriented human factors data are needed to allow
the engineer the maximum flexibility in making trade-offs within
the context of the independent variable set?

The listing of display design variables shown in Table 1
was developed in an attempt to establish the minimum set of
mutually exclusive, independent variables which can be used to
define, from an engineering standpoint, all characteristics of
virtually any electronic display, either CRT or solid state. An
examination of the content of Table I reveals that no variable

in the table can be defined in terms of other variables shown.
Thus, each variable may be considered as an independent
a•raiable. It may also be seen from the table that two or more

independent variables frequently must be considered in order to
relate display physical characteristics to operator performance
requi..ements. An example is symbol-display contrast, wherein
indepee.dent variables influencing display background luminance
must be considered in conjunction with emitter luminance and
light transmission coefficients. It is apparent, therefore,
that although the display design variables are independent, they
may be highly related to one another in terms of identifying and



Table 1. Minimum Set of Mutually Exclusive Display
Design Variables Impacting Upon Design Trade-offs.

- Ambient light intensity in which displays must
operate

- Reflection coefficients of display material

- 'Transmission coefficients of display face materials

- Required range of light emission intensities of
emitting elements

- Number of distinguishable light intensity levels
required

- Required uniformity of light emissions

a) at high intensities

b) at low intensities

- Allowable tolerances for light intensity,
transmitivity and reflectivity factors

- Color !of background

- Color of emitters

- Shape of symbols to be displayed

- Dimens'tons of symbols to be displayed

- Symbol 'placement and dynamic interrelationships

- Information update rate requirements

- Emitter (or spot) size and shape

- Diffusitivity of boundary regions of individual
emitters

- Allowable (or required) frequency of AC or pulsed
drive signal

- Emitter placement or density

- Size of background

- Average light intensity of emitters

- Display refresh rate requirements

- Size of total display face

5



specifying operator-imposed design requirements. Because of
this, it also is apparent that meaninful human factors design
data will not necessarily exist for each of the independent
variables shown in Table 1.

Human factors in display system design covers a consider-
able range of design factors, ranging from the specification of
characteristics for simple display elements, such as symbols,
through specification of total display format, taking into
account not only display elements, but also the integration of
displayed information in relation to operator encoding charac-
teristics and task requirements. Also involved are vehicle,
sensor and computer characteristics.

The technical activities reported herein did not attempt to
cover the total spectrum o.f human factors in display system
design. Scope of the effort is shown graphit-ally in Figure 1,
where it can be seen that physical display characteristics and
operator detection and recognition task performance were
emphasized. Influences of environmental factors including
illuminance, vibration and G-forces also were considered.

An overall objective Of the effort involveu the accumu-
lation and integration of quantitative human performance data
for display elements in general. This was done in order to
provide data which might be generalized to the broadest range of
electronic display applications and which could be useful
independent of particular display formats. Thus, the content
of this report deals with making symbology discriminable,
visible, legible and flicker-free throughout the spectrum of
operational environments encountered by Air Force aircraft.
Furthermore, quantitative functional relationships between
selected design variables and indices of human performance have
been emphasized over vague, qualitative human factors recomen-
dations in an attempt to provide human performance data which
may be quantitatively related, when possible, to independent
hardware design variables and combinations of such variables.
Finally, where valid, quantitative design data could not be
found, research recommendations have been specified. Specific
technical objectives for the study are listed below:

- Perform a comprehensive survey of all human factors
literature and on-going research relating to the
man-electronic flight display system interface.

- Perform a comprehensive and systematic analysis and
integration of all valid, quantitative design-
related human factors data in order to determine
and identify the interactive relationships between
electronic flight display characteristics and
pilot performance.

6



Areas Emphasized in this Report
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Figure 1. System Variables Influencing Display Usability.
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- Develop a heuristic model or procedures for
integrating and relating available human factors
data for electronic flight display system design.

- Prepare a comprehensive, design-oriented technical
discussion of available information and findings.

- Develop research recomendations for investigating
problems, data voids and data inconsistencies
identified during the program.

In accomplishing the objectives set forth for the program,
a comprehensive literature search was accomplished. All known
sources of technical information were reviewed, and a total of
1178 reports, articles, journal publications and books were
identified as potentially relevant. In addition, a Defense
Documentation Center Work Unit Survey was reviewed and requests
for data and information were published in several trade:
publications in order to identify on-going or yet unpublished
data of possible relevance. The remainder of this report
presents the best available data for electronic flight display
design, along with research recommendations where existing data
are not adequate. As might be expected, not all available data
were sufficiently quantitative or generalizable to be of value.
Not all data were judged to be experimentally sound enough for
valid usage, although where extreme data shortages were identi-
fied, the best available data are given, with the shortcomings
identified. Design-oriented data presented throughout the
remainder of this report are based upon the best information
which is currently available. Organization of the data is
discussed more fully in the next section.

8
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SECTION II

RELATIONSHIPS OF DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: A MODEL

INTRODUCTION

The number of variables which the human factors engineer
must consider when participating in electronic flight display
design or when planning related research is quite sizeable.
Additionally, many variables interact, and if the interactions
are ignored, design inputs or research activities will suffer
accordingly. In an effort to provide some organiP'tion for the
design variables and data discussed in the remainder of the
report, it was felt necessary to formulate conceptual models
which could serve as means for clustering design variables and
other considerations into logical groupings, as well as showing
salient relationships among the constituents of each group.
The remainder of this section presents our attempts to provide
some order to what could be a very cumbersome technical area.

MODEL

Figure 2 presents a definition of the major clusters of
variables which are of direct concern in the proper human
factors design of electronic flight displays. Each of the major
clusters is addressed separately in subsequent figures in an
attempt to show the interrelationships of design variable con-
siderations within each of the major categories shown in Figure
2. Subsequeat major sections of the report also are organized
in keeping with the major categories shown in Figure 2. Conse-
quently, the additional figures within this section provide the
reader with a general outline of the technical content contained
within the remainder of this report.
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Information Coding Considerations

The efficiency with which a symbol transmits information
to the observer depends upon: (1) the nature, type and amount
of information presented, (2) number of discrete symbols re-
quired, (3) nature of observer tasks, (4) the environment under
which the display is viewed. Symbols should be selected on the
basis of their ability to be located and identified with 100%
observer performance under 'worse case" viewing conditions.
Relationships among key factors are shown in Figure 4.

Early symbology studies attempted to ascertain the
"optimum" or "best' symbol. Depending upon the idiological
orientation of the experimenter (Gestalt or non-Gestalt), the
"best" symbol form turned out to be Ocircles" or 'triangles"
(respectively). Later studies attempted to establish equally
discriminable symbol alphabets, while another series of studies
examined symbols presented on radar-type displays. Results
generally indicate that simple outlined geometric forms elicit
optimum observer performance on CRT-type displays. Studies
specifically addressing electronically generated airborne
displays viewed under operational conditions could not be
identified.

The selection of color codes for visual displays requires
the following considerations: (1) the visual environment under
which it is to be viawed, (2) nature of information, (3) nature
of symbol to be color coded, (4) the hue selected. The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of color codes include: (1) excel-
lent for locating and counting tasks, for displaying additional
information, and for enhancing performance of other codes, while
(2) they are less effective for identification tasks, lose
discriminability under high luminous conditions, in the presence
of color-symbol misregistration and when used in conjunction
with small symbols. The necessity of color codes should be
carefully evaluated.

Flash rate coding provides an excellent dimension for
displaying critical information requiring immediate attention.
It is limited, however, by limited discriminability, fatigue,
and annoyance factors.

14
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Alphanumeric Considerations

The many factors involved in the selection of an optimum
alphanumeric for use on electronic displays are shown in Figure
5. There are, however, two principal areas of consideration
which ultimately merge together in the rationale for designing
alphanumerics. The first area involves general environmental
factors such as conditions and orientations of viewing, symbol
generation techniques and resolution factors of the display
system. Initial consideration should be given to the environ-
mental factors of vibration, acceleration and ambient illumina-
tion. Once the effect on legibility of these factors is
determined or approximated, an examination of edge displayed
symbology (applies if CRT symbology is presented on the
periphery of the tube), symbol blur, viewing angle, symbol
brightness and symbol contrast percentage (including contrast
polarity) should be conducted so the total cumulative effects on
legibility may be determined in relation to the symbol genera-
tion technique and resolution characteristics of the display
system.

The second area involves the selection of a specific font
or style and the particular symbol height, proportion (width to
height and stroke width to height) and spacing necessary to
optimize legibility in relation to the performance requirements
of the systems task. Symbol size is the alphanumeric character-
istic primarily used to compensate for the legibility degrada-
tions imposed by all of the previously mentioned conditions,,
although many other design trade-offs are possible including
contrast, brightness, resolution, etc.

The above flow is presented as a probable course of design
consideration, but should not be construed as the only approach.
Any of the conditions listed may be individually or collectively
altered to adjust legibility.

16
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Scale Legibility Considerations

Scales are components of displays used to present quantita-
tive information, generally either by the movement of a pointer
or index relative to the scale, or by the movement of the scale
in relation to a fixed readline or fiducial mark. Figure 6
shows the relationships of design variables influencing the
precision with which scales can be read.

A primary determinant of scale design is the mission-
imposed degree of accuracy with which the scale must be read.
In conjunction with this factor are limitations on scale length
and consequent requirements for scale value interpolation as
opposed to simply reading the scale to the nearest graduation
mark. A third fundamental factor involves the selection of
scale shape. Fundamentally, scales can be circular (or semi-
circular), straight and horizontal, or straight and vertical.
Experimental evidence shows that, for a given reading accuracy
requirement, design characteristics may vary as a function of
the three scale shapes.

Several design considerations are common to all types of
scales. These include scale linearity; logarithmic or other
nonlinear scales sometims are encountered, and reading accuracy
will vary as a function of the portion of the scale being read.
The numbering scheme for scale graduations and major intervals
also is of considerable importance, in that improper interval
numbering can make an otherwise well designed scale highly
error producing. The distance between scale graduation marks
and the pointer or readline against which the scale is read also
is significant in that excessive distances also will degrade the I
accuracy with which an otherwise good scale can be read. Of

course, scale factor (the distance between major scale gradua-
tions) and the number of graduations used are key determinants
of scale legibility. Also involved in this area are the stroke
width and length of major and minor graduation marks. Finally,
checkreagiinr cu.es designed in-1grally with the scale can enhance
the identification of predetermined scale values. All of the
above factors must be considered for proper scale design.

18
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Factors Affecting Visual Acuit-

Visual acuity is defined as the smallest unit discernable
by the eye. Minimum discernable acuity is directly affected by
a number of environmental and observer pAraueters as shown in
Figure 7. Representative environmental factors include: (1)
luminance levels (ambient, surround, display background), (2)
spectral composition of luminance, (3) contrast resulting from
luminance, (4) duration of luminance flashes or exposure.
Environmental factors in turn affect: (1) observer eye adapta-
tion level, (2) nature and extent of optical aberration, (3) the
retinal area stimulated, and (4) dynamic acuity. The inter-
action of all of these factors ultimately determine maximum
visual acuity. In addition to the above considerations, other
environmental factors (vibration, acceleration, visual time-
sharing) and observer factors (fatigue, stress, task over-
load4.ng) tend to indirectly reduce acuity.

20
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Dlsplaa Svsten Resolution Considerations

'Resolution iz the end product of the interaction of a
nuýer of display system parameters as shown in Figure 8. In
raster-written displays, resolution is expressed as the number
of active scan lines per unit of symbol or display height.
Raster lines are composed of a number of "spots", which are the
snallest discernable unit of emitted luminance. Representative
parameters affecting final spot size include: (1) luminance
intensity of system - this parameter interacts with all major
components in the system and ultimately determines the scanning
beam intensity and consequently the beam diameter, (2) spot
spread function - the interaction of the original object point
source of light with system (point spread function) in trans-
mission to the display screen, (3) display characteristics - the
interaction of system and screen parameters (deflection tech-
nique, voltages, phosphor characteristics, halation, tube size,
screen efficiency), (4) channel bandwidth - bandwidth capacity
(interacting with other system components) directly affects
displayed spot size.

Resolution of symbology displayed on CRT screens is
generally expressed as the number of raster lines per symbol
height. The number of scan lines required for 100% legibility
-is a function of: (1) the type of symbology displayed, (2) the
environmentalPconditions under which it is viewed, (3) observer
viewing distance, and (4) the nature of the observer's task
requirements. Signal bandwidth also is important.

Solid-state display resolution is likewise the end product
of system parameter interaction. However, no definitive measure
of solid-state resolution is commonly used. Representative
parameters affecting solid-state resolution include the display
emitter size, shape, density, and emitted luminance intensity
and hue.

2 2
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h- -r •, factors contributing to the detection
•f .cer cn a di...al s-ay may be grouped into two cate-

rzes-: '-serjer and display. Representative observer
characteristics that interact to influence flicker perception
include: !) the adaptation level of the eye (affected by
arz-ien: and emitted display luminance), (2) "persistence of
vision" !affected by the emitted luminance intensity, flash
duration and liaht-to-dark ratio), and (3) the retinal area
sticmulated faffected by viewing distance, display size and

i-inous intensity).

Primar:y display parameters affecting flicker include: (1)
phosphor characteristics (decay and emission qualities - which,

n turn, affect emitted luinance and refresh rate), (2) display
refresh rate (which is, in part, determined by the addressing
technique used and phosphor decay functions), (3) information
up-date rate (which is affected by the type of information,
display refresh rate and the size of the display). All of the
above parameters interact, and some tradeoff is possible a ng
the parameters to prevent flicker on the display. In any event,
it is essential to have a flicker-free display.
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Fi cker Considerat:ons

As sho.wn in Figure 9, factors contributing to the detection
of flicker on a visual display may be grouped into two cate-
gories: observer and display. Representative observer
characteristics that interact to influence flicker perception
include: (1) the adaptation level of the eye (affected by
ambient and emitted display luminance), (2) wpersistence of
visiono (affected by the emitted luminance intensity, flash
duration and light-to-dark ratio), and (3) the retinal area
stimulated (affected by viewing distance, display size and
Iminous intensity).

Primary display parameters affecting flicker include: (1)
phosphor characteristics (decay and emission qualities - which,
in turn, affect emitted luuinar.ce and refresh rate), (2) display
refresh rate (which is, in part, determined by the addressing
technique used and phosphor decay functions), (3) information
up-date rate (which is affected by the type of information,
display refresh rate and the size of the display). All of the
above paraeters interact, and some tradeoff is possible among
the parameters to prevent flicker on the display. In any event,
it is essential to have a flicker-free display.
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Legjj lity Ccntrast Consi.derations

To be legible, electronically generated symbology -- st be
sufficiently brighter than the iJ diately surrounding display
background to ensure that the symbols will stand out. Figure
10 shows the relationships of factors influencing symbol
brightness and contrast requirements.

There is no one contrast ratio which will satisfy all
symbol luminance requirements in relation to display background
luminances. As display background luminance increases, symbol
luminance also must increase, but not in direct proportion to
display background luminance.

Four fundamental families of considerations are involved
in specifying symbol luminance and contrast. One of the rost
important involves display background luminance levels with
which symbology must compete in order to be clearly legible.
Factors of incident illuminance, display reflectivity and
display-induced background luminance are involved. The second
factor involves symbol luminance and the extent to which the
display face and filters may attenuate symbol luminance.
Display background luminance and symbol luminance are the key
determinants of contrast. A third and significant factor
influencing contrast requirements involves symbol size and
shape, since smaller and less solid symbols require greater
contrast for legibility. Operator performance expectations also
combine with symbol dimensions in specifying minimum contrast
required. For exa=ple, contrast requirements increase as
performa-nce requirements become more stringent, such as mere
legibility, versus legibility with minimum reading time, versus
comfortably bright and contrasty symbology. Finally, symbol
contrast requirements are influenced by the luminance level to
which the pilots eyes are adapted. There also is some evidence
that the use of sun visors or sun glasses may influence contrast
requirements, not only because of their effects upon eye adapta-
tion, but also for other reasons which have not yet been fully
examined.
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Environmental Variable Considerations

Environmental variables affect all legibility, readability
and usability considerations and should be considered early in
display design planning. Three environmental variables are
reported: ambient illumination, vibration and acceleration.

As indicated in Figure 11, ambient illumination affects
electronic flight displays as a function of three primary
considerations. The first relates the value of solar and
atmospheric illumination based on the existing meterological
conditions and orientation of the aircraft in relation to the
sun. This gross level of illumination is then affected by the
second consideration which involves the transmitivity of the
aircraft canopy and windscreen and the geometry of the cockpit.
Once these factors have influenced the incident illumination,
the third factor, which is the display location, must be
considered before a final ambient illumination level can be
determined at the display face.

The factors which must be considered when accounting for
the effects of vibration and acceleration on display legibility
are very similar. The initial consideration for vibration
involves the frequency in cycles per second or hertz, whereas
for acceleration first throughts are given to the rate of onset
(in g's/sec.). When these factors are determined, deliberation
must be given to the amplitude (which is an expression of the
force magnitude in g's) and duration (in seconds) parameters of
both vibration and acceleration. Also co n to both vibration
and acceleration are considerations of the force vectors through
the human body. Primary emphasis in this review has been given
to z-axis vibration and x-axis acceleration. ' When examining
forces in relation to the body, it is also necessary that the
relationship of the body to gravity be specified, for example,
whether the subject is in a normally seated position, in a
semisupine position, etc. The last of the considerations for
vibration and acceleration is the type of restraint system used.
This section does not attempt to review the merits of various
experimental restraint systems since our emphasis is toward
specifying design parameters appropriate to both normally
seated and restrained aircraft pilots. Inherent in restraint
systems are considerations of whether or not subjects were
wearing g-suits (applies more particularly to acceleration).

Comn to all environmental variables are delineations of
the operator task and performance requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

Current ard projected cockpit designs are increasingiy
inCorporating multiple electronic displays for flight control,
naigation, weapon delivery and reconnaissance. One of the \
arJ-nents for the use of multiple electronic displays involves.
reiability. Should one display fall, needed information can the
zresented on one of the remaining operative displays. Whether \
designing electronic flight displays for special use or for
timesharing usage, the designer must consider display require-
7ents for each task for which the electronic flight display may
he used. One consideration which frequently is not given
sziective and detailed consideration is display size.

Assuming that the num-bers of vertical and horizontal
displav resolution elements remains unchanged by varying display
size, changes in display size, either in conjunction with isensor
field of view or independently of sensor field of view, will
affect image quality, display flicker, and human performance.
The changes in human performance may be in part due to changes
in inage quality; on the other hand, they may be quite inde-
pendent of this factor. Direct effects of display size and
sensor field of view are discussed below as they influence
measures of target detection performance and human operator
continuous control performance.

Display size produces markedly different effects upon
target detection and continuous control performance. Generally
speaking, increasing display size reduces the probability of
detecting targets on either PPI type presentations or radar
imagery-type presentations. It is to be anticipated that
similar effects would be observed for low light-level television
although this remains to be confirmed. With tasks involving
flight path control and the use of artificial horizon or flight
director displays, increasing the size of the displays can
influence tracking or flight control performance. The effects
are fairly complex; however, all effects appear to be quite
small, thus giving the designer considerable flexibility.

It is to be anticipated that vehicle dynamics will interact
with display size to influence pilot continuous control
performance. This latter interaction, of course, can be due in
large part to the effects which varying display size may have
upon scale factors associated with display elements. This, of
course, depends upon whether scale factor is controlled
independently of display size. The effects of task and display
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size upon ta-rcet detection and cotircus =ctrol z~erfz--7=
are discussed set~aratelv b:elow.

D= -1" -,S7

Within this discussion., thf-e effect~s of dis=zay=% SIze,-1
signal-to-noise ratio and pin or target. size arebrf
discussed as they influence the 1rbbii:that th3e snera,=
will detect bonified targets. P-robability of detection iLs not
the only measure used to defin-e target detection perform-ance.
Other measures include: 'Frecuaency ' -o fas-nsie :ce -_
cations, wherein non-targets are identified as targets;
weighted measures of performance in whic~h nu =-er of tar-Cet
identifications is weighted against n~ber of fal-se siie
and number of targets missed; -and target detection tines . hi
review deals only with probability of detecting- b~onified tarcets,
and is intended primtarily to show that the effects of dsi~
size vary as a functicn of operator task.

It would appear that the effects of display size u=ýor
target detection perforimarce are not well recognized. ina
recent review of the literature dealing-.c with. operat/or-
reconnaissance display system performance, Serple and C-am-er
(Ref. 294) found that investigations of the eff-ects ýNf man-.
other variables uDon detection perfor"ance totally i.gnored
display size as a variable. Serle and Gainer also rex~ort that
noting the sizes of displays used in numerbus studies wndcl.. were
reviewed provided a curiously accurate means of predictinc;

maimum probability of target detection performance, at l1east
for studies involving -radar im-agery or incorr..rati na ot.her
factors such as display noise or clutter in addition ito- target
symbology.

Noise

Assuming that infor.mation density, scale factor, tarcet
contrast and target size factors are held constant, a review of-
the literature showed that variations in display sizeha
m~eaningful impact upon probability of target detecti *on for
noise-free display presentations. This trend held for distlay
sizes (diameters) ranging from 0.20 inches to'15 i4nc'nes.

The addition of symbology, information, or noise over a~no
above target information has a marked i=mpact utcon probability o
target detection for displays larger than only 0.75 inc"hles ~
diameter. Data from~ Meister and Sullivan (Ref. 232) and Weasner
(Ref. 342) were com~bined to generatCe Figure 12. Doata c-resented
by Weasner covered display dila-meters fIro;m 0.20 inc~hes t~hrouan
6.0 in-ches. Data published by Meister and Sullivan csvered
display diameters from 3.0 throucha 1,4.0 inc~hes. roait.of
detection data matc.-ed remarkably well (within a few percen:Zage
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points) at the six inch diameter. Trends of the curjes from the

two sources also are well matched.

Pip Size

Within the context of plan position indicators (PPI)
displays, pip (symbol) size interacts with display size to
influence target detection. Meister and Sullivan have reviewed
the literature on this subject. They note that a frequent
human factors handbook recommendation for CRT size is seven
inches of diameter. They point out that this recommendation is
based upon PPI data and assumes smaller target pip sizes of two
to eight millimeters for approximately 14 inch viewing distances.
When larger target sizes are involved (e.g., 12 to 16 =-n), the
advantage of the seven inch scope becomes less. For larger
target sizes, 17.5 to 18 inch scopes frequently are recomrmended.
The tradeoff, however, really lies between pip size and displey
size. Typically, radar target detection, for example, irproves
as pips get larger up to about 60 minutes of visual angle, but
decreases continually as the scope becomes larger.

Meister and Sullivan report a regression equation which
they feel is useful in relating target detection probability to
display size and pip size. The equation is:

2
Y = 26.02 + 3.33X - 0.22X - 0.46XZ + 2.09Z

where: Y = mean detectability threshold in
decibels attenuation of a
reference voltage

X = target range in tenths of PPI
display radius

Z = usable display diameter in units
of 7 inches.

Radar Imagery

A somewhat different approach to the problem of display
size is to vary sensor field of view in conjunction with display
size. The approach has particular application for considera-
tions relating to the display of high resolution radar imagery.

Fundamentally, sensor field of view and display size can be
related to human target detection performance through imagery
scale factor and display size. For example, if display size is
decreased while sensor field of view is held constant, the
result is a reduction in scale factor of the displayed infor-
mation because the same amount of information must be presented
in a smaller area, requiring a reduction in scale factor (the
relationship between inches of display dedicated to displaying
inches of real-world content).
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Simon (Ref. 367) has reported a study of target recognition
usinc simulated aerial reconnaissance radar imagery in which the
simulated sensor field of view was, under certain combinations
of conditions, held constant, while display size was varied.
Six and 12 inch display sizes were used. With the sensor fields
of view studied, the corresponding display scale factors were
1:216,000, 1:108,000 and 1:54,000. Observers were allowed
either 10, 20 or 40 seconds viewing time and were asked to
recognize targets such as airfields, tank farms and a stadium.

In analyzing the resulting data, Simon did not take into
account the fact that imagery scale factor was being varied
simultaneously with display size and sensor field of view.
Simon's data have been replotted in Figure 13 in a manner which
allows both display size and imagery scale facto. to be related
to probability of target recognition for each of the three
viewing times studied. Inspection of Figure 13 reveals that
display size, imagery scale factor and viewing time all have
marked impacts upon target recognition performance.

It can be seen from the figure that the effects of display
size can be directly ccompared at the 1:108,000 scale factor.
Examination of the figure shows that performance with the 12-
inch display was inferior to performance with the six-inch
display at this scale factor. It is further apparent that
performance with the 12-inch display at the 1:108,000 scale
factor was not much better than performance with the six-inch
display at the much higher scale factor of 1:216,000. If one
linearly extrapolates the six-inch display curve to the
1:54,000 scale factor, it would appear that the 12-inch display
should produce performance comparable with the six-inch display.
It would seem, therefore, that the effects of display size upon
probability of target detection are fundamentally similar
whether PPI or imagery presentations are involved. Smaller
displays result in higher probabilities of target detection.

CONTINUOUS CONTROL TASKS

Introduction

One of the primary displays likely to be found in cockpits
of future aircraft wili be the Electronic Attitude Director
Indicator (EADI). A related display used for head-up flightpath
control and weapon deliver, will be the Head-Up Display (HUD) '
With very few exceptions, symbology for these types of displays
is electronically generated, thereby allowing for considerable
latitude in selecting display sizes and information scale
factors (sensor field of view considerations).
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EADI's and HUD's can contain a variety of different types
of inform-ation presented in several ways. For example, Ketchel
and Jenney (Ref. 206) reviewed current and proposed display
designs and conclude thaf, in relation to real-world counter-
parts, scale factors for pitch, roll and heading information
range from 1:1 to 1:6, which is a sizeable range. Additionally,
overall sizes and shapes of electronic flight displays are not
consistent. Benjamin (Ref. 26) reports that the EADI for the
Navy F-14 aircraft will be a square display measuring approxi-
mately five inches on each side. Other EADI's which have been
designed or flown have, on occasion, been larger, with some
exceeding nine inches in diagonal dimension. Finally, the
aspect ratios of all EADI's are not square. Width frequently
exceeds height by factors of 1.1 to 1.4. Similar trends may be
identified for HUD's, although aspect ratio for these displays
generally is unity.

Because of variations in overall size, aspect ratio
(height-to-width) and information scale factors, and because
display dimension variations are known to affect both picture
quality and human performance measures, it is both realistic
and timely to examine the effects which such variations may have
upon continuous control performance.

Design Variable Relationships

As with radar or other imagery-type displays, both display
size and scale factor (sensor field of view) may be anticipated
to influence continuous control performance. With EADI's or
HUD's, either variable may be changed independently of the
other. In other instances, however, simply expanding display
size may serve to automatically increase scale factor, even
though sensor field of view is held constant. An example is the
display of bank angle information. As display width is in-
creased, the bank angle scale factor may be considered to
increase, primarily because the horizon line will now extend
a greater distance from the display center, tesulting in the
extremes of the line traveling greater distances for each degree
of bank angle change. Applying the converse of the argument,
if sensor field of view is held constant, reductions in display
size will produce corresponding reductions in pitch bank and
heading scale factors. It certainly would not be impossible
to reduce display size to the point where continuous control
performance would diminish simply because the resulting scale
factor would be insufficient to allow for necessary scale
reading accuracy. Acc;rdingly, precision of continuous control
tasks would diminish, although the degree of degradation most
certainly would be influenced by system (aircraft and controller)
dynamics.
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It is unlikely that there is one display size, aspect
ratio or information scale factor which will result in optimun.
continuous control performance for all system and controller
dynamics. It is likely that the effects of display size, aspect
ratio and scale factor will vary as a function of the information
content of the display and the pilot's task. For example, if the
pilot's task involves the compensatory tracking of properly
quickened and scaled steering commands, it is unlikely that
other display dimension variables will have a marked im.pact upon
his performance. However, this is not to suggest that quickening
removes requirements for the proper design of other display
elements. Vreuls et al. (Ref. 372), for example, have shown that
the use of either expanded localizer symbols or rising runway
symbols (radar altitude) can enhance touchdown performance during
simulated Category III-C (zero visibility) landings. Hcdever,
combining the expanded localizer and rising runway information
into one symbol which moved both vertically and laterally in
response to input signals produced touchdown performance which
was inferior to that obtained when neither rising runway nor
expanded localizer was present. These statistically significant
findings were obtained even though the pilot's (apparently)
primary task was the compensatory tracking of integrated,
quickened command steering symbols. It is apparent, therefore,
that pilot task and other EADI content influence display
dimension requirements, and most certainly influence research
findings.

For flying tasks not involving the use of quickened steer-
ing commands, it is to be anticipated that display size, aspect
ratio and scale factor will play more significant roles in
aircraft control. It is also to be anticipated, however, that
mission requirements (e.g., level flight, terrain avoidance or
airborne weapon delivery) also will have meaningful impacts upon
EADI or HUD design. Finally, the effects of aircraft and
controller dynamics certainly will be influential, as will
environmental factors' such as turbulence.

It is not the objective of this review to attempt to
,specify the characteristics of an optimum or universally
applicable EADI or HUD display. Rather, relevant research is
reviewed so that variables of established impact can be
identified and the nature of their effects and interactions
documented for future consideration. Indeed, as many human
factors engineers and display design engineers have repeatedly
pointed out, it will probably be necessary to verify display
design through simulation or inflight testing. Because of the
numerous variables involved in the man-machine interaction
related to continuous control tasks, it is likely that this
necessity may persist for many years to come.
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Researc. Ezv:dence

Display size and, consea-.ently, pitch and bank angle scale
faztors nave Leen examined indirectly through the evaluaticn of
alternative designs for electro-echanical attitude director
indicators (ADI's). It must be remerbered, however, Chat
indirect cor.parisons can provide only indirect information
because numerous other display features also are involved. For
what it nay be worth, however, Monroe, Vreuls and Semple
(Ref. 244) present a si-ary of a study by Gainer et al. (Pef.
124) in which instru_-ent approach and landing performance was
investigated as a function of attitude director indicator
desion. Two smaller, four-inch ADI's (Sperry HZ-4 and Bendix
300) were contrasted with two larger, five-inch ADI's (Sperry
HZ-6 and Collins FD-1G9). Forty cormerical aviation and
military pilots flew a total of 1,920 simulated ILS Category
!II-C approaches and landings in a multi-jet simulator
representing the Boeing 7C7 aircraft. All approaches were
initiated at 2,500 feet altitude and 12 miles from the simulated
glideslope transmitter. In addition to types of flight director
displays, cross wind conditions and altitudes at which autopilot
failures occurred also were systematically varied and tested.
All approaches started with the autopilot in the coupled mode.
During each approach autopilot failures were separately intro-
duced in both the pitch and roll axes in order to require the
pilots to manually fly the simulator using the various ADI's.
At touchdown, pilots always were in full manual control of all
axes. Both objective system performance data and pilot opinion
data were collected and analyzed. Representative measures of
touchdown performance included: runway range, centerline
deviation, roll attitude, pitch attitude, heading error, air-
speed, vertical velocity and drift rate. Analysis of the data
showed that 34L% of the touchdowns were successful with the
smaller displays, while 50% were successful with the larger
displays. It is quite obvious that all of the displays had
been tested beyond their design limits. However, the larger
displays did produce somewhat better performance. Pilot
preference also favored the larger displays.

Roscoe, Hasler and Dougherty (Pef. 284) have recently
reported a study conducted in 1951 to investigate the
proficiency with which pilots could make takeoffs and landings
using a periscope as the only source of outside visibility.
Using a twin-engine Cessna T-50, six military pilots flew
take-otfs,coxplete traffic patterns and spot landings. The
aircraft's artificial horizon was covered; glideslope and
localizer displacement displays were not used. The pilots' only
attitude and position reference to the outside world was ty
neans of a projected periscope display.

Roscoe et al. cite a preliminary study by Roscoe (Ref.
281) involving measurement of the precision with which pilots
controlled the attitude of an aircraft while performing standard
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instrurent flight patterns. Size of the projection perisccze
display area and the field of view of the sensor optics were
varied. Although no data are presented, Roscoe et a!. renort
that results of the experiment clearly indicated that the
precision with which pilots could control the attitude of the
aircraft using the pictorial display improved significantly wit.
increases in the size of the display size up to eight inrches by
eight inches. They also report that wider angles of horizontJl
visibility associated with lower image magnifications resulted
in greater precision in the pilots' control of aircraft attitude
in horizon-reference maneuvers (e.g., rated turns, climbs,
descents and combinations thereof).

In the experiment reported in Ref. 284, Roscoe et al.
varied the magnification (i.e., the scale factor) of the
projected periscope display. The display was mounted at tne
windscreen directly in the pilot's line of sight. Viewing
distance was 15 inches. When viewed from this distance, the
viewing screen subtended a monocular field of view of 30
degrees. Consequently, if a 30-degree outside angle was
included in the eight inch by eight inch image, the resulting
magnification (scale factor) was one. By making alterations
to the sensor field of view, scale factors of 0.86, 1.20 and
2.00 were achieved for investigation. In addition to collecting
touchdown data for the three scale factor conditions, data were
recorded for visual contact landings in order to provide a
baseline.

Two measures of performance were recorded by Roscoe et al.
Theindices of safety was simply the number of times which safety
pilots had to assist pilots in making takeoffs or landings.
These numbered only four out of 120 takeoffs and landings, and
were not analyzed further. Assuming sufficient training, the
authors concluded that the safety of periscope flight had been
demonstrated. The index of accuracy of landing was the
difference in feet between the point of landing and the desired
landing spot. Touchdown accuracy data were analyzed to deter-
mine the influence of different image scale factors (magnifi-
cations), the effects of practice, and the effects of using
the periscope in comparison with contact landings. Figure 14
presents distributions of touchdown errors for each of the scale
factors and for contact landings. Figure 15 shows variability
of touchdown errors as a function of practice and display
conditions.

Mean touchdown errors were found to be a simple inverse
linear function of image magnification within the range of
magnifications studied. In comparison with perfect touchdowr
performance (zero error), the 0.86 magnification resulted in an
average 72 foot overshoot. The difference was statistically
significant at the .03 level of confidence. The authors
attribute the overshoot to the fact that the 0.86 magnificaticn
produced an effect somewhat like looking Lhrough binoculars
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backwards; the effect is that objects appear farthler away than
they actually are. The 2.00 :-agnification resulted in an
average 200 foot undershoot, which was significantly different
from zero undershoot at the .005 level of confidence. The
effect of the 2.00 nagnification was to make objects appear
closer than they actually were. Finally, the 1.2 magnification,
which caused obiects to appear approximately the same distance
away as they would when viewed with unrestricted contact
visibility, resulted in average touchdown errors which were not
significantly different from either zero error or from the
average error observed for visual landings. Similar trends nay
be observed in the variability of touchdown errors as shown in
Figure 15. It should be noted, however, that variability of
touchdown perforzance consistently di-minished as a function of
practice. No statistically significant differences were found
among the four conditions during the last block of five lanmi ngs.

Based upon the results of the studies by Roscoe (Ref. 281)
and Roscoe et al. (Ref. 284) it would appear, at least for
flight by periscope, that reduced magnification may enhance
horizon-reference flight performance, while a magnification
factor approaching one is to be preferred for approach and
landing performance.

In 1962, Fedderson (Ref. 368) reported a comparison of
helicopter hovering performance using eight-inch and a 14-inch
contact analog displays. Hovering performance was measured in
the Bell Helicopter Simulation Laboratory using a six degree of
freedom dynamic platform. No statistically reliable
differences were reported for hovering performance as a function
of display size. Cross and Bittner (Ref. 97 ) point out,
however, that the hovering task required during simulation trials
involving the 14-inch display was more difficult than the
hovering task used with the eight-inch display. It is quite
difficult, therefore, to draw any meaningful conclusions from
Fedderson's study.

Cross and Bittner (Ref. 97) have recently reported
experimental data generated using a vertical contact analog
display (VCAD). The objectives of their studies were to define
the relationship between VCAD display size and the accuracy of
judging certain flight parameters, and to obtain estimates of
the absolute accuracy with which selected flight parameters
could be judged as a function of display size. Using what is
described as a general purpose, fixed-base aircraft simulation,
experimental subjects were required to make control inputs to
adjust VCAD presentations for various pitch angles, roll angles
and altitudes. The VCAD displayed only ground plane and sky
plane contact analog textures, along with a horizon line. Other
contact analog symbology was not used. Control inputs were not
aerodynamically crosscoupled; accordingly, for example, changes
in roll angles did not produce corresponding changes in pitch
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angle, or subsequently, altitude. Manipulations in display size
.w.ere accomplished by changing the sizes of tne CRT's
on which the display was presented, while holding viewing
distance constant at 32 inches. Four different tube sizes were
used (5-inch, 8-inch, 14-inch and 17-inch). Tube dimensions in
inches and corresponding visual angle dimensions are shown in
Table 2. A 1:1 relationship between display movement and
corresponding real-world cues was used for all display sizes.
Results of several separate experiments are discussed below:

"Table 2. Display Dimensions Studied by Cross and Bittner

Tube Size Height Width

5 inches 3.4m (60 6') 4.5" (70 58')

8 inches 5.40 (90 34') 7.0" (120 30')

14 inches 9.1" (160 16') 11.9m (210 4')

17 inches 10.9* (190 22') 14.2" (250 2')

Roll angle control was investigated by requiring fcur no'n-
pilots to maintain pre-specified roll angles in the presence of
low amplitude, low frequency forcing functions .n the pitch and
roll axes. Subjects operated a rate control joystick to
maintain roll angles of zero, 20 and 60 degrees. Eight, 14 and
17-inch display sizes were used. Each subject maintained each
roll angle for ten two-minute trials using each display size.
Results of the experiment showed that subjects were able to
maintain all three roll angle standards with very high degrees
of accuracy after only a few trials. Maximum error seldom
exceeded two degrees, regardless of display size used. Average
absolute error averaged over a trial seldom exceeded 0.5
degrees. Root mean square (RMS) error data are plotted in
Figure 16 as a function of roll angle and display size. Curves
for other display sizes were analytically determined and are
shown in the figure.

Two aspects are of signficance in Figure 16. First, all
roll angle RMS error values are quite small. Second, it is
quite apparent that display size interacted with the particular
roll angles which subjects attempted to hold. Cross and
Bittner indicate that the causes of the interaction are not
totally clear, but may be due in part to difficulty in
perceptually integrating over large display areas. Based upon
these data, Cross and Bittner concluded that the "optimal"
display size is dependent upon the magnitude of the roll angle
being judged. If the roll angle standard falls below 18
degrees, larger size displays are favored. If roll angle
exceeds 18 degrees, smaller sizes prove-better. Considering
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overall trends in the data, they conclude that an 11-inch
display would appear to be the most effective tradeoff for
minimizing errors over a wide range of roll angles.

In a separate experiment, Cross and Bittner determined the
accuracy with which three naval aviators and three non-pilots
could make absolute roll angle judgements as a function of
display size. By verbal command, the experimenter requested
that roll angles ranging from 60 degrees right roll through 60
degrees left roll be set in by the subjects using a joystick
rate control. No roll angle scale was used. Correctness of
response feedback was provided in order that learning could
occur. Analysis of average errors and absolute average errors
showed that display size did not affect the abilities of subjects
to set in various roll angles. Further analysis of the data
showed that an average subject should be able to set in a roll
angle within + 3.0 degrees on 99.97 percent of his attempts,
regardless of the roll angle he may be attempting to establish.
Figure 17 shows average absolute error (AAE) as a function of
the roll angles which subjects were requested to establish using
the VCAD. It is apparent from the figure that AAE was different
as a function of the roll angle to be set in.

Cross and Bittner also investigated the effects of display
size upon the ability of non-pilots to maintain pitch angles at
plus or minus 750, 450, 300, 150 or 00. Five, 8, 14 and 17-inch
display sizes were investigated. Sine wave forcing functions
were introduced into both the pitch and roll channels, and the
subjects' task was to operate a rate control joystick to main-
tain pitch attitude separately at each of the nine pitch
attitude reference values. The tracking of pitch attitudes was
performed for several variations in roll angle. Average
absolute error and RMS error scores were computed as performance
indices.

As Cross and Bittner point out, the amount of change in the
position of the horizon line that results from an increment in
pitch angle is a function not only of pitch angle, but also
display size and viewing angle (i.e., sensor field of view).
The relationship among these variables is shown in Figure 18.
When display viewing angle is manipulated to maintain a 1:1
correspondence between the display and the real-world, the
amount of change in the position of the horizon line that
results from a given increment in pitch angle is the same,
regardless of the size of display used. Conversely, if viewing
angle is held constant while display size is varied, the amount
of horizon line displacement per pitch increment increases as a
direct function of display size. Consequently, larger displays
provide a more sensitive index of change in pitch angle than
smaller displays assuming that display viewing angle remains
constant. Cross and Bittner held viewing angle constant while
varying display size.
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As they point out, asking a subject to maintain a given
pitch angle with varying sized displays is a legitimate
procedure. However, once a subject is asked to ascribe
numerical values to a given pitch angle (absolute judgement),
the task becomes impossibly confusing. For example, if subjects
were asked to judge the position of the horizon line according
to a "real-world' criterion, error would automatically increase
as a function of display size, at least for conditions wherein
display viewing angle (sensor field of view) is held constant.
Consequently, they did not require subjects to make absolute
judgements of pitch angle as a function of display size in this
study. Subjects only tracked pre-established pitch attitudes.

Results of the study are shown in Figures 19 and 20.
Figure 19 shows the relationship between AEE (in volts) and
display size. The data represent predictions for an average
subject maintaining the zero degree pitch angle standard after
training. Since there was no interaction between display size
and pitch angle standard, the shape of the curve can be
considered representative for all standards. It can be seen
that AAE was found to be least for intermediate display sizes.
The minimum point on the curve was found to correspond with a
12.25-inch display.

RMS error is shown in Figure 20 as a function of a display
size and magnitude of the pitch angle standard. Because of the
close proximity of the curves for the various display sizes,
Cross and Bittner only published curves for worst and best case
conditions. The curve for the five-inch display represents the
worst case, while the computed curve for a 12.25-inch display
represents a best case. Curves for all other display sizes fell
within these bounds. The most striking effect in Figure 20 is
the finding that the minus 75 degree pitch angle standard was
clearly more difficult than the remaining standards. Otherwise,
there was little difference anong RMS error scores for the
remaining standards. Of particular interest-is the absolute
magnitude of the RMS error data for the various standards.
Considering the12.25-inch display, RMS error was less than one
degree for all standards except the 75 degree standard. Since
RMS error is an estimate of the standard deviation of errors
about the mean, it is quite apparent that the average subject
could maintain pitch angle within three degrees of pitch angle
standards from negative 45 degrees to positive 75 degrees over
99% of the time. The considerably degraded performance
assbciated with the negative 75 degree standard was attributed
to ineffective pitch angle cues available for this condition.

The following general conclusions appear warranted based
upon the experiments of Cross and Bittner. The effects which
displayjsize had upon absolute judgements of pitch and roll
angle magnitudes was quite small. Display size was consistently
found to have an effect on the accuracy with which an assigned
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value of pitch or roll could be maintained. Intermediate
display sizes resulted in the most accurate perforinance,
although an "optimum" display size would have to be selected
based upon the particular pitch or roll angle being controlled.
Considering the pitch angle studies, performance was optimized
for display sizes ranging from approximately 8 to 13 inches.
The display size found best in these studies was the l1-inch
display. In contrast, a rather pronounced interaction between
display size and magnitude of the roll angle standard was
found. Larger displays were favored if the standard was less
than 18 degrees, while smaller displays were better for
standards greater than 18 degrees. The display size which
appeared to maximize judgement accuracy across all roll angles
was an 11 inch display. When all results of these experinents
are considered as a unit, the 11-inch display appears to
represent an optimum trade-off.

The reader is cautioned against over generalization of
these data, however. First of all, the data were collected
using an eye-to-display viewing distance of 32 inches. There-
fore, any generalization of the data to other viewing distances
should be accomplished on the basis of visual angle dimensions
rather than inches of display height or width. Second, the data
were collected in the context of contact analog display system
information content and presentation format. It would be
expected that the effects of display size might be somewhat
different for displays of lesser pictorial content and greater
symbolic content. The use of pitch ladder scales and roll angle
scales are two primary examples of how inforr.ation content might
influence the effects of display size upon absolute judgement
performance if not continuous control performance. Similarly,
performance might vary as a function of display viewing angle
(sensor field of view). Also, in the simulation used, aero-
dynamic crosscoupling was not present. Additionally, many of
the other flight tasks required of the pilot were not
simulated. Finally, qualified pilots were not used in all of
the experiments. It is unlikely, however, that this had any
affect upon the data due to the relative simplicity of the tasks
involved. For full task simulation, however, the use of
qualified pilots would be a necessity.

CONCLUSIONS

Considering just electronic displays used for flight path
control (EADI's), experimental data which have the most direct
application are those published by Roscoe et al. (Ref. 284)
and Cross and Bittner (Ref. 97). In these studies, terminal
area flight control, approach and landing and a variety of other
attitude control tasks were examined to determine the effects of
display size upon task performance. There is some degree of
correspondence between the results of the studies, even though
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Roscoe, et al. used a projected periscope display while Cross
and Bittner employed contact analog displays. Both studies
concluded that displays with a diagonal dimension of approxi-
mately 11 inches resulted in optimal performance, with Cross and
Bittner reaching this conclusion from investigations of pitch
and roll angle control considerably in excess of those used by
Roscoe et al. Additionally, Cross and Bittne." also have shown
that making pitch and roll angle judgements and continubus
control of pitch and roll angles are not markedly influenced by
display size when one considers that an EADI must be designed
to produce acceptable control performance throughout a range of
360 degrees of both pitch and roll.

Based upon data obtained from projected periscope images of
the real-world, Roscoe et al. have shown that a magnification
of one (i.e., a display-to-real-world ratio of 1:1) is needed
for acceptable approach and landing performance. The data of
Cross and Bittner are predicated upon displays with a magnifi-
cation of one. Whether this ratio will produce adequate pitch
and roll scale factors for continuous control of all aircraft
dynamicsocannot be answered from their data. Indeed, the
answer to this question cannot be provided without considering
controller and system (aircraft) dynamic response character-
istics in a closed-loop feedback system context. As discussed
within the scale legibility portion of this report, relating
display scale factor to continuous control performance is
beyond the purview of this report. It must be pointed out that
none of the reports reviewed within this section systematically
varied electronic flight display scale factors for either pitch
or roll attitude control. Thus, conclusions regarding display
size which may be drawn from available data are limited to
displays incorporating scale factors of 1:1.

Review of available data indicates that electronic flight
displays ranging in diagonal dimension from eight through 17
inches produce similar control precision, with an 11-inch
display providing for an acceptable tradeoff. These findings
are based upon a viewing distance of 32 inches; display sizes
would be linearally reduced for shortened viewing distances.

It would appear that additional research dealing specifi-
cally with display size for EADI displays is not necessary.
What will be needed, however, are investigations of pitch and
roll scale factors for particular aircraft applications.



SECTION IV

INFORMATION CODING

INTRODUCTION

Williams (Ref. 356) stated that flight is inherently a
goal-directed activity and that every flight has a beginning and
an end. In order to successfully complete this activity, a
number of sub-goals must be established and achieved for all
phases of the flight. These sub-goals necessary for flight
consist of:

1. Direction of flight - ultimate goal.

2. The attitude of the flight - performance desired.

3. Mechanical operation of the craft to achieve the
above.

It is hence necessary to provide the pilot with means of
accomplishing these sub-goals. This requirement, an information
system, must allow the pilot to set up indices of desired
performance and to control the aircraft in order that the
desired performance will be achieved. Additionally, the pilot
must take into account other requirements of flight. These
include the presence and flight path of other aircraft relative
to his own, weather conditions, terrain features, flight
regulations and the physical limitations of his aircraft. It is
the express function of the on-board data management and display
system to provide .him with the above information.

Roscoe (Ref. 283) argues that the sub-goals of flight are
related in a hierarchical fashion. Through direct manipulation
of the controls, changes are introduced into the aircraft's
attitude, thrust and external configuration, which in turn
affects the craft's velocity vector and this indirectly affects
the craft's position in space and time. These changes are in
turn reflected by changes in the aircraft's display indices.
Since information is conveyed by changes in these indices, it is
necessary to decide upon a consistent and *naturalu (Carel, Ref.
58) set of movement relationships in the display system. This
is the basic problem in the design of integrated visual displays.

The concept of hierarchical relationship in the pilot's
tasks provides the rationale for theological grouping of
information into a relatively small number of integrated displays.
This hierarchically related information should be presented in
a comon frame of reference or coordinate system. The difficulty
occurs in trying to decide how far this integration will proceed.
Analysis and experience suggest that at least two views of the
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flight domain should be presented: a horizontal or downward-
looking view for use in navigation and mission requirements and
a vertical or forward-looking view used for flight control.

Simple combinations of a large number of information items
in a single display unit does not necessarily result in an
integrated display system. The underlying principle of display
integration requires related information to be presented in a
common reference systEm which shows the relationships among the
items to be perceived. Additionally, it is necessary that this
relationship be perceived directly by the observer. This
necessitates keeping the display itself as simple and
unencumbered as possible. On the other hand, it is necessary
to include in the display sufficient information for the
successful operation of the aircraft. These, and many other,
restraints dictate symbolic coding of the information presented.

This section addresses the problem of how information is
encoded in the display system, i.e., examine some of the symbol
alphabets developed. But, in order to fully appreciate the
strengths and weaknesses of the reviewed matter, we must ask
ourselves what it is that one is looking for. By a definitive,
but necessarily brief, statement cf some of the problems and
considerations in display coding, it is possible to ascertain
where the present state-of-the-art in symbology research stands.
This accomplished, an attempt is made to reduce the rather
extensive amount of research done in the area of coding to
manageable proportions and digest the results and recommendations
found therein. By so dcing it is possible to ascertain those
areas where additional research is required.

Figure 21 indicates the general format for this section.
Shape coding is examined first. This includes a review and
summary of the general work in the area, followed by a closer
look at some research aimed specifically at radar symbols. This
is followed by a sunmiary of findings and general recommendations.
Next, the subject of color coding of information is addressed.
Some of the major advantages and disadvantages of color coding
are examined, pertinent research evaluated and recoended color
alphabets summarized. Again, research recommendations are
proposed. Finally, the use of flash rate as a coding dimension
is addressed.

SHAPE CODING

Introduction

A shape code is used to symbolically or pictorially
represent a given amount of information in a limited amount of
space. Because of their capacity to transmit various amounts
of information under a number of operating conditions, a large
number of shape code alphabets have arisen in the literature.
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It is impractical (or impossible) to consider all of them in
this report. For this reason, this review has been limited to
those studies whose results could make possible contributions to
the establishrent of optimal airborne electronic display
symbology. Even with this restriction, it is necessary to limit
this review to those studies conforming to a realistic design
methodology. This is not to say that other studies not reviewed
are not sound; rather their primary sources did not explicitly
indicate the above criterion.

With the abundance of studies in the area of form perception
and sha~pe coding, it is necessary to ascertain what it is exactly
t:Tiat a given shape code is to do. Only after this has been
established can the criteria for the selection of this code be
spelled out. Without a selection criteria formerly fixed,
journeys through the literature are frustrating and often
unrewarding. With the selection criteria in mind, those studies
which possess possible contributions to the development of an
optimal shape code alphabet can be gleaned out. This,
essentially, is what this review attempts to do. By specifying
that the code (shape or other codes) is to be limited to
electrically/optically generated airborne displays under
operational conditions, and is to be used to transmit operational
information through integrated displays to the pilot operating
under operational stresses, selection criteria for the code can
be established.

Criteria for the selection of shape codes (or any codes for
that matter) should be established by answering at least the
following questions:

1. What is the optimum shape (color, etc.) for the code to
assume? In answering this question, all the parameters that are
expected to interact with this symbol should be considered in the
selection procedure. The amount of dynamic change present or
expected, the criticality of the information, the presence or
absence of other symbols, the effects of rapidly changing
luminance levels must all be considered.

2. Number of categories - How many discrete symbols will'
be required to provide the necessary information in symbolic
form? This minimum number of symbols should be, considered with
step number one since different shape alphabets have definite
size limitations.

3. Minimum amount of information - What is the least amount
of information that can be presented and still successfully
perform the mission? If possible, a symbol type and alphabet
should be selected in which a single meaning is assigned to each
symbol.
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4. Optimn., symbol size - How large (bright, etc.) does the
selected symbol have to be in order to provide good legibility
under the range of operational conditions to be encountered? It
is necessary to keep the symbol as small as practical in order
not to interfere with the readout of other information, but
large enough to ensure accurate transmission of the required
information. This consideration includes the visual angle
subtended by the symbol as well as the stroke-width-to-height of
each symbol.

5. Spacing of symbols - What are the spacing requirements
that need to be considered in order to present the maximum amount
of information required on the display surface? The formatting
of the symbology is important to produce the least amount of
interference.

6. Absolute identification - Will it be necessary for the
observer to read the symbol alphabet without reference to a
standard? This consideration will limit the size and complexity
of the alphabet selected.

7. Fase of learning - Is the alphabet selected such that it
can be readily learned by the user population and not show a
performance deterioration during adverse or emergency situations?
The alphabet should be equally interpretable under adverse as
well as normal conditions.

8. Safety factors - Is there a provision for a safety
factor (an alphabet of less than the maximum amount of symbols)
in the event it will have to be used in noise or less than
ideal conditions? If the minimum anount of discriminability is
left between symbols in an alphabet, the introduction of
relatively low amounts of noise will, in most cases, significantly
reduce performance.

9. Technical feasibility - Is the alphabet feasible for
presentation with the equipmment it is to be used with? The
more detailed and complex the alphabet, the more sophisticated
the generation equipment must be to present it with the desired
resolution.

With the above usage restrictions and selection criterion,
the literature produced little in the way of directly pertinent
information. Most of the studies reviewed dealt with low-light
levels under laboratory conditions. Almost all of the studies
dealt with only one to two of the many parameters interacting
with airborne display systems. In most cases, many of the
significant variables were not evea recognized (mentioned), let
alone controlled for. Most of the subjects were operating in
unknown or stress producing environments and consequently their
results can be expected to vary from the performance of skilled
subjects (pilots) familiar with the experimental conditions
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(aircraft flight, etc.). For these and many other reasons,
generalization from the literature to operational conditions is
tenuous.

In light of the above discussion, why even bother reviewing
many of the older studies on form perception and shape coding
studies? There are several parts to the answer of this question.
The first is that there have been "significant contributions"
made by many of these older studies to. the problem of information
display systems. Even though those studies were unidimensional
in nature, (one parameter varied and the rest of the world
supposedly held constant), they tended to focus attention on
sever 1l of the variables important to information coding
I :inii/um size, viewing angle, form perception variables, etc.).
Secondly, their lack of examination of the interaction effect of
many of the variables impinging upon their results have spurred
later researchers to challenge their results and in many cases
to conduct better controlled experiments. Finally, even with
the weaknesses and limitations of these findings, the results
of many of these earlier studies have crept into the present-day
thinking on display design. Valid or not, much of this thinking
is passed on from one generation of displays to the next, with
little consideration given to its applicability.

The following review of some of the more often quoted
studies illustrate many of the above problems. The first few
studies examined are concerned with establishing the "best" form
or establishing those characteristics which go to make up the
best form. With this goal in mind, consideration should be
qiven to the pa-imetric conditions (the many points along the
continuum of per- rmance) under which the particular form
championed is to be viewed. In order to declare a particular
form best, the conditions under which it is best must be
specified. Systematic (factorial) testing and/or cc ýrol 3f the
many parameters which interact to influence obs .ver ..erf mance
should be conducted. Finally care should be e: -cised in the
development of the methodology Ln order to ensur: that the
resulting data will be a reliable measure of the parameters one
wished to test.

The second group of studies looks briefly at the development
of symbol alphabets. These studies are concerned with the
development of groups of readily recognizable and easily
discriminable symbols to be used on more complex displays.

Form Perception

Research on shape coding of information has its roots in
early studies of form perception going all the way back to the
work of H. C. Stevens in 1908 (Ref. 324), Geissler in 1926
(Ref. 129), Pease in 1927 (Ref. 262) and Kleitman and Blier in
1928 (Ref. 210). These early stirrings soon took on the form of
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unofficial movements after the introduction of Gestalt Psychology
(Kafka, 1935 - Ref. 187). As a consequence of Kafka's work with
the Laws of Pragnanz, considerable research was generated in an
attempt to ascertain the "best" figure in the Gestalt tradition.
Fehrer in 1935 (Ref. 118) found that simple symmetrical shapes
are most easily learned. Woodworth and Schlossberg in 1954,
(Ref. 361) emphasized the virtue of symmetry. Fitts et al.
(1956 - Ref. 122) found that figures symmetrical around the
vertical axis led to somewhat better performance (accuracy of
recognition) than those symmetrical about the horizontal axis.
Attneave in 1957 (Ref. 11) found that observers rated simplicity
of shape primarily on the number of turns in the contour and
their symmetry and sharpness. Dardano and Donley (Ref. 99)
found that complete figures (circles) were more discriminable
than incomplete figures (1/2 circles). Gaito (Ref. 126) found
the propensity to perceive a curved line as straight to be
greater than the reverse.

In opposition to the Gestalt principles, Collier in 1931
(Ref. 83), Whitmer in 1933 (Ref. 353), King et al. in 1944
(Ref. 207), Casperson in 1950 (Ref. 60), Smith and Boyes in
1957 (Ref. 314) all demonstrated that triangles, rectangles, or
crosses are superior or 'better" than circles. Rappaport (Ref.
274) did not verify his hypothesis that symmetrical figures
would result in better performance than an equally complex
assymetrical figure. Deese (Ref. 104) found that when observers
need only remember one form at a time, complex forms are more
accurately identified.

Perhaps it would be of benefit at this point to ask just
what this or that figure is "better" or "best* for. Certainly,
if these early results are to be generalized to visual display
problems, such important parameters as resolution, brightness
contrast, ambient and background illumination, visual noise,
exposure time, and redundancy Vannot be dismissed. If we are to
extend them to the complex visual displays addressed here, we
must take into consideration such psychological, physiological,
and social factors as individual motivation, psychological set,
individual differences, response complexity, channel capacity,
individual cultural orientation and form familiarity. Clearly
the early studies do not control for these and many other
variables, but they are considered here for their results have
vectored later decisions on coding. Subsequent researchers
have sometimes quoted these studies, somewhat out of context,
to support their own findings, even though their studies were
not comparable. Black on white, white on black, solid and
linear, equal area and equal height forms have been stirred
together without particular attention paid to design.

Several studies have produced results which indicate that
the threshold of recognition of a visual test object is
influenced to some extent by the shape of the object. Kleitman
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and Blier (Ref. 210), for example conducted a study using solid
black equal area forms on a white background to test subjects
on direct and peripheral vision. Their findings indidated that
the triangle was superior to the circle, square, or star for
both direct and peripheral vision, and that the triangle has the
lowest visual threshold of the forms tested. The difficulty
with their results is that the equal area design gave the
triangle the advantage in angular subtense. This variable was
not discussed by the authors.

Collier (Ref. 83) presented seven different solid forms in
a peripheral view study. His sizing method was not described.
His scoring was in terms of extent of perimetric field and a
subjective measure of certainty. He reports that equalateral
and isosceles triangles are vastly superior, followed by the
square, parrallelogram, circle, hexagon and octagon in that
order (Table 3). Regardless of the sizing problem, it is
obvious that confusion possibilities are greatest between the
hexagon, octagon and the circle. Additionally, the two triangle
forms used were not adequately described and consequently little
weight can be placed on their reported advantages.

Munn and Geil (Ref. 251) also examined equal area forms
viewed peripherally to determine what forms could be most
accurately discriminated. Two forms were presented simultaneously
in tne peripheral area of vision, one stimulating the lateral
portion of each eye. The subjects (four) were instructed to
fixate on a central fixation point prior to exposure of the forms
presented. Each form was 10 cm and was cut out of black paper
which was then placed in front of a light box illuminated by a
10 watt bulb. The forms were viewed from a distance of 60 cm.
The box aperture was covered prior to exposure with white paper.
The forms were presented in random order and orientations and
at different peripheral angles (beginning at 850 and descreasing
in 50 decrements). The subjects were not provided with knowledge
of results.

Munn and Geil reported that the triangle was correctly
recognized over the greatest parametric field followed by the
square, circle, rectangle, and hexigon in that order. Again,
angular subtense is possibly the explanation for the first
three ranks. It is also obvious that only the triangle has no
confusion form in the five symbol design.

Helson and Fehrer (Ref. 162) used six equal area solid
black on white forms (area ranging fzom approximately 800-1,000
mm2 ) in their study of light and form thresholds, just
noticeable form and form certainty. The forms illumination
levels were increased until accurate identification was obtained.
The symbols were viewed from a distance of 275 cm (approximately
nine feet). The results indicated that the triangle and the
rectangle were the best forms (i.e. had the lowest light thresholds
for just noticeable light). The circle did not place first on



Table 3. Summary of Results of Study by Collier. (Ref. 83)

FORMS HORIZONTAL RIGHT HORIZONTAL LEFT

Number of Per cent Number of Per cent
exposures correct exposures correct

Circle 77 69 50 68

Octagon 77 28 50 30

Hexagon 77 44 50 48

Square 77 74 50 70

Parallelogram 77 71 50 70

Equilateral Triangle 77 86 50 78

Isosceles Triangle 77 71 50 82

539 63 av. 350 64 av.

VERTICAL UPPER VERTICAL LOWER

Circle 38 38 50 50

Octagon 38 18 50 33

Hexagon 38 41 50 50

Square 38 74 50 76

Parallelogram 38 69 60 82

Equilateral Triangle 38 82 50 90

Isosceles Triangle 38 69 60 68

266 55 av. 350 64 av.
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any measure taken and was rated as "neither good nor bad". Table
4 presents a summary of the verbal reports given by the four
subjects for the first 50 observations with each form. It is
observed that the triangle was most correctly identified by the
observers and showed the least amount of confusion with the
other forms used. The advantage appears to be explainable in
terms of angular subtense and/or confusion forms within the
matrix.

Whitmer (Ref. 353) conducted a study in which he found that
the rank order of different shapes, based on the percentage ofcorrect discrimination, was triangle best, followed by diamond,

square, rectangle, circle and hexagon.

King, Landis and Zubin (Ref. 207) using only triangles,
squares and circles, found subliminal perception (using forced
guesses) to exceed chance and that the triangle, though not
significantly, did exceed the other two forms.

Hochberg, Gleitman and McBride (Ref. 168) believing that
the previous conflicting reports were due to a lack of consider-
ation of and control for the effects (background figure inter-
action) of area of the figure and specific framework effects,
attacked the problem from a different direction in an attempt to
gain better control over these variables. Instead of triangles,
they used an equal area circle, square, and St. Andrews cross
projected as bright forms (with increasing intensities) upon a
dark screen. The circle required the lowest light level for
recognition while the St. Andrews cross required the greatest
illumination for visibility. In this case, visibility was
inversely related to angular subtense in direct opposition to
other equal area studies. They concluded that a 'good' figure
is compact, simple, symmetrical, and familiar, as expected in
the Gestalt approach. They made no effort to explain their
findings, which were contrary to prior findings, using white
forms on a black background. Neither did they mention the
possibility of a decrease in 'perceived brightness* over large
angular extents.

Hanes (Ref. 156) concluded that triangles, perhaps, have
been most persistent in giving lower thresholds, but whether this
fact still held above threshold was still open to question. He
reasoned that if "compactness" was a factor in determining a
threshold, it may also help in determining apparent brightness.
In his experiment to test this latter point, he used circles,
triangles, and squares each with three different areas: 0.003,
0.0123, and 0.17854 square inch. These figures when viewed at
a distance of 24 inches, subtend visual angles of 9, 19, and
144 minutes of arc respectively. His five subjects varied the
brightness of the variable shape to equal the brightness of the
standard shape. The brightness levels were 0.1, 10, and 100 ml.
Hanes found that with the triangle (with an area of 0.0031

/
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Table 4. Summary of Results of Study
by Helson and Fehrer, 1932

Reports from all Os on Form*

(First 50 Observations)

Figures Exposed

Figure Tri. Rect. Sq. Circ. Semi-c. Angle Total Av.
Seen as

Tri. 180 0 0 0 52 57 208 74.5 0.

Rect. 0 0 0 215 53.7 0.

Square 0 0 180 30 1 4 215 53.7 5.80

Circle 0 0 20 170 1 7 198 49.5 5.59

Semi-c. 4 2 0 0 124 12 142 35.5 7.0

Angle 6 0 0 0 6 120 132 33.0 8.51

*Numbers indicate number of times stimulus was identified as
each of the reportable forms.

square inch and brightness of 0.1 ml) as "he standard, the mean
value of the equal sized square which appeared equally bright was
0.125 ml, but for the triangle the mean value was only 0.095 ml.
(See Table 5). The triangle therefore, appeared brighter than
the square. The column means in Table 5, however, indicate that
while this relationship holds true in a majority of the cases,
the shape which appears brightest is somewhat dependent upon
size and brightness level used. When the two smaller sizes are
used, the triangle has a consistently higher apparent brightness
than do the other two forms, but for the larger sizes, the circle
appears brightest. Hanes could find no single explanation
adequate to account for these results.

These early studies have little to offer in the way of
unanimous conclusions. They do, however, offer a possible rank
order of the symbols examined with the top spot apparently
going to the triangle (see Table 6), followed by the square,
circle and rectangle respectively. Additionally, these findings
indicated that apparent changes in visibility of the few symbols
examined were a function of the presentation method, the inter-
action effect with similar figures and the luminance levels
used.
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Symbol Alphabets

The next group of studies reviewed used larger alphabets of
symbols, but likewise failed to uncover those characteristics
which go to make up the 'best" figure.

When working with larger alphabets, it is necessary to
select representative geometric forms from a large number of
form families (star family, triangle family, etc.) in order to
ensure a balanced design. Unbalanced designs (symbols selected
from a small number of form families) of this nature will tend
to be biased in favor of the forms selected.,

Casperson (Ref. 60) conducted a study to determine the
discriminability threshold of six different geometric forms and
to relate their relative discriminability to three quantifiable
aspects of their construction: (a) area of the figure, (b)
maximum dimension, and (c) perimeter. To produce variations in
the six basic forms, he constructed five different variations
of each basic form (Figure 22). These figures, when equal in
area, differed in maximum dimension and perimeter. Additionally,
each set of figures was reproduced with seven different areas in
order to measure discrim~nability thresholds. Six complete sets
of stimuli were made for each of the seven areas. The figures
were solid black pfi6tographic prints on semi-gloss paper, and
the illumination on the cards was 11.2 foot-candles. The 20
male subjects viewed the stimulus cards from a distance of 20
feet with their chins in rests. They were instructed to report
only the basic form name presented. Each subject had seven
experimental sessions; in each session he judged a complete set
of 30 figures (all with the same visual area) 24 times.

The results indicated a 4ifference in discrimination in the
six forms tested. The results'.tend to confirm earlier reports
that circular and elloptical dhapes are difficult to identify
(Helson and Fehrer, Ref. 162). ',Area was found to be the best
measure of discriminability for-ellipses and triangles. Maximum
dimensions predicted discriminability best for rectangles and
diamonds, while perimeter was the best predictor for stars and
crosses. As a group, the best proictor for all the forms was
maximum dimension. In ranking the discriminaiility of the six
basic forms, it was found that the triangles, rectangles, and
crosses consistently maintained their position in the first
three places, while the stars, diamonds and ellipses occupied
the lower three places, regardless of the variable used to
measure performance. A comparison of the variance contributed
by the subjects with the variance due to form differences
substantiates the hypothesis that forms do differ in their
discriminability and that the differences among the individtMls
making the discrimination are small when compared with these
form differences.
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Figure 22. Forms and Variations Used by Casperson. (Ref. 60)
The Seven Areas Used Were: .032, .072, 1128, .200,

.288, .512, and .800 cm2.

Sleight (Ref. 310) attempted to obtain information on the
relative discriminability of a number of geometric forms when
the subject had to deal with a complex panorama before him. Six
each of 21 different forms (Figure 23) were mounted on 1-1/4
inch clear lvcite squares. The figures were the maximum size
that could be inscribed in a 1-inch circle. A 25 inch circle
painted flat white was used as the display background for the
target symbol. Sixteen male and five female subjects -sorted all
six of designated target form into a compartment as quickly and
as accurately as possible from a total of 126 forms.

The forms sorted most quickly were respectively: swastika,
circle, crescent, airplane, cross and star (Table 7). When the
subjects ranked the figures in order of "attention-getting
value", the swastika ranked first followed by the cross, the
star, airplane, crescent, diamond, circle, heart, and triangle
in that order. There was a high positive correlation between
the ranking of the figures according to sort time and the
subject's ranking of items according to "attention-getting
value".

Since the symbols used by Sleight were reasonably large,
there was little possibility for blur to occur. In this type
of study, there would appear to be an advantage given to the
circle, even in the presence of several polygon forms, because
of its size and area. Sleight also used an unequal sampling of
form families with five polygon used as compared with only one
triangle, square, and star. The numerous polygons and the
circle accounted for a large percentage of the sorting error and
must have contributed to the slow sorting time for the circle.
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Figure 23. Forms Used by Sleight.(Ref. 310)

In a series of experiments, Bitterman et al. (Ref. 31)
attempted to explore the implications of a diffusion model for
visual form perception which was derived from the Kohler-
Wallach theory of figural after effects (which states that
corners tend to round-off, gaps close and fine detail to blur
into larger detail). In his first experiment, foveal form
threshold were measured in terms of the intensity of illumination
required to identify luminous figures briefly exposed in a dark
room (Figure 24}). Significant variance due to form was found in
the thresholds for these simple figures of equal area. Inspection
of the graph in Figure 25 reveals a zather marked linear relation-
ship between the two -Ariables (lumirance required for detection

-d parameter to area).

In the Bitterman study resu]ts, the square was frequently
called a circle at pre-threshold levels, and the triangle was
also mistaken for a circle (but not as often as the square). The
cross was frequently called a diamond, the X a square, the I a
triangle with the apex down, the L a semicircle or a half-moon,
and the H on occasion was called a butterfly. The circle was
rarely called anything but a circle. In general, as the diffusion
model suggests, corners tend to round and gaps tend to close.
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Table 7. (a) ;-Mean Sorting Time and (b) Relative
Discriminability of the Six Forms.

(from Sleight, Ref. 310)

Table (a)

Mean Times for Sorting Six of Each Form and Groupings
by Significance of the Difference Between Mean Times

Mean Skew-
Group Form Time* SD ness***

(.01 min.)

V Swastika 11. 4 1.74 -. 689
Circle 15.2 4.75 .568
Crescent 18.5 10.63 .761
Airplane 27.9 13.24 .111
Cross 29.1 16.74 .663
Star 30.4 12.75 .972 [
E1llipse 40.0 26.80 1.220
Rectangle 415.3 27.90 .806

B Diamond 47.2 22.29 1.238
Triangle 53.7 28.22 .765
Square 58.0 34.00 .679

Heart 66.0 52.72 .699
Ship 70.2 34.35 1.150

C Semicircle., 71.5 42.77 .793
Pentagon 73.4 36.34 .495
Trapezoid 77.3 46.65 1.086
Shield 83.5 54.62 1.488

Octagon 94.7 54.88 1.088
Double-concave. 99.3 71.06 .895

D Heptagon " 103.2 53.38 .972
Hexagon 107.7 53.79 .731

SEach mean presented here is based on the last two trials for

all Ss combined (N = 42).
* Groups denote forms, each of which is significantly different

from all other forms (at the 1% level) except those within the
same bracket. For example, the swastika is significantly
better than the ellipse, the ellipse is significantly better
than the heart, and so on.

*** Skewness is calculated using the formula three times the mean
minus the median divided by the standard deviation. In a
perfectly sy-rmetrical distribution the obtained value would
be zero.
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Table 7. (a) Mean Sorting Time and (b) Relative
Discriminability of the Six Forms.

(from Sleight, Ref. 310)

Table (b)

Relative Discriminability of Geometric Forms as
Determined by (a) Mean Selection Order, and

(b) Mean Sorting Time*

Rank by Rank by
Form Selection Sorting

Order Time

Swastika 1 1
Cross 2 5
Star 3 6

Airplane 4 4
Crescent 5 3
Diamond 6 9

Circle 7 2
Heart 8 12
Triangle 9 10

Double-concave 10 19
Semicircle 11 l4
Shield 12 17

Rectangle 13 8
Ellipse 14 7
Ship 15 13

Square 16 11
Trapezoid 17 16
Pentagon 18 15
Hexagon 19 21
Octagon 20 18
Heptagon 21 20
SRank order correlation = .79
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o Ai.iTN
Area Perimeter

Form (Square inches) (Inches) Perimeter/Area

Circle .25 1.77 7.08
Square; diamond a/ .25 2.00 8.00
Square; diamond a/ 1.00 4.00 4.00
Triangle .25 2.27 9.08
L a .25 2.31 9.25
Cross; X - .25 2.69 10.75Cross; 1.00 5.36 5.36

T .25 2.69 10.75
N .25 3.02 12.10

a/ Identical forms differing in orientation by 450.

Figure 24.. Description of Figures Used in First Study
by Bitterman et al. (Ref. 31)

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.3

0

1.2

I I I I I I p *• ;

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Parameter to Area (P/A)

Figure 25. Required Luminance Threshold as a Function of
Parameter/Area. Note that the Two Lowest P/A Values Represent
the 1.00 inch2 figures and the Remaining Figures are for the
Smaller 0.25 inch4 figures. (After Bitterman et al., Ref. 31)
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In the next series of parametric experiments (Bitterman,
Ref. 31), form thresholds were found to vary inversely with
exposure-time, with area, and with magnitude of critical detail.
Qualitative as well as quantitative reciprocity of time and
intensity was discovered; distortion of form (blurring of fine
detail) appeared with short exposure times which were comparable
to those obtained with low illumination levels.

The fifth experiment in the series was designed to examine
the role of critical detail in form perception. In the figures
used (Figure 26), length and/or area increased progressively
while perimeter/area (P/A) decreased slightly.

Examination of the results presented in Figure 27 suggests
that the principle source of variation for the crosses, X's, and
L's was magnitude of the critical detail measured in terms of
t lengths of the arms constituting the interior angles.
Thresholds for crosses and X's decreased in a similar manner
with increasing length of details despite the fact that for the
crosses, P/A incresses markedly and area remains the same while,
for the X's, P/A decreases markedly and area increases signifi-
cantly. From these results, Bitterman concludes that the
perception of form, at low levels of illumination, is limited
primarily by local diffusion (diffusion of the detail) which
obscures critical detail, rather than by the relative amount of
diffusion from the figure as a whole (expressed in terms of P/A).

From the data collected in his experiments, Bitterman made
the following general conclusions:

1. Brightness thresholds vary inversely with exposure
time and with area, but appear unaffected with rather extensive
changes in configuration.

4+4 +XXX

TTT LnL L'T+

Figure 26. Forms Used in Experiment V.
(Adapted from Bitterman et al. Ref. 31)
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1.9. 13 (Results for Triangles)

-"18 12 lO

S1.51. 00

S1.4 0.8-

v1.2-07
1.2 0 8 0 1 I1 12 .3o I.ILength of Base

1.0

O4 0.9 t,
0",O.8 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0.7 U,
0-4 .. I

0.1 0.2-0.3 0.4 0.'5 06 0-7 0.8 0.9 1"0

Figure 27. Brightness and Form Threshold as a Function
of the Length of Critical Detail. (After Bitterman, Ref. 31)

2. Form thresholds vary inversely with exposure time
(increase exposure time decreases threshold), with area (increased
area decreases threshold), and Ith magnitude of critical detail
(increased size of detail decreases symbol threshold).

Bowen et al. (Ref. 38) ;surveyed the literature and were
unable to find any definitive rules for establishing easily
recognizable symbols. Rather, they found distinctive
combinations of features for each shape: no one of which was
absolutely necessary. They, therefore, attempted to establish
the rank discriminability of a set of 20 geometric symbols under
various conditions of degradation of noise, distortion, and blur
and to select subsets of these symbols that would yield minimum
confusion. The shapes were selected so that each would appear
distinctively different, simple, have few elements, but in some
sense be symmetrical (Figure 28). Slides were made for each
symbol under each of the 12 viewing conditions and were back-
projected onto the center of a five by five inch opal glass
screen producing symbols of 0.5 inch height and stroke-width-to-
height ratio of 1:10. Viewing distance was 50 inches and the
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67

10 19 12

Figure 28. The 20 Symbols Selected by Bowen et al. (Ref. 38)

brightness of the display was 4 to 5 foot-Lamberts (dependent on
the noise condition of the slide). Seven subjects were each
shown the 480 presentations individually for 0.5 seconds.

The results indicated no significant difference in the
performance among the Subjects. (Table 8, however, indicate- a
significantly different score in the accuracy of recognition for
each symbol). Increasing the amount of noise and the amount of
distortion significantly lowered performance, but increasing the
amount of blur (within the range used in this study) did not.
Bowen hypothesized that blur causes a lack of definition to the
small elements and therefore renders the background more uniform,
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Table 8. Percentage of Correct Recognition.
(From Bowen et al., Ref. 38)

Percentage Percentage
Symbol No. Correct Symbol No. Correct

1 .916 11 .785

2 .898 12 .756

3 .869 13 .779

4 .869 14 .506

5 .839 15 .762

6 .881 16 .553

7 .875 17 .458

8 .833 18 .720

9 .839 19 .559

10 .863 20 .690

while affecting the solid dominant parts of the figure to only a
small extent. Hence, the overall loss of resolution is counter-
balanced by an increase in the effective figure-ground contrast.

The interaction term (which is defined as the degree 6f
variation in a score which is attributable to the combination
effects of two or more of the conditions and which is distinct
from the effects due to the conditions considered individually)
"Noise by Distortion by Blur" was significant and is graphed in
Figure 29. As these three conditions combine into progressively
more and more adverse display conditions, performance deteriorates
at an increasing rate. While blur alone did not affect the
scores significantly, it does enter into this interaction term.
Hence, Bowen concluded that some blur is tolerable, provided
that the other display conditions are fairly good. However, when
the other conditions are poor, the presence of blur will recruit
to the other factors to degrade symbol recognition.

The results of the experiment were entered into a master
confusion matrix which describes the probability of any of the
20 symbols being responded to when one symbol was displayed.
From this matrix, optimum subsets of symbols were found and are
presented in Table 9.
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Table 9. Optimwi Sets of Symbols.
(Adapted from Boven et al., Ref. 38)

Articulation scores
Number of for conditions
Symbols
in Set Recommended Symbols* Best Average Worst

2* 1 5-2; or 1 L 3; or 2 & 3; 1.0 1.0 1.0
or 7 & 14; or 5. & 7; or
5 & 14.

3 1, 2 & 3; or 5, 7, L 14. 1.0 1.0 1.0

4 1, 2, 3, 9 4; or 5, 6, 7 1.0 .99 .99
S14.

5 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5; or 4, 5, 1.0 .98 .91

6, 7 £ 14.

6 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6. 1.0 .98 .91

7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, & 7. 1.0 .98 .83

8 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, & 8. 1.0 .97 .79

9 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9. 1.0 .95 .. 69

10. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 1.0 .94 .67
& 10.

4 For additional symbols use: 11 but not with 3

12 but not with 5 or 7; and

13 but not with 8.

* Symbol numbers refer to symbols shown in Figure 28.
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1.0
'No Blur,

Nc Distortion

0 Blur, No
S0-.6 Distortion
•43
-.46 .

Distortion,

U oNo Blur

o$ .3 Blur and
ao .2 DistortionU

.1

I I I ,

None Moderate Severe

NOISE LEVEL

Figure 29. The Interaction Effect of Noise, Distortion,
and Blur Upon the Probability of Correct Lesponse,

(After Bowen et al., Ref. 38)

While the above combinations are optimal, any combination
of the first ten figures should yield good results, however, a
square and a rectangle should not be used together. In general,
symbols 15 thru 20 should not be used, if possible. The number
of symbols should be kept minimal, and under adverse conditions,
no more than six symbols shpuld be used.

A second experiment was designed to provide information
about optimum size and stroke-vidth-to-height ratio for symbols
to be used for tasks similar to those found in operational radar
centers. The stimuli were: (a) a circle, (bW a variation of a
cross, (c) a square, and (d) a triangle. Each symbol used had
three sizes (0.25, 0.375, and 0.50 inch) and three stroke-width-
to-height ratios (1:6, 1:8 and 1:10). The subject's task was to
count the number of occurrences of a specific symbol as quickly
and as accurately as possible when they were displayed.

The results indicated that the cross was counted most
rapidly in all three size categories. The triangle turned in
the poorest performance with regard to counting speed. The
0.5-inch symbols were counted the fastest with stroke-width-to-
height making no difference for this size. For smaller size
symbols, however, the thinner stroke-width-to-heights were
superior.
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Based on the above data, Bowen et al. made the following
general recommendations:

1. Symbols should subtend a minimum of 20' of arc, but
if the viewing distance is longer than the normal 28 inches it
should form a visual angle of about 22' of arc.

2. The stroke-width-to-height ratio should be 1:8 or 1:10
for symbols of 0.4-inch or larger viewed up to a distance of
seven feet.

3. The best presentation rate was found to be about one
symbol per 0.7 second.

The results of Bowen's study and his recommendations have
appeared in many handbooks, guides and later studies on coding.
Valid or not, his efforts appear to be the first attempt to
establish guidelines for symbol construction. Unfortunately,
there appears to be no follow-up work attempting to validate his
recomendations.

Since the symbols used in this study were presented in
various orientations, the question of the context in which the
symbol is presented becomes apparent. Additionally, the
orientation of the symbol relative to the observer- i& perhaps a
factor in the discriminability of certain figures (Form Number
11 proved less efficient in experiment number one where it was
presented in isolation than it did in experiment Number II where
it was presented in connection with other symbols).

Williams and Falzon (Ref. 357) investigated some of the
variables thought to effect symbol discrimination and search
time on complex Air Force information systems. One hundred
symbols were derived and presented in five staggered ten by ten
matrices and five ordered ten by ten matrices. Each symbol was
projected for 0.5 second and viewed by six subjects viewing them
from 45% left, 00, and 450 right of center (20 feet from the
screen). The symbol brightness was 20 Ft. Lamberts, and the
background brightness was 2 Ft. Lamberts. The symbols subtended
a visual angle of 20 minutes of arc (see Figure 30).

The results indicated that the type of matrix was not
significant for search time or for accuracy. Viewing angle was
significant for accuracy, but not for search time. At the
center viewing position, area type forms (Table 10) were
recognized most accurately, but at the right and left positions,
perimeter type forms were recognized overall with most accuracy,
followed by the pictorial type forms and then by the combined
geometric forms.
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a. Sample of the Random Matrix
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b. Sample of the Ordered Matrix

Figure 30. Symbols Used by Williams and Falzon. (Ref. 357)
Figure 30-a is Representative of the Random Matrix,

Figure 30-b of the Ordered Matrix.
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Table 10. Assignment of Figures to Experimental Categories,
(After Williams and Falzon, Ref. 357)

Assignment of Symbols to Experimental Categories

Simple X Simple X Comb. X Comb. X Pict. X Pict. X
Perim. Area Perim. Area Perim. Area I.

A-10 A-5 A-8 A-3 A-6 A-1

B-10 A-7 B-5 A-9 B-3 A-4

D-1 B-2 B-8 C-4 B-4 B-i

D-4 B-7 D-6 C-7 B-9 B-6

E-10 C-2 1D-10 D-3 D-7 C-i

F-9 C-3 E-3 E-2 D-9 C-6

H-4 C-8 E-5 E-9 F-2 D-5

H-5 D-2 F-4 G-5 F-5 D-8

H-8 E-1 F-B G-7 G-3 E-6

H-10 E-4 G-i H-1 G-4 E-7

1-4 E-8 G-2 H-3 G-6 F-1

I-7 F-6 G-8 I-1 G-9 H-2
J-4 F-10 I-8 1-2 d H-6 1-3

J-5 H-9 1-9 1-10 - J-3 J-1

J-9 1-6 J-10 J-2 J-6 J-7

Williams and Falzon make the following recommendations for
the selection of symbols to be used in displays with a large
number of symbols present:

1. Simple geometric symbols are recomuended if high
accuracy and low search time are required and the center viewing
can be used.

2,. If the right and left viewing angle must be used (but
angles not greater than 450 from the center), then simple
geometric and/or pictorial-perimeter type forms are recommended
(the latter being the best).

3. Combined geometric forms, as used in this experiment,
were not recommended.
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Results found in the above experiment indicated that solid
geometric-type symbols were not recognized with sufficient
accuracy for use in complex Air Force displays. In order to
obtain a list of combinable symbols for use in system displays,
Williams and Falzon (Ref. 358) conducted a similar experiment
with the twenty-five symbols shown in Figure 31.

Six indi',iduals familiar with the system viewed the 25
symbols under conditions stated for the study. During each
trial, the symbol was projected on the screen from 0.5 second
subtending a visual angle of 10 minutes of arc.

Combinaticas using outlined diamonds proved rather poor and
were often confused with other symbols in the matrix (Table 11) .
Outlined squares and circles, on the other hand, seemed to
yield satisfactory combinations. Outlined triangles were superior
to outlined diamonds, but were still rather poor when compared
with the square and circle combinations for accuracy. Search
time rankings indicated that square and circle combinations
could \be located quicker than triangle or diamond combinations.
Straight ahead again proved best for search time, followed by
right and left positions of the display.

4 -e
Fig1ure 31. Figures Used by Williams and Falzon. (Ref. 358)
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Table 11. Search Time Rank Order of Symbols.
(After Williams and Falzon, Ref. 358)

Search Frequency Cumulative Symbols
Time Per Frequency - From

(Sec.) Measure All Measures Figure

3.98 1 1 12

4.00 1 2 22

4.17 1 3 13

4.23 1 4 20

4.40 1 5 8

4.83 2 7 6, 24

4.90 1 8 11

5.33 1 9 3

5.50 1 10 9

5.70 1 11 2

5.90 1 12 10

6.17 1 13 7

6.23 1 14 23

6.33 1 15 15

6.46 1 16 14

6.60 2 18 1, 5

6.87 1 19 18

7.13 1 20 4

7.33 1 21 25

7.36 1 22 19

7.73 1 23 17,

8.33 1 24 Z1

8.43 1 25 16

The circle-X (Symbol #17, Figure 31) was often confused
with the square-X (Symbol f2). If the circle-X was not viewed
at th1e center position, the extended diagonals seemed to cause
the figure to appear as a square-X.
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Summary

With the exception of the study by Bowen, et al., none of
the above studies presented the symbols being discriminated in
a realistic operational situation. Hence, the validity of
generalizing these findings to radar or other electronic display
situations appears to be limited. Likewise, the limited scope
of the responses required of the subjects in these studies could
hardly be compared to the complex response requirements of the
operational situation. Later studies will show a definite inter-
action effect between these two important parameters. Also, the
somewhat arbitrary manner in which the symbols were selected for
testing, the limited number of types of symbols and the
restricted nature of the testing done on the symbols selected
does not appear to be conducive to broad generalizations of the
recommendations derived therefrom. Be this as it may, the
recommendations by the above authors have been broadly generalized
and appear in many recently published studies.

Nonetheless, the above studies are not without merit. When
applied to situations comparable to the tested situations, the
general reco mendations made appear to be quite valid.
Unfortunately, the recommendations forwarded are not unanimous
in nature. The guides proposed by Bowen et al. are diametri-
cally opposed to those proposed by Williams and Falzon (i.e.,
Bowen suggests that modifiers - slashes or wings added to a
basic figure - should not cross, distort or interfere with the
primary symbol, while Williams and Falzon contend that modifiers
contained within the primary figure lead to fewer confusion
errors than extended modifiers). Based on the sparse evidence
provided by the other studies reviewed and on the general
recommendations from the area of form perception, it would appear
that the recommendations made by Bowen et al. would be more
valid for use on electronically generated display. This is not
to say, however, that these symbols (presented on Figure 28) are
universally applicable to all display situations. Careful
consideration of the display, the environment in which it is to
operate and the tasks demanded of the observer must be taken
into consideration when generalizing this (or any) symbology to
a new display situation.

Radar-Type Symio logy

In the early days of radar, a very limited number of
symbols could be generated on radar scopes. This limited alpha-
bet quickly became a usable, if not standardized, target
vocabulary. As technology advanced, however, newer equipment
permitted the generation of complicated new symbols which soon
displaced some of the older symbols. Unfortunately, this change
did not constitute an orderly growth from the original alphabet.
New meanings were assigned to older forms and new forms replaced
"older symbology. Recent state-of-the-art advances enable the
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radar screen to present the observer with much more information
much more rapidly. Computer generated synthetic video has
transformed the traditional CRT into a meaningful picture of
action with targets completely identified as clear symbols on an
uncluttered background. Map overlays, terrain features, equip-
ment position, check procedures, and much more can be presented
upon demand.

With this capability, there is a temptation to build large
vocabularies of meanings based on information which the computer
can provide. Consequently, the appearance of newer, more
sophisticated equipment will generally mean the introduction of
a newer set of symbology to go with the equipment. Yet, as far
back as 1949 (Ref. 127), Gebhard warned that these complicated
codes are of little value unless they can be interpreted by the
operator under field conditions. Several studies have been made
in an attempt to ascertain the "besto set of symbology
(Honigfeld, Ref. 171; Davis, Ref. 101), but again they have
failed to come to any unanimous conclusions or specific recommen-
dations. Bergum and Burrell (Ref. 28) recommended a standard-
ization of radar symbology before the problem intensified.
Honigfeld (Ref. 171) reviewed the literature in an attempt to
formulate guidelines for standardization of radar symbology, but
was unable to specify a standard alphabet. With this obvious
need for standardization and limitizing, it is difficult *to
understand why new codes continue to appear.

The literature indicates that each new code designer leans
heavily on earlier studies which appear to support his own
particular theory. Many of these studies have been repeatedly
sumiwated without reference to the original conditions of the"
studies, and consequently many of the original weaknesses in
coding have been perpetuated. It is obvious that these often
quoted studies have influenced current thinking concerned with
radar symbology, but with the multitude of new variables
associated with newer equipment it is difficult to see how much
of the earlier work can be directly applicable. A careful
evaluation of the situation is certainly warranted.

As stated above, little of the preceding data can be
applied directly to radar symbology. However, some of the
general recommendations found in the above literature could
possibly be of value. These include:

1. The suggestion of an interaction effect when highly V.
similar symbols are utilized in a limited coding system. Symbols
from the same or similar geometric family (i.e. triangles) tend
to appear more similar as viewing conditions are degraded.

2. Consideration should be given ro the apparent changes
in visibility of an individual symbol with different types of
presentation methods. The same symbol will not necessarily be
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equally discriminable in different display formats (i.e., in
presence of clutter, noise, etc. as opposed to a uniform display
background).

3. The characteristics contributing to the legibility of
symbols, usually a function of the form family from which the
symbol was derived, should be maximized.

4. The number of symbols presented and the amount of---.
information that must be encoded in each symbol should be
weighted against the amount of information the operator needs
and can efficiently handle.

True radar simulation studies are limited in number and in
scope. The studies that have been concerned with radar
simulation have tended to point out equipment problems rather
than dealing with problems associated with symbology. The fact
is that radar symbology has a number of unique parameters, many
of which have not been examined at all. In addition to the
considerations listed on page 53 dealing with general coding
(which apply equally well here), the following variables must be
considered:

1. Types of Presentation - What effects does the
compression or expansion of information have on man's ability
to comprehend slowly or rapidly changing situations?

2. Kinds of Information - How can computers be best used
to decrease the complexity of the information presented and
increase man's capacity for decision making?

3. Search Area - How are detection time and accuracy
affected by increasing or decreasing search area?

4. Target Discrimination - What variables should be
controlled for in order to increase discrimination of targets?
Target discrimination on a CRT screen appears to be a function
of: Relative motion of the target, brightness of the target
and of the screen, type of symbol used, viewing distance,
ambient and background illumination, size of the symbol, display
size, and many more.

5. Irrelevant Information - To what degree does the
presence of irrelevant information degrade operator performance?

6. Information Processing - How much of-the-information
presented on a radar scope can the operator process under
normal and stress producing operational conditions?

7. Spatial Characteristics - How similar should the display
be to the real-iworld situation?
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8. Psychological Stress - What effect does the increased
speed, and complexity of the tasks associated with radar opera-
tions have on human performance? In addition, consideration
should be given to the physical environment and possible
perceived detrimental outcomes (i.e., the perception of danger).

With the above considerations in mind, we will proceed to
the literature.

Attneave (Ref. 11) reports a series of experiments which
appear to have some important implications as to how one
perceives spatial relationships among abstract visual stimuli.
He notes that complex visual objects are not only harder to
reproduce from memory than simpler ones (Attneave,. 1955), but
also harder to learn by name and to match. In the study reviewed,
he attempted to determine quantitatively definable aspects of
figure 'complexity", the relationship of judged complexity to
information content of the figure, "degrees of freedom", compact-
ness and several other variables. Seventy-two randomly shaped
stimuli (Figure 32) were constructed using differing numbers of
turns, degrees of curvedness and symmetry. These shapes were
projected (for a period of 10 seconds) upon a wall screen in the
front of tie room in which the observers were seated for a period
of 10 seconds. One hundred and sixty-eight airmen basic trainees
served as subjects and rated the figures as "Extremely Simple",
"Very Simple", 'Simple", "Medium", "Complex", or 'Very Complex".
The size of the viewed symbol and viewing distance was not
specified, but obviously varied with seated position.

The results of this study indicated that whether the shapes
were angular, curved, or mixed made no significant difference in
judged complexity. Symmetrical shapes, however, were judged more
complex than assymetrical shapes with the same number of inde-
pendent turns. Symmetrical shapes were judged less complex than
assymetrical shapes with the same total number of turns. Conse-
quently, the number of turns in the shape was the most

Figure 32. Representative Figures Used in Study
by Attneave,(Ref. 11)
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important determinent of judged complexity. The results also
indicated that the curved shapes, although they appear no more
complex than angular shapes, contain more information per symbol.
Attneave concludes that this is valid since curved shapes
require more dimensions for their specification than angular
shapes.

The implications of Attneave's findings are (a) symmetrical
patterns or shapes may appear to possess more meaning (contain
more information) and be more easily interpreted than
assymmetrical patterns or shapes with the same number of turns
and (b) the difficulty of pattern recognition increases as a
function of the number of turns in the symbol.

Baker, Morris, and Steedman (Ref. 13) created nonsense
forms by random filling of a 300 x 300 cell square matrix to
investigate factors of radar target recognition in air-to-ground
systems. The forms created varied greatly in visual subtense,
area and the -number of changes in the direction of the peripheral
outline (See 7igures 33 and 34). The resolution was varied from
.00 (perfect resolution), .01, .02, to .01-inch blur-disc diameter
and the area of the display ranged from 6, 12, 16, to 24 square
inches. Four different orientations of the displays were also
used to reduce, the effects of learning. Subjects were under a
monetary incentive plan to maintain motivation. Subjects were
seated individually in front of display (distance not specified).
Each subject's task was to locate on a problem display a specific
target shown to them on a briefing display. The results
indicated that the time and error scores increased as a function
of: (a) an increase in the number of irrelevant forms on the
display, and (b) an increase between the resolution of the
reference photograph of the target and the target as it appeared

-• on the problem disrlay. They found the absolute resolution of
the forms to be of little value so long as the resolutions of
the referenced form and the problem form were the same. Improve-
ment shown with practice appeared to be a result of the subject's

.00 .01 .02 .041

Figure 33. General Appearance of the Matrix Forms at
the Four Different Blur-Disc Diameters Measured in Inches.

(After Baker, Mqrris, and Steedman, Ref. 13)
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Figure 34. The Twenty Targets Used in the Experiment.

Target Size Ranges from Three Cells (No.6) to 78 Cells (No. 1).
Note that Five of the Targets are Discontinuous, i.e., -they

Consist of a Cluster of Cells, not all of which are Connected.
(From Baker, Norris, and Steedman, Ref. 13)

ability to learn what effect a change in resolution will have
upon the appearance of the target form rather than an increase
with the general familiarity with specific targets and search
areas. The performance data also indicates that the location
of the target on the display affects performance. It was found
that as the ratio of the target area to the area of the smallest
circle which would enclose the target increased, search time and
errors increased. Finally, increasing the blur disc diameter
decreased the subject's performance (Figure 35).

Steedman and Baker (Ref. 321) made a follow-up investi-
gation of speed and accuracy of target recognition as a function
of the displayed size and resolution of targets. Circular
problem displays were cut from the basic 12-inch square 90,000
cell matrix giving circular discs of 7.8-inches diameter. The
five problem discs were then photographically reduced so as to
result in a series of displays with diameters of 1.95, 3.90, and
5.85 inches, and matrix cell sizes of .01, .02, .03, and .04-,
inch respectively. Resolution of the matrix cells for the /
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Figure 35. Probability of Error (a) and Search Time
(b) as a Function of the Amount of Blur Present.

(After Baker et al., Ref. 13)

largest cells were .00 (perfect resolution), .02, .04, .08 blur
disc diameter. Four groups of 16 subjects were used, each group
taking one fourth of the total of 16 treatment conditions. The
24 targets selected at random (ranging in size from three cells
to 78 cells) were viewed at four different orientations (900,
1900, 2700, and 000) at a distance of 24 inches. (See Figure
36). The subject was presented with a 'briefing target and then
required to locate the same target in the presented 'problem
display". , A monetary incentive was used to maintain a high
level of motivation in the subjects.

The significant finding was that both criterion measures,
search time and errors, remained relatively invariant until the
visual angle subtense of the maximum dimension of the targets
fell below 12 =in. arc (See Figures 37 and 38). Hence, assuming
a 12-inch viewing distance, a target must have a minim size of
0.042 inch as displayed in order to expect relatively accurate
and rapid recognition under ideal conditions. Where practical,
minimum visual angle of target detail should be about 20 seconds
of arc to insure recognition.
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Figure 36. The 24 Targets Used in the Study Ranging in Size
from 3 Cells (Number 6) to 78 Cells (Number 1).

(After Steedman and Baker, Ref. 321)

In this experiment, the subjects always "knew' the target
would be "there' and thus allowed a probai1ity of error in
that in the practical radar situation, the operator is not
certain that there is a target "out there".

Gerathewohl, et al. (Ref. 134) conducted an experiment to
study the effect of noise on relative form discrimination.
Twenty-four subjects viewed four targets (circle, sqlare,
triangle and cross) each with an area of about 70 s (a n' The
square was approximately 8.3 mm on each side at a simulated
distance of 10 milesO. The targets were randomly arranged on
4 target circles, each of which included three of the above
figures, on a PPI scope with a surface lumination (at 20
revolutions per minute sweep rate) varying from 4.0 to 10.5 ml
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Figure 38. Search Time and Probability of Error as a Function
of Matrix Cell Size. Each PoinL Represents 1538 Observations.

"LAfter Steedman and Baker, Ref. 321)

and with target lumination ranging from 60.0 to 375.0 ml yleldingq
a continuously changing target to background contrast of fkom Y
18:1 to 36:1. The subjects viewed the targets one at a time at
a simulated range of 10, 20, and 50 miles (Figure 39).

Tsarget Circles

I

~~% *4 ' _ -

% %

- - -- - -Target Symbols

Figure 39. Schematic View of Target Symbols and Target
Circles Used by Gerathewohl et' al. (Ref. 134)
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The relative discriminability of the four forms are shown
in Table 12. The triangle ranked the highest, followed by the
square, circle and cross in that order. Out of the 864 identi-
fications per symbol, the triangle was .isidentified 379 times;
the square, 556 times; the circle, 625 times; and the cross, 671
times. The pioportion of error for the cross was 0.77. There
was a tendency for all the figures to be called a tr: ngle.
These data correlate reasonably well with findings of studies on
form perception discussed earlier in this section.

The relative discrimination of all the targets was smaller
at the 50 mile range than at the other ranges. However, there
were more targets identified correctly at the 20 mile range than
at the 10 mile range. The orientation of the target may have
had a slight effect on accuracy of aiscrimination, but this
effect was small when compared with the figtre characteristics. ,
(See Table 13.)}

Dardano and Donley (Ref. 99) investigated the discriw-
inability of five geometric figures which were selected for
convenient generation from sine-waves and for ease of encoding
with additional information. Independent variables in their
study were: (1) density level of the presentaLions (24 and 48
symbols), (2) ratio of each target symbol (I circle : I cross,
1 circle : 2 crosses, and 1 circle : 5 crosses), and the number
of symbols to be discriminated (4, 8, 12, 16 and 211). Twe2.ty "
subjects viewed 30 slides on a simulated planned position
indicator radar scope.

Each subject sat directly in front of the screen and his
viewing distance was 'self-determined (and unspecified). Symbols
used are presented in Figure 40.

Results of this study indicate that the cross-within-circle
and the cross were most discriminable. Dardano *and Donnley
suggested that the straight lines were a characteristic of the
most discriminable symbol. The circle and the half-circle were

0

±and G Q and(T

Cross Cross Circle 1/2 Circle 3/4 Circle
with
Circle

Figure 40. Symbols Used by Dardano and Donley. (Ref. 99)
9
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azc--~:1nz for 31 of tr'%z tc-

ers s-.;a thin-c ircle was conf-.;se--4 wi.1-'
'--'-e 'zes cu of fcur) as the outer con:c- the

....e eared t-, ze nc-irant over its intericr !fin-es.

Test-d c' these symt-ols, ex-c1 ldi;nz -t-e t:hree-cniarter-
Cwsreneated under. field; condition-s byi Dardano and

ztn=~ ef. 1-010) to determine (a) any cn--an-ae in the discriml-
.n srcer re=ocrted earlier, ('-) effect of size on icscrzi-i

n~.n,~c ctialsize for o~res enta tion. of the svnhci, and (d)
:::ztz uicu oaracteristics of ele-ctron- =ereration. of

S :-.7oL's o-n their relative discri=-riab'Tiit'.. Acain the observer
sa: i- -telv in front of: the disD'av at a self-deteirmined

sev.en svz-ýbol sizes were included in the analysis: 21"
3 -9-,-.', 5/16", 6/16", 7/1C", and 3/16". At the lower

i2a I6, l symb~cls were barely discriminable, exhibi4ted-
e-xtrec-e '.ariability and were not included in the statistical
ana ysi-s (Fic--re 41). The relative discri:min-ation order of. te

ursynboIcs did not conforr- to the ranks resulting fronm the
earl ier study.. Th.-e cross rem.ained the m~ore discrir=inable and
--ne n-alf-circle the less discririnable. The circle shifted tc
the second niost discriz=inable and the cross-within-circle

$ Shifted to the third Dositior.. Thle difference between th-e =ost
disrininable pair and the less discrininable pair was independent

of size level.* The =inmui-L- si:ze at which discrin-inatior. was not
zzaired was between 3/6' and 5/16-; at 1/8- there was an

exo-rene increase in scanning time and errors of ormissicn for all.
s , s The size at w!hich these syni-bols ceased to funct ion~

effctielyas radar synibOls appeared to lie between I/A" and
3 ~(Fiarure 41).

No definitive rar~k order resulted fromi iudgez-ents of
-Z~sroz--nah-aIitv. Synibols were not differentially susceptible

-nsýZ wih-he excection of the cross -wi thin-circle at
oh'-e 2.'-E' level.

-n64 licni4feld (Ref. 171-) reviewed the literature
zet~~zto rad .ar syniboloay and concluded that there has not
ace suficentwork done in choosing one shave code syste=,
* it and assigning =eanings to it to allow for the

c-' szeci:ic recoendations on radar syn-bolocq-.
edsefforts ind;icated that the various miethod of

Zfesntiz si-uli (slide projector, tachistoscopes, viewers,
ho.t not actual or well sim-ulated CIRT tubes) -were not

S e J analogous to actual radar operation to per--it one
ý eLea:z the results to radar symbology. Ecniafeld found

..... few studi-;es that defined, let alone controlled for, such
ý-,--er-z -nta factrs as acceleration, h~i-zity, teninerature,

ai ;reS---eor stes wn-ich are connonly found in field
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Figure 41. Scanning Time as a Function of Symbol Size.
Curve Connects Mean Score at Each Size Level.

(After Data from Dardano and Stephens, Ref. 100)

operating conditions. She recommended that the estabiish-ent of
a standard radar symbology should await further experimentaticn
and evaluation of these variables.

In 1969, Davis (Ref. 101) reviewed the literature and
concluded that earlier studies were not relevant for applicaticr.

* to radar situations. Many of the earlier conclusions she
concluded were invalid because they did not take into account
many of the operator-radar-scope variables found in the
operational situation. Davis conducted a series of experiments
which were intended to allow for these variables by dealing with
the symbols in isolation, in confusion studies, symbol meanings
and grouping. From the results of these studies, Davis drew up
a set of recommendations for proper design of radar symbology.

In Experiment III, 20 subjects (visually screened civilian
and military technical employees) from a previous experiment
completed a paired-comparison meaning test (assigning a given
meaning to a given symbol). Friendly, unknown, and hostile were
explained to the subjects and after each meaning had been defined,
the subjects were given a set of comparison sheets and a 3 x 5
card for use in comparing the symbols one at a time and týhen
circling the symbol that best fit the meaning. After completing
one meaning selection, the subjects were presented identical
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- . ff erent crier an, ;nstructed to consider their
:fr a sezcndr neaninz. Third meaning was treated in a

-Iiar tanner. Selection with--.;. t crclcrged thought was
z-ha sized. Eata frc- this study 'is shcown in Table 14.

.-e circle, oval and scuare were frequently selected as
friendly and ranked low on týe unkr.own and hostile list. The
-et zpane and the half square were ranked high as hc'stiie
fc:-!O-ed by the vees and the apex up and down. The triangle,
cdever, whicn is a forn of the vee, did not follow a =eaning

trend. The intersecting arcs show the strongest trend as
unknown, but beyond this there is no clear distinction.

The half-octagon was associated as an unknown target.
Perfor-ance with the half-octagon was best when the half-circle
with the enclosing diameter was omitted. Since the half-circle
appears to be an "ideal" target, the half-octagon is not
reco~ended. It is also undesirable because of degradaticn on
the CRT. The intersecting arcs are also shown under the
unknown column. It is possible that size differences would
further improve this form within the recommended codes. Using
it with the plus sign or the X should be avoided. This symbol
has miniral effect on the circle, half-circle, pointer, and
square. It is the best fifth symbol in the study.

The triangle was poor (as both hostile and unknown) in Loth
tiLe and errors. The pointer and the diamond probably inter-
acted with it to degrade performance. Further changes in size
micht impcrove Cie triangle symbol.

The plus sign showed poor performance when paired with the
X. It was recommended that one of these two symbols be
rejected in the same code.

The data gave no evidence concerning the advantages or
disadvantages of either linear or alphanumeric modifiers. The
rodifiers were considered in the study only in terms of inter-
action with the basic forms. The potential advantage of such
-odifiers shculd be further investigated.

In another experiment in the sane series of studies
(Experiment V, fron Davis, Ref. 101), 10 new subjects were
selected and visually screened and then fariliarized with a set
of figures similar to those used in the above discussed study.
They were then presented with 10 sets of modified symbols (5
symhol in each set being devised or modified in accordance
with the results of the four preceding experixments). The
syrbols were centered within a 1/4-inch radius on 3 x 5 cards
(F i-cure 32). The five basic sy..bols (or suits) of a series
azoeared from 9 to 13 tines in each deck of 55 cards (2 decks
of cards being used for each subtest for a total 2-deck count
c: 22 for each syr.bol). While the test decks cf cards were
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Table 14. Total Occasion Each Sy-mbol was Preferred fLr
A Given Meaninq Recorded for Each Symbol. (Fro- Davis, Pef. 101)

Paired Comparisons - Totals

N = 20

FRIEND FOE LNKXCUK

No. of No. of No. of GRAND
Choices Rank Choices Rank Choices Rank TOTAL

1. C 241 9.5 189 16 211 15 641

2. A 131 22 285 4 201 17.5 617

3. r-' 189 17 298 2 249 5 736

"4. 213 4 240 10 212 13.5 665

5. 6 224 12 248 7 213 12 685

6. V 148 21 293 3 210 16 651

7. 242 8 178 18 219 10 639

8. 9 250 5 242 9 230 9 722

9. 241 9.5 184 17 294 2 719

i0. w 206 16 201 I4 263 4 670

11. 0 290 2 145 22 212 13.5 647

12. L 163 20 250 6 237 7.5 650

13. M 243 7 175 19 237 7.5 655

14. 2 173 19 261 5 295 i 729

15. O 357 1 66 23 130 23 553

16. o 266 4 198 15 201 17.5 665

17. 121 23 306 1 216 11 643

18. 247 6 246 8 279 3 772

19. 211 15 236 12 163 21 610

20. Q 269 3 152 21 162 22 583

21. 237 11 166 20 243 6 646

22. 217 13 237 11 170 20 624

23. V 185 18 234 13 195 19 614
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Figure 42. Arrangement of Symbols on 3 x 5 Cards for Experiment 4.
(Davis, Ref. 101)

used and timed alternately, item sorts were inversely ordered to
avoid possible recognition of the fact that each symbol appeared
22 times in the two decks. The subject was shown a specific
symbol on a briefing card and asked to sort out all of the same
symbols in his deck of cards. This procedure was then repeated
for the second deck of cards in the subtest. A brief rest
period was allowed and the subject was tested with the second
set of symbols (second set of 2 decks of cards). Sorting error
rate and the time required to sort out each of the target
symbols were recorded as the performance measures.

The error rate and the sorting time are surrmarized in
Table 15.

In general, the Friendly AST (air supported target) has
been described by the circle. The results indicate that the
circle was best when relatively smaller than the other targets.
An ellipse within the code degraded performance with the circle.

The upper half-circle with enclosing diameter proved to be
an excellent symbol, but performance with it was degraded with
the presence of the open octagon and possibly with the triangle.
Maximum efficiency was obtained when it was twice the size of
the circle, pointer with the apex horizontal, intersecting arcs
and either the sauare or the plus sign.
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Table 15. Su-ary of Perfor-mance Showing Total Errors (E)
an. Tire in Minutes (T) for Each Symbol (S). (After Davis, Ref. 101)

The ellipse was used in only two sets and in both the cases
performance was inadequate with elongated times and increased
errors. The circle and probably the diarond were the major
contributing factors.

The diamond proved generally poor as a target in terms of
t•i•e and error. It was extrerely poor when compared with the
triangle of nearly equal apical angle.

The oointer, or open triangle, with about 450 angle is an
excellent target in either the horizontal or vertical orientation.
It can be used with the circle, 900 dianond, half-circle, square,
plus sign or intersecting arcs with little degradation. This
syn.7bol, along withn the circle and half-circle, should be used in
any code.

The scuare showslow errors, but its size relative to the
circle is very important. The ratio of the diareter of the
square to the circle should be 5/8.
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The following general recom-nendations are based on the
findinas froz the entire series of experiments:

1. Discernibility, or pure visibility, is not an adequate
measure for selecting symbols to code mixed information. Two or
more highly discernible forrms may interact with resultant poor
discriminability.

2. Any experimental method which presents symbols individ-
ually cannot demonstrate interaction between symbols. Sorting
techniques are not suitable for code selection.

3. Experiments using black-on-white drawings representative
of a coded, five-dimensional PPI display suggest the following
tentative rules for code design:

a. Symbols should differ strongly in shape. Variations
of a single form family such as the circle and ellipse are not
desirable.

b. Redundant cues such as size difference may be
advantageous.

c. Characteristics which are enhanced by a unique
search method add to the saliency of an individual symbol in a
code complex.

d. If several basic symbols are to be grouped within a
major classification, a familiar resemblance may be desirable.
Absolute discrimination of these basic forms requires that the
resemblance be descriptive rather than perceptive. If absolute
discrimination is not required, a single symbol should be
adeauate.

e. The most satisfactory five-dimension code in the
current studies (Series IIIa) results in an average locating
time of 0.80 seconds combined with an average error rate of 0.44
percent. The pocrest code (Series IIIc) requires an average
locating time of 1.34 seconds with 2.64 percent errors. This
advantage reduces time to 59 percent and errors to 16 percent.

4. Further experiments using actual CRT displays are
recormended before final standardization of radar symbols. A
variety of phosphors and ambient illumination levels should be
included.

5. Learning studies should be conducted to select ideal
methods for increasing the informational value of the basic codes.
Modifiers added to the basic symbols could confuse the total
picture. A trade-off between the advantages of total information
in a single symbolic unit and clean symbols with auxiliary read-
outs for additional information must be considered.
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CncŽ:!cas~ ions

As stated above in the ccmrents by hsnic-feid (Pef. J7,
little meanJPngful work has been done in the area of d:splay
sy-mbology to allow for the drawing of specific conclusions ; r
recommendations applicable to electronically generated fiIn
displays. The only unanimous opinion found in the reviewed
studies was to the effect that further controlled research was
required. Unlike the reviewed studies, however, real world (3r
appropriately simulated real world) testing is required whoic
includes not only realistic viewing conditions, (fluctuating
ambient illumination, observer and/or symbology motion,
vibration, visual and motor time sharing) but also realistic
observer task performance requirements (tracting, display
searching, etc.). The inclusion of the above considerations is
essential for further meaningful research on symbolog'j for a
given operational airborne display, not to mention valid
generalizations from one display situation to another.

A brief review of the preceding results indicates that the
triangle is the most efficient of the geometric forms tested in
terms of search-time and accuracy (Gerathewohl, Ref. 134). The
+ is the most discriminable of the operationally tested symiols
used by Dardano and Stephens (Ref. 100), followed by the circle
O,the cross within a circle and the half-circle t',
respectively. The circle, ovqa or square were most frequently
identified as friendly aircraft (Davis, Ref. 101), while the
jet plane Aand the half-squarefl were most often called hcstile.
The half-octagon and the hooked curves• were frequently
identified as unknowns. The open tviangle <proved to be an
excellent synbol, reaardless of its rientation (Davis, Ref. 1CI)
Orientation of symbol had a slight effect on discrimination
(Gerathewohl, Ref. 134).

Deese (Ref. 104) concluded that detectability varied as a
function of symbol size, with the slope of the size/detectability
relationship quite steep between irm 2 to 2cm2 (symbol size) and
leveling off after 2-m 2 . Dardano and Stephens (Ref. 100) found
3/16 to 5/16-inch to be 'he minimum size for field operations,
but that at 1/8-inch or above performance fell off (scan time and
error increased). Steedman and Baker (Ref. 321) recommend target
size to be no less than 12' :.rc, but as much as 20' of arc, if
.feasible. Baker, et al. (Ref. 13), found that search-time and
error increased as the number of irrelevant forms present
increased. -They indicated that subjects could "learn" what
effects changes in resolutiorn will have on targets.

Recormendations

The problem of optimum shapes for electronically generated
displays is closely related to the resolution of the display
itself. Syaols found to be excellent in terms of labcratory
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(-*oto'craphic black-on-white) performance may suffer significant
perfornance degradation when subjects to electronic generation
und-er cnerational conditions. Additionally, symbol types found
to result in acceptable observer performance on one type of
display system (CRT, for example) may produce unacceptable
perfcr-mance on another type of display (EL). Environmentally
indzced degrading factors (vibration, luminous fluxes) may
reduce display resolution and symbol legibility at the same time.
Current literature produces no data specifically addressing the
above considerations.

The establishment of a set of standard, 'worst case",
viewing conditions would provide a basis against which to
evaluate pertinent symbology data (CRT type of solid-state display
viewed at 28 inches under ambient illumination ranging from 0.1
to 8,000 ft. Lamberts, with contrast varying from 10:1 up to
100:1, vibration ranging from 3 to 35 cps with amplitude ranging
fron 3/10 to 3 g's and with various visual and psychomotor task
performance) . Examination of vario, s form families (i.e.,
triangles, circles, squares), symbol sizes with each of t-he above
design variables independently varied (and varied in combinations)
should provide the symbol shape-size combination that is most
readily legible under the widest range of parameter variations
that are likely to be encountered in flight. Additionally, these
data should provide valuable design oriented trade-off relation-
ships among all of the parameters examined and indicate the
interaction effect of a number of the more significant variables.

Specifically, threshold symbol size is known to decrease as
the luminous level is increased up to a maximum (about 100 ft.
Lamberts, depending on other conditions). No data are found
relating threshold syxbol size to luminance at high luminance
levels (above 1,000 to 2,000 ft. Lamberts). Likewise, minimum
symbol size is known to increase in the presence of vibration,
but the exact nature of this relationship is unknown. A
systematic evaluation of minimum symbol size required for 100%
legibility under increasing frequency and amplitude of vibration
would establish this relationship. The relationship of symbol
size and contrast could be examined in a like manner. A similar
procedure would be followed for the evaluation of the other
factors associated with symbol legibility.--

In all of the above examinations, the observer performance
reasure would always be 100% symbol discriminability over all
(cr the greater portion) of the range of variation of the design
variable being examined (or expected to be encountered in flight).
On the other hand, the values derived (symbol size, for example)
could not be inordinately large because of possible interaction
effects with other parameters (reduction in the amount of other
inforaticn that could be presented).
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COLOR CODING

Introduction

Possibly the most difficult and controversial aspect of
visual display encoding and one that has produced considerahle
literature is tnat of color coding. This situation is conpounded
by the fact that the exact physiological nature or basis of color
perception is still only hypothesized. The retinal cones are
generally regarded as the color sensitive receptors, hut the
nrecise manner in which they function is still being investi-
gated. No single theory is completely acceptable, even today.
However, certain empirical procedures have been evolved .hi
are useful in describing and even predicting the phenomena of
visual color and constitute the basis of modern colorimetric
procedures.

Luxe--berg and Kuehn (Ref. 226) conclude that color
experiences are more than simple sensations elicited by certain
stimuli. Color perception occurs in various modes as for
example when the observer is aware of a surface that glows,
glitters, appears dull, transparent, or reflective in nature.
Most visual display systems usually involve more than one of
these perceptual modes. Of the various modes, aperture color
appears to be one of the more important in visual display design.
Aperture color is usually seen as being non-object connected;
that is, it appears as if it were filling a hole in a surface.
There are three attributes associated with aperture color, and
they are correlated -to some extent with the physical character-
istics of light. These consist of brightness, hue and saturation
which are the response correlates of luminance, wavelength,
purity and duration. These three attributes are of primary
concern in the design of colored visual displays. Object colors
and their properties of reflectance, volume, form, transmittance,
etc., are relevant, but only indirectly.

Wulfeck (Ref. 363) concludes that the sensation of color
consists of at least the three factors listed above and that
these are complexly related to the physical characteristics of
the stimulus and to the illuminant under which it is viewed. He
describes brightness as being closely related to the rate of
transfer of luminous energy, that is the lumens per sterdians
per unit of area (lamberts). The hue (color) of an object is
closely related to the dominant wavelength of the light being
emitted or reflected from its surface. The saturation of a
color (the pnrrity) is related to the amount of white light n~ixed
with the hue or color. The latter is dependent to a large
extent upon the type and the amount of illuminant present.

It mustt be noted that the specification of a color is
usually done so in terms of all three of its attributes. Since
all of these interact, care must be exercised when measuring
one conpcnent to keep the otner two as nearly constant as
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possible. For this same reason, the display designer must take
into consideration the other two attributes of a selected color
when assigning it to a visual display. He must choose colors
that will be bright enough to be legible under all conditions
expected to be encountered while viewing the display. This
inclu.des both the amount axk types of illumination to be
encountered. As Wulfeck (Ref. 363) points out, important markings
on some aeronautical charts simply vanish under red light.

Until most recently, it had been possible to account for
nearly all the aspects of color vision by one of two basic
theories of color vision. With very few exceptions, all the
important theories of color vision could be grouped into two
basic categories; the trichromatic school of the Young-Helmholtz
tneory or in the opponents-process concept of Herring.
Schroeder (Ref. 291) evolved a theory which does not require
different kinds of cones or photochemicals, but accounts for
color by having three identical receptors positioned at appro-
priate points along the outer segment of each cone. Color
discrimination is accomplished by the interference of reflected
waves with incident waves from an object. This theory, however,
is entirely physical in nature and does not account for the
physiological or psychological phenomena or process. Boynton
(Ref. 39) proposed a theory that attempted to account for the
physics, physiology and the psychology of color vision by
assuming three types of photo pigments distributed among five
types of cones. He concludes, however, that the process of
color vision will not be fully understood until "electro-
physiologist, probing into the brain with his electrodes, has
found the electrophysiological substrate of conscious color
experience". Several other attempts have also been made, but
none have successfully accounted for all the parameters ofcolor.

Color may be perceived as chromatic or achromatic. Chromatic
colors are those colors that elicit hues; that is, colors with
wavelengths that elicit the primary sensation of hue (e.g., red,
blue, green). The chromicity of a color refers to the particular
aspect of the color described by its dominant wavelength and
purity (purity is the property that evokes the sensation of
saturation). The discrimination of hue is an individually
sensitive process wherein the observer may be able to detect a
hue difference, but is unable to describe the difference or
assign a name to it. Additionally, small luminance variations
can obscure the detectability of hue shifts. With all other
variables being held constant, the detectability of hue change
also varies with the portion of the color spectrum being
altered. Osgood (Ref. 259) states that there are four spectrum
positions at which maximal differential sensitivity occur. Thes,ý
positions are generally regarded as being: 440 (blue), 485
(green), 575 (yellow), and 640 nm (red).
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Achromatic colors are referred to as neutrals or grays in
tha t their dcrinant wavelengths do not elicit the sensaticn of
hue. Without the quality of hue, achromatic colors do not have
the attribute of saturation which Burnham, Hanes, and Bartleson
(Ref. 55) describe as a color's degree of departure frc= an
achromatic color of the sane brightness. Lurinance changes also
considerably affect saturation. At a level above some optimun
(50-100 ft. L), a decrease in saturation of chromatic colors
occurs until at extremes a total desaturation or achrrmicity is
approximated. In this region of absolute luminance thresholds,
all colors (with the exception of red (640 rm and up) elicit
achromatic sensations. Again, the luminance level necessary for
maximum saturation is wavelength-dependent. However, colors
which elicit greater saturation require less luminance to appear
maximally saturated (blues, reds, and purples are in this
category). Yellows and green-yellows require comparatively high
luminance levels to appear saturated.

As is evident here, colors by themselves are complex stimuli
with interrelations between luminance, purity, dominant wave-
length, and of course, the psychophysical response. Basic
knowledge of these interactions would be beneficial in
establishing a true multidimensional coding system. Bishop and
Crook (Ref. 30) working towards such a code discovered that the
interdependence of these dimensions becomes more apparent with
small stimuli. Jones (Ref. 186) concludes that systematization
of brightness, saturation, and hue is still far from complete and
that much work remains to be done in this area.

The investigation of color codes has become more pronounced
in recent years with the advent of and increasing reliance on
computer generated and other complex display systems. But even
in these modern systems, man is still the primary analyst of the
information presented, and ways and means of improving his
efficiency are constantly being sought. Even under optimum
conditions, the amount of information that the human can process
within a given period of time reaches an asymptote as the amount
of stimulation increases. As Miller (Ref. 237) pointed out,
man's channel capacity is rather small. The introduction of
independently variable attributes of a code selected from a
single continuum may increase the amount of information that can
be transmitted, up to certain limits. In this respect, color
coding holds great promise in the more complex display situations.

The brief discussion thus far enumerated but a few of the
many parameters that must bee considered in the application of
color to visual displays. Add to these such basic considerations
as: the effects of brightness, size, and nature of light source,
the nature of the operator's task, the interaction effect of the
colors 'employed, the use of multidimensional codes, and the cost
of generating color and its reliability, and the scope of the
task is widened even further. It is beyond t-he scope of this
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reocrt tc deal extensively with these and the many more variables
associated with color codinm- Indeed, it is not even certain
that it would be of value to do so. This section, therefore,
• -il! linit itself to addressirg three problems of color coding
of visu•al diszlav..s. This is by P'o means an attempt to relegate
the manv other variables to positions of lesser i-portance, but
7erely an effort to concentrate attention on several of the
factors directly applicable to visual displays. These factors
are:

:. hue Alohabet Size: What is the rmaximum rurtLer of colors
that can be absolutely discriminated under operational conditicns?
This ouestion takes into account such factors affecting
discri-ination as: symbol size, ambient and background iliui-
natic-, degree of registration (or misregistration of color),
luminance levels, purity, and brightness.

2. Advantages of Color Codes: Under what conditions is the
use of color coding more efficacious than other m-eans of coding
inforr-ation? This question must take into account: the
nature of the information presented, density of the information
presented, nature of the operator's task, the criticality of the
information, and the trade-off values involved.

3. Disadvantages of Colorf Coding: Are t-he advantages
achieved through the use of color warranted in light of the cost
of production? Here we are concerned with the problems of the
initial cost of generation, maintenance and reliability of
color, and the need to use this method. Additionally, some of
the disadvantages of color coding must be considered.

These three qauestions* form the basic structure -for the
following review.

HUE ALPHABET SIZE

Considerable research effort has been directed towards
establishing the number of different spectral hues which can be
used together effectively. Ketchel and Jenney (Ref. 206)
conclude that the number depends upon the brightness and size of
the light source, the nature of the observer's task, and the
particular colors used. If only relative judgements are required
of the observer, the number of discriminable spectral hues is
quite large. Rizy (Ref. 278) cites an unpublished report by
Halsey (1962) who estimates that under ideal conditions the total
nut.her nay be as high as ten million. But, Halsey goes on to say
that under poor conditions and considering stringent speed and
accuracy demands place-d on the observer as well as the realistic
limitations placed on operational color generating equipment,
the number of discriminable colors may be as low as three.



Wl.;ufeck (Ref. 363) suocests that vith -ood !linat~on
(not specified) and saturated colors, so-e 128 hues couli de
coamarativelv discrininated by observers. He cauticns. however,
that the ability of the eye to discriminate colors varies with
the different portions of the color snectrum be:in dealt with.
'-.e eve's discrLmination is greatest at two separate points
along the spectru=, in the region cf blue-green wavelengths and
yellow wavelengths (see Figure 43). At these two points, wave-
lenath differences as small as one millimicron can be discrimi-
nated as separate hues. At the red end of the spectrum,
nowever, the difference must be as great as 20 millimicrons Jn
order to be discriminated as separate hues. He also notes that
the num-er of colors that can be discriminated on an absclute
basis is much smalier than the 128 figure given above.

Yost display-oriented experizenters prefer to use absclute
J-udqe-ents as the criterion of discriminability. Baker ano
Greteer (Ref. 12) determined that with a brightness of I milli-
lambert and with a visual anale subtense of at least. 45 min. of
arc, the ten hues shown in Figure 44 can be correctly identified
nearly 10CG of the tine.

If white is included, the number of absolute identifiable
hues is 11. This numher has been confirmed by several other
sources (Halsey and Chapanis, Ref. 3C9; Muller et a!., Pef. 250;
M!.organ et al., Ref. 247).

-cnr~es (Ref. 186) concluded that the findings on absolute
hue judgements were "in sharp, contrast" to research on comparative
judgements. Wricht (Ref. 367), in a comparative discrimination
study, found that observers could comparatively discriminate
approxi-ately 150 stimulus hues. Hanes and Rhodes (Ref. 157)
attempted to train observers in order to increase the .umber of
absolutely discriminable surface colors. After extensive
practice their observer was only able tc identify 50 colors,
but this skill was readily lost without practice. (It should be
ncted that the Munsell chips used by Hanes and Rhodes varied in
saturation and lightness as well as hue).

The size of an unequivocal hue alphabet has been determined
by the nu-ber of points along the wavelength continuum that are
accurately discriminated by the visually nor.al observer. This
nu:mber of discriminable hues not only defines the amount of
infor-.mation that can be transmitted per stimulus, but also
indicates some of the qualifications of the hue as a coding
means. Probably one of the first investigations of the hue
continuum using this method of absolute discrimination (]uJde-
ment) '.'-s carried out by Halsey and Chapanis (Ref. 369). They
used luminous spectral hue (which did vary in saturation) in
developing four alphabet sizes ranging from 10 stimuli to 17
stimuli. The test snots used were about 45 minutes of 3rc anu
had lu.inanzes of 28 candles per scuare meter. The Backzraund
luminance was 24 candles per square meter.
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Table 16 summarizes the findings of this study. It can be
seen that the 10 stimuli alphabet was identified with the
greatest accuracy (average of a 2% error rate). The error rate
increased as a function of the size of the alphabet.

Conover and Kraft (Ref. 87) and Conover (Ref. 85) extended
the work of Chapanis and Halsey to surface hues. They attempted
to determine the maximum number of absolutely identifiable hue
stimuli and to construct a scale of equally discriminable hues.
Ten subjects viewed 25 hues in random order, masked by one of
three neutral backgrounds. The color patches were presented
through a three degree aperture of a neutral mask and were
viewed under 21.4 ft-candles of 68000 K illumination.

Table 16. Summary of Data Obtained with Absolute
Judgement of Spectral Colors, (Chapanis and Halsey, Ref. 369)

Number Percent of Average Errors of
of Colors Responses Judgment (Per

in Set Correct cent of Range)

17 75.3 2.6

17 69.4 2.9

17 72.4 2.7

15 97.4 1.8

15 92.2 2.1

15 94.8 1.9

12 99.2 2.1

12 92.5 2.6

12 97.5 2.2

12 93.3 2.5

12 95.6 2.4

10 97.0 2.7

10 98.0 2.6

10 97.5 2.7
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The authors found that the. number of absolutely discrimi-
nabi-e hues varied from 5 to 16 , depending upon the individual
hei:n tested. Under ideal viewing conditions, half of the
subjects tested could discriminate without appreciable error
nine 7aximally saturated surface hues. They suggest that this
he the maximum number used in displays. If the operator is to
7ake absolute judgements on the basis of hue alone, then eight
should be the maximum number used to minimize error. From their
results, the authors recommernd the 5, 6, 7, and 8 hue alphabets
S-cwn -- Table 17. They caution, however, that these colors
are for surface hues alone. Care should be exercised in extra-
zlatinc these results to CRT type or self-luminous displays
without further validation. The smaller alphabets should be
u.sed where applicable to improve identification accuracy. They
suacest that not more than six hues be employed when desaturated
self-luminous hues are used. If these are to be viewed under
4earaded conditions, no more than five should be used.

The achromatic series of hues were deliberately omitted from
the recorended colors (white through black) because they could
not accurately be absolutely discriminated under less than ideal
viewing conditions. They estimated that the average person's
ability to make reliable absolute judgements of lightness
differences is limited to not more than three steps - white, gray
and black.

Bishop and Crook (Ref. 30) conducted a series of studies to
determine the number of colors which could be absolutely identi-
fied by subjects with normal color vision when viewed against
various colored backgrounds. Additive mixtures of light were
passed through narrow-band and Illuminant-C filters and projected
onto a viewing screen by a device which permitted independent
control of the target and background characteristics. The
stimulus parameters of hue, luminance level, purity, target size,
and target shape were varied, and the results of these factors
interacting with training and the presence of distracting tasks
were studied.

Eight subjects with varying degrees of training served in
the study. All subjects had normal color visiGn. The 28
stimuli were presented on a 0.5 ft.Lambert white background.
Mean ambient illumination was 0.2 ft.Lamberts. The subjects
viewed the 0.5 inch stimulus from a distance of 20 inches (which
subtended a visual angle of 1 degree, 26 minutes). No time
limit was placed on the stimulus presentation but the subjects
were instructed to avoid excessive delays. Response times varied
widely, with an estimated model time of 10 seconds. Purity
levels of the colors were varied from 10% up to the maximim
shown in Table 18. A purity of 70%, however, was assumed to be
the best that could be obtained in operational systems and this
!i-gure was used in the concluding recormwendations. The target
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Table 17. Recommended Color Alphabets: Chart A for 8 Hue
Alphabet, Chart B for 7 Hue Alphabet, Chart C for 6 Hue Alphabet

and Chart D for 5 Hues. (After Conover and Kraft, Ref. 87)

Book _ _ _ _ _

Notation Trilmear DomnDnant Munsell
CoordLs•el Wave Length Rerotatcon

(Munsell) I y 1 -1 H V C

Chart A

IR 441 234 493 0 c IR5 06 10.3
9R 5ca 363 596.6 9.5R 5.93 11.5
lY 477 458 579.8 2Y7-12 I. 6
7GY 374 482 565 6 5GY 6.48,8.3
9G 241 365 499 7 10G 4 88 6.8
5B 193 241 482.8 6B 4 00 7.0
IP 2'. 171 42M 0 1. 5.5P3 74 11.
3RP 357 248 510.0 C 2.SRP 4 90 9.5

C Chart B

5R 481 324 610.0 5R 5.13, 10 6
525 405 589.8 4YR 6 28, 12.4
448 477 575.5 6Y 7.63,'l 1.0

IG 314 466 552.3 1OGY S.83.8.2
7BG 216 313 490.5 7BG 4. 67,6.7
7PB 20I 165 470 1 7PB 3.48, 10 3
3RP 357 248 510 0c 2.5RP 4.90,9.5

Chart C

IR 441 294 493.0'c 1R 5.06,10.3
3YR 525 405 589.8 4YR 6 28j12.4
9y 429 4U8 572.7 9.5Y 7.39.10.2
!PG 257 406 513 2 5G 5.C9,"7 6
5B 193 241 482.8 6B 4.00,7. 0
9P 318 209 547.2( 8.5P4.41 11.2

Chart D

IR 441 294 493.0c IR 5.06,10- 3
7YR 496 430 584.5 8YR 6.45.. 11. 2
"7GY 374 482 565 6 SGY 6. 48,8.3
IB 207 287 487 6 1OBG 4.29,6.3
5P 284 184 559 6 c 5 5P 4 16 12.4
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Table 18. Colors and Purity Levels Used by
Bishop and Crook. (Ref. 30)

Catalog Dominant Excitation
Color Designation Wave Length Purity

Red Corning 2-78 630 100%

Orange Wratten 72B 606 100

Yellow Corning 3-110 588 100

G-Yellow Wratten 73 574 100

Y-Green 1 Corning 4-102 552 100

Y-Green 2 Wratten 74 538 96

Green Corning 4-105 521 82

B-Green Corning 4-104 500 92

G-Blue Wratten 75 492 88

Blue Corning 5-60 461 97

luminance level was varied (1, 10, and 100 ft-L) and the target
size was varied (0.06 inch, 0.12 inch, 0.50 inch and 2.0 inch).

Bishop and Crook concluded that learning played an important
part in the discrimination of a large number of colors. Although
not specifically studied in this series of experiments, the
results indicated that the basic set of 28 stimuli displayed nn
a white background could be learned in from 10 to 14 trials. It
was also found that conditions which tend to attenuate the
colors produced poorer scores. It was found, however, that the
subjects could learn to identify colors with purities as low as
50% presented on colored backgrounds with purities as high as
50% with a moderate amount of practice. Learning beyond this
stage was deemed too costly for the results produced.

The three luminance levels used in this study (1, 10, and
100 ft.L) were all identified with 'satisfactory' accuracy.
Luminance levels of above 100 ft.L were not examined because of
the limitations of the generating equipment and the introduction
of the additional parameter of glare.

With a small amount of additional training, the subjects
could reduce identification error to zero using colored back-
grounds of not more than 50% purity. (See Graph D, Figure 45).
The subjects reported that the colors looked different on the
colored backgrounds, but the results reported suggest that the
tasks were not much more difficult with the colored backgrounds
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than with the white. Additional examination of this problem• of
colors appearing to be of different colors on colored ",ack-
grounds is required before equally discriminable color alphabets
could be developed 'for different backgrounds.

In conclusion, the authors make the following reccmr-en-
dations based on the results of their experiments:

There are probably 50 to 70 colors varying in hue, purity,
and luminance in the range between 2 and 200 times the back-
ground luminance, which can be identified absolutely with
extensive training under laboratory conditions. There are
approximately 30 colors usable in an operational system,
assuming moderate training and reasonably favorable working
conditions. Identification of 28 colors at maximum purity,
varying in hue, and in luminance in the above range, against a
white background, can be learned in 10 to 14 practice runs
through the set. Such factors as colored backgrounds and
reduced target purity increase the difficulty of identification.
After targets at maximum purity against a white background have
been learned, targets at no less than 50% purity combined with
colored backgrounds of no more than 50% purity can be learned
with a moderate amount of additional practice. More severe
conditions require extensive training. About 10 hues (with
white) are likely to be usable in an operational set, 3
luminances, and 2 purity levels (other than zero purity), though
only about half of the possible combinations can be safely used
without excessive training. Background purity interacts with
target luminance, high purity producing increased errors at the
lower luminances. Colored targets at. luminances below that of a
colored background cannot be identified with satisfactory
accuracy. Target size in the range from 0.12 inch (21' of visual
angle) to somewhere above 0.5 inch (50 V') is not a significant
factor, but a decrease in diameter of round targets from 0.12 inch
(21') to 0.06 inch (10') impairs identification. Conditions which
appear to interfere with the subjective reference standard, such
as distracting tasks, lapse of time, and increase in the number
of items tested in a set, tend to impair color identification.

-Meister and Sullivan (Ref. 232) reviewed the literature on
coding and recommended the colors presented in Table 19 for use
in the design of visual displays. Examination of this table
reveals that the reco mendation correspond rather closely with
the distribution suggested by Baker and Grether (Ref. 12).
Meister and Sullivan did not indicate the sources they used as
the basis of their recormendations.

Morgan et al. (Ref. .247) makes the following recommendations
for color coding targets to be detected against a nonuniform
background:
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Table 19. Color Recommendations by
Meister and Sullivan. (Ref. 232)

Recommended Chromatic Colors

Dominant Federal Spec.
Color Munsell Chromaticity , Wavelength 595 Equivalents
Name Book Notation Coordinates Nonometers (paint chips)

Purple 1.0 RP 4/19 x - .2684 430 27144

y - .2213

Blue 2.5 PB 4/10 x - .1922 476 15123

y - .1673

Green 5.0 G 5/8 x - .0389 515 14260

y - .8120

Yellow 5.0 Y 8/12 x - .5070 582 13538

y - .4613

Orange 2.5 YR 6/14 x - .6018 610 12246

y - .3860

Red 5.0 R 4/14 x - .6414 642 11105

y - .3151

Recommended Achromatic Colors
Color ISCC-NBS -Munsell Chromaticity Federal Spec.

Name Symbol Value Coordinates 595 Fqdiv.

Black B1 N1.0 or lower x - .3151

y - .3425 17038

Gray Gy ---- x = .3100 16187

y - .3160

White White N9.0 or higher x = .3137 17886
y = .3222
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1. Choose a color that contrasts most with the colors in
the background.

2. Choose a brightness that differs as much as possible
from the background. Pick white or bright colors for dark
backgrounds, and visa versa.

3. Use a fluorescent color for targets against a dark
background.

4. Use as large an area of solid color as possible. Do not
use strips or checks; patterns like these are not visable at
small visual angles; they only fuse and reduce the contrast of
the target against the background.

5. If the target has to be seen against various kinds of
background, have the target in two contrasting colors, dividing
the target so as to make the two areas of solid color as big as
possible; one or the otner of the two colors will contrast with most
backgrounds. Good pairs of colors for this purpose are the
following:

white and red

bright yellow and black

bright yellow and blue

bright green and red.

Summary

This brief sumnary of some of the more important works
dealing specifically with hue alphabet size allows for the
drawing of the following conclusions:

1. No definite alphabet size can be specified. An average
drawn from the reports reviewed shows the size to be between
8 and'12 hues, the exact size varying with the viewing conditions,
the individd4l viewer, and the amount of information that is
required to be displayed (Table 20).

2. The specific hues recommended varied from study to
study. This is a good indication that such important variables
as illumination levels, individual differences, and display
mechanisms all play a significant part in the perception of
color.

3. Only brief references have been made in connection with
color on CRT type displays. No significant research has been
qncovered directly dealing with the use of color coding on CRT
displays under the operational conditions experienced in
airborne environments.
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Table 20. Sumary of Recommendations.

Color - Absolute Discrimination

Display Min. Max.
Authors Type No. No. Recommended

Meister & Slides 5 7
Sullivan CRT 3 5
Ref. 232 Surface 7 11

Hue

Baker & Spectral 10 If white is included no.
Grether Hues is raised to 11 hues
Ref. 12 absolutely discriminable

Halsey & Spectral 10 17 10 max. for 98% accuracy
Chapanis Hues
Ref. 369

Conover Surface 5 8 8 max. no. absolutely
Kraft Hues identifiable by most of
Ref. 87 population with accept-

able accuracy

Bishop Spectral 10 10 hues (with white) are
Crook Hues likely to be usable in
Ref. 30 operational situation

Muller 10 Developed equally
et al. discriminable alphabet
Ref. 250

McCormick Not 8 Adopts Conover & Kraft's
Ref. 230 Specified recommend.

Luxemberg 11 10 colors plus white can
Kuehn be correctly identified
Ref. 226 nearly 100% of time

Roth (Ed) 9 Adopted from list by
Ref. 286 Baker & Grether

Gebhard 8 12 Colors not specified
Ref. 127
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In light of the above, the recomendations made by Conover
and Kraft (Ref. 87) regarding the generalization of color
coding recommendations to areas other than those prescribed in
individual experiments certainly appear valid. Due to the
extrere interaction between the human visual process and the
parameters associated with light and color, it would be
impossible to predict performance with any degree of certainty
without direct empirical validation with the systems to be
e=ployed.

ADVANTAGES OF COLOR CODING

Unlike the preceding section dealing with the size of the
hue alphabet, more conclusive data have been found relating to
the utility of color as an aid in display information coding.
From the review that is to follow, several general conclusions
can be seen to emerge:

1. Color codes are best for location or attention gaining.

2. Color coding is less efficacious than other coding
methods for identification tasks.

3. Human performance is improved with color codes when the
color is used in conjunction with other coding methods (alpha-
numerics, or geometric shapes).

4. The use of color in coding provides an additional
dimension for the presentation of information.

5. The sensation of color is common to all color-normal
observers and therefore requires little additional training.

The following review has turned up little in the way of
pertinent information relating to the effectiveness of various
colors for coding. Several studies have examined the order of
discriminability of several commonly used coding colors.

Snadosky et al. (Ref. 318) conducted an experiment in which
they determined the relative order of absolute discrimination of
a number of colors. Using a three color additive technique,
36 alphanumeric symbols were projected simultaneously in seven
colors (red, green, blue, yellow, magenta, cyan, and white).
Six male subjects with 20/20 normal color vision were used in
the study. Six randomizations of an alphanumeric matrix were
programmed, generated on a character tube, and photographed on
70-mm Kalvar film for a total of 252 symbols arranged in an
18 x i1 matrix. The subjects viewed the screen from approxi-
mately 18.5 feet away. The symbols on the screen had a height
of 1.75 inches (27 min of arc). Ambient illumination falling
on the screen was .about 0.01 ft.L. The color misregistration
ranged from 33% to 200% (see next section for definition).
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The results of their study indicate the relative discrini-
nability of the colors examined to be as shown in Table 21 and
response time as shown in Figure 46.

I

Table 21. Relative Discriminability of Colors Exarmined.
(After Snadowsky et al.,Ref. 318)

Relative
Color Used Discriminability

Red 93.75%

Yellow 98.30%

Blue 83.30"^

Magenta - (Red + Blue) 95.451

White - (Red + Blue + Green) 98.48%

Green 97.73%

Cyan - (Blue + Green) 98.00%

The negligible amount of ambient illumination and the
relatively high contrast ratios achieved in this study would
almost never be obtained in operational airborne display systems.
While it would be difficult to generalize these findings, they
do help to indicate a trend that will develop over the next few
studies.

Rizy (Ref. 278) in a follow-up study to the one performed
by Snadowsky et al, produced somewhat different results. He
projected a total of 252 symbols arranged in six different 18 by
14 matrix formats onto a front projection screen (6 ft. x 8 ft.)
located a distance of 20 feet from the projector. Six subjects
were seated approximately 18.5 feet from the screen (individually)
and viewed the symbols which were exposed for 15 seconds. The
ambient illumination reflected from the screen was 0.09 Ft.
Lamberts while the display color brightness ranged from 0.12
ft.L for the dimmest blue to 0.70 ft. L for the brightest white
character. The maximum allowable misregistration was 33% of the
strokewidth. The letter heights on the screen were approximately
1.75 inch (27 min of visual angle) which was well above the
generally accepted lower limit.

Rizy found red to be superior for color coding, followed
by yellow, magenta, and white which were statistically
equivalent. These were followed respectively by cyan, blue and
green (see Figure 47). He suggests that the high discriminability
of yellow can probably be explained by the nature of the response
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of the human eye (visual mechanism) to the wavelength character-
istics in this portion of the color spectrum (see report section
on visual acuity). He found the relatively low rank of the
green harder to explain, since it and yellow are the brightest
appearing colors. Green had long been considered an excellent
color in terms of visibility and discriminability. He suggests
that in this case, perhaps the green appeared too bright and
this led to color confusion. Again, due to the sensitivity of
the eye, the brightness (intensity) of the green could be
reduced considerably without impairing legibility.

The author predicted apriori that the least bright of the
colors would be omitted most often because of the assumption
that the brightest colors would be seen more readily than dimmer
colors. This, however, was not the case. Figure 48 shows the
almost the exact opposite was found in this study. The least
bright colors (blue and red) produced the fewest omissions while
the brightest (white) produced the most omissions. Rizy
"concludes that symbol brightness aloize is not as effective in
attracting attention as differences ii, both brightness and hue.

Finally, the results indicated that blue, although omitted
the least, was most often misidentified. The white and yellow
symbols were least often misidentified. He concluded that this
was a-good measure of the code legibility and is directly
dependent upon the brightness of the symbol color.
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Figure 48. Number of Omissions as a Function of Color.
(After Rizy, Ref. 278)
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These two studies show some correlation in the results and
some deviations. It must be remembered, however, that they
were both conducted under low-light level conditions and the
results of both could be expected to vary considerably with
substantial increases in the illumination level. Solid research
in t~his area is required prior to the drawing of any conclusions
or recommendations. Some of the following studies indirectly
deal with this problem.

Eriksen (Ref. 116) conducted an experiment to determine the
speed with which various objects could be located on a visual
display under the following conditions:

1. When various classes of objects on the display differed
from one another on only one of four visual dimensions of hue,
brightness, size and form.

2. When the classes of objects varied from one another on
two or three of these dimensions (Table 22).

Table 22. Visual Dimension Variations Used in Experiment.
(After Eriksen, Ref. 116)

The Seven Classes of Objects Used
Within the Four Dimensions.

Visual Dimensions
Dimension
Variation Hue* Form Bright- Size

ness* (In.)

Target R 5/6 Circles N 1/ 4/8

2 YR 5/6 Hexagons N 7/ 5/8

3 Y 5/6 Diamonds N 6/ 6/8

4 GY 5/6 Triangles N 5/ 7/8

5 G 5/6 Crosses N 4/ 8/8

6 BG 5/6 Stars N 3/ 9/8

7 B 5/6 Squares N 1 10/8

SMunsell notation.
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A total of 60 subjects viewed the 3 foot square display
screen (viewing distance not specified) which was perpendicular
to the subject's line of sight. Illumination levels were not
specified.

The results (Table 23) show that the location times obtained
by compounding the dimensions failed to show any consistent
advantage over the single dimensionsal location times. Hue-Form
is the only case where a compound dimension gives a slightly
faster location time than the best of the single dimension
location times. All other combinations give a slightly slower
time than the individual dimensions. Color was the fastest of
the single dimensions, however, this time was improved slightly
when combined with form.

Table 23. Mean Scores for the 4 Single and 10 Compound
Dimensions. (Eriksen, Ref. 116)

Single Obtained Compounded Obtained
Dimensions Mean Dimensions Mean

Hue (H) .678 HF .652

Form (F) .753 HB .754

Brightness (B) .919 HS .772

Saturation (S) .942 FB .772

BS .928

FS .929

HFB .706

UFS .766

HSB .776

FBS .909

*The means are the mean of the logarithms of location time
in seconds.

Cohen and Senders (Ref. 81) conducted an experiment to
determine if shape or color coding was more efficient in
reducing search time and errors in locating dials on visual
displays. Twenty-nine subjects viewed banks of black dials
with white pointers on white backgrounds. Each dial was 1.75
inches in diameter and the pointer was 7/8 inch long and each
was clearly I-aleled (0.5 in. high). A 0.5 inch ring around each
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dial was used for color or shape coding of the dial. The panels
of dials were exposed for 0.4 second (Illumination level and
viewing distance not specified).

The results shown in Figure 49 indicate that the color code
was more efficacious for locating the dials after the initial
learning period (first 8 trials). After five days of testing,
one day of non-testing was allowed. The sixth day of testing
reveals a sharp increase in response time, with the smallest
increase appearing in the color coded group. Relearning was
also fastest with the color coded group. The authors conclude
that color coding is feasible as a means of decreasing locating
time in visual displays.

Green and Anderson (Ref. 147) cunducted a study to examine
luminous color as a partial redundant search code with color-
coded alphabet sizes of two, three, and four colors. Twenty
observers viewed a display containing two-digit numbers (in the
range from 10 to 69) arranged in a random order in a matrix of
10 rows and 6 colms. The numerals were projected onto a screen
located 10 feet from the observers. The projected matrix was
16 3/4 by 12 inches while the numerals were 1 1/8 by 5/8 inch.
The numbers were either green .(Munsell 5.0GY/6/6) or red (Munsell
2.5 YR/6/10), and were presented on a black background. Three

O Control
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Figure 49. Mean Exposure Time Required by Each Group as a
Function of the Number of Days. The Mean for the First Half and

the Last Half of Day 6 Trials are Recorded Separately.
(After Cohen and Senders, Ref. 81)
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experimental conditions were used. In the 'Set' condition, the
display contained 60 numbers, of which 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, or
60 were red and the remainder were green. No number appeared
more than once in any display so that color was not essential to
the search task. In the control condition, the display had 10,
20, 30, 40, 50 or 60 numbers of one color (either red or green)
while the remaining positions in the matrix were blanik.

The results indicated that when the subject knows the
target's color, search time is mainly a function of the number
of symbols with the same color as the target (Figure 50).
Search times are somewhat longer with multicolored displays than
with single colored displays with similar densities. They
interpreted these results in terni of Eriksen's hypothesis of
display hetrogeneity (even though the number of stimulus
categories of a partially redundant code and not the r.umber of
dipensions of a totally redundant code was the variable in
question). Additionally, since the number of color categories
was confounded \with display density in this experiment, these
effects could possibly be the result of either increments in
total clutter or increments in code size.

7.0
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0
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40

3.0
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0 I I I I I
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Number of Symbols with Target's Color

Figure 50. Search Time as a Function of the Number of Symbols
With Target's Color. Each Point is the Geometric Mean of

"80 Measurements. (After Green and Anderson, Ref. 147)
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Anderson and Fitts (Ref. 9) conducted an experiment to
determine how much information a subject could report after a
tachistoscopic presentation of symbols. The variables used
were the information content of the symbols and the method of
infornation coding. Alphabets of nine symbols each were
constructed of colored patches, black numerals on white back-
grounds, and nine numerals on colored backgrounds. The colors
used were: red, orange, yellow, blue, green, violet, flesh,
pink and indigo. With the first two alphabets, four message
lengths were used: 3, 4, 5, and 6 symbols respectively. The
infor•a.tion content varied from 9.51to 19.02 bits per message.
In thecolored-numeric alphabet the messages were held to three
srmbois', with information varying from 6.34 to 19.02 bits per
message. The symbols were exposed for 0.1 second to 12 subjects
sitting 10 to 12 feet from the sqreen. There was an alerting
signal three seconds prior to exposure of the stimulus. Subjects
reported first the color symbol then the number.

The results indicated tCat performance with color-numeric
alphabet was greatly superior to performance with either color
or shape alone (see Figure 51). The average amount of information
transmitted with three color-numeric symbols was 16.97 bits which
was significantly greater than the amount.transmitted with six
numerals alone (14.30) and the six color patches alone (7.69
bits). Performance with colors was better for messages containing
only four symbols than for longer messajes (see Table 24).
Performance with numbers was slightly better with five symbols
than with six symbols.

The results .f a second similar experiment with two new
subjects tended to confirm the findings of the first experiment.
The use of color-numeric symbols led to significantly better
performance than did colors or numbers alone.

Alluis-i and Muller (Ref. 5) examined verbal ind motor
responses to several types of des (color, nume. c and
inclination), which were presented for short periods of time
(0.5 sec.). Their results indicated that performance with the
numeral codes was superior in 1Ath types of response. Accuracy
and speed both were better with numerics, while colors evoked
the slowest response and produced the most errors. A combined
accuracy-speed measure reflected a task-by-code interaction in
which verbal responses were slightly better (in bits/sec) than
motor responses for n-umeral codes, about the same for
inclination codes and definitely poorer for color codes.

Conover and Kraft (Ref. 87) conducted an experiment
comparing color with shape coding. They concluded that the
maximum average information transmission rate for color was
10.44 bits per exposure as compared with 14.94 bits per exposure
with numerals while a combination of color and numerals yielded
18.6 bits per exposure.
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Table 24. Average Information Gained (in Bits) for Color

Alphabet and for Numeric Alphabet.
(After Anderson and Fitts, Ref. 9)

Humber of Symbol Position (Left to Right)
Symbols Meas.

Per Per

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 Symb•ol

Numerals

3 3.15 3.14 3.14 3.14

4 3.15 3.15 3.14 3.15 3.15

5 3.12 3.08 3.05 2.71 2.81 2.95

6 2.83 2.92 2.84 2.16 1.65 1.92 2.69

Colors

3 3.02 2.91 2.82 2.91

4 2.84 2.61 2.30 2.27 2.50

5 2.29 2.04 1.68 1.10 0.90 1.60

6 2.04 1.89 1.44 1.11 0.59 0.52 1.26
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Figure 51. Mean Total Information Gained Per Message.
(After Anderson and Pitts, Ref. 9)

It was concluded that the maximum number of hues that
could be used for color coding ranges from five to eight.
Electronically generated color codes using short persistence
phosphors (not specified) permitted only four absolutely
discernable hues. The precise number is a function of the
viewing conditions and the percentage of the population that
must read the code.

Hitt (Ref. 167) made a study to ascertain the relative
effectiveness of selected abstract coding methods, based on
their effects on various operator tasks. The five codes shown
in Figure 52 were selected and the number of code levels were
varied over two, four, and eight levels. Target density was
also varied over 40, 80, and 120 symbols per display. Five
different operator tasks thought to be basic to visual display
reading (identifying, locating, comparing, counting, and
verifying) were used. The symbols, 1/2 inch for the longest
dimension, were mounted in eight columns and five rows on 30 x
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Figure 52. The Five Code Categories Compared by Hitt. (Ref. 167)

*No attempt was made to hold saturation and brightness constant.

22 inch posters. Fcr eaich of the five code types, nine display
posters were made (orse code z three densities x three code
levels). After initial training to learn meanings associated
with each symbol level, the five subjects completed the trials
for the 225 experimental conditions at a rate of 15 conditions
per session for 15 sessions. The entire procedure was repeated
with another set of 5 subjects for gross-validation resulting
in a correlation of + .97.

Table 25 indicates that for location, color coding was
best. For identification tasks, however, numeral codes were
superior with color coding ranking fourth.

As might be expected, increases in both number of code
levels and in target density degrades operator performance. The
author suggests that numeral coding, or even one of the other
coding methods, was superior to color coding if more than nine
or ten code levels were desired.

Primisel (Ref. 273) made a further investigation into the
amount and nature of the non-target objects with both partially
and fully redundant codes. Targets were identified by hue-form
combinations amidst varying levels of competing and non-
competing clutter. (Competing clutter was of same hue or shape
as the target). His findings confirmed the findings of Green
and Anderson (Ref. 147) and Smith (Ref. 315). More interesting
is the implication in his findings that there is a search-task
difference governed by an interaction of the number of
competing non-targets with the kinds of non-targets. He found
that with small numbers of non-targets that competed in shape
or hue, search area seemed to be determined by both dimensions
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Table 25. Rank Order of Code Categories as a Function
of Type of Task. (After Hitt, Ref. 167)

Tasks First Second Third Fourth Fifth

Identify Numeral Letter Shape Color Configuration

13.64 13.02 12.53 12.34 11.77

Locate Color Numeral Letter Shape Configuration

8.46 7.42 7.25 6.94 4.03

Count Numeral Color Shape Letter Configuration

12.60 12.22 11.49 11.11 7.07

Compare Numeral Color Shape Letter Configuration

6.85 6.72 6.56 6.33 4.76

Verify Numeral Color Shape Letter Configuration

10.01 9.95 9.50 9.05 6.60

Note:
(1) Scores reported in terms of mean correct response

per minute.
(2) Code categories connected by line are not

significantly different at p = 0 05.

but that with large numbers of competing non-targets the subject's
search area seemed to be determined by only one of these.

Conover and Kraft (Ref. 87) state that colors produced by
very small sources (saturated spectral hues or surface colors)
will appear different to color normal observers if the size of
the color patch is less than 20 minutes of visual angle. This
small size, when directly fixated, will result in the observer's
confusing blues with blue-greens, mauves and gray-greens with
greens, and purples with yellows and browns. (For further
explanation of this matter, see section on Color Abberation).

S. L. Smith (Ref. 315) conducted a study based on the
premise of Green and Anderson (Ref. 147) that visual search time
is a fundamental measure of the potential value of display
color coding, but expanded it to include a greater range of
display densities, more displayed colors, both light and dark
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display backgrounds and different methods of display presen-
tation. Eleven men and one woman with normal color vision made
a total of 300 visual searches on various display backgrounds.
The displays consisted of varying combinations of three digit
numbers randomly placed in a square field 12 x 12 inches and
viewed at a distance of 18 inches. The displays were made up as
2 x 2 color slides and rear-projected producing symbols on the
screen of 1/3-inch high by 1/6 inch wide. The colors used are
listed in Table 26. Ambient illumination was over one-half foot
candle. The experimenter indicated the target digit and color
(or noted that color was "unknown') on a separate display and
then exposed the slide. The subject searched for the target and
when found it pressed one of 10 buttons corresponding to the
third digit in the series.

Table 26. Colors Used by Smith. (Ref. 315)

Display Color White Background Black Background
(Munsell Notation) (Munsell Notation)

Red 2.5 R 5/10 5 R 5/12

Green 7.5 GY 8/8 5 GY 7/8

Blue 2.5 PB 6/8 2.5 PB 6/8

Orange 2.5 YR 7/10 2.5 YR 7/10

Black/White 7.5 P 3/4 N 9/0

Neither the particular color of the target number, nor
whether the display had a dark or light background, nor the
interaction of these factors had a significant effect on visual
search time. Othtk conditions being comparable, average search
time increased steadily with increasing display density.
(Figure 51). On the multi-colored displays, when the color of
the target number was known in advance, average search time was
considerably shorter than when the target color was unknown.
When the color of the target number was unknown, a comparison
of search time on single-colored versus multi-colored displays
showed no significant difference (Figure 53-a).

The authors apparently found no evidence of field hetero-
geneity effects on search time under non-set conditions (color
unknown). With a color-set condition, he did find a slight
effect attributable to wrong-colored items.

Jones (Ref. 186) remarks that one thing is apparent from
both of the above studies: that search time is decreased by the
concomitant use of a partially redundant color code as a code
set. Furthermore, the decrease is proportional to the number of
colors used with a given level of density.
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Smith and Thomas (Ref. 317) attempted to measure systemat-
ically the apparent superiority of display color coding by
comparing it with various shape codes in the context of a
relatively simple operator task, that of counting a particular
class of displayed items. Forty-five slides were used, each
containing 20, 60, or 100 symbols (bright colored figures on a
dark background) to produce a 29-inch square display field
viewed by eight subjects seated approximately five feet from
the screen (see Figure 54). Ambient illumination was about two
foot-candles. Some displays were multi-colored (each symbol
could appear in any of five colors) while in other displays all
symbols were of the same color. Subjects counted each of these
displays 10 times, once for every shape and once for every
color.

A second set of 15 100-item slides were used to examine the
effectiveness of shape-coding while color did not vary. A third
set of five multi-colored displays, on which one military symbol
appeared 100 times, represented in all the various colors, was
used to study the effects of color on shape counting.

Inspection of Figure 55 indicates that colors were counted
about twice as fast as the best set of symbols and three times
as fast as the poorest symbols code. Fewer errors were made with

COLORS MILITART GEOMETfIC AUCRAT
NUUM1LL SYMBOLS Foiot SHAPES
NOTATMS|
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Figure 54. Colors and Symbols Used by Smith et al. (Ref. 317)
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(Afterý Smith and Thomas, Ref. 317)

color counting than with shape counting and fewer errors were
made at low display densities than at high densities. Statisti-
cally reliable differences in counting time were confirmed
(p < .001) attributable to display density, the particular shape
code displayed, the code used for counting (shape or color) and
all interactions of these variables. There was no noticable
effect on color counting a.ttributable to the shape code on which
color was superimposed. ow.ever a statistiipally reliable
difference (p <. .01) was at rriburable to various snapes in shape
counting. Additionally, there was apparent improvement in speed
and accuracy of shape counting when variable color was eliminated
from the display. The average counting time for the military
symbols and for the geometric symbols was comparable with a
slight advantage to military symbols. Counting time for aircraft
shapes was substantially highjr than' for military symbols or
geometric forms, respectively.

s unmry

It is evident that the application of color as a coding
dimension enhances performance in visual search tasks. Combining
the color code with other forms of coding (alphanumerics and shape
coding) also aids in performance up to a point. The added
dimensionality of color also increases the information rate that
can be presented in a given display. These favorable results,
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however, are tempered by the fact that most of these results
were obtained under low and steady light levels. The effects
of rapidly changing illumination has not been explored.
Additionally, the effects of high ambient illumination upon
color coding requires examination.

A final significant factor is the fact that none of the
studies examined addressed the problem of color coding on
colored CRT type displays. The interaction effect of electronic
display phosphors (for colored displays) and changing illumination
conditions may produce significantly different results. This
area will require careful examination.

DISADVANTAGES OF COLOR CODING

Conover and Kraft (Ref. 87) reviewed some of the problems
associated with color-coding and compiled the following list of
general disadvantages associated with color:

1. The average color-normal person can discriminate only
about nine hues of surface color on an absolute basis under
ideal conditions, and even fewer under adverse conditions.

2. Some people are color-defective; about 8% of all males
and 0.4% of all females.

3. Color discrimination is seriously degraded when surface
colors are viewed under highly chromatic light sources.

4. Even with recent improvement of colored phosphors for
use on CRT type displays, the presentation of satisfactory
colored symbols by electronic means in video displays still
presents technical problems.

5. Character and stability of the display environment is
difficult to create and control. Color judgements are influenced
by many aspects of the surrounding conditions. Homogenity of
background, color and intensity of adjacent areas, differences
between expected and actual conditions of illumination, perceived
location of color relative to its surround,. and the visual
impressions that colors are abstract or attached to an object
are examples of these factors.

6. All color coding methods present practical problems in
maintenance. Surface colors have a tendency to fade with age.
Signal lenses may crack or become obscured by dirt. Electron-
ically generated color symbols are subject to distortion and
(color) noise bursts and to effects of aging phosphors.

7. Signals or color patches of small dimensions, 20 minutes
or less in visual angle, cause normal subjects tO show certain
characteristics of anomalous color vision. Color codes
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recommended for two degrees or larger do not apply to 20 minutes
or smaller sources of light.

In addition to these general limitations, a number of
specific disadvantages have been uncovered in the literature.
Snadowsky et al. (Ref. 318) for example, discussed the problem
of misregistration of color on symbology. He defined registra-
tion as the superimposition of a homomorphic image to form a
composite single image. Misregistration, then, is the degree
or percent of misalignment of these images and is defined as:

MISREGISTRATION = H S X 100%S

where M = the strokewidth of the misregister_-d image and
S = the ssAewidth of the perfectly registered

mixture' daracter and the unregistered primary
color. .charcter.

By this definition, then, an image with 0% misregistration
--is completely aligned while an image with 100% misregistration
represents two distinct images precisely adjacent to each other.
Based on the results of his experimentation, he recommended that
misregistration cannot exceed 33% under operational conditions
without loss of performance. Fifty plus percent misregistration
results in serious performance loss. This recmmendation
required validation, however, since it applies only to normal
operating conditions and not to adverse operating conditions.
Combined with the other variables found in a "worse casew view-
ing situation, the misregistration tolerance may be found to be
considerably lower than 33%.

Another specific disadvantage with the use of color is the
problem of chromatic aberration. (Chromatic aberration is
discussed in more detail in Section III.) Back in 1949, Duke-
Elder (Ref. 108) discussed the fact that the eye functions in
some respects similar to a prism in that both refract light. In
both the lens and the prism, shorter wavelength light is bent to
a -reater extent than longer wavelength light. This degree of
* iction (or bending) is related in inverse proportion to the
w•,A:1ength. Myers (Ref. 253) suggests that because of this
characteristic, only one wavelength can be focused on the retina
at a time. For example, when yellow-green rays are focused on
the retina, blue and red rays should be both equally unclear with
their focal points falling to the front and the rear of the
focal plane, respectively. This effect is referred to by Duke-
Elder as "Chromatic Aberration".

Jones (Ref. 186) notes that the problem of chromatic
aberration is of critical concern because of its effect on
visual acuity. She suggests that either the use of a small
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colored stimuli or moderately sized stimuli viewed at a distance
would be inadvisable for reliable color coding.

Mitchell and Mitchell (Ref. 242) have referred to this
aberration effect as "Chromatic Myopia". In their study it was
found that under -blue light, distant objects (6 feet or more)
are imaged in front of the retina and the normal eimetropic eye'
is not able to adjust to the differences, since it's acco 0o-
dative power is already at it's maximum.

In a study to more-clearly define this problem, Myers (Ref.
253) conducted a study to ascertain possible adverse accommodation
effects which uight result in the loss of visual acuity in color
coding. Five males, ages 21 to 32, served as subjects, each
having 20/20 vision and normal color vision. Two 35 mm slide
projectors were used; one to project the Landolt C-ring image
(see -igure'56) (either red or blue) and the second to project
the colorýd (red and blue) area surrounding the rings. Eight
diffqrent size C-rings were used for each subject for each color
combination. (See Table 27) -.

The response unit consisted of four pushbuttons in positions
corresponding to the C-ring opening positions (3, 6, 9, 12
o'clock). The S determined the location of the opening and
depressed the appropriate button. A total of 140 presentations
were prese ted for each stimulus-surround color combination.
Subjects sat in a chair in a darkened room with their chins in a
rest 28 inches from the screen. The image was exposed for 0.75
second and the subjedts were instructed to "guess" even if they
were nQt sure of the location.

The results supported the general hypothesis that the red
stimulus condition would result in better performance than the
blue stimulus. The order of performance res;ulted in the R/R
(red stimulus/red background) condition having the smallest
aperture size threshold, followed by the B/B (blue stimulue/blue
background) and R/B (red stimulus/blue background), respectively.

-W 5Width

Figure 56. The Standard Landolt "C" Ring,
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Table 27. Sizes of C-Ring Apertures in Inches
and in Min. of Arc and Seconds of Visual Angle.

(Myers, Ref. 253)

Size on Size Projected on Visual Angle
Slide Screen at 70 Inches at

(Inches) (Inches) 28 Inches.

1. .0019 .0131 1', 37" or 1.62'

2. .0023 .0158 1', 56" or 1.93'

3. .0027 .0186 2', 16" or 2.27'

4. .0031 .0210 2', 35" or 2.58'

5. .0035 .0236 2', 54" or 2.90'
6. .0039 .0263 3', 14" or 3.23'

7. .0043 .0290 3', 33' or 3.55'

8. .0046 .0316 3', 54* or 3.90'

(See Table 28). The average percent of correct reponse for
each of the four conditions were:

Table 28. Summary of Results,
(After Myers, Ref. 253)

80.1% Red Stimulus/Red Background

73.5% Blue Stimulus/Blue Background

60.5% Red Stimulus/Blue Background

50.4% Blue Stimulus/Red Backgroun

Figure 57 indicates a general decrement in performance with
the blue stimulus for the range of aperture sizes used. On the
other hand, the fact that the threshold for both red stimulus
conditions was higher than those for the blue stimulus conditions
indicates that the size factor was consequential in determining
overall color difference.

Myers concluded that the "critical' size to which color may
be applied to a visual display varies with the particular
situation and with the colors employed. The results of his study
do not appear to support Conover and Kraft's recommendation of a
general 20 degree visual angle cut-off point. In fact, Myers
concluded that in noust applications, the small differences in
visual acuity resulting from accommodation differences with
various color combinations would not be a serious impediment to
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the use of color. Blue would be the exception, since the eye
focuses this color myoptically. In any case, the loss of visual
acuity was only critical with small degrees at a visual angle of
less than four minutes.

CCNCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With the already present partially redundant coding
dimensions present on most displays (position coding, size
coding, shape coding, etc.), one must seriously questioui the
need for the addition of color coding to airborne displays. The
advantages derived from its use would have to be greater than
the current literature indicates. The demonstrated utility of
color codes is maximal in large, complex, cluttered and
unstructured displays. The opposite is true of most airborne
displays; simplicity, compactness and well-defined structure
are basic factors in their design.

It is admitted that the addition of color to airborne dis-
plays may serve to improve pilot acceptance factors, but the
cost of so doing is great. Careful research is needed to relate
color-coding in electronic flight displays to the many hu.an
performance variables and environmental variables in realistic
operational type tasks. Any such research should take into
consideration the many environmental factors associated with
airborne electronic displays: ambient illumination levels,
vibration, the interaction effect of other light emitting
sources within the cockpit, the various stress levels the pilots
situationally experience, and many more. In the case of head-up
displays, the added factors of buzzing, real-world backgrounds
are added to the list. All of these factors require careful
examination with respect to the use of color coding.

One starting point from which to make the above decision
is to establish the performance requirements of the display
observer. What is it exactly that the observer must do and what
information is required for him to accomplish this task? When
information requirements have been established, the optimum
presentation formats for the information can be addressed. The
format examination should include the efficiency of the
dimension (in terms of human as well as equipment performance
and reliability), the reliability of the dimension (performance
under normal as well as adverse viewing conditions) and the cost
of the dimension (in terms of research required, training and
equipment).

When the above evaluation has been completed and color
coding of the information appears to be warranted, the literature
provides an indication as to which colors would be likely
candidates for further evaluation. Hues in the yellow-green
and red range of the color spectrum appear to offer the most
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promise. However, evaluation .under the proposed operating
conditions is mandatory. No data,for example, have been found
in! the literature addressing color discrimination under high
ambient illumination conditions (over 1,000 ft. Lamberts). (How-
ever, reports have been made of colored aeronautical chart
symbols 'disappearing' under daylight flight conditions because
the colors were 'washed-out' - Eriksen, Ref. 371).

Representative design variables that should be examined in
the evaluation of different hues for use on electronically
generated displays would include:

High Intensity Ambient Illumination - What effect does high
intensity ambient illumLination (1,000 to 8,000 plu5 ft. Lamberts)
have on color discrimination? What hues are equally discrimi-
nable under these viewing conditions and what are the effects of
different observer visual (locating, identifying, etc.) and motor
tasks (tracing, adjusting) on discrimination?

Chromatic Visual Environment - How do changes in the visual
environment chromicity affect color discrimination (i.e., viewing
under sun-uip or sun-down conditions)? What is th iaximnum size
of the color alphabet (100% discriminable) obtain-ale under
these viewing conditions?

Glare Factors - What are the effects of glare on color
discrimination under high ambient (and chromatic) viewing
conditions? What interaction effect is encountered (if any) with
the introduction ,of filters and visors in the glare environment?

Color Contrast - What are the contrast requirements for
color discrimination under high ambient illumination (up to
8,000 ft. Lamberts) viewing? What is the optimum background
brightness for comfortable viewing under the above conditions?
(Contrasts of 25 to 100% should be examined with an emitted
display background luminance of about 180 ft. Lamberts).

Symbol Size and Shape - What is the optimum symbol size
(including stroke width and stroke-width-to-height) and shape for
the color code under the above illumination conditions? Simple
solid geometric forms should be evaluated with sizes ranging from
two to three minutes of arc and up. One hundred percent
discriminability thresholds should be established as a function
of different shape-color combinations.

As with any other visual performance measure pertinent to
electronic displays, the observer performance measure should be
a minimum of 1O00% legibility under all anticipated viewing
conditions. Additionally, the minimum should optimize reading
time, detection time or identification time, depending upon the
visual task to be performed. Subjective observer preferences
should be included in the above evaluation, where possible.
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FLASH RATE CODING

Introduction

There appears to be little in the way of data relating to
flash rate coding. The few data that are available tend to shy
away from recommending this method of coding if other methods
are available. There are, however, some new and encouraging
possibilities for the use of this dimension.

An early review by Gebhard (Ref. 128) indicated that flash
rate coding was a possible but not very practical means of
representing information. He suggested the use of a course
flicker which stayed well below the fusion frequency. The
frequencies he suggested for scaling into a usable code ranged
from about 0.5 to 30 flashes per second with the retinal
intensittes about 10 millilamberts for the 30 flashes per second
rate. HO found about 15 discriminable steps between 0.5 to 30
flashes per second, but reliability was poor. The author
suggested that it would be more profitable to use simpler on-off
type flash codes.

Gerathewohl (Ref. 132) conducted a series of studies on
flashing light signals. He found that flashing light signals
were more conspicuous than steady ones when brightness contrast
is low.

Gerathewohl (Ref. 135) investigated how conspicuous flash-
ing light signals are at three different flash frequencies and
duration rates (1, 2, and 4 flashes per second and durations of
1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 second each). The results indicated that when
the subject had a complex psychomotor task, the flashing light's
efficacy as a warning depended on the conspicuity of a series of
flashes, not.on the luminance of a single flash alone. With a
luminance of I millilambert, subjects will respond to a series
of light flashes in a complex situation with the same speed
regardless of whether the flash is once each second, or four
times each second with a 1/8th of a second flash duration. At
low contrast, the short, fast flashing light appeared to be more
conspicuous than the longer, slow flashing light., Gerathewohl
concluded that subjects responded more quickly when the flash
rate was faster. Three flashes per second was the fastest rate
he used in this particular study.

Baker and Grether (Ref. 12) found little in the way of data
applying to flash rate coding. They determined that five flash
codes could be discriminated under ideal conditions. However,
they found this dimension unsatisfactory because high brightness
is required if a high flicker rate is to be seen as flicker.
They indicated also that this coding dimension is annoying to
the operator.
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Cohen and Dinnerstein (Ref. 80) conducted a study to
e ethe relationship between flash frequencies and the
ability to identify various flash rate frequencies correctly.
They used 10 subjects to judge nine flash rates that varied from
one flash each four seconds to 12 flashes per second. The
stim•ulus used was a high intensity blue-white Strobotron tube,
masked to a point source.

The results indicated that their subjects could discriminate
an absolute maximu of five flash categories under the best
conditions. Even with only four stimulus categories, occasional
confusion occurred. The authors recomended using only three
flash rates for an operational situation:

4 flashes per second

1 flash per second

20 flashes per minute.

Morgan et al. (Ref. 247) recommends that flash rates be
limited to no more than four rates and that these should be limited
to only one or two items on the display itself.

Honigfeld (Ref. 171) reviewed the literature and concluded
that flash rate is a poor way to present information. She found
it detremental to performance under all conditions as it is
critically influenced by brightness and size. With high flicker
rate, the target must have high brightness and large size.
Flickering light, especially at certain rates, is annoying to
view.

She did conclude, however, that under certain conditions,
one could make good use of the annoying properties of this code.
The periphery of the eye is especially sensitive to intermittent
stimulation between two and sixty cycles per second. These
frequencies are recomnded only to attract attention. This
flicker range may also produce apparent movement, which may or
may not be beneficial. Honigfeld recomends Cohen and
Dinnerstein's suggested rates for coding: 4 flashes per second,
one flash per second and 20 flashes per minute.

Ziegler, Reilly and Chernikoff (Ref. 365) conducted two
experiments to (1) determine the effects of adding flash coded
directional information to a conventional displacement display
and (2) to compare a display system which indicates error
direction by means of flash coding with one where flash coding
of error direction is combined with brightness coding of error
magnitude (the latter being referred to as "depth-of-flash"
coding).
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The display used in Experiment I was a five inch CRT tube
with a 1/2 inch long horizontal reference line centered on the
tube and a 1/32-inch diameter dot moving along the Y-axis normal
to the center of the reference line. The dot flashed on and off
with a 50-50 duty cycle. When the dot was 1/8-inch or more
above the reference line, it flashed at a rate of 60 cpm to
indicate high error direction. When the dct was 1/8 inch below
the reference line, the flash rate was 120 cpm, providing *low"
error direction information. No flashing occurred if the dot
was within the + 1/8-inch range of the reference line. Each
display was tracked at a viewing distance such that the maximum
visible dot displacement, from the reference line, subtended
visual angles of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 min at the eye of the
observer. Each of seven subjects served in three sessions on
each of the five visual angles. The subjects were dark adapted
for 15 min. prior to each session.

The results of Experiment I are summarized in Figure 58. As
visual angle decreased, tracking error was found to increase for
both the displacement-coded and displacement-plus-flash-coded
displays. At certain angles, performance was improved .by the
addition of flash-coded error information.

In Experiment II, eight different dark-adapted subjects
viewed the display from a sitting position 16 feet from the CRT
tube. A 1/16-inch diameter spot of white light was flashed in
a similar manner to Exp. I but the brightness of the light varied
as a function of the amount of error (between 50 and 1200 Ft-L).

40 Displacement
No Tracking

210

8'1 Displacement

a 6 Plus Flash

4Jik

H - 2

16 8 4 2 1

Visual Angle (Minutes of Arc)

Figure 58. Tracking Error as a Function of Visual Angle
for Experiment II. (After Ziegler et al., Ref. 365)
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As the error decreased, the brightness difference above and below
the reference brightness became less until at zero-error the
subject momentarily saw a steady light of 600 Ft L. The average
brightness of the display remained constant (but unspecified).

The results are summarized in Figure 59. The authors
found the difference between the displays to be significant with
the flash coded display superior in all but the first two
sessions.

After the initial sessions approximately 1-1/2 times as
much error was made when display information was limited to
error direction alone. The superiority of the depth-of-flash
was evident after a relatively short learning period.

The last study indicates some of the'possibilities for
flash rate coding of information. It is also evident that much
careful work is needed in this area before this technique can be
perfected.
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Figure 59. Tracking Errors as a Function of Training
for Experiment II Coding Methods.
(After Ziegler et al., Ref. 365)
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Summary

The majority of the literature reviewed here tends to fall
into one of three categories:

1. Flash rate coding is the least desirable of the several
dimensions of coding available for visual displays. As such, it
should only be incorporated into the display as a "last resort".

2. That flash rate coding is useful*, but limited in scope,
with three to five distinct, discriminable flash rates available..
In this category, Gerathewohl suggests flash rates of 1, 2, and
4 flashes per second with durations of 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8 second
each.

3. That the full potential of flash rate coding has not
been exposed. In this group, Ziegler et al. have shown that
flash rate and depth-of-flash coding do offer possibilities for
unique encoding of information. More research and validation
remains to be done in this area, but it does appear to offer
possible new approaches to the coding problem.

*There appears to be little question as to the value of a flashing
light as an attention-gaining device. (Gerathewohl, 1953, Baker
and Grether, 1954, Honigfeld, 1964). However, the fact may be
often overlooked that this too is a coding dimension.
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SECTION V

ALPHANUMERIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Ketchel and Jenney (Ref. 206) recently state, 00f all
the coding techniques, alphanumerics has attracted
the greatest attention because letters a•nd numerals
offer almost limitless possibilities for encoding in-
formation. The optimum characteristics of alpha-
numeric codes for various applications have been the
subject of intense investigation over the years, and
nearly half of the research reports ever published
on symbology deal with some aspect of alphanumerics".

This section reviews the research dealing with pertinent factors
in the legibility of numerals and capital letters, and the
development of legibility recommendations for alphanumeric
symbols to be used in operational electronic display systems.

It is not the purpose of this section to review the entire
body of research relating to alphanumerics, but rather to
present research material directly supporting alphanumeric
legibility recomuendations for cathode ray tube (CRT) displays
and near related electronic displays.

Specifically, the literature was reviewed with the
objective of presenting design-oriented guideline data on the
following legibility features of alphanumerics for electronic
display application:

-'Font or Style
- Symbol Size and Proportion
- Symbol Spacing
- Words
- Edge (off center of tube) Displayed Symbology
- Viewing Angle
- Symbol Blur
- Matrix Symbol Generation Techniques

These physical factors were manipulated as independent
variables for the studies reviewed. For these variables it was
necessary to establish meaningful performance measures, or
dependent variables, which would specify acceptable operator
performance criteria and validly reflect display system
perf. :rmance.

The dependent variables selected for thdis task were chosen
based upon the following criteria. First, consideration was
given to the performance measures which define symbol legibility:
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accuracy, rate, speed, and threshold of identification. Second,.
it was necessary to establish which measures had been used in
alphanumeric research concerned with symbol legibility and
third, careful consideration was given to those measures of
legibility which reflect the performance required of a pilot .'
in an operational cockpit setting.

Because research was available on all the performance
measures defining symbol legibility, reasons one and two did
not eliminate any dependent measures from consideration. The
pilot's operational setting did, however, eliminate threshold
of identification since it was considered inapplicable as an
operational measure of legibility. This was because (1) thresh-,..
old of identification is usually determined by measuring the
distance from the eye to the symbol when the number of identifi-;
cations are either 50 percent cozrect (50 percent threshold) or
100 percent correct (100 percent threshold) (Ref. 303), and (2)
only a 100 percent correct level of identification is acceptable',
for systems usage. This eliminated from consideration all
studies with a 50 percent correct level of symbol identification.
Those studies with a 100 percent corLect threshold were included,
provided the viewing distances used were close to the 28 inch
operational standard. In such cases, these studies were con-
sidered under "accuracy of identification". /

As mentioned, prime consideration was given to those
performance measures which best describe the pilot's legibility
requirements. These are whether ox not the pilot can accurately
identify the symbols, and the speed or rate at which he can.
identify them. It should be noted thal since speed of symbol
identification is measured as the time in seconds from symbol
presentation to symbol identification, it applied only to those
studies which did not use a fixed exposure time.

Having established that accuracy and speed or rate of
symbol identification are acceptable as dependent measures of
alphanumeric legibility, it remained to specify the acceptable
operator performance levels for each of these measures. As an
examination of the variety and complexity of any electronic
flight display task will reveal, it is difficult to specify
a generally acceptable systems performance level for speed or
rate of symbol identification without carefully examining the
individual requirements of the given task within the framework
of the overall aircraft system. This suggests that speed or
rate information taken from reviewed studies and intended for
design purposes be carefully evaluated against operational
requirements. If operational requirements are not available,
then these data should be used as guidelines for projected
,worst case" design considerations. When considering accuracy
of symbol identification, however, a performance level approach-
ing 100 percent correct identification is generally necessary for
acceptable systems usage. This is a requirement consistent with
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the operational philosophy that says an operator may be allowed
considerable tolerance, for a variety of circumstances, in the
absolute time (rate) permitted to identify a given symbol and
still be effective, but that his identifications must, in all
cases, be accurate to be useful in the system.

Having established the desirable independent variables and
what constitutes an acceptable dependent performance measure,
it remained to find alphanumeric legibility studies consistent
with these requirements.

Ideally, exact alphanumeric legibility recommendations
could be generated from the existing literature for eael, con-
dition effecting the operational use of CRT's in flight displays.
In reality, however, the body of research currently available is
not adequate to this task. Shurtleff (Ref. 304), a recognized
authority on alphanumerics, conducted a three-year comprehensive
study to establish alphanumeric legibility specifications for
visual display devices, and concluded that Othe data are not
codplete enough, nor described in sufficient detail, for one to
be able to specify unequivocally what the values of each relevant
factor should be for a given display situation.0

In addition to the incomplete data found in the literature,
certain methodological problems limit the utility of those data
which are available. One of the more confounding of these
problems is the use of extremely short exposure times frequently
used for presenting symbology. Studies which employ an extreme-
ly short viewing time are generally attempting to challenge the
capabilities of the subject in order to introduce errors which
can be analyzed and compared statistically, the idea being that
an alphanumeric configuration which performs well under these
limited viewing tim~s will also perform better under operational
conditions. This has not always been found to be true. For
example, in the are4of linear scales (Refs. 66 and 67), reading
accuracy for one scale was found to be superior to a second
scale when both were tested at .075, .15 and .3 seconds, but
when these same scales were tested at .6 and 1.2 seconds, the
latter was found to be better. Moreover, in terms of flight
display, Gainer and Obermayer (Ref. 125) have found that from
.3 to .7 seconds is a typical range of eye fixation times for a
variety of instruments. Within the studies reviewed in this
chapter, care should be exercised in extrapolating from data
where the exposure times are much less than .3 seconds.

A second methodological problem encountered in the
literature has been reduction of symbol brightness, which, again,
is usually done to obtain a , workable distribution of scores
for statistical analysis. ThiL means that for studies where the
subjects view syimbology under low lighting conditions, interpre-
tation of the resuflts must take into consideration whether or
not those characteristics which seemed to improve legibility
are effective for dim illumination conditions only. The necessity
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for this precaution is deonstrated in a study by Brown and
Lowery (Ref. 45) where variations in stroke width to height were
found to improve legibility for poor brightness conditions, but
had no effect on legibility when symbol luminance was increased.

Realizing that there are limitations within the existing
literature dealing with alphanumeric legibility, it seemed
appropriate to establish the following hierarchy of study pre-
sentation. Only those studies concerned with the objective
evaluation of numeral or capital letter symbol legibility, under
controlled and specified experimental conditions by visually
screened subjects, were considered for this review. Exception
to these criteria were permitted where particular study results
appeared to contribute to an area void of technically acceptable
research. Where such studies were used, mention is made of their
inherent limitations and any conclusions drawn from them are
qualified. These requirements naturally eliminated much research
from inclusion in this review. However, for those interested in
a general summary on alphanumerics, Cornog and Rose (Ref. 90)
have published an excellent reference handbook encompassing over
200 studies.

Likewise, studies pertaining directly to electronic display
devices were given priority consideration. Where electronic
display research was missing, or sketchy, supplemental non-
electronic display material was used if it was available. If
research voids existed in an area, the opinions expressed by
recognized authorities may be cited, or the authors' opinions,
based on the total body of literature reviewed may be presented.
Finally, recommendations are given for future research designed
to eliminate existing data voids.
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FONT OR STYLE

Introduction

As applied to display systems design and usage, font refers
to the fundamental geometry or style of a particular set of
alphanumerics. It is the basic framework- for the generation of
a set of alphanumerics and, therefore, effects other symbol
characteristics such as width-to-height and stroke-width-to-
height.

The font of letters and numbers used in displays is espe-
cially relevant to human factors considerations of legibility,
an element in alphanumeric3 that has been variously defined.
For example, McCormick (Ref. 230) defines legibility as "the
atfribute of being able to identify given letters or numerals
to the exclusion of others and depends primarily on such fea-
tures as stroke width, form of character, background, size and
illumination".

For this review, however, legibility is defined as a
property of alphanumerics which is measured in terms of three
objective performance criteria: accuracy, speed, and rate of
symbol identification. The following section reviews research
that relates to changes in legibility resulting from the use of
varying alphanumeric fonts.

Because so little useful research has been conducted on
alphanumeric font using operational electronic displays, the
following section on font comparisons for non-electronic visual
display devices is presented as supplementary information.
While the experimental conditions surrounding each of these
supplementary studies qualify them according to the selection
criteria for inclusion in this review, details of the research
are not presented, both for the sake of brevity and because
these conditions were not judged to be directly applicable to
electronic display usage. For a complete descriptiont of the
experimental conditions, see the specific studies cited, and
for an exceller.t in-deptn summary on non-electronic display
devices, see Shurtleff (Ref. 303).

Non-Electronic Display Studies

Mackworth (Ref. 229), in his original attempt to improve
the legibility of a complete set of alphanumerics, developed
the Mackworth style (see Figure 60) which he evaluated against
letters similar to the AND 10400 style (see Figure 61) and
numbers similar to the Leroy style (see Figure 62). Presenting
the symbols individually for 1.62 seconds at 10 Ft. Candles of
illumination, he found that for accuracy of identification, his
font was superior to the AND 10400-Leroy letter-number combina-
tion. But as Crook and Baxter (Ref. 93) point out, differences
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Figure 61. AND 10400 Numerals.
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Figure 62. Standard Leroy Alphan-merics.
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in brightness contrast and overall symbol size may have given
the Mackworth style an aAvantage in the comparison, and this
may have confounded the - udy conclusion of apparent superiority.

The AND 10400 numerals were further compared with Berger
numerals (see Figures 61 and 63) by Brown, Lowery and Willis
(Ref. 46) with the height, width, and width-to-height percentage
held constant. Mean error scores indicated that the only sig-
nificant differences between the two styles were for the digits
"4" and "9". The Berger "4" was significantly better than the
AND "4" for two sets of experimental conditions. First, for
trans-illuminated brightness levels of 0.33, 0.79, 1.63, 2.60
and 3.34 Ft. Lamberts at 0.20 and 0.04 second viewing times, and
second, for a floodlight condition where illumination brightness
levels of 80 and 40 Ft. Candles were used with a 0.007 second
viewing time. The AND "9' was significantly better than the
Berger 090 for the floodlighted condition only. The viewing
times of 0.04 and 0.007 seconds are extremely rapid for normal
systems application, but the superiority of the Berger "4" for
the brightness levels tested and the 0.20 second viewing time is
appropriate for systems usage.

In a three-way comparison, Atkinson, Crumley and Willis
(Ref. 10) evaluated the AND 10400 and Berger numbers with a set
of numbers suggested by Brown et al. (Ref. 46) called AMEL (see
Figures 61, 63 and 64). Two sets of conditions were tested:
first, a simulated daylight condition with illuminations of 11,
24 and 34 Ft. Candles with a viewing time of 0.005 seconds and
second, a red transillumination condition with brightnesses of
0.10, 0.30, 0.80, 1.60, 2.60 and 3.30 Ft. Lamberts at a viewing
time of 0.20 seconds. Mean error scores indicated that the AHRL
digits were significantly better than either of the other two
styles for both the daylight and transillumination conditions.

Once again, a short exposure time limits the system appli-
cation usefulness of the daylight condition, but the 0.20 second
exposure time for the transillumination condition is realistic,
and the data can be used where red lighting is acceptable.

Brown (Ref. 374) compared the legibility of Garamond Bold
letters (see Figure 65) with NAMEL letters (see Figure 66).
Nineteen letters (B, I, J, K, Q, V, & W excluded) were presented
at a 0.20 second viewing time with brightnesses of 0.30, 0.80,
1.60, 2.60 and 3.30 Ft. Lamberts. The purpose-in this study was
to compare NAMEL letters, which are constructed with a uniform
stroke-width-to-height and without serifs (a fineline or
embellishment appearing chiefly at the ends of -symbol strokes)
with Garamond Bold letters, which are constructed with variable
stroke-width-to-height and with serifs. Study results indicated
that for accuracy of identification, NAMEL letters were superior
to the Garamond Bold letters at all brightnesses levels tested,

-with the greatest differences falling at the 0.30 and 0.80 Ft.
Lambert levels.
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Figure 63. Berger Numerals.
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Figure 64. AMEL Numerals.
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Figure 65. Garamond Bold Letters.
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Figure 66. NAMEL Letters.
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The Mitre Corporation (bef. 302), in attempting to develop
a font which would be legible in different kinds of visual
display syste, developed in the Lincoln/Mitre alphanumeric font
(see Figure 67). Using four symbol brightnesses of 4, 6, 8,
and 10 Ft. Lamberts (background brightness I Ft. Lambert), and
a 0.01 second viewing time, the Lincoln/Mitre font was found to
be statistically superior to the standard Leroy font (see Figure
62) in accuracy of identification for all brightness levels
except the 4 Ft. Lambert condition.

It should be noted that this comparison was made at an
extremely short viewing time which limits the application of
the study conclusion. The data are interesting, however, in
that the Lincoln/Mitre group was able to develop a font which,
at least for the conditions tested, was superior to the standard
Leroy.

A new approach to number legibility was studied by Lansdell
in 1954 (Ref. 312). He constructed a set of numerals incorpora-
ting geometrical shapes designed to be easily recognized (see
Figure 68). Comparing these numbers with Mackworth numbers (see
Figure 60) at a 0.6 second exposure time and a brightness level
of 10 Ft. Lamberts, Lansdell established that his numerals were
significantly superior to the Mackworth for accuracy of identi-
fication. Two years later, Foley (Ref. 123) revised the
Lansiell numbers (see Figure 69) and compared them again with
the Mackworth numbers (see Figure 60). He found that for three
illumination levels, 10, 30 and 50 Ft. Candles and three ex-
posure tims, 0.3, 0.8 and 1.3 seconds, the Foley numbers were
significantly better than the Mackworth for accuracy of identi-
fication. No cross comparison of the Lansdell and Foley-
Lansdell numbers has been reported.

Cqnclusion

Table 29 presents a sumary of the non-electronic display
,font comparisons. Because of a lack of cross comparison studies,
it is not possible to select a single most acceptable non-
electronic display font. Shurtleff (Ref. 303) recomends the
Mackworth alphanumerics as designed by the Lincoln Laboratory as
the best choice available; yet both Lansdell and Foley have
demonstrated that their relatively unorthodox new fonts are
superior to the Mackworth for the conditions tested.

The Brown study (Ref. 374) indicated that, for letters, a
uniform stroke-width-to-height, without serifs, was better for
accuracy of identification than a variable stroke-width-to-
height with serifs. Shurtleff (Ref. 303). in commenting on the
Brown findings states, "it is recommnded that letter styles
featuring variable stroke widths and serifs be avoided in
display situations, particularly when factors such as symbol
brightness and exposure ti s are at marginal values". While
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Figure 67. Lincoln/Mitre Alphanumerics.
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Figure 68. Lansdell Numerals.
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Table 29. Non-Electronic Display
Font Comparisons: A Summary.

Symbols
Study Fonts Investigated

Mackworth (1944) Mackworth 2- AND 10400/Leroy Alphanumerics

Showman (1966) Leroy - Lincoln/Mitre3  Alphanumerics

Brown (1953) Garamond Bold - NANEL 2  Letters

Atkinson (1952) AND 10400 - Berger - AMEL' Numbers

Lansdell (1954) Lansdell'- Mackworth Numbers

Foley (1936) Foley/Lansdelll- Mackworth Numbers

'Significantly better at either .05 or .01 level.2Appeared better or a small percentage better.
3Shown to be superior, but comparison has limited utility

due to the extremely short exposure times used in study.

these results appear to validate that serifs do not improve
symbol legibility, the effect of variable stroke-width-to-neignt
on symbol legibility is not sufficiently understood to form a
conclusion. Both the Lansdell and Foley-Lansdell numerals
incorporated variable stroke widths, and they were both snown
to be superior for accuracy of identification to a standard
Mackworth which used a fixed stroke width. Further investiga-
tion is deemed necessary before this issue may be reconciled.

The applicability of the non-electronic display research
just discussed to an electronic display operational situation
is complicated by the variations in alphanumeric legibility
induced by the methods of symbol generation and display media.
The NAMEL font, for example, was originally developed to optimize
alphanumeric characters for airarew station displays and was
standardized in MIL-M-18012 (see Figure 70) and NS 33558 (see
Figure 71). For a description of MIL-M-18012 number and letter
dimensions see Table 30. MIL-M-18012 alphanumerics apply to
both transilluiinated and reflectively illuminated aircrew
station. displays and control panels; M-33558 alphanumerics
apply to dircraft instruments and dials. Transilluminated
aircrew station display characters are somewhat like cathode.ray
tube (CRT) characters because both emit light; however, CRT
displays are luminescent and aircrew station displays are in-
candescent. Transilluminated characters are made up of solid
areas of light passing through a translucent material, whereas
electronically generated characters are varyingly composed of
electronically generated raster matrices, dots or line segments.
Thus, the method of symbol generation is responsible for the
individual elements of composition defining the alphanumeric
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Figure 70. NIL-N-18012 Alphanumerics.

Figure 71. NIL Standard MS-33358 Alphanumerics.'
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character. Variations in shape, width-to-height, stroke-width-
to-height, brightness contrast, etc., have been shown to affect
legibility. Electronic display alphanumeric standards based on
non-electronic display research represent an extrapolation which
does not consider the large number of highly technical and
interacting factors induced by the electronic system of symbol
generation. Although current thin-king (Refs. 373 and 206) speci-
fies MIL-M-18012 and MS-33558 for electronic display devices,
the following review of relevant research should be considered
as it has been specifically conducted on alphanumeric fonts for
electronic displays.

Electronic Display Studies of Font

One of the initial attempts to specify the optimum font for
CRTs was conducted by Rowland and Cornog (Ref. 287), who examined
a broad spectrum of comercially available alphanumeric fonts
for use on a Spanrad Air Traffic Control television display
screen. Basing their decision solely on a group subjective
evaluation, these investigators concluded that none of the
existing fonts was acceptable. In an attempt to produce an
acceptable .font, they designed a set of minimm size, upper-
case alphanumeric characters which they called the Courtney font.
Using the same group subjective technique, they compared their
new Courtney font to the commercial fonts previously examined
and decided the Courtney font was superior.

This asserted superiority was further validated by the
follow-on study of Moore and Nida (Hef. 246), who employed a
subjective method of evaluation to arrive at a parallel conclu-
sion with Rowland and Cornog, namely, that for CRT application,
the Courtney font was superior to all commercially available
fonts.

Shurtleff and Owen (Ref. 306), however, observing that the
subjective method of evaluation had been used in these tests,
felt it necessary to investigate the legibility of the new
Courtney alphanumerics using a more objective measure. They
objectively compared the Courtney font (see Figure 72) with a
standard Leroy font (see Figure 62) using a Miratel 14-incj
video monitor connected to a 525-line Fairchild television
camera. Table 67 presents the experimental conditions for this
test. Legibility was measureq in terms of both accuracy and
speed of symbol identification. For symbol resolutions of 6, 8,
10 and 12 lines per symbol height, study results showed that
with a snall amount of practice the subjects identified the
televised Courtney font less accurately and less rapidly than
the Leroy font (Figures 151 and 152). With additionalk practice,
however, the subjects found the Courtney and Leroy to be similar
in accuracy and speed of identification (Figures 153 and 154).
Statistically, the analysis indicated that only resolution was
a statistically significant source of variance (se-e section on
alphanumeric resolution). The differences between fonts were
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Fi.;ure 72. Courtney Alphanumerics.

not statistically significant, nor was there a significant
interaction between fonts and resolution. Shurtleff and Owen
concluded, "There seems little to be gained by using the

Courtney symbols for television, since the perform-
ance was not better than that obtained with the
Leroy alphanumerics. Furthermore, the data suggest
that the viewer must be given practice with the
Courtney symbols, before his performance becomes K
as good as that obtained without practice with a'*
standard lettering font." This conclusion arpears tobe

well justified for the results obtained in this study.

Shurtleff, Marsetta and Showman (Ref. 305) studied the
standard Lero/ and a revised Leroy font (the symbols, B,G,h,K,
Q,S,Z,1,5,6,7 were modified for CRT usage) to determine the
minimum symbol tize (converted to visual angle of subtense) for
good symbol identification at 10, 8, and 6 active raster scan
lines per symbol height. See Table 74 for study details. Using
a General Precision 945-line television camera and a 0 Conrac 21
inch video monitor, minimum-symbol sizes were established for
both the standard and revised Leroy fonts for 85 and 99 percent
correct levels of symbol identification. Examination of Table
75 shows the visual angles of subtense were imilar for both
fonts at each level of resolution. Statistically, symbol re-
solution was the only significant source of variance (see
section on alphanumeric resolution). The average rates of
symbol identification for the symbols identified 85 and 99 per-
cent correctly are given in Table 76. These data indicate that
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for bcthn the standard and the revised Leroy fonts, the rate
scores were similar at Loth 85 and 99 percent accuracy of
identification levels for each value of resolution. Thus, for
the conditions tested, neither of these fonts appears superior
to the other for CRT usage. Of the eleven symbols modified in
the revised style, only the H and B were reco=ended for in-
clusion in the standard Leroy font for use on television.

Bell (Ref. 25) coopared two teletype fonts for legibility
on a televised display. Using a 945-line General Precision
Laboratories 820 camera and a Conrac CQE-14 monitor, the Long
Gothic Style (Figure 73) was compared with the Murray Style
(Figure 74) at resolutions of 12, 10, 8 and 6 active raster
lines per symbol height. The experimental conditions for this
test are presented in Table 71. The mean response times and the
number of errors are given in Table 72 and 73 for each subject
and both fonts. Inspection of these data led Bell to conclude
that, for the resolutions tested, no difference existed between
the legibility of Long Gothic and Murray alphanumerics. This
analysis must be considered as trend information since a
statistical analysis was not feasible due to the limited nu•-zer
of subjects used and a large intra-subject variance.

Conclusion

It appears that the standard Leroy font is acceptable for
electronic display usage; however, this recoammendation is made
more from default of usable font comparisons than from any
established superiority. In fact, a visual comparison between
the Leroy (Figure 62) and MIL-M-18012 (Figure 70) alphanumerics
indicates they are both fundamentally the same. Some differences
are noted, however, for the C,I,J,M,4,5,6,9 and zero.

The small differences between these fonts and the relative
availability of MIL-M-18012 alphanumerics led Ketchel and Jenney
(Ref. 206) to state, "As to character font, stroke width,

and width-to-height ratio, we also conclude that
MIL-M-18012 is suitable as a goal for electronic
and optically generated displays so long as allow-
ances are made for departures from this norm due to
the techniques of generation and the vertical and
horizontal resolution of the display system. We
have found very little evidence to indicate how much
degradation in form and proportion is tolerable. We
suspect that legibility will vary not only with symbol
font, but also with such conditions of use as the
amount of alphanumerically coded information, the
operator's familiarity with the numeral and letter
combinations, and the degree to which he can antici-
pate the occurrence of given statements. Here, too,
we believe it is preferable to test these hypotheses
through empirical studies.'
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ABCDEFCH I KLMNPQRST

UV WXYZ1 2 31.5 67g9

Figure 73. Long Gothic Alphanumerics.

ABCDEFGHIKLMNPQRST

UVWXYZ123456789

Fiaure 74. Murray Alphanumerics.
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The relative suitability of MIL-M-18012 for electronically
generated alphanumerics is an extrapolation based on the apparent
similarity of this font to the standard Leroy which has been
empirically tested. As previously mentioned, however, differ-
ences do exist between these fonts, but the effect on legibility
of these differences has not been objectively determined and is
therefore suspect. We heartily agree with Ketchel and Jenney
that hypotheses concerning symbol legibility should be tested
through empirical studies, and a good start would be to
objectively determine the acceptability of MIL-M-18012 alpha-
numerics for electronic display application. Also, Ketchel and
Jenney note that allowances should be made for differences in
s,,mbol generation techniques and resolution factors. Considera-
tion should also be given to environmental factors suc-h as
vibration, acceleration and ambien't illumination (see environ-
mental variables section).
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SYMBOL SIZE AND PROPOGRTIOG

This section exanines the influence of height, - ...
height, and stroke-widt-h-to-height on the legibilitv sf
numeric symbols. Symbol height is presented as the visua. a!.-=.
of subtense formed by the height of t~he sm_.bols at a partiz'-ar
viewing distance. Width-to-height zonsiderations are presented
as that percentage which symbol width is of s-±ol hei.-t.
Stroke-width-to-height is likewise expressed as that Percentaýe
which stroke width is of height.

Because no acceptable electronic display studies were ...

in the literature for this topic (one excepticn in sy.z ne- - ,

the following non-electronic display studies are presentea as
supplemental material.

Symbol Height

Woodson et al. (Ref. 360) recently state, "In general, ,e
larger the size of letters and numerals, the less we have ts
worry about backgrounds and illumination."

Limitations on available display space, consideraticns of
information density, and general economic restraints often
compel the systems designer to employ symbols no larger .an
those absolutely required to meet the legibility require--ents of
the system task. The following studies are presented to assist
designers in establishing the minimum symbol size for legi'ility.

Howell and Kraft (Ref. 174) studied the relationship be-
tween symbol size, blur, and brightness contrast or. the Ieg!D;:-
ity of Mackworth alphanumerics. Symbol size was examined at
36.8, 26.8, 16.4 and 6.0 minutes of arc. No ambient ilIumina-
tion was specified but the surround was 3.5 Ft. Candles and tne
stimuli, prior to blur transition, varied from 46 to 134 Ft.
Candles. Shurtleff (Ref. 303) tabled the Howell and Kraft data
at each level of symbol size for t~he conditions of blur and
brightness contrast (see Table 31). Blur was defined as -e-.e
ratio between the width of the transition gradient from figure
to ground and the stroke width of the letters. Performance was
measured in terms of both accuracy and rate of sy--bol identifi-
cation. Table 31 shows that for accuracy of identification ".-il.
the indicated conditions of blur and contrast, 26.8 rinutes of
visual arc is required to maintain a consistently high percent-
age correct performance. At 16.4 minutes of arc, perforaz-ce
began falling off for the degraded brightness contrast and -he
heaviest blurred condition, although for the zero blur cnzditicn
performance was approximately 97 percent which w~s equal to
performance for zero blur and the larger 26.8 and 36.8 -_inures
of arc symbols. Perforrmance did not substantially increase :rz-
the 26.8 to the 36.8 minutes of arc condition for an cf -
blur or brightness conditions. An examination cf Table 31
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Ta.:e 31. Accuracy and Rate of Symbol Identification
:zr the Howell and Kraft Study. (Refs. 174 and 303)

Brightness
7isual Angle in Contrast Percentage Symbols
M!inutes of Arc Blur (in Percent) Correct Per Second

2 3729 95.4 1.26
2.82 1214 88.8 1.20

3729 96.9 1.31

36.8 1214 94.7 1.24

3729 97.3 1.36
1214 96.7 1.29

3729 98.0 1.34
1214 97.9 1.30

3729 96.4 1.27
1214 93.6 1.21

3729 97.7 1.34

26.8 1214 96.4 1.22

3729 97.9 1.36
1214 97.3 1.31

3729 98.3 1.34
1214 97.3 1ý32

3729 94.2 1.16
1214 87.4 1.03

3729 96.9 1.30
1.66 1214 93.0 1.10

16.4
3729 96.8 1.28

0.55 1214 96.3 1.21

3729 97.6 1.29
1214 96.3 1.26

3729 47.0 .70
1214 23.2 .66

3729 48.3 .72

1.6 1214 30.0 .66

3729 57.7 .82
1214 48.3 .66

3729 65.3 .78
1214 50.8 .65
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indicates that, for rate of identification, there was no s',z:-
stantial difference between the 36.8 and 26.8 -inutes of arc
conditions. From 26.8 to 16.4 minutes of arc, however, a 7.3
percent average decrease in perfor--ance was obtained. Thus, for
both acc-uracy and rate of symbol identification across the blur
and briahtness contrast levels tested, the 26.8 minutes of arc
(.22 inches symbol height at a 28-inch viewing distance) condi-
tion apnears to maintain consistently high perfor-arnce. If no
blur is anticipated in the desigcn, t te- 16.4 minutes of arc
(.13 inches symbol height at a 28-inch viewing distance) is
adequate for systems application.

Shurtleff, Marsetta and Show~nan (Ref. 305) performed a
study to determine the visual size (in minutes of arc) of Leroy
and revised Leroy alphanumerics required on television for 99
and 85 percent symbol identification at resolutions of 10, 8 and
6 active scan lines per symbol height. For a description of the
experimental variables in this study see Table 74, and for a
more detailed review of this study see page 364 in the section
on resolution. Table 75 shows that the visual angles of sub-
tense were similar for t-he two fonts at each value of symbol
resolution. Statistical analysis indicated that a symbol reso-
lution of 6 lines differed significantly at the .01 level from
both 8 and 10 lines, but that 8 and 10 lines did not differ
significantly from each other. This would suggest for resolu-
tions of 8 to 10 active scan lines per symbol height that a
minim= visual angle of approximately 15 minutes of arc should
be used -with Leroy alphanumerics for a 99 percent accuracy of
identification level. If 6 scan lines are used, then a minimum
visual angle of 36 minutes of arc should be used for 99 percent
accuracy. Rate of symbol identification was similar for all
symbol resolutions and both fonts at the 85 and 99 percent
correct symbol identification levels (see Table 76).

Conclusion

The Howell and Kraft data indicate for the non-blurred
conditions t-hat a visual size (visual angle of subtense in
minutes of arc) of 16.4 minutes of arc (.13 inches symbol height
at a 28-inch viewing distance) is adequate for approximately 97
percent accuracy of identification. Assuming this data estab-
lishes a reasonable visual size for solid line printed symbols,
the visual size of 15 minutes of arc determined by Shurtleff
et al., on a television system, suggests that 8 to 10 active
scan lines of resolution are adequate to produce perform-ance
comr-arable -with the printed symbols. It is therefore recommend-
ed that 15 minutes of arc be considered the minimum visual size
for alpha-numeric symbols displayed on a CRT with a resolution
of 8 to 10 (or more) active television scan lines per symbol
heicht. Should the symbols be subject to blurring (up to 2.B2)
the s-.n-ol size should be raised to a =inimum of 27 minutes.
Syz-_ols presented on a television system employing a resolution
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of 6 active scan lines per sym-_bcl height should use a minimum
vis':al size of 36 minutes. For consideration of the minimum
visual size for alcnanuneric s.-mbols viewed under conditions of
vibration, acceleration, extremes of brightness or contrast
ratic, consult the appropriate sections of this report.

S.-bol Width to height

Brown (Ref. 374) studied the effect of variations in width-
heiaht proportion upon the legibility of capital block letters
to be used in aircraft cockpit plastic lighting plates. Four
widths of 55, 70, 85 and 100 percent of symbol height were
investigated for brightnesses of .30, .80, 1.60, 2.60 and 3.30
Ft. Lamberts at .20 (see Table 32) and .04 second (see Table 33)
exposure tines. These data indicated for the conditions tested
that increases in symbol width result in improved legibility.
It should be ncted, however, that this study was conducted under
si-uilated night conditions and that, as indicated, the luminance
values were quite small. This factor, combined with the short
exposure times used, contributed to the generally high percent-
age of errors across all test conditions. Since accuracy of
identification error percentages must approach zero for effective
system considerations of legibility, it is suggested that these
data be used cautiously.

Soar (Ref. 319) examined width-to-height and stroke-width-
to-height in numeral legibility. Because he was interested in
studying the sy-mbol proportion effects of width-to-height on
legibility, he maintained the rectangular area covered by any
given number constant for the numeral width-to-height tested.
The stroke-width-to-height was, however, varied for each symbol
width-to-height considered. Four widths of 30, 45, 60 and 75
percent of symbol height were studied (symbol height variea and
the viewing distance was not specified), using AML numerals,
established by Brown, Lowery and Willis (Ref. 46), at a .04
second exposure time and one Ft. Candle stimulus illumination.
Results indicated that for accuracy of identification, differ-
ences in legibility due to stroke width were not significant,
except for the 8. Soar also emphasized the fact that the inter-
action of width-height proportions and stroke-vidth-to-height
was in no case significant. This led to his conclusion that
subsequent studies of width-height proportions could be conduct-
ed without considering stroke width. His results further indi-
cated that for accuracy of identification, a width of 75 percent
of symbol height was optimum for the values tested (see Table 34).

;-rqv this author concluded that 75 percent width-to-height
was superior is not apparent because 6 out of the 10 digits were
suierior at the 60 percent width-to-height level in comparison
to the 75 percent width-to-height level. Extremely high error
rates (92 percent and up) , a short exposure time and a low
illu-rination level limit the application of any study conclusion
to systems usage. This study was included in this section be-
cause of the dearth of acceptable and usable studies on width-
to-ne"i. .Drorortion.
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Table 32. Total Nurnher of Errors and Percentage Error fcr
Various Width-Height Przrcrticns with Transillhination and
.2) Second Exrosure Tirie. (Adapted from Brov.ý-, Ref. 374)

VariableTTasil iatz"W/H LuTinance of Transill•inaticn (Ft. L.)

(Percent) Datum .31) .80 1. 6 2.60 3.30

100 terrors 36 36 3• 42 24
%errcrs 15.00 15.00 12.50 17.50 i1O.0

85 #errors 49 39 43 39
% errors 20.42 16.25 17.92 15 16.25

70 #errors 67 63 54 53 61
%errors 27.92 26.25 22.50 22.08 25.25

55 #erxors 131 90 89 97 77
%errors 54.58 37.50 37.08 40.42 32.08

Table 33. Total Number of Errors and Percentage Errcr for
Various Width-Height Proportions with Transilluminaticn and

.04 Second Exposure Time. (Adapted from Brown, Ref. 374)

Variable Luminance of Transilluiination (Ft. L.)
W/H

(Percent) Datum .30 .80 1.60 2.60 3.30

100 #errors 129 61 36 30 31
%errors 53.75 25.42 15.00 12.50 12.92

85 #errors 152 69 53 46 37
%errors 63.33 28.75 22.08 19.17 15.42

70 #errors 166 95 69 60 57
%errors 69.17 39.58 28.75 25.00 23.75

55 #errors 203 140 116 112 96
%errors 84.58 58.33 48.33 46.67 40.00
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Table 34. Average Number Correct Responses Per Sublject
fPcr Various N-meral Width-to-Height Percentages,

(Adapted from Soar, Ref. 319)

Width-to-Height in Percent
Numeral 30 45 60 75

0 1.26 1.19 2.32 3.74
0* -- -- 2.45 4.06

1 7.06 6.28 7.20 6.09

2 3.90 5.16 5.50 5.07

3 2.92 4.52 4.87 5.87

4 6.04 7.52 7.71 7.70

5 4.25 4.42 3.42 2.92

6 3.45 5.17 5.69 6.26
7 5.53 7.62 7.88 7.77

8 2.69 3.19 3.74 3.39
8* .. .. 3.88 3.57

9 3.67 7.19 6.51 6.77

*Partial Data

Conclusion

While no conclusion for systems application may be defini-
tively drawn.. fror these studies due to short exposure tires,
high error rates, and confusing study interpretations, it is in
general thought that symbol widths on the order of 50 to 100
percent of height are adequate to optimize symbol legibility.
If significant departures from these values are contemplated,
then empirical investigations should be conducted to determine
the effect on legibility. Overall study results also indicate
that a larger width-to-height percentage improves symbol
legibility under dim lighting conditions.

Symbol Stroke Width-to-Height

Crook, Hanson and Weisz (Ref. 96) investigated the factors
influencing the legibility of type found on aeronautical charts
under cockpit illumination (.082 Ft. Candles ambient). Of
specific concern were the effects on accuracy and rate of symbol
identification for letters of three sizes, three brightness
contrasts (symbol and background luminance were not specified)
and two symbol spacings in conjunction with three stroke -widths.
Table 35 presents the results of this study.



Table 35. Mean Scores on Oral Peadina Task
wit-h Ca;ital Let te-s. (Refs. 96 and 303)
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For accuracy of identification it was observed that,
generally speaking, a stroke-width-to-height of 20 percent was
best for the conditions tested. Stroke-width-to-height did not
appear to affect accuracy of identification when brightness
contrast was above 90 percent and the visual angle of subtense
for the symbols was 22 minutes of arc. For rate of identifica-
tion, Table 35 indicates that stroke-width-to-height had little
effect when the visual angle of subtense for t~he symbols was 22
minutes of arc and the brightness contrast was 94 percent. ForI the remaining values of visual angle and brightness contrast, a
stroke-width-to-height of 20 percent resulted in the highest
rate of syabol identification.

Crook, Hanson and Weisz (Ref. 95) further studied letter
stroke-width-to-height for two levels of symbol-width-to-height,
three symbol spacings (different three for each symbol-width-to-
height) and two levels of test object illumination (see Table
36). Letters averaged .064 inches in height and were viewed at
14 inches subtending a visual angle of '15.71 minutes of arc.
For both levels of symbol-widtN -to-height and the high test
object illumination level, accuracy of identification approached
the 99 percent correct level of performance. The only system-
atically degraded error score performance obtained was for the
low illumination level and the narrowest stroke-width-to-height.
Thus, stroke-width-to-height appears to influence legibility
only under dim lighting conditions. Across all experimental
conditions, error score performance differences for stroke-width-
to-height were small ant no significant differences were
reported. Likewise, for rate of symbol identification, no
stroke-width-to-height effect was reported.

In the previous section on symbol-width-to-height, the
study performed by Soar (Ref. 319) on numeral legibility
established that for accuracy of identification, stroke-width-
to-height did not affect legibility except for the number 8.
Soar also pointed out that in no case was the interaction of
width-to-height and stroke-width-to-height significant. See
this study in the section on symbol-width-to'height for further
details and conclusions.

The Aeronautical Medical Equipment Laboratory cpnditcted a
series of studies to determine the requirements for letters,
numbers and markings to be used on transilluminated control
panels in the cockpits of military aircraft. Brown and Lowery
(Ref. 45) conducted the first study of this series on the
effects of stroke-width-to-height, symbol brightness and
exposure time on legibility. Five values of stroke width, 7,
10, 13, 17 and 20 percent of symbol height, five values of
symbol brightness, .33, .79, 1.63, 2.60 and 3.34 Ft. Lamberts,
and two exposure times, .20 and .04 seconds, were tested.
Fourteen capital letters, A, C, D, E, F, H, L, N, 0, P, T, X, Y
and Z, were presented in groups of three at a viewing distance
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Table 36. Mean Scores on Oral Reading Task
with Capital Letters. (Refs. 95 and 303)

Sy--bol Width Spacing in Stroke-Widt.i illuninaticn ti:.. . n ".-.
in Percent Percent of Percent of in t S s
of Height Symbol Height Sym-ol Height Ft. Car.dies Czrrz=t Second

9.13869.3.6 
.

8. 21.1 :3.6.
.092

.30.0 I

.032S,|13.6 99.7 .
9.8 - i .f3

86.3 35.6 21.1 - 13.6 9;.8 3-
3 * .082

30.0 13.6 ?9.9I .082 97.ý

9.8 : 13.6 1.3 . .-

.082 98.E
63.2 21.1 13.6 99.E

.082 99-2
130. 13.6 99.7 3.;

.082 96.2 -. E

.. 13.6 98.2

4.8 15.5 13 .6 2.54. .. 032 9i5.6 E : 9

20313.6 99.6 2.5.. 82 94.7
8.8 113.6 99.7 3.-•

.082 97.3

59.8 25.4 15.5 13.6 99.7 3.1
082 97.- 2..

2 13.6 99.3 -.z120.3 * - 02952-
•.092 95.3 a2.3

8. 13. 9.2 3.3
.082 96.5 2.2

46.1 15.5 i3.6 99.7 3.1
.C82 97.7 i.5

20 313.6 99 .8 3.2
0..082 93.5 2.3
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of 28 inches. All letters were .156 inches in heiaht which sub-
tenr&d a visua! a~ngle of 19.15 minutes.

For the .04 second exvosure time (see Table 37), stroke-
width-to-heiaht did not affect accuracy of identification for
sy-bol brightnesses of 1.63, 2.60 and 3.34 Ft. Lamberts. For
the remaining symbol brightnesses of .33 and .79 Ft. Lamhberts
at the .04 second exposure time, stroke widths of 6.7 and 10
percent of symbol heights resulted in performance significantlY
less than the stroke widths of 13.3, 16.7 and 20.0 percent of
sym.bol height. At the .20 second exposure time (see Table 38),
sym-bol stroke-width-to-height had no significant effect on
accuracy of identification for the brightnesses tested.

While noth exposure times used are shorter than observed
for pilot eye fixation, it is interesting to note that for the
.2 second exposure time stroke-width-to-height had no effect
on legibility for any of the brightness levels tested. Only
when tLe exposure time was reduced to .04 seconds and a dim
illumination of .33 and .79 Ft. Lamberts did stroke-width-to-
"height affect symbol legibility.

Conclusions

Throughout the studies presented, stroke-width-to-height
appears consistently to affect legibility when test conditions
are degraded in terms of brightness, brightness contrast and
exposure time. Results from the Crook et al. (Ref. 96) and
Brown et al. (Ref. 45) studies indicate a stroke width of fror
13.3 to' 20 percent of symbol height is optimum for the condi-
tions of brightness and exposure time tested. Wh•en brightness
is inceeased and exposure times slowed, stroke-width-to-height
does not appear to have an effect on either accuracy or rate of
!:ymbo1 identification.
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Table 37. Mean Percent Correct Scores for Reading Transillumi-
nated Block Style Capital Letters When Exposure Time is .04
Second. Each Subject Read Five Cards of Three Letters for Each
Stroke Width and Brightness Combination. (Adapted from Brown.
et al., Ref. 45)

Stroke Width Brightness of Transillumination (Ft. Lamberts)
to Height

(in Percent) .33 .79 1.63 2.60 3.34

6.7 .60 28.40 59.40 70.73 79.74

10.0 2.87 44.40 65.80 79.40 79.13

13.3 16.87 59.13 69.87 78.27 81.73

16.7 21.13 63.80 75.94 77.67 82.60

20.9 24.33 62.87 75.34 80.60 73.60

Table 38. Mean Percent Correct Scores for Reading Transillumi-
nated Block Style Capital Letters When Exposure Time is .20
Second. Each Subject Read Five Cards of Three Letters for Each
Stroke Width and Brightness Combination. (Adapted from Brown
et al., Ref. 45).

Stroke Width Brightness of Transillumination (Ft. Lamberts)
to Height

(in Percent) .33 .79 1.63 2.60 3.34

6.7 80.80 90.00 89.47 92.80 96.93

10.0 84.07 90.27 90.53 91.27 91.00

13.3 82.80 91.27 92.53 91.80 89.73

16.7 85.13 91.53 92.07 91.80 92.07

20.0 89.20 87.93 85.13 90.54 87.20
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SYMBOL SPACING

Syrab-ol spacing is a measure of the distance between verti-
cal tan;ge.nts erected at the outer limits of adjacent symbols
(Ref. 393).

Crook, Hanson and Weisz (Ref. 96) investigated two symbol
spacings in conjunction with three symbol sizes (visual angles),
three brightness contrasts and three stroke-width-to-heights.
Symbol spacing of 35.6 and 63.2 percent of symbol height were
studied for both accuracy and rate of symbol identification
across the conditions indicated in Table 35. In terms of ac-
curacy of identification, these two levels of symbol spacing
appeared to have no effect until (a) the visual angle was
reduced to 16 minutes of arc, and (b) the poorest brightness
contrast conditions were used. For these conditions tne 35.6
percent spacing averaged a 1.23 percent superiority over the
63.2 percent spacing condition. Further decreasing the visual
angle to 11 minutes of arc resulted in improved performance at
each successively reduced level of brightness contrast for the
35.6 percent symbol spacing, and this held true until a 8.07
percent average superiority was reached for the poorest bright-
ness contrast.

Crook, Hanson and Weisz (Ref. 95) further studied symbol
spacing for two width-to-heights, three stroke-width-to-heights
(different three width-to-heights for each symbol spacing) and
two illumination levels (see Table 36). Symbol spacings of 8.1,
35.6 and 63.2 percent symbol height for the 86.3 symbol-width-
to-height and spacings of 4.8, 25.4 and 46.1 percent symbol
height for the 59.8 symbol-width--to-height were studied for both
accuracy and rate of symbol identification. No differences in
accuracy of identification was observed for any of the symbol
spacings tested. For rate of symbol identification the data
shows a slight trend toward an increase for each successively
wider symbol spacing.

Conclusion

The Crook et al. (Ref. 95 and 96) studies indicate that
accuracy ot identiiicat-on for letters is not affected by symbol
spacing for the conditions tested when symbols subtend visual
ingles greater than 16 minutes of arc. When the visual angle is
Leduc2d tc 16 minutes of arc or below and is in conjunction
with a ncor brightness contrast, then the narrower 35.6 percent
symbol aacing improves accuracy of performance. For rate of
symbul identification, however, the second of the Crook et al.
(Ref. 95) studies indicates that a wider symbol spacing (up to
63.2 percent) results in improved speed. It appears that symbol
spacings ranging between 26 and 63 percent of symbol height re-
sult in only small differences in both speed and accuracy of
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identification. If design requirements de-nd s)-.ho! spacings
outside of this ra-nge it is suggested that the effect on
legibility be empirically determined prior to design i-pjezenta-
tion.

WORDS

Due partly to the difference in availability of contextual
cues, the findings for single symbols cannot be generalized to
words and vice versa. Therefore, separate ligibility recor-
mendations for words used in CRT type display system need to ;e
established. Kosmider (Ref. 375) ascertained observer's ability
to read five-letter words with individual symbol resolutions of
10, 7 and 5 active scan lines per symbol height. Twelve subjects
viewed the words on a standard comercial television display. A
total of 100 comnly used words were shown to each subject at a
constant visual size of 16 minutes of arc. The results indicated
nearly perfect (99 percent) accuracy for words cct=posed of solid
stroke letters and for words ccomposed of 10 or 7 lines per word
height. Accuracy dropped to 97 percent for resolutions of 5
lines per word height.

Conclusion

This study does not specify some of the important display
variables necessary for accurate design specification of word
legibility for CRrs. Since other research in this area is also
inadequate to establish meaningful design parameters, it is
recommended that additional study be given this problem.

EDGE (OFF-CENTER OF TUBE) DISPLAYED SYMBOLOGY

Shurtleff, Marsetta and Showman (Ref. 305), in the second
part of a three-part study, investigated the effect of viewing
alphanumeric symbology at the edge of a television raster (to
the side of the tube center). Four subjects who had been shown
a symbol resolution of 10 lines in the first part of the experi-
ment, cited previously (see Page 167), were retested under the
same circumstances, with the exception that the symbols were
shown at the left edge of the CRT. Table 39 displays the re-
sults of the symbology viewed at the edge of the tube and the
results for center viewing for the same subjects from part one
of the experiment. Table 74 lists the experimental conditions
for this test.

A comparison of the edge displayed with the center dis-
played symbology indicates that the visual angle of subtense for
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99 percent accurac-y of identification needs to be increased 1.5
minutes or about 11 percent (.28 minutes or 4 percent for 85
percent accuracy of identification) over that required for the
same accuracy when symbols are viewed at the center of the
raster.

Conclusion

To maintain a 99 percent accuracy of identification t-he
viewing size (visual angle of subtense in minutes of arc) snould
be about 11 percent greater for symbols at the edge of the
raster than for symbols at the center.

VIEWING ANGLE

Viewing angle refers to the angular relationship expressed
in degrees between the center point on the display face and the
viewer's visual axis. For example, normal viewing occurs at
zero degrees, which is when the visual axis is in line with the
display center point and perpendicular to the screen face.

Very little directly applicable CRT research has been con-
ducted on viewing angle. The single exception is an article
by Seibert (Ref. 376) which indicated that televised alpha-
numerics could be viewed up to 19 degrees from the normal
viewing axis before a decrease in accuracy of identification
occurred. Some loss in accuracy of identification was observed
to occur for a critical angle of between 19 and 38 degrees from
the normal viewing axis.

For additional information relating viewing angle to con-
,/siderations of resolution see section on visual acuity.

SYMBOL BLUR

Blur is defined as the ratio between the width of the
transition gradient from figure to ground and the symbol stroke
width.

Howell and Kraft (Ref. 174) examined symbol blur in con-
junction with symbol size and brightness contrast for both
accuracy and rate of symbol identification. Symbol blur was
studied at ratios of 2.82, 1.66, .55 and 0.00. Symbol size was
examined at 36.8, 26.8, 16.4 and 6.0 minutes of arc. No ambient
illumination was specified, but the surround was 3.5 Ft. Candles
and stimuli prior to blur transition varied from 46 to 134 Ft.
Candles. Brightness contrast levels of 3,729 and 1,214 percent
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were also studied. Table 31 in the section on symbol height
presents the results for this experiment.

Generally, accuracy anid rate of symbol identification were
better for the larger symbols. Unacceptaole performance was
o•tained for both blur and nc.n-blu_ conditions -Wen sy. Si.-AZe
was reduced to 6.0 minutes of arc.

Blur more seriously affected the smaller brightness con-
trast of 1,214 percent. For accuracy of identification this
contrast at the larger visual angles produced only a 4 to 10
percent decrease; for the 6.0 minute of arc condition a 27.6
percent decrease occurred. Just the opposite decrease occurs,
however, for rate of symbol identification; for the larger
visual angles a 0.10 to 0.23 second decrease in rate occurs,
but for the 6.0 minute of arc condition a very small .01 second
decrease was found.

For the higher contrast of 3,729 percent, essentially the
same qualitative phenomena occur, but to a much smaller degree.

From this study it may be concluded that symbol blur tends
to be less detrimental to letter legibility when symbols are
larger and contrast percentage higher. For additignal considera-
tions of CRT image blur, see section on display reiolution
considerations.

Conclusion

Little can be gleaned from this non-CRT study for CRT
application. It may be generally prescribed for design purposes
that symbol blur be avoided. When this is not possible, en-
larged letters and an increased contrast percentage will
facilitate legibility, but the degree of facilitation cannot be
predicted.

MATRIX SYMBOL GENERATION TECHNIQUES

Introduction

Matrix or dot pattern character generation techniques employ
dots or line segments located at selectable points within a
matrix. There are numerous types of matrix pattern generators
including fixed or variable matrix points with computer stored
dot positions provided either digitally with associated digital-
to-analog conversion circuitry or in analog with digital control
circuits.-

The first division of this section deals with CRT matrix
symbology utilizing digital storage and digital to analog con-
version circuitry. The second division reports studies relating
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to solid state matrix symbology which incorporates fixed analoc

cocoponents with digital control circuitry.

Cathode Ray Tube Matrix Symbols

For CRT fixed-format matrix pattern generator, all dots
within the matrix are pulsed in incremental steps by the
electron beam, but only those which contribute to the selected
character are unblanked. The blanked and unblanked dots
composing the desired character are selected by the control
logic as a function of the character selection code.

CRT stroke patterns are another matrix generation technique.
Stroke symbols are a function of an unblanked electron beam
moving as a stylus to define the shape of a given symbol. Th.e
line segments forming the symbol are defined by fixed end points
within a matrix.

The following selected studies present legibility informa-
tion which applies to CRT matrix formed alphanumeric characters.

A recent study was conducted by Vartebedian (Ref. 335) on
-the relationship between legibility and symbol generation
techniques for CRTs. Two character generation techniques were
evaluated: dot matrix and stroke pattern. Dot matrices of 5
points wide by 7 high (5 x 7) and 7 points wide by 9 high ( 7 x
9) were compared with stroke characters made up of continuous
line segments generated within a 9 wide by 9 high (9 x 9) matrix.
Segmented symbols utilized :up to 31 individual stroke segments
whose maximum length was two either vertical or horizontal
matrix squares.

Study comparisons were made of the following parameters:
(1) symbol generation technique; symbols drawn with dots vs.
symbols drawn with continp0us strokes, (2) dot matrix size: 5 x
7 vs. 7 x 9 dot matrices, (3) symbol orientation: 'vertical
symbol vs. symbols slanted 20 (right) from vertiIal, and (4) dot
geometry, circular dot vs. vertically elongated dots. Table 40
presents the experimental conditions in this study.

For accuracy and speed of identification (see Table 41),
the data indicated for the four comparisons made that the dot
matrices were significantly (all statistical significances in
this study are at the .01 level) superior to the stroke symbol
generation technique (5 x 7 not significantly better than stroke
for speed of identification) and the 7 x 9 dot matrix was
significantly better than the 5 x 7. For accuracy of identifica-
tion, a vertical symbol orientation was significantly superior
to the slanted for both the stroke and elongated dot generation
techniques. For speed of symbol identification, the vertical
orientation for the elongated dots was significantly better than
the slanted, but no significant difference was found between the
vertical and slanted stroke symbols. Also, circular dots were
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Table 40. Experimental Conditions for
Vartebedian Study.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Number of Subjects: Horizontal Spacing:

23 Not specified

Visual Characteristics Symbol-Background Relation:
of Subjects: Light/Dark

Not specified

Symbol Brightness:

11 Ft. Lamberts

Background Brightness:

2 Ft. Lamberts

Number of Symbols: Brightness Contrast:

26 Letters 450 Percent
10 Numbers

Symbol Exposure Time: Ambient Illumination:

Response Time to Identifi- Not specified
cation

Symbol Font or Style: Symbol Visual Size:

Stroke Font was similar to 17.2 Minutes of Arc
Leroy

Symbol Width/Height: Viewing Distance:

75 Percent 28 inches

Symbol Stroke Width/Height: Viewing Angle:

Not specified Zero degrees
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superior to elongated dots for accuracy and speed of identifica-
tion across all comparisons. At the end of the experi-ent a:n
interesting subjective evaluation "-as made of tihe study sý-3o1s.
Subjects were asked to rank-order the six alphanumeric con-
figurations according to legibility and aesthetic apzearance
where 1 was best and 6 was worst. Table 42 presents the average
ranking given by the 23 subjects. This evaluation indicated
that subjects much preferred the appearance off the vertical
stroke symbols and considered the ve~rtical stroke and 7 x 9
circular dot matrix superior in legibility.

It is noted that the subjective data are considerably
different from the objective performance data. Vertical stroke
symbols were subjectively considered to be superior in legibil-
ity and were most preferred in appearance, but empirical testinr
indicated that the vertical stroke symbols are rank ordei -d

third best in errors and second in viewing time. W-nile e
7 x 9 circle dot was subjectively considered to be seconc vest
in both legibility and appearance, it was empirically detL. 7ined
to be superior in both error scores and viewing time.

From Vartebedian's results and summary it may be concl..-ed
that slanted symbols and elongated dot matrices should be
avoided, that dot matrices are as good or better than stroke
generated symbols, and that a 7 x 9 dot matrix is better than a
5 x 7.

In an unpublished preliminary communication, Anderson
(Ref. 7) reports legibility tests for dot matrix alphanunerics
viewed on a Hewlitt-Packard 180-A oscilloscope. For a descrip-
tion of the experimental variables see Table 44. Using both
accuracy and rate of symbol identification as performance
measures of legibility, five subjects viewed symbols at a .10
second exposure time. All symbols were formed in a 7 x 9 matrix
and were .095 inches in height and subtended 7 minutes of arc at
a viewing distance of 46.56 inches. A Lincoln-Mitre font was
used and the particular configuration is presented in Figure 75.

Results for this test are presented in Table 43 and indi-
cate for the conditions tested that subjects were capable of
98.14 percent accuracy and 120.64 characters per minute.
Detailed analysis of confusion matrices (see Table 45) indicated
that most errors occurred for only a few symbols. The primary
confusions were the zero with the letter 0, V with -he U and the
I with the 1.

Experimental limitations including no reported luminance
values and an extremely rapid exposure time limit this study's
design applicability. It may, however, be concluded that CRT
viewed Lincoln--Mitre alphanumeric dot matrices are hianly legible
even for the relatively small symbols presented.
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Table 41. Average Viewing Time and Error Rates
for the Six Conditions.

Viewing Time Errors
Condition (Seconds) (Percent)

5 x 7 Circle Dot 0.697 2.9

7 x 9 Circle Dot 0.602 2.6

Vertical Stroke 0.659 4.5

Slant (20O) Stroke 0.677 6.7

7 x 9 Elongated Dot 0.678 3.2

7 x 9 Slant (200)

Elongated Dot 0.814 7.7

Table 42. Average Ranking 1-Best to 6-Worst for the
Six Conditions.

Condition Legibility Appearance

Vertical Stroke 2.5 1.9

7 x 9 Circle Dot 2.6 2.7

7 x 9 Elongated Dot 3.3 3.6

5 x 7 Circle Dot 3.7 4.3

Slant Stroke 4.1 3.7

7 x 9 Slant
Elongated Dot 4.8 4.9

Table 43. Accuracy and Rate of Symbol Identification.

Accuracy Rate
Subject (Percent) (Symbols/Minute)

1 97.64 109.19
2 98.61 128.43
3 97.36 116.70
4 99.31 131.35
5 97.78 119.97

Average 98.14 120.64
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Table 44. Experimental Conditions for the
Anderson Study.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Number of Subjects: Horizontal Spacing:
5 Not specified

Visual Characteristics Symbol-Background Relation:

of Subjects: Light/Dark

20/20 Acuity for American
Optical Reading Tests Symbol Brightness:

Not specified

Background Brightness:

Not specified

Number of Symbols: Brightness Contrast:
26 Letters Ratio given as 10:1
10 Digits

Symbol Exposure Time: Ambient Illumination:
Response time to identifi- 30 Ft. Candles
cation

Symbol Font or Style: Symbol Visual Size:

Lincoln/Mitre adapted to a 7 Minutes of Arc
9 x 7 dot matrix

Symbol Width/Height: Viewing Distance:
Varied from 55.6 to 77.8% 46.56 inches
except for the 1 and I which
were 11.1 and 33.3%

Symbol Stroke Width/Height: Viewing Angle:

Not specified Zero degrees
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Table 45. Confusion Matrix for Anderson Study.

Alphanumeric Symbols Presented (Test Stimuli)
_ABCDE FGH I JKLN X0PQRST UVx V12 3 45 6 7 8 9 0
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B 1 1
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I 6 6

1 1

N" 1,1 1
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Q U 13 .13uV
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Gibney (Ref. 138), in a review of the literature dealing
with the legibility of segmented versus standard numerals, found
when standard arabics are compared with segmented numerals they
are usually found to be more legible. Gibney's thesis is that
before this conclusion may be granted, a careful look must be
taken at the subject's response task complexity. Gibney re-
viewed a series of legibility studies where the differences
between standard arabic numerals and segmented numerals became
insignificant as the complexity of the observer's task in-
creased. Table 46, extracted from Gibney's report, presents
studies supporting the basic tenet of his thesis, which is, that
in general, for the more complex response task, no significant
differences are found between standard arabic and segmented
numerals.

While a close examination of Gibney's table reveals some
differences (though small or debatable) between task complexity
for those studies reporting a significant difference in perform-
ance for standard arabic vs. segmented numerals and those
studies not reporting a significant difference for the same
comparison, it does not account for differences in methodologies
or consider shifts across comparisons in performance measure-
ments. Cross-study methodological inconsistencies must severely
limit any conclusion determined by an examination of such col-
lective results, and the present authors, therefore, are not
willing to agree with Gibney. Gibney, seemingly ignoring these
limitations, concluded, a--- no appreciable decrement in
functional legibility is to be expected from segmented numerals
in applied situations where tasks are typically complex*.

He tempers his statement with a mention of the possibility
that this phenomenon may be, in some respects, a statistical
artifact. This seems a reasonable assumption since as response
task complexity increases there are more opportunities for
variability to enter into the measurement which is not directly
linked to legibility factors. As the within groups' variability
increases with the more complex response task, statistical tests
lose the power to show significant differences between the two
display groups.

In Gibney's review a recommendation is made which is well
stated and should be headed by all display researchers intent
upon accurately defining standards of legibility for their
systems applications. "At present, little is known about how
these variables influence legibility. Future research on legi-
bility should be conducted under conditions which most nearly
simulate the situation for which the proposed design is in-
tended*. The present authors heartily agree with the above
statement. However, before further conclusions may be drawn
about Gibney's central thesis on task complexity and legibility,
much additional research data will have to be reviewed and
analyzed.
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Conclusion

For CRT display design considerations of matrix formed
alphanumerics, it may be concluded that (1) slanted symbols and
elongated dot matrices be avoided; (2) that dot matrices be
considered as good or better than stroke generated symbols; (3)
that a 7 x 9 dot matrix be considered better than a 5 x 7 and,
(4) that apparently (limited study) 7 x 9 dot matrix symbols
subtending as small as 7 minutes of arc are highly legible.

Solid State Matrix Symbols

This division of the Matrix Symbol Generation Techniques
Section addresses the legibility of solid state matrix displays.
The variables influencing matrix solid state display legibility
essentially are counterparts of similar variables influencing
CRT display legibility. This is primarily due to the common
elements which ultimately determine the resolution features of
the display such as the number of vertical and horizontal
resolution elements, emitter size and emitter density.

Although the resolvable elements may be similar, Stenson
(Ref. 377), in a review of human factors considerations of
alphanumerics for EL displays, reports a study by McLean and
Miller (Ref. 378) which indicates that EL displays may not bear
the same readability relationships to these variables as do
conventional displays. For a more comprehensive description
and analysis of the resolution components of solid state
displays, see the report section addressing display system
resolution.

The following selected studies present legibility informa-
tion which applies to solid state matrix formed alphanumeric
characters.

From tests conducted at Radio Corporation of America in
1960 (Ref. 24), Stephenson and Schiffler (Ref. 323) report,
without supporting information, that a 38-segment electrolumi-
nescent (EL) display represented a significant increase in
perf9rmance over a 14-segment design. Five years later at the
Rome Air Development Center, Levy and Russo (Ref. 215) reported
that a 23-segment font is agenerally acknowledged" to be
superior when compared with fonts of fewer segments, yet they
offer no empirical support for their claim. Stephenson and
Schiffler (Ref. 323) responsed to the implications of these
reports and designed a study to test the legibility of five
representative EL matrices of varying segment numbers.

Segment fonts of 16, 17, 23, 27 and 38 elements were
studied (see Figures 76, 77, 78, 79 and 80). Table 47 presents
the characteristics of these segmented symbols. The legibility
of these five fonts was measured at three visual angles: 10,
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Figure 76. Sixteen Segment Alphanumerics -
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Figure 77. Seventeen Segment Alphanumerics.
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Figure 79. Twenty-seven Segment Alphanumerics.
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Figure 80. Thirty-eight Segment Alphanumerics.
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15 and 30 minutes of arc.' Four subjects (20/30 visual acuity or
better) viewed 26 letters and 10 numbers at an exposure time of
.25 seconds with an average symbol luminance of 6.60 Ft. Lamberts
and a contrast of 4,614 percent.

For accuracy of identification, an examination of Table 48
indicates that of the five fonts tested, the 16 and 23 segment
styles were slightly more legible. As Table 47 indicates, there
are, however, numerous factors which may have tended to confound
these study results. Variations in font, width-to-height, stroke-
width-to-height, slanted vs. vertical symbology and brightness
could have been the basic reason for performance differences,
rather than the manipulated variable segment number. It is
observed, however, that no EL font ttsted reached an acceptable
systems design level of reading accuracy. The highest accuracy
of identification obtained was 95.1 percent for the 23 segment
font at 30 minutes of visual angle. Reading accuracy must ap-
proach 100 percent to be acceptable to systems design, and
generally the legibility scores shown in Table 48 ranged in the
80 percent region. It is not possible to predict the relative
performances of these fonts when conditions permit reading
accuracy to approach 100 percent correct identifications.

A close examination of the error scores tabulated in study
confusion matrices indicates that the error scores for the 17,
27 and 38 character sets occurred for a few specific characters.
This would suggest that much of the weakness of the seemingly
poorer character designs can be attributed to a few poorly
designed letters or numerals.

Based on the data and the experimental limitations already
cited, Stephenson and Schiffler conclude, 'The small advantage
for the 16 and 23-segment character is probably of little
practical significance. Because of its much lower cost and
complexity, however, the 16-segment font must be recommended
for future application to EL generated alphanumeric displays.*

With this conclusion the present authors are uncertain.
Due to the unknown effects of the experimental limitations
cited, it is impossible to accurately predict the significance
of these findings for design purposes. It is therefore recom-
mended that these data be used only as an indication of a
probable legibility trend. Certainly these data stimulate the
apparent need for a precise, design-oriented investigation of
EL fonts.

King et al. (Ref. 208) recently published a study in which
subjects read three-digit numbers from seven-segment electro-
luminescent readouts. Numeral height and width were 0.40 inches
and 0.28 inches respectively. Stroke width of each segment was
0.05 inches. Viewing diFtance was 28 inches. The objective of
the study was to determine legibility and "comfort-level" bright-
ness contrast percentages for the light-emitting displays for
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Table 47. Summary of Font Characteristics.

Number of Elements 16 17 23 27 38

Manufacturer RCA Stromberq- Kearfott RCA RCA
Carlson

Width- to-Height
(Percent) 75 66.7 73.3 66.7 62.5

Stroke-Width-to-
Height (Percent) S.25 13.3 6.7 13.3 12.5

Table 48. Percent Correct Response.

Number of Segments in Font

Visual 16 17 23 27 38
Angle Average

30 90.2 90.9 95.1 88.1 86.8 90.2

15 85.4 79.9 90.9 84.7 84.7 84.9

10 89.5 79.1 84.7 75.6 75.6 80.9

Average 88.3 83.0 90.2 82.8 82.3 85.3
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cockpit illumination conditions ranging from zero to 10,000 Ft.
Lamberts. King et al. used a legibility criterion requiring
correct reading of three series of random three-digit numbers
displayed on the seven-segment readouts. They report that, even
with minimal contrast, pilots could read the numeric readouts
consistently with 100 percent accuracy. They do report, however,
that the amount of time required to read the display was signif-
icantly greater when the displays were operated at minimum
legibility contrast percentages than when the displays were
operated at higher contrast percentages judged by the pilots to
be 'comfortably' bright. Mean reading time at the minimum
legibility contrast percentages levels was 2.5 seconds, while
mean reading time reduced to 1.2 seconds for the higher *comfort-
level contrast percentages. Each of the above reading times
includes approximately 0.5 seconds required for the subjects to
depress a hand-held response button.

Conclus ion

At this time it is not possible to specify with any degree
of certainty the optimum solid state matrix alphanumeric
configuration. The study by Stephenson and Schiffler (Ref. 323)
leads us to conclude that simply enlarging the number of segments
composing EL symbols does not necessarily result in improved
accuracy of identification. Alno, it is noted that most of the
errors recorded were for a few poorly designed letters or
numerals which would suggest selective redesign of the characters
to improve legibility. Finally, the study by King et al. (Ref.
208) suggests that seven-segment EL numeric readouts when read
100 percent correctly require 1.2 seconds viewing time (includ-
ing 0.5 second required to depress a hand-held response button)
when characters are read at high 'comfort-level con rast
percentages."

RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS

Introduction

While it is known that over half the experimental investiga-
tions of symbology deal with some aspect of alphanumerics, it is
readily apparent from an examination of the previous teclhnical
section that further research is required to adequately define
legibility requirements for alphanumeric symbology used in an
electronic display context. This applies to CRTs incorporating
both raster and caliographic presentation techniques and to
solid state matrices such as electroluminescent displays. While
some variables affecting legibility logically apply to all
electronic symbol generation techniques such as symbol height
and width-to-height, some variables are peculiar to the particu-
lar generation technique used such as emitter size for solid
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state symbology. In any case, all alphanumerics for electronic
display application should be directly concerned with the legi-
bility of capital letters, numerals or words. Only objective
studies requiring visually screened subjects to actually identify
symbols or words under controlled conditions should be conducted.
These should be used in lieu of studies incorporating a subject-
ive or judgemental methodology which does not produce numerical
data relating to the viewers ability to identify symbols or read
words. Subjective evaluations, however, may be used to deter-
mine subject preferences and these data then may be related to
objectively determined performance data.

Many past alphanumeric legibility studies have incorporated
extremely fast exposure times or dim illumination levels to
introduce large error scores which can be analyzed and compared
statistically. The rationale for doing this is based on the
assumption that an alphanumeric configuration which performs
well under, these conditions will also perform better under
operational conditions. As previously pointed out, however,
this has not always held true. Consequently, for purposes of
increasing error scores or stressing the subject in legibility
studies, it is recommended that an increased workload be imposed
on the subjects. Under these circumstances, viewing times can
then be studied as the subject controlled latency from symbol
exposure to symbol identification. Likewise, illumination levels
can .be raised to reflect the operational range encountered in
the environment. This approach to viewing time and higher
illumination levels will undoubtedly reduce error scores, perhaps
to zero. If this occurs, then accuracy of identification will
approach 100 percent (the only operationally acceptable level)
and the analysis would consist of two factors: (1) the statisti-
cal differences in speed or rate of symbol identification and
(2) the use of confusion matrices. The use of confusion matrices
would allow individual analysis of the symbols both for speed or
rate and accuracy (if any errors occur). This would eliminate
difficulties in interpreting the relative superiorities of
alphanumerics which arise from the averaging of performance
across all symbols. When performance deficiencies for individ-
ual symbols are established, then design manipulation of the
characteristics of those individual symbols to improve perform-
ance would be feasible. This would eliminate much inefficiency
involved in developing whole new sets of alphanumerics instead
of simply improving problem symbols existing in an already
proven set..

The total number of design variables which must be con-
sidered in generating design-oriented, generalizable legibility
data is quite large. The effects of combinations of variables,
variable interactions and ranges of variables are critical in
producing design-oriented data. While much of the research in
alphanumerics is at the applied level and developed primarily
to answer specific questions, researchers should make every
attempt to study legibility as effected by all relevant factors.
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Factors under research consideration should be systematically
studied throughout their entire ranges and not just at selected
values determined by a specifidcusage. Ultimately, researchers
should attempt to develop general principles of symbol legibil-
ity rather than just answering specific questions raised by a
particular application.

The following research requirements are based on electron-
ically generated capital letters and numbers which are directly
viewed by visually screened subjects at a 23-inch viewing
distance.

As many of the variables listed in Table 49 as possible
should be investigated across as much of the specified range
of these variables as is feasible. In instances where this
cannot be done, each of these variables should be quantified and
rigorously controlled as an independent variable in the research.
This approach is necessary because of the large number of inter-
active variables influencing alphanumeric legibility.

Font or Style

The applicability of non-CRT research to a CRT operational
situation is complicated by the variations in alphanumeric
legibility induced by the method of symbol generation and display
media. In the face of the large amount of non-CRT font work
already completed, it is recommended that further font research
for electronic display devices be conducted specifically on Cl•s.
The non-CRT and CMT fonts found to be generally superior are
listed in Table 49. Cross comparisbns (using recommended per-
formance measures and analysis procedures) of these fonts across
the other conditions in Table 49 would be useful in establishing
which one is generally superior to the others. Subsequent CRT
font research could then be conducted to improve any problem
symbols existing in the best of these fonts until ultimately a
single most acceptable CMR font is developed. This font could
then be standardized for electronically generated alphanumeric
symbology with a broad base of empirically established data for
effective design considerations. For research recomimendations
on other than alphanumeric symbols, see section on information
coding.

Symbol Size and Proportion

Usable electronic display research on symbol size and
proportion is virtually a data void with the exception of some
recent work conducted by the Mitre Corporation. To rectify this
data void the symbol size and proportion figures for the non-
electronic display alphanumeric research reported have been
examined to determine those values which might best serve to
establish basic research requirements for electronic displays.
It is therefore recommended that a symbol height of 10 to 30
minutes of visual angle, symbol widths of 30 to 110 percent of
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Table 49. Research Recomendations: A Summary.

VARIABLE VARIABLE RANGE

Font Mackworth
Lincoln/Mitre
Leroy
Mil-M-18012
Landsdell
Foley/Landsdell

Symbol Height 10 to 30 minutes of arc

Symbol-Width-to-Height 30 to 110 percent

Symbol-Stroke-Width-to-Height 5 to 30 percent

Brightness
Panel Mounted Displays .1 to 1,000 Ft. Lamberts
Head-Up Displays .1 to 8,000 Ft. Lamberts

Resolution
Active scan lines per

Symbol Height 10 (minLimum)
Raster Lines 525 and 945 line systems

(others as appropriate or
available)

Bandwidth I to 20 megacycles

Symbol Spacing 5 to 100 percent of symbol height

Viewing Angle Establish the angle off of
direct viewing which produces
a significant decrease in
legibility in terms of both
speed and accuracy of identifi-
cation.

Edge (Off-Center of Tube) Horizontal, vertical and oblique
Displayed Symbology displacements, 0 to 100 percent

from the center in 10 percent
int~rvals.
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height and symbol stroke widths of 5 to 30 percent of height be
investigated on CRTs for as many of the variables in Table 49
as is possible and across as much of the variable range indi-
cated as is feasible.

Symbol Spacing

Symbol spacing refers to the space or interval between
adjacent symbols expressed as a percentage of symbol height.
Symbol spacing from 4.8 to 63.2 percent have been reported for
non-electronic display studies with limited conditions of
brightness and symbol size. It i' therefore recommended that a
more comprehensive range from 5 to 100 percent be investigated
on CRTs across as many of the conditions indicated in Table 49
as is feasible. This will establish a more complete and useful
design-oriented data base.

Words

It is recomwended that word legibility and alphanumeric
symbol legibility be tested under identical experimental condi-
tions on a CRT which is capable of manipulating symbol spacing,
resolution and brightness factors. This would enable realistic
comparisons of word vs. symbol legibility that could be applied
to an operational design situation.

Edge (Off-Center of Tube) Displayed Symbology

Edge displayed symbology refers to symbols viewed at other
than the center of a CRT. Very little research has been reported
on this subject and that which has does not report the exact
position on the CRT where the symbology was viewed. It is
therefore reccmuended that future research begin by first
establishing symbol legibility at the center of the tube, then
successively moving the symbology peripherally (a specified
percentage of the distance from center to edge) to re-establish
symbol legibility for each successive step. The legibility data
could then be plotted as a function of displacement percentage.

Moreover, it is recomended that 0 to 100 percent horizon-
tal, vertical and oblique displacements from the center be
invest.igated in 10 percent intervals. The symbology viewed
should be varied across as many of the conditions in Table 49
as possible.

Viewing Angle

It is recommended that the angle off of the normal viewing
angle which produces a significant decrease in legibility in
terms of both speed and accuracy of identification be determined
for as many of the conditions in Table 49 as possible.
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Symbol. Blur

Symbol blur ratios from 0.00 (no blur) to 2.0 should be
investigated in small increments on CRTs for both accuracy and
speed of symbol identification for as many conditions in Table
49 as is technically feasible. Also, careful attention should
be given to the analysis of confusion matrices generated frcm
blurred symbol data.

Matrix Symbol Generation Techniques

Cathode Ray Tube Matrix Symbols. It is recndended that
further research such as that performed by Vartebedian (Ref.
335) be conducted for a vertically oriented 7 z 9 (others as
technically available) dot matrix. This symbol configuration
should be tested under variations of luminance, contrast per-
centage, ambient illumination, symbol height and viewing angle.
See Table 49 for approximate ranges of these variables.

Solid State Matrix Symbols. It is recoended that EL
displays from 7 to 38 segments with equal vidth-to-heights and
stroke-width-to-heights be tested for speed and accuracy of
identification using both gross scares and individual symbol
analysis in confusion matrices. All symbols tested should be
vertically oriented at a constant brightness and a 28-inch
viewing distance. variations in ambient illumination and
contrast percentage should be emphasized in conjunction with
identification with and without workload stress.
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SECTION VI

SCALE LEGIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

In a gross sense, displays can be categorized as static or
dynamic. Static displays may be considered as those whicn
present the same information over time. Typical examples
include signs, markings, labels and maps. Dynamic displays, on
the other hand, present information which is subject to changes
over time and which is intended to inform the observer of the
status, condition or value of a parameter of information such
as altitude or airspeed. Obviously, much of the information
presented to the pilot involves dynamic displays. This section
addresses the readability of dynamic cockpit information
displays incorporating scales.

Dynamic displays present information in coded form. In
the cockpit, much of the information which is coded for display
must be read quantitatively, and the manner in which such
information is coded can have a marked influence upon quantita-
tive display reading times and accuracies.

In their review of electrically and optically generated
displays, Ketchel and Jenney (Ref. 206) have indicated that
electronic flight displays may contain examples of practically
every type of information coding technique commonly used today
in electromechanical instruments. It would appear, therefore,
that all of the "old" scale reading problems will exist in
electronically generated flight displays, and that the old
problems may be complemented by some new problems which are
directly related to the new display medium.

The objective of this section is to identify, discuss and
present experimental data on the influences of the following
research and scale design factors upon the pilot's ability to
perform quantitative instrument reading tasks:

- Considerations of Display Integration
- Considerations of Research Methodology
- Mission-Imposed Scale Reading Accuracy Requirements
- Scale Shape (Circular, Vertical or Horizontal)
- Non-Linearity of Scales
- Numbering Scale Interval Values
- Scale-to-Readline Distance
- Stroke Width of Scale Markings
- Subdividing Major Scale Intervals
- Scale Interpolation
-Checkreading Cues
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The impact of the design factors listed above are not
unique to electronically generated flight displays. Indeed,
none of the experimental literature which was reviewed in rela- ..
tion to these design factors was generated in an electronic
display context. Nonetheless, these factors, and more, must
be considered in designing electronically generated flight
displays. Furthermore, a critical review of the available
literature indicates that data regarding the impact of these
design factors are not as consistent and conclusisive as many
authors seem to imply. Finally, there appears to be sufficient
evidence to warrant caution in unquestioned application of some
research findings generated in the context of the 'printed
medium' to the electronic display medium. A review of existing
data is a necessary prerequisite for identifying necessary
research requirements for electronic displays.

Finally, the reader will note that the effects of vibration
and g-force upon scale reading are not contained in the above
listing. Data on the impact of these variables upon display
reading will be found in the report section dealing with
environmental factors. The reader also will note that important
electronic display-related factors such as contrast ratio,
vertical resolution and bandwidth are not contained in the above
listing. Data on these considerations are found in report sec-
tions dealing with contrast and resolution requirements respec-
tively. For dynamic displays based solely upon numeric readouts,
the reader is referred to the report section dealing with
alphanumerics. For qualitative Oon versus off" indications,
the reader is referred to the section dealing with information
coding.

CONSIDERATIONS OF DISPLAY INTEGRATION

Numerous features under the control of the display designer
can impact upon the ability of the pilot to extract quantitative
information from straight or circularly scaled dynamic displays.
Although admittedly an over-simplification, controllable design
features may be categorized into one of two •undamental classes:
(a) single-thread design features, such as s~ale factor or
number of graduation marks, which influence tbe observer's
ability to read even the most simple and straight-forward dis-
play types; and (b) factors of display format and interaction,
such as the use of multiple scales, multiple pointers or combi-
nations of scales and readouts into an integrated display of
related information.

Legitimately, single-thread features cannot be considered
independently in predicting the total usefulness of a particular
display design. For example, numerous studies comparing
alternative designs of either round dial or vertical scale
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altimeters have found statistically significant and operational-
ly practical differences in display reading time and reading

. errors among displays which were similar in size, scale factor,
number of scale graduation marks and the range. of altitude
displayed. Simon and Roscoe (Ref. 308) also have shown that
properly combining separate items of scaled information (verti-
cal velocity, barometric altitude and command altitude) into a
single integrated display can result in improved pilot decision
making performance.

Many factors other than those discussed subsequently in
this section influence the final usefulness of any display
design. Although single-thread scale design recommendations are
referenced in subsequent pages, the reader Will not find a
comprehensive review and analysis of studies which Omphasize
display format or integration. The authors are awre of the
vital importance of these factors. However, we 4so are aware
that no magic exists in the integration of various parameters;
any single parameter cannot be read more accurately in an inte-
grated display than it could be read as a separate display, at
least in terms of proper single-thread scale design considera-
tions. Furthermore, within the context of cockpit displays,
practically all research relating to scale design has been
conducted within the constraints of electromechanical display
design. It would appear that many display format and integra-
tion problems associated with electromechanical designs need not
be present in electronic flight data displays because of the
seemingly limitless design flexibilities which this medium
offers. Additionally, even a co•sory review of the PrDL4era-
tion of electronically- generated'-flight display formats iidicates
that at least some display designers have successfully codeived
of entirely novel horizons in display formats and, most likely,
in human performance problems induced by the new formats for
which no design guidelines exist.

The technical content of this section, therefore, does not
address the important factor of disp1ay integration. Rather,
it emphasizes scale design variables which are most directly
associated with accuracy and reading times for individual
quantitative scales.

CONSIDERATIONS OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Not all data are good data. Subsequent pages within this
section review display legibility research with the objective of
drawing objectively-based conclusions regarding scale design for
electronic flight displays. Certain constraints were placed
upon the selection and interpretation of the human performance
data which are presented below, and further restrictions must be
placed upon generalizing the design criteria directly to
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electronic flight display application. The constraints arise
primarily from aspects of the methodologies of the research
which was reviewed. Obviously, studies were not considered
when experimental control of relevant variables was not
apparent. Beyond this, however, four additional methodological
considerations bear directly upon the generalization of past
research findings to electronic flight display design, or for
that matter, to electromechanical display design.

Of primary concern for the design of electronic flight
displays is the fact that, during the last quarter of a century,
all of the scale design research which was identified and re-
viewed was performed within the context of electromechanical
indicatois. Although it may be anticipated that many of the
design principles and guidelines developed for electromechanical
instruments should apply equally well to electronic displays, a
degree of conservatism is warranted in unquestioned generaliza-
tion of scale design findings which may be significantly
effected by the electronic display medium. Of.particular
concern are the effects which number of active raster lines,
bandwidth, read-line configuration, edge gradients and contrast-
ratio variations may have upon the pilot's ability to identify
and discriminate among or interpolate between minor graduation
marks of the sizes generally recommended for printed dial faces.
Unfortunately, no clearly definitive studies were found which
examined these variables in line written or raster display
contexts. A review of considerable amounts of other human
performance data, however, indicates that very real problems
may exist in the area of scale legibility on electronic flight
displays if current human factors standards are applied directly.
This topic is discussed further under research recommendations.

A second methodological consideration is the amount of time
which subjects spent viewing dach experimental scale design in
the studies which were reviewed. In order to induce 'stress"
and reading errors into experimental situations, numerous
researchers have carefully and systematically controlled display
viewing ti to periods as brief as 75 milliseconds (Refs. 66
and 67). Studies of pilot eye fixations during instrument
flight (e.g., Refs. 121, 125, 139 and 140), on the other hand,
have consistently shown that the durations of eye fixations on
a variety of types and kinds of flight instruments ranging from
1950 vintage displays through current Air Force integrated
instruments vary from approximately 300 to 700 milliseconds.
Serious questions arise not only regarding the face validity of
studies using such brief exposure time, but also regarding the
predictive validity and, therefore, the design utility of
results produced by such studies.

In two classic experiments, Christensen (Refs. 66 and 67)
compared instrument reading performance at five different view-
ing times (75, 150, 300, 600 and 1,200 milliseconds). Aside
from showing that probability of misreading the instruments
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decreased markedly as viewing time increased, he also vividly
demonstrated that relationships discovered at one viewing time
became insignificant and even reversed at other viewing times.
This trend was particularly pronounced in the moving pointer
versus moving scale comparisons. For exposures up to and in-
cluding 300 milliseconds, mean probability of display reading
error was approximately 8% less for the moving scale display.
However, at and above 600 milliseconds, mean reading error was
approximately 5% greater for the moving scale display. The
interaction of display type reading time was statistically
significant at the .01 level. Similar reversals also have been
reported by Elkin (Ref. 115), and studies by Grether (Ref. 148),
Coonan and Klemmer (Ref. 89) and Thomas (Ref. 329) provide
evidence of such an effect. As Christensen points out (Ref. 66),
the use of brief exposure times as a means of inducing display
reading error; so that statistically reliable differences may
be established among dials gives rise to grave questions regard-
ing the validity of such results. From a design standpoint, it
also is apparent that short exposure data cannot be generalized
"to longek-duration cases.

A third methodological consideration involves the amohnt
of time which experimental subjects spent reading experimental
scales in studies where display .viewing time was not directly
controlled as an experimental variable. In this type of study,
experimental spbjects were allowed as much viewing time as they
needed to accurately read each display, with reading time
typically having been recorded as a measure of operator
performance.

Senders and C14hen (Refs. 82 and 296) and Hake and Garner
(Ref. 154) were among the first to consider that the amounts of
time which subjects required to read instruments in laboratory..
experiments were frequently much longer than pilot eye fixation
times recorded in simulated or actual flight settings. Studies
are reported, in fact, in which experimental reading times have
been as much as 10 times as great as pilot eye fixation times
(Ref. 202). Senders and Cohen (Ref. 296) make the following
comment regarding this type of observation: wA pilot who has

been flying a level course for the past hour has less
to learn from his altimeter than would an observer
brought into the situation "cold ' and his reading
might be expected to be correspondingly faster.
-- Unlike the pilot, the subject in the laboratory
experiment, where settings are presented randomly,
makes independent judgements on each trial.--- It
should be clear from the above that more stimulus
information is presented to the subject in an
experiment than to the pilot. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the times required for instrument
reading are much greater in the experimental
situation than in the operational one.0
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To test their hypothesis, Senders and Cohen (Ref. 296)
conducted a study in which seven groups of 20 subjects each read
horizontal straight scales. Two groups read random display
values (rectangular probability distribution), while the re-
maining groups received a conditional probability of displayed
values. Under the conditional probability distributions, dis-
played scale values remained unchanged for a series of ten
experimental trials. Display reading errors were converted to
information transferred in bits, with the maximum possible
information transfer having been calculated as 3.32 bits. Their
results clearly showed that information transferred was consist-
ently greater for the groups using the conditional probability
distribution. This effect was apparent at both 225 and 775
millisecond viewing times, with the conditional probability
group mean performance having been .15 to .20 bits better.

What do the findings of Senders and Cohen mean to the
interpretation of the scale legibility literature? Their find-
ings indicate that results of studies in which reading times
are experimentally controlled may not be directly useful in
predicting precise operational performance levels, even though
the experimentally controlled exposure times may correspond
directly with empirically determined pilct eye fixation times.
This follows since practically all scale legibility studies
have employed random (non-conditional) probability distributions.'
of displayed scale values. Furthermore, there are no published
studies which provide unequivocal guidelines for relating scale
reading accuracy at particular e.-perimentally controlled ex-
posure times to operational scale reading accuracies at typical
pilot eye fixation times. On the other extreme, it can be
argued that, if W precise quantitative reading must be made from
a scale, the pilot will devote'as much time'-as necessary to
reading the instrument. One must ask, however, how much time a
pilot can reasonably devote to each display from which he wishes
to make a rtl.ading of pre-specified accuracy? In other words,
one must puestion the rate of information transfer. In this
regard, it would appear that considerable caution must be ap-
plied in over generalizing from stUdies in which display rerdinc
,times have been as great as four to six jeconds in duration.

In light of the above methodologicail considerations, and
the impact which research Imethodology has upon scale legibility
findings, research studies reviewed below were limited to those
which empl~oyed display reading times of at least 500 milli-
seconds. Additional scale reading considerations related to
both research methodology and the utility of state-of-the-art
guidelines for the design of quantitative dynamic information
displays employing electronic display media are discussed under
researc..i recommendations.

An additional factor in assessingqthe quality of existing
research involves viewing distance. Not all scale reading
studies haveý,incorporated an approximately ?8-inch viewing
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distance between the observer's eyes and the experimental dis-
plays. Indeed, some researchers have employed viewing distances
ranging up to 20 feet in order to accommodate a large number of
subjects into a "mass vievingo situation. This expedient ap-
pears to have been used in cases where more sophisticated
laboratory devices, such as tachistoscopes, were not available, or
where large numbers of subjects have been involved. In cases
where viewing distances have been exceptionally large, sizes
of stimulus materials (i.e., experimental displays) were in-
creased proportionately so that the visual angle subtended by
the stimuli at the eye would approximate the angle whi :ft such
displays would subtend at a cockpit viewing distance Gf approxi-mately 28 inches.

One must question this type of expedient and ask whether
data from studies employing exaggerated viewing distances apply
to shorter viewing distance situations in which the visual angle
of the stimuli is held constant. The apparent answer to this
question is that relationships found at one viewing distance
may totally change at another viewing distance.

Churchill (Ref. 69) investigated the accuracy of inter-
polating between vertical scale graduation marks as a function

-of the distance between graduation modes. Interpolation
accuracy also was determined for viewing distance of 28, 56 and
84 inches. For the latter conditions, display size was varied
in order to hold visual angle constant. Results showed that
interpolation error decreased with increasing visual angle for
the 28-inch viewing cundition, was relatively unaffected by
visual angle for the 56-inch viewing distance, and increased
with larger visual angles for the 84-inch viewing distance. The
visual angles involved ranged from one to three degrees. In a
similar type of investigation, Chapanis and Scarpa (Ref. 64)
investigated the ability of subjects to read a round dial
display to the nearest digit. A 2.8-inch dial was used as the
reference size. The dial was read at viewing distances ranging
from 14 to 224 inches. gize of the dial was varied in propor-
tion to viewing distance to hold the visual angle correlates of
dial size constant at 50 21'. Results showed that reading time
became significantly shorter for viewing distances greater than
28 inches. Although not statistically significant, frequency of
readings in error decreased sharply for viewing distances
greater than 28 inches. Interestingly, results of these two
stpdies also tend to indicate that 28 inches, the assumed
"astandard c-ckpit viewing distance" emoployed in the majority of
instrument legibility research, may not be an optimum viewing
distance in terms' of either reading times or error rates. From
a design standpoint, it is apparent that data taken at other
than operationally specified viewing distances may not be
generalized without caution to other viewing distances.

A final word. Human performance data which are discussed
below reflect only the pilot's task of reading displayed values.
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Performance of the human operator as a continuous controller are
not directly addressed.

It has long been recognized that both stability and preci-
sion of continuous control tasks are significantly affected by
display scale factor variables. As Roscoe (Ref. 282) points out,
for continuous control tasks, display scale factor is a serious
problem because performance deteriorates as scale factor changes
in either direction from some optimum value. In general, as
scale factor is reduced, precision of control deteriorates, but
stability improves. As scale factor is increased, precision
improves at the expense of increased pilot workload up to a
point where the system becomes unstable and "the task blows up
in your face."

The data presented below only reflect display reading and
do not address the effects of scale factor upon continuous
control task performance. Continuous control performance is a
function of many interacting variables including display
dynamics, controller dynamics and total system dynamics. If one
wishes to assume that a parameter can be controlled, at best,
only to the degree of precision with which it can be read from a
display, then the data which follow may be useful in predicting
precision of control. If, however, there is any question re-
garding the degree to which system stability may be sacrificed,
then system performance requirements may have to be re-assessed,
or system stability experimentally varified using man-in-the-
loop or computer simulation techniques.

The intent of this section has not been to bore the reader
with the many seemingly academic aspects of display research.
Rather, our objective has been to review the critical aspects of
display research which frequently are overlooked even today.
The intent of the review is three-fold: (1) to attezpt to
develop a basis for understanding at least some of the numerous
inconsistent and contradictory data which have been published
over the past quarter of a century; (2) to provide criteria for
selecting display legibility research data for use in this
report; and (3) to provide at least a brief overview of salient
methodological consideration for future research.

MISSION-IMPOSED SCALE READING ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS

In designing dynamic displays 'for optimum quantitative
readability, the display designer must first specify the degree
of precision to which each parkmeter must be read or controlled.
Obviously, if heading must be read or controlled to within 0.5
degrees in order to satisfy mission requirements, then providing
a display of heading which can be read only to a five degree
accuracy is insufficient. Conversely, providing a display with
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which heading could be read to a .01 degree accuracy does not
imply that the display is now "better" than required. This
follows for several reasons. First, when the precision of
display readability tends to exceed sensor or computer accura-
cies, minor fluctuations in displayed values may only reflect
sensor-processor-display noise, and there is no known value in
displaying any type of visual noise. As will be shown subse-
quently, display scales for highly precise readings frequently
require increasdd reading time. It must also be remembered t-hat
scales designed for maximum static legibility may become highly
unreadable under dynamic situations where displayed values are
subject to rapid changes at relatively high rates. Finally,
designing scales for highly precise readability may require
exceedingly larger or long scales, only a small portion of which
may be displayed at any given moment.

Much of the human factors research which has been directed
toward scale readability has been directed toward minimizing
scale reading and interpolation errors. However, it is not
always a display scale design objective to minimize scale
reading error. Rather, many scales must be designed only to
result in pre-specified, selected accuracies. Therefore, many
of the data which follow are presented with the objective of
showing the relationship between selected designer-controlled
scale design variables and indices of operator performance
such as magnitude of reading error, probability of occurrences
selected error magnitudes, and time required to make display
readings. The designer may then select the design characteris-
tics which will satisfy known reading accuracy requirements.

The construction of any scale designed to be r-e-ad quantita-
tively must begin with a specification of the accuracy to which
the scale must be read. It has long been recognized that all
parameters which may be displayed in the cockpit, and conse-
quently may appear on an electronic display, must not necessari-
ly be read or controlled to the same degree of precision.
Indeed, the degrees of precision to which different flight data
parameters must be controlled has been the topic of more debate
than research and certainly is influenced by unique aircraft
dynamics and mission considerations. In our attempt to provide
some starting point, however, selected data collected by
Williams (Ref.- 359) are presented in Table 50. Williams indi-
cates that the basic data, some of which have been summarized in
the table, were compiled from many sources including flight -hand-
books, interviews with military and industrial pilots,
kianufacturer-supplied data, and other applicable publications.
He attempted to collect data which were representative of jet
powered fixed-wing aircraft, V/STOL aircraft of several
configurations, and rotary wing aircraft. The data are reported
to have been derived within the context of consideration of the
following mission segments: Takeoff, climbout, cruise, transi-
tion to or from cruise, transition to or from vertical flight,
approach to landing, hover, landing (including carrier),
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antisubmarine warfare sonar drop or trail, air to ground rocket
delivery, and loft bombing. It must be pointed out that the data
in Table 50 represents only the most demanding display reading
conditions identified by Williams and do not represent the
totality of the data which he developed. However, similar
analytically derived data by Murphy et al. (Ref. 252) are in
close agreement.

SCALE SHAPE

Before directly addressing data which bear directly to
scale design, it must be pointed out that the effect of scale
design variables such as scale factor and number of graduation
marks upon quantitative reading performance may not be identical
for circular and straight scaled displays. Furthermore, reading
accuracies and times may, be influenced by display design factors
such as the use of mulople pointers, multiple scales and a
reliance upon digital readouts of portions of the displayed
information. Several methodologically sound studies which have
systematically examined the effect of scale shape in controlled
experimental situations are reviewed below.

Using printed booklets containing reproductions of nine
different designs for altimeters, Grether (Ref. 149) investi-
gated speed and accuracy in a display reading task in which
exact values were displayed and interpolation was not required.
The displays which Grether used are shown in Figure 81 along
with display interpretation times and the probability of occur-
rence of reading errors in excess of 1,000 feet. Additionally,
Table 51 shows total frequency of reading errors as well as
reading errors -in excess of 100 feet.

Of the display scale designs which Grether studied, data
from designs D, G, H and I appear most directly applicable to
electronic flight displays. This follows since none of these
particular designs incorporate multiple pointers or multiple
scales, which were solutions to the unique electromechanical
design problem of displaying a large range of the parameter in
a fixed and relatively small display area. Excluding the
numeric readout which always resulted in very few errors, it can
be seen from Table 51 and Figure 81 that display G consistently
ranked lowest in terms of reading error. Displays D and B rank
either second or third depending upon the error data upon which
the rankings are made. In terms, of interpretation time,
however, display G ranked last, with a mean interpretation time
of 2.3 seconds. Display D and H were identical at 1.7 seconds.
One conclusion is that displays which are most accurately read

* may require greater reading times. This finding is not unique
to Grether's study. -
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Table 51. Frequency of Errors and Interpretation
Times for 97 Pilots Reading Altitude from mine

Experimental Displays. (Adapted from Grether, Ref. 149)

Expermentl DiplayMeanExperimental Display Percent Errors Interpretation Time
Designs* ,n Seconds

Total 100+ 1,000+

A 15.9 13.1 11.7 7.1

B 15.0 12.6 11.7 6.1

C 8.3 5.5 4.8 4.8

D 3.5 0.9 0.7 1.7

E 17.3 15.0 14.5 6.3

F 24.1 22.0 14.1 6.2

G 2.1 0.5 0.3 2.3

H 2.5 1.7 1.3 1.7

I 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.0

100+ Reading errors greater than 100 feet of altitude.
1,00v,+ Reading errors greater than 1,000 feet of altitude.
*See Figure 81 for example of each display type.
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In a similar type of study, Elkin (Ref. 115) used a
tachistoscope to control display reading time, and experimental-
ly compared a circular dial, vertical scale, and an open window
scale which was similar to the vertical scale, but incorporated
a display aperture which exposed only approximately one inch of
the scale. Two display reading times are of interest. They are
1,080 milliseconds, and subject-terminated reading times. Under
experimental conditions comparable of those used by Grether
(Ref. 148) in which no interpolation was required, data from
Elkin's study are shown in Table 52 for conditions in which
displays scaled to five unit increments were read to five unit
increments, and displays scaled to one unit increments were read
to one unit increments. In terms of display reading time under
the subject-terminated conditions, reading times were quite
comparable for each display type, although consistently more
time was required to make one-unit readings for either display
type. In terms of percent of readings in error, the vertical
scale was consistently poorer. However, under subject-
terminated conditions, the open window display was superior to
the circular display, while the opposite was true under the
1,080 millisecond viewing time conditions. No reason for the
reversal is apparent, nor was it reported whether the differ-
ences are statistically significant. It is also of interest to
note that the error rate data reported by Elkin are considerably
greater than those reported by Grether, possibly because Elkin
stressed quick display reading to his subjects.

Similarly, Graham (Ref. 144) compared vertical and hori-
zontal linear scales with a round-dial display. Display viewing
ti was one-half second, and all experimental subjects received
training in the display reading task prior to the experimental
trials. No interpolation was required in reading the displays.
Results showed that overall reading errors were greatest for
the vertical scale, with the circular scale having been second
best. The horizontal scale produced the fewest errors.

Of greater. interest, however, isý the fact that Graham also
measured reading error as a functiOn 'of pointer position along
each scale. Because he simulated moving pointer displays, and
anticipated that subject eye fixations prior to each dial
reading trial might tend to be in the center of the scale, his
data also provide for an examination of reading errors as a
function of the deviation of the pointer from the center of each
scale range. Consequently, Graham has provided information
which may be directly applicable to moving scale displays in
which the readline is fixed, and the pilot fixates in the
immediate area of the readline in order to make scale readings.

Graham reports that the interaction of scale shape by
pointer position was statistically significant (P = .001),
indicating that the position of the pointer along the scale has
more effect upon accuracy of reading one type of scale than
upon another. Considering just the center 20 percent of the
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Table 52. Time and Error Scores for Open Window,
Circular and Vertical Scales.
(Adapted from Elkin, Ref. 115)

Display Complexity

Scaled at five unit Scaled on one unit
intervals and read to intervals and read to
five unit increments, one unit increments.

RT SE RT SE

OW 1.02 0.85 1.21 0.00

Subject-
Terminated C 1.13 2.50 1.47 2.50

V 1.18 3.35 1.49 3.35

OW NA 2.10 NA 2.10
1,080 Milli- -

second Viewing C NA 1.25 NA 0.85
Time

V NA 2.50 NA 2.90

RT Display reading time in seconds for subject-
terminated conditions.

IE - Mean percent of display readings which were
in error.

NA - Not applicable.

OW - Open Window display.

C - Circular display.

V - Vertical display.
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vertical and horizontal linear scales, no appreciable difference
in reading error was apparent. Also, performance in the center
20 percent of either linear scale was not appreciably different
from performance on any comparable portion of the round dial
display. Expanding the comparisrn interval to include the
central -60% of the linear scales, the horizontal and round dial
displays produced comparable performance, but errors were
approximately 70 percent greater for the vertical scale.

Results of Graham's study appear to conform in part with
Sleight's (Ref. 309) suggestion that reading error differences
betwee round dial and linear scales are attributable to
variati s in their 7effective" area. The larger the area to \
be scaed, the less' accurate the reading under conditions in
which reading time is limited. This explanation appears to
adequately account for the pronounced similarity among scale
shapes wfen only central portions of each scale are considered.
It does Iot, however, account for Graham's findings that verti-
cal scales are significantly poorer than correspondingly
designed horizontal scales. To account for this finding,
Graham pOints out that objects subtending a visual angle of one-
half degree at the eye can be detected if they lie within a
field whdse boundaries are approximately 1000 to the right or
left of te point of fixation, 700 above the point, or 800 below
it. Thust the width of the visual field is considerably greater
than its •eight, and this is one factor which might favor the
reading o round or horizontal scales, but would not work in
favor of reading vertcal scales. It might also be argued,
however, that people are simply more highly trained in reading
horizontally arranged materials (e.g., printed text), and that
this highli trained skill interferes with a reading task
incorporating vertically arranged materials. No test of the
latter hypothesis was found in the literature reviewed.

Consid ring a control task rather than simply a display
reading task• Mengelkoch and Houston (Refs. 233, 234 and 235)
used a flight simulator, to compare altitude tracking performance
with a conven ional three-pointer (MA-I) altimeter versus moving
vertically-scaled altimeters. They found that altitude tracking
performance was superior with the three-pointer altimeter only
in comparison with a vertical tape altimeter which incorporated
1.5 inches of scale for;each thousand feet of altitude. When
the vertical tape, scale if actor was expanded to 2.375 inches for
each thousand feet of altitude, performance using the vertical
tape altimeter was essenitially equivalent with performance
obtained with the three-pointer altimeter. This is a very
interesting finding \when one considers that the MA-l altimeter
empla•s approximately 8 inches of scale for the maximum resolu-
tion scale of 1,000 feet: of altitude.

Additional studies addressing the scale shape consideration
were identified and !reviewed, but were rejected because of
methodological considerations of the types which have been
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discussed previously, or because of a failure on the parts of
tie authors to clearly specify their performance measures or
experimental tasks.

Of the studies which have been reviewed above, it can only
be concluded that 20 years of research have produced no defini-
tive answer to the question of whether circular scales are any
different from linear scales in terms of 'the amount of time
required to read them or the frequency of errors which result
from such readings. Indeed, as it has been pointed out previ-
ously '(Ref. 308) the manner in which scales are integrated into
a total display context can have significantly greater impact
than the independent design feature of scale shape. Nonethe-
less, there are sufficient data to indicate that scale shape is
a potentially significant design consideration. Therefore,
scale factor and graduation mirk design considerations are
discussed separately below for circular versus linear scales.

NONLINEAR SCALES

The majority of instrument scales are linear. '-s such, for
all portions of the scale, the separation between graduation
marks indicates the same numerical increment. Nonlinear scales

S( are those which present a large range of displayed values into
a relatively small space by cvxpressing those portions of the
scale for which highly accuratL readings are not required.
Typical examples 4nclude logarithmic scales in which scale
factor on only one end of the scale is compressed while the
other end is expanded. A variation on the logarithmic scale is
the skewed scale. An additional class of nonlinear scale is one
based upon a normal curve distribution, which could be used to
expand either the center of the scale or the extremes of the
scale.

Although nonlinear scales are most, co n to round or
semicircular eJtctrosechanical displays, the moving pointer,
vertically scalfd vertical velocity indicator in the Air Force
Integrated Instrument Panel is, in part-, read against a non-
linear scale.j

Several studi'is (Refs. 79, 82, 177 and 297) have investi-
gated nonlinear scales, some in the context of altimeter design
and others in more generalized display contexts including
quantitative and checkreading tasks. It can be. generally con-
cluded from these studies that nonlinear scales produce little,
if anf, benefit in terms of scale reading accuracy. To be sure,
the expanded portions of the sctile can be read with a greater
degree of precision, but if any readings must be made in the
comi-ressed portions of the scale, the related high precision
associated with the expanded scale areas is proportionately
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offset by imprecision in the compressed areas. Furthermore,
Cohen and Dinnerstein (Ref. 79) report longer reading times for
highly asymetrical logarithmic scales. They attribute their
findings to the progressive changes in the meaning of raduation
marks and scale intervals. In their study, the log:'l0 scale
was effectively equal to the linear'scale, and both of these
scales were read significantly more accurately than either the
log 10 or log 102 scale. The mean reading time was approximate-
ly 29% greater for the latter w.wo scale configurations.

In the context of altimeter design, Innes (Ref. 177)
compared linear and logarithmic altimeter scales. Display
reading time varied between 1.5 to 3.0 seconds and subjects were
required to perform the following tasks: read barometric alti-
tude, read command altitude, determine the altitude difference
and determine the direction of the difference. Criterion of
correct response was established as being not more than one half
a scale graduation (50 to 5,000 feet, depending upon position of
pointer) from the exact positions of the barometric or command
indices. Results of the study showed almost no differences
between the two\displays. Although relatively fewer reading
errors occurred with the nonlinear scale, differences in terms
of magnitude or direction of differences between actual and
command altitude were comparable.

Considering the looseness of performance criteria used in
soae studies and the lack o; performance advantage found in
other studies, it would appear that there is little to recomend
the use of nonlinear scales/. On the other hand, studies re-
viewed have shown that reading errors or reading times only
suffer for exaggerated nonlinearities. In this light, the
following recommendations by Senders et al. (Ref. 297) appear
justified. They indicate that lcgarithmic scales may be used
with either normal or skewed distributions of pointer settings.
(those which emphasize the expanded portions of the scale) under
the following conditions: (a) when allowable reading error
tolerance is a constant proportion of the indication, so that
larger errors can be tolerated on compressed portion of the
scale, :and (b) when there is a large preponderance of scale
readings of the expanded end of the scale, and it is desirable
to minimize reading errors in this portion.

NUMBERING SCALE INTERVAL VALUES

Scale intervals which are numbered are typically the major
divisions of the scale. Typically, intermediate scale divisions
are not numbered because of theidisplay clutter which frequently
results. Nonetheless* the pilot frequently must read displays
at intermediate, un-numbered scIale values; thus he is required
to determine the numerical value associated with intermediate,
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un-numbered scale graduations.

As one might expect, display reading times and reading
accuracies are influenced by the scheme used to number major
scale graduation intervals. The effect is most pronounced when
scales must be read at un-numbered intervals or when scale
interpolation is required. Scale interval numbering recommenda-
tions (Ref. 247) have been developed based upon studies such as
those reported in Refs. 61, 115, 191, 192, 193,and 336. The
xcomen.-ations may be summarized as follows:

(a) It is preferable for numbered graduation intervals
to be in increments of one or decimal multiples of
one (i.e., 1, 10, 100, 1,000, etc.).

(b) Numbered graduation intervals of two or five, or
decimal increments thereof also may be judged as
at least fairly acceptable. Examples are: 2, 4,
6 or 20, 40, 60,etc., .5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 or 5, 10,
15, 20, etc.

It has been consistently found, however, that scales
numbered by 1, 10, 100, etc. are superior to other
acceptable scales.

(c) Numbering scheme increments of .25 or .4 (or decimal
multiples of these) or -other even less common
interval increments are not recommended since they
produce both longer display reading time and greater
reading errors.

In studies which are reviewed and interpreted in subsequent
pages, emphasis was placed upon those which incorporated
acceptable scale numbering schemes.

There also is some evidence indicating that the number of
digit6 used to identify the numerical value of major scale
graduations may influence display reading time and errors.
Vernon (Ref. 336), for example,_suggests that the maximum digit
span for quick and accurate reading of numbers is three, *unless
the digits in excess of three are zeros. He further suggests
that two-digit numbers are better than three-digit numbers. By
inference it may be implied that single digits may be better.
than two. Some support'for Vernon's position also appears to
be provided by Grether (Ref. 149).

SCALE-TO-READLINE DISTANCE

The accuracy with which a scale can be quantitatively read
is markedly influenced by the distance between scale marks and
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the pointer or reference (fiducial) line against. wnich the scale
values are read. Indeed, minimizing the distance between scale
marks and the index against which the scale is read is a neces-
sary condition for accurate scale reading, and failure to
satisfy this necessary requirement can invalidate the utility of
best applications of other scale design considerations'. 7This
generally well-recognized relationship, however, appears to have
been overlooked or ignored in the interest of aesthetics, at
least in some electronic flight display designs (Pef. 206). The
effects of violating this requirement are pronounced.

In an early study, Vernon (Ref. 336) used a tachistoscope
to present simulated round dial and horizontal scales for view-
ing times of two seconds. All pointer settings corresponded
directly with a scale marking; no interpolation was required.
Scale markings were spaced approximately 0.5 inches apart.
Vernon reports that reading errors were extremely small (1.5 to
4.4%) as long as the distance between the pointer and the scale
markings did not exceed 0.5 inches. Scale reading errors in-
creased markedly, however, for distances greater than this. It
is easy to envision greater errors in situations where viewing
times would be reduced or where interpolation would be required.

Churchill and Allan (Ref. 70) report a study in which
subjects were required to read a variety of round dial displays,
some of which incorporated a "staircase' arrangement for scale
gradua4tion marks. With this arrangement, the mdnor graduation
marks used to divide intervals between major graduation marks
became progressively shorter in length as the pointer approached
succeeding major graduation marks. Two variations of the
"staircase" scale were investigated. In one, the progressive
shortening of minor graduation marks occurred on the outside
circumference of the scale, allowing the pointer-to-scale dis-
tance to be held constant. In a second variation, the progres-
sive shortening of minor graduation marks occurred on the inside
circumference of the scale, producing a situation in which the
pointer-to-scale distance progressively increased. The scales
were read under two viewing time conditions: 1.5 seconds and
subject-paced. A tachistoscope was used, to pzesent the simula-
ted dials, and both interpolation and non-interpolation readings
were required. Results of the study indicated that reading
errors increased by 50% to 150% (depending upon other scale
design features) for 'staircase' scales which were designed such
that the pointer-to-scale distance was not always minimal. The
increases in error were statistically significant (P<.05).
Churchill and Allen also reported that the 'properly designed"
staircase scale technique was no better than standard scaling
in which minor graduation marks are equal in length.

In "directly' addressing the consideration of pointer-to-
scale distance, Churchill '(Ref. 68) used a tachistoscope to
present simulated dial faces for either 0.3 seconds or subject-
paced viewing times. The dial reading task required
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interpolation of values between graduation marks. The poiater-
to-scale distances investigat-d were zero, 0.125, 0.25, 0.50,
1.0 and 2.0 inches. Selected reading time and reading error
data from the study are presented in Table 53, where it can be
seen that reading errors increased markedly for pointe±-to-scale
distances of greater than 0.125 inches, and reading times were
comparable for zero, 0.125 and 0.25 inch conditions. The zero
and 0.125 inch conditions produced statistically comparable
results. Viewing distance for the study was 28 inches.

Although the studies cited above all involved reading
pointer positions against round dial scales, the principle of
maintaining a minimal (no greater than 0.125 inch) distance
between scale graduations and the reference or readline applies
equally to linear scale reading tasks. This design considera-
tion has been generally well taken into account in electro-
mechanical moving tape displays by painting a readline directly
on the glass which covers the display face. Hence, scale
graduation marks pass behind the readline, and the only major
problem is one of paralax resulting from the combined effects
of display viewing angle and the amount of physical separation
between the moving tape and the glass instrument face. A
similar design solution appears reasonable for electronic
displays, at least for those display modes in which scales are
positioned on the display in a fashion which provides for a
non-changing reference or readline. For any modes which may
involve repositioning of scales, or the changing of scales in a
manner which may also require a change in the physical position
on the display face at which display readings are to be made,
caution must be exercised to ensure that the interval between
the shortest graduation mark and the readline does not exceed
0.125 inch in a direction perpendicular to the scale.

STROKE WIDTH OF SCALE MARKINGS

Three studies have dealt with accuracy of scale reading and
scale interpolation as a function of the thickness of graduation
marks. None of the studies involved an electronic display
medium. Results of the various studies are not in total agree-
ment, nor do the results of the studies consistently agree with
typical human factors recommendations for graduation mark stroke
widths.

In a series of comparisons, Loucks (Ref. 219) required
subjects to make readings from alternative vertical velocity
indicator designs in which the stroke width of both numerals and
scale graduation marks was varied. Instrument reading times
varied from 0.75 to 1.50 seconds' Loucks concluded that reading
errors were lower and pilot preference higher for the 0.032 inch
stroke width than for either the 0.016 or 0.048 inclh stroke
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Table 53. Effects of Scale Interval Length and
Pointer-to-Scale Clearance on the Probability

of Interpolation Errors and Reading Time
for Subject-Paced Viewing.

(Adapted from Churchill, Ref. 68)

Scale Interval Length (Inches)

.25 .50 .75 1.0 1.5 2.0 *Total

Pointer Zero .42 .22 .24 .14 .12 .11 .21
Clearance **(1.6)
(Inches)

.125 .45 .16 .20 .13 .11 .12 .19
(1.5)

.250 .53 .29 .23 .16 .08 .12 .23
(1.6)

.500 .49 .36 .28 .15 .12 .13 .25
(1.7)

1.000 .57 .41 .23 .14 .18 .13 .28
(1.8)

2.000 .61 .44 .33 .27 .21 .17 .34
(1.9)

*Probability of error for all scale interval lengths.
**Mean reading time in seconds.

widths. This conclusion is in general agreement with typical
human factors recommendations for stroke widths of scale gradua-
tion-markings (Refs. 247 and 360). Woodson and Conover (Ref.
360), for example, recommend that major scale graduations for
aircraft instruments be 0.035 inches in thickness; intermediate
graduation marks should.be 0.030 inches; and minor graduation,
marks should be 0.025 inches in thickness.

-Two additional studies have investigated scale interpola-
tion error as a function of graduation mark stroke width.. Cart
and Garner (Ref. 59) investigated stroke widths of 0.004, 0.008
and 0.016 inches, and found that magnitude of scale reading
error was not affected by graduation mark stroke width for scale
intervals ranging from 0.02 inches to 10.0 inches. This finding
appears to have little direct application, however, in light-of
Louck's findings that stroke widths smaller than 0.032 inches
have a negative impact upon scale reading.
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Topailler (Ref. 330) investigated precision of interpolating
pointer settings to tenths of a scaled interval accuracy using
a scaled interval of 0.40 inches. Graduation mark thicknesses
of 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16 and 0.20 inches were comared. A
hairline condition also was examined, apparently using an actual
hair as the scale mark. Topailler found that readipg error was
considerably smaller and highly coparable for the 0.12 and 0.16
inch stroke widths. Either thinner or thicker stroke widths
produced from 502 to 75% greater reading error. It can be noted
that Topmiller's findings do not closely agree with other
findings discussed above. One reason may lie in the fact that
large stroke width differences between graduation marks and the
,pointer allowed Topmilleris subjects to rely-upon vernier acuity
factors in reading pointer settings. This would be of probable
advantage if the subjects were aware of the ratio of stroke
widths of the pointer and the graduation marks, allowing them to
estimate di'splayed values by assessing the degree to which the
pointer overlapped the various graduation marks.

Although Topmiller's data do not agree closely with other
stroke width data or human factors reconendations, one trend
which is apparent from the available human factors data is that
graduation mark stroke width definitely may have an impact upon
scale reading and interpolation error. Because of the lack of
consistency in the data, and because none of the available data
have been generated in an electronic display context, it would
appear necessary to apply existing human factors guidelines, such
as those contained in References 247 and 360, with caution and
only after verification studies have been perforind.

All other research reports which were reviewed examined
stroke width in the context of alphanumeric or geometric symbols.
In these contexts, stroke.width typically is expressed as a
percent of symbol height. No study was found in which the
effects of stroke width (scale graduation mark thickness) was
examined in an electronic display context and in relation to .a
scale reading task. There is evidence (e.g., Refs. 36 and 303)
to indicate, however, that an optiima stroke width for scale
markings and other line-constrpeted symbology such as horizon
lines, vector lines or course indications, may be influenced by
the following variable's: number of raster lines, ratio of
widths of active to inactive raster lines, ba•dwidth, contrast
ratio, and length of the scale graduation marks. No data exist
which clearly apply to. these considerations.
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SUBDIVIDING 1.R)R SCALE INTERVALS: IEADING TO
1EREST SCALE D

Numer of Scale Division

The manner in which numbered intervals are subdivided by
minor graduation marks also can have a marked impact upon scale
reading errors. Vernon (nef. 336), in fact, reports that the
most frequent cause of scale reading errors was the manner in
which nuered scale intervals were subdivided by minor gradua-
tion marks. He compared displays in which major' scale intervals
varied in the manner in which they were subdivided. He concluded
the following: scale intervals divided into tenths were read
more accurately than those divided into quarters, obviously
because of the requiremnt for interpolation with the latter
scale division scheme. But- more important, even for major scale
increments in mnltiples of 10 (a highly recommnded scale number-
ing sequence), serious scale reading errors occurred when the
scale was divided into eighths or sixteenths. When minor gradua-
tion marks were at eighths of the major scale interval, 69% of
the scale settings were misread; when sixteenths were used, 96%
of the readings were in error. On the other hand, almost all
scales numered in tens and subdivided into fifths. tenths,
halves or quarters wpe read correctly.

Spaci~ng of Mi~nor Graduation Marks

A second consideration in selecting the number of scale
subdivision (minor graduation marks), involves a speed versus
accuracy tradeoff, and is based upon the degree of accuracy to
which a scale must be read in terms of operational requirements.
It is known, for exaple, that scales can generally be read with
greater accuracy if minor graduation marks are provided for each
scale ,value which the operator must read (e.g., Refs. 115 and
190). 'This rule applies only up to the point at which the scale
becomes "cluttere" by a profusion of scale division marks.
UnfortumateLy, there are no quantitative guidelines for defining
the point at which scales generated on electronic displays may
b Mclutteredw. Kappauf and Smith (Def. 193), however, have
shon that the probability of misreading single unit scale marks
is practically zero as long as the scale marks are at least 0.09
inches apart. Ezzor increases slightly (approximately 2%) for
scale spacing of P.04 inches. With scale spacing of 0.02 inches,
errors increased to approximately 13%. Evidence substantiating
the Kappauf and Smith data are reported in Reference 109. It
would appear, therefore, that scale clutter may occur when minor
scale graduation marks are separated by less than 0.05 inches,
at least in the context of printed display scales.
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The addition of scale marks at scale positions where
readings must be made minimizes the necessity for the operator
to interpolate between scale marks. If, however, his task is
to Oread to the nearest scale mark", the addition of more scale
marks results in a penalty in ter : of the amount of time which-
must be spent reading the scale (e.g., Refs. 115, 190 and 336).
Data from Elkin's study (Ref. 115) are exemplary and are shown
in Table 54. The table also shows the effects of number of
graduation marks and corresponding requirements for interpolation
upon quantitative scale reading accuracy. It is apparent from
the table that one scale design cannot maximize reading accuracy
while minimizing reading time. To the extent that either time or
accuracy is more important from an operational standpoint, scale
design must vary accordingly.

Also, apparent in Table 54 is an answer to the question:
"What happens to reading accuracy if I have more scale marks than
my accuracy requirement necessitates?" Assuming that the "extra*
marks do not produce mcluttero, it would appear that 'extra'
scale marks have an almost negligible influence upon scale
reading accuracy.

In instances where reading accuracy is important and multi-
ple minor graduation marks are used, the interval separating the
minor graduation marks can influence reading accuracy, even when
scale readings are made only to the nearest scaled interval.
Data generated by Kappauf (Ref. 189) are exemplary of this and
are shown in Table 55. It can be seen from Table 55 that prob-
ability of misreading scaled value decreases as the interval
between minor graduation marks which indicate the scaled value
increase up to 0.09 inches. Furthermore, display reading time
decreases as the amount of space dedicated to each scale incre-
ment increases. Unfortunately, few data exist which corroborate
these findings or allow for meaningful projections of the effects
of probability of scale reading error for even greater . ' tances
between minor graduation marks. For example, under coqiYarable
conditions, scale reading error data reported by Christensen
(Ref. 67) and Elkin (Ref. 115) do not agree in magnitude with the
data in Table 55. Furthermore, Elkin (Ref. 115) reports that
substantially similar reading errors occur whet~er the distance
between minor gradution marks was 0.06 inches or 0.30 inches.

Once again, it is apparent that differences in research
methodology can have most pronounced effects upon design recom-
mendations. In light of these differences, however, it would be
most desirable to assume a =worst-case posturew, and go along
with the findings of Kappauf (Ref. 189) on the assumption that
even one demonstration of an effect is worth the display
designer's attention. On this basis, it is mosj reasonable to
assume that approximately 0.1 inches per minor scale graduation
is to be preferred, at least based upon data derived from studies
dealing with electrdmechanical display design. This recommenda-
tion, however, is totally untried for electronic display design,
and extreme caution must be exercised in applying it.
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Table 54. Time and Error Scores for Four Conditions of
Quantitative Scale Reading*. (Adapted from Elkin, Ref. 115)

Scale Graduation and Reading Conditions
5/5 1/5 1/1 5/1

Rt.** %E*** Rt. IE Rt. %E Rt. %E

Open-Window
Display 1.02 .85 1.03 0.85 1.21 0.00 1.22 12.10

Round Dial
Display 1.13 2.50 1.16 2.90 1.47 2.50 1.39 9.15

Vertical Linear
Scale Display 1.18 3.35 1.18 0.40 1.49 3.35 1.43 13.75

*Based upon subject-terminated 5/ scale graduated by fives
conditions. 1/ scale graduated by ones

**Display reading time. /5 scale read to nearest five
***Percent of display readings in /1 scale read to nearest one

error.

Table 55. Probability of Scale Reading Error
as a Function of the Interval Between Minor

Graduation Marks. (Adapted from Kappauf, Ref. 189)

Distance in inches Probability of Misreading
Between Minor Graduation Minor Scale Graduation

Marks Marks

.02 9.6%

.04 3.8%

".09 1.5%
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CIRCULAR SCALES: DINERPOLATI(N

When scales must be read to accuracies greater than those
associated with individual graduation marks, the observer is
required to interpolate distances between graduation marks. When
interpolation is required, scale intervals must be expanded
beyond those found adequate simply for reading 'to thq nearest
scale mark".

A review of the literature applicable to circular scale
indicates that the degree of accuracy associated with scale
interpolations is a function of two primary variables: arc
length of the interval separating graduation marks- and the
degree of interpolation accuracy which is required.

Considering just studies in whicn scales were divided into
tens and subjects were required to read the scales to units, a
remarkable degree of consistency is found in the experimental
literature. The experimental data indicate that accuracy of
interpolation increases as the distance between graduation
marks increases up to approximately 0.75 inches. This finding
applies whether reading error is measured in ters of the
probability of occurrence of specified magnitudes of reading
inaccuracy (Refs. 192 and 193) or whether magnitude of reading
error is expressed as a percent of the scale interval (Ref. 150).
For scales divided into fives and read to units, accuracy of
interpolation increases as distance between graduation marks
increases up to approximately 9.30 inches (Refs. 192 and 193).

Kappauf and Smith (Refs. 192 and 193) investigated scale
interpolation accuracy for scales divided into either fives or
tens. Condidering first the scales divided into tens, they
required subjects to read each scale to one unit of accuracy.
Consequently, subjects had to estimate pointer positions to
tenths of the distance between scale marks. Distances between
scale marks was varied from 0.11 inches to 1.76 inches. Reading
time was subject --aced; on the average, 1.6 seconds was spent
reading each display. Data from the study indicated that approxi-
mately 99% of the readings which were in error were in error by
only one or two scale units. These were termed Olocal errors"
by Kappauf and Smith. Only about one percent of the errors were
as great as five scale units. Figure 82 shows the average
probability of occurrence of Olocal errors" for each graduation
interval studied as well as for interval numbering of fives and
tens. The data in Figure 82, therefore, show the probability of
reading errors of approximately 20% of the scaled interval for'
the tens scales (i.e., reading errors of up to two units for a
ten-unit scale interval) and approximately 40% of the'scaled
interval for the five scales (i.e., reading errors up to two units
for a five-unit scale interval).
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The trends in Figure 82 are quite different for the fives
scales and the tens scales. As might be expected, reading
error minimized at bhorter scale intervals for scales marked in
fives due to the less stringent interpolation equirement. Also
of interest is the observation that error rates reached much
lower levels for the fives scales .than for the tens scales, even
under conditions whereih the same arc length of scale was used
for each unit on the two scales. Apparently this difference is
due to the fact that in situations where equal arc lengths are
devoted to each scale unit, the arc distance between graduation
marks for scales marked at each fives units is one-half the
distance which occurs between graduation marks of scales marked
at tens. Accordingly, the distance which must be visually
"fractionated by the observer is less for scales marked at fives,
and the task of visually dividing the smaller distance into
fifths is easier Vhan dividing twice the distance into tenths.
Furthermore, interpolation task difficulty appears to be an
increasing power function of scale interval. As such, doubling
the physical distance within which this interpolation must be
made more than doubles the difficulty of the interpolation task,
at least in terms of probability of reading error on the order
of one or two scale units. This relationship, however, does not
appear to manifest itself in terms of larger reading errors or
time required to make the interpolation.'

Taking a somewhat different approach in terms of measuring
error of interpolation, Grether (Ref. 150) expressed imprecision
in scale reading in terms of percent of the scaled interval.
Data from Grether are shown in Figure 83.' Grether's data are

-comparable with those 'of Kappauf and Smith for intervals
graduated by tens.

Using Grether's metric, it would appear that reducing the
graduation interval below 0.60 inches will have a negative
influence upon 'interpolat.&`n accuracy. This agrees closely with
Kappauf and Smith's finding of 0.73 inches. Core dgly,. .
both the Grether studies and the Kappauf and Smith Atudies show
that expanding the graduation interval beyond these points does
little if anything to enhance scale interpolation accuracy. The
reader is: reminded again, however, that interpolation accuracy
also is a function of the numerical value assigned to each scale
interval (e.g., 5's vs 10's), and a choice exists for the
designer as to whether he should subdivide scale intervals and
provide uncluttered graduation marks at each reasonable value
to which a scale should be read, or whether he should design
with optimum interpolation in mind. The answer to these ques-
tions lies with the designer.
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LINEAR SCALES: INTERPOLATION

Introduction

Applicable research dealing directly with thc legibility
of either vertical or horizontal linear scales is considerably
less conclusive than comparable circular scale research. Indeed,
only three different experiment-l studies are reviewed below in
relation to linear scale legibility, and the reader is advised
that the amount of agreement among the findings of these studies
is not high. None appear to provide conclusive design guide-
lines, at least in comparison with the data available for
circularly scaled displays.

Interoolation Accuracy

In two early studies, Churchill (Refs. 68 and 69) investi-
gated interpolation accuracy for vertical scales in which
graduation marks were spaced from 0.25 to 3.00 inches apart.
Viewing distance was 28 inches. Subjects read the position of a
pointer to an accuracy of one-tenth of each scaled interval.
Consequently, the criterion of reading accuracy varied with
scale factor, and Churchill's data do not present the probability
of making constant accuracy interpolations a function of the
distance separating graduation marks. His data do show, however,
the probability of correctly interpolating vertical scales to
.Within 10% of intervals.

In his first study, Churchill (Ref. 68) did not systemati-
cally vary display reading time. Each subject was instructed
to read the simulated displays as quickly and accurately as
possible. Reading error and reading time data from the study
are shown in Figure 84 where it can be seen that percent of
readings in error tended to decline with increasing graduation
mark separation up to about 1.00 inches, whereafter increasing
the separation produced only very slight further decreases in
interpolation error. Mean time to make a display reading, on
the other hand, failed to show any sizeable decreases for
separations greater than 0.75 inches. Churchill did not publish
detailed statistical analyses, and it is unknown at what
graduation mark intervals performance failed to become signifi-
cantly.better in a statistical sense.

In a second study, Churchill (Ref. 69) essentially repeated
his earlier experiment with one significant change. In the
second study, display reading time was controlled and limited
to 500 milliseconds. Data from the second study also are shown
'n Figure 84 where it is apparent that reducing the display
viewing time produced considerably more interpolation errors.
Again, however, Churchill demonstrated that reading accuracy
improved with increased scale separation up to 1.00 inches, thus
confirming the trend shown in his earlier data. Unlike his
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earlier data, nowe-er, readrna errcrs from the second study
szc.ed a trend tc increase for scale separatiorns greater thnan
1.DD incnes. A siilar trend also is reported ry Kelso (Refs.
2-11 and 202) in that she also fcurnd izrov•r d reading accuracy
"-'t increased scale factor only up to a point, beyond which
inzreased scale factor resulted in a performance decrement.

Carr and Garner (Ref. 59) reported an experiment in which
sb'jects were recnested to estin ate the positi o -
to th.e nearest 100th of an interval using a horizontal scale.
T:e scales were viewed at a distance of 20 inches, and display
readinz time was not reported. All experimental trials, however,
were subject-paced. Reading error was defined as the difference
between actual and estimated pointer position measured in milli-
meters. So statistical analyses were reported.

Data fro= Carr and Garner's stud- are sh'n T-.igures a5 and
S6. It is apparent fro= Figure 85 that reading errors, expressed
as a percent of the scale interval, were never in excess of 10%,
even for relatively small intervals. It is further apparent
that error showed a continuous decreasing trend for graduation
intervals up to 20 millimeters (0.8 inches), but that decreases
in error were quite small for scale intervals greater than 15
-illi=eters 0.6 inches). Assuming a constant visual angle, scale
intervals at a 28-inch viewing distance corresponding with the
15 =illimeter scale interval would be approximately 0.85 inches.

By far the most comprehensive linear scale legibility study
is repcrted by Kelso (Refs. 201 and 202). She investigated the
combined effects of the following variables upon reading time
and the absolute error of interpolation: scale orientation,
vertical and horizontal; scale factor (i.e., the distance in
inches between -ajor numbered graduation marks), 1.38, 1.88 and
2.38 inches; and number of graduation marks used to subdivide
each scale factor interval, zero, one, three, four and nine.
She defined absolute error as the scale value difference between
actual and reported scale values. One hundred and fifty Air
Force officers participated in the study. The various cocbina-
tions of simulated scales were rear-projected onto a viewing
screen which was located 28 inches from the subject's eyes.
The subject's task was to read each displayed value to the most
accurate value which he felt he could. In this respect, Kelso's
study differs from practically all other scale legibility
studies in that subjects were not instructed to read each scale
to a pre-deter--ined level of accuracy, such as tenths or
hun.dredths of a scale division.

Readina error data from the Kelso study are sn-own in Figures
37 and ý3. Reading time data are shown in Table 56. The error
data correspond to reading error magnitudes (in scale units)
"w;hich would be expected if the scales were graduated in one-
unit increments at each maior scale graduation. T:ie reader's
attention is draw• tc t•o general trends in these data. First,
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Scale Interval Lengths
3(A) 1.38 Inches

0.3 (B) 1.88 Inches
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Table 56. Mean Display Reading Times in Seccnds as a
Ftunction of Scale Orientation, interval Lenqthq and

Number of Graduation Marks per Interval.
(Adapted from Ref. 201)

........ScaleInterval Number of Graduation Marks

in Inches 0 1 3 4 G

V
E S 1.38 5.5 3.8 4.1 4.5 3.7
RC
TA
I L 1.88 5.8 3.6 4.0 4.6 3.6
CEA E 2.38 6.1 3.8 4.3 4.8 3.6A S
L

H

0
R SR C 1.38 5.6 3.6 4.0 4.8 3.5I C
Z A 1.88 5.4 3.7 4.0 4.6 3.4
O L
N E 2.38 5.8 3.6 4.0 4.5 3.4
TS
A
L
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-isplay conditions which produced shorter reading times did not
produce higher reading accuracies. This is consistent with the
findings of other display legibility research. Displays which
may ze read quickly may not necessarily be read accurately.
Th.-e second trend involves reading time data only. Mean reading
tines ranged from 2.6 to 6.4 seconds. Practically all of the
mean reading times reported by Kelso are considerably greater
than reading ti--es reported in any other study of display
legibility research. Kelso also observed this situation and
attributed her longer reading times to the demanding accuracy
criterion which she instructed her subjects to use. Although
this appears as a reasonable explanation, it is felt that the
reading accuracy findings published by Kelso must be interpreted
cautiously in light of tie exceptionally long times which
subjects required to make at least some display readings, and
the corresponding large differences between such reading times
and "typical" eye fixation times associated with reading cockpit
di szlayz.

Considering first the results as they apply tb vertically
scaled inscruments, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- The 1.88 inch scale factor produced significantly (P=.05)
smaller reading errors than did the 1.38 or 2.38 inch scale
factor displays. Mean reading errors were statistically
comparable for the 1.38 2.38 inch scale factor conditions.

- Conditions incorporating either 9 or 4 graduation marks
resulted in smaller mean errors than the 3, 1 or zero graduation
mark conditions. Performance was statistically comparable for
the 9 and 4 graduation mark conditions. The use of 3, 1 or zero
graduation marks not only produced greater mean reading error,
but the magnitude of error became significantly greater for each
reduction in the number of graduation marks.

- Similar trends were apparent from the analysis of stand-
ard deviations of the reading error data.

- Reading times were affected primarily by the number of
graduation marks, and were relatively unaffected by scale factor.

Considering the results as they apply to horizontally
scaled instruments, it is apparent that trends in the data are
somewhat different from those associated with vertical scale
instruments. The following conclusions can be drawn:

- Scale factor had no statistically significant impact upon
reading error for the horizontal scales.

- The effect produced by graduation marks is similar for
horizontal and vertical scales. Either 9 or 4 graduation marks
resulted in statistically similar reading error. Either 9 or
4 -raduation marks was superior to 3, 1 or zero graduations.
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Either 3 or 1 graduation mark resulted in statistical-.ly copara-
ble reading errors. Performarnce was poorest wit-h zerc gradua-
tien marks.

- Similar trends were apparent from the ana!--sis of
standard deviations of the reading error data.

- Reading times were affected primarily by th-e n-=ber of
graduation ma-rs, and were anaffectfd by scale factor-

Comparison Among Studies

Data generated by Churchill or Kelso ca.n only he directl-2
compared for the vertical scales. Any comparison of the data
produced by the two researchers, however, indicates a lack of
consistency, even considering that the two employed sone-what
different reading accuracy criteria. In two studies, Churchill
found that interpolation error was minimized when about one inch
of scale distance separated adjacent graduation marks. This
finding held for display reading times of approximately 0.5 cr
1.7 seconds. Kelso, on the other hand, has shown that interpola-
tion error is minimized when about 0.19 inches of scale distance
separated adjacent graduation marks. This rather marked,
apparent reduction in graduation mark separation, hom:ever,
appears to have been achieved at the expense of display readin7
time since Kelso reports that associated mean reading tines
varied between 3.6 and 4.6 seconds. Additionally, Kelso's data
are not in close agreement with prior research (e.g., Refs. 115
and 190) which has shown that reading accuracy improved with the
addition of graduation marks, provided that the numbers of marks
produce neither clutter nor confusing scale subdivision units.
Once again it may be suspected that the exceptionally long
display reading times reported by Kelso may have been a direct
contributor in this respect. Finally, data reported by either
Churchill or Kelso are in total disagreement with similar data
generated within the context of circular scale displays. As
noted previously, interpolation accuracy for circular scale
displays ceases to shco any meaningful improvement for distances
between minor graduation marks .uch in excess of 0.50 to 0.75
inches. Findings published by Carr and Garner, however, are in
close agreement with circular scale data.

In light of the degree of inconsistency found among the
data dealing with the design of either vertical or horizontal
scales for maximum readability, it would appear that it is still
necessary to experimentally verify that new vertical or horizon-
tal scales are designed to meet specified readability req'uire-
ments, at least when scale interpolation is anticipated.
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C... ...CFC- ..ADING CUES

it '-as long been recognized that certain additions to basic
scales assist the operator in identifying out of tolerance or
undesirable values of a paraeter. Perhaps one of the nost
well-known such checkreading cue is the comand index of the
type frez:ently used on vertical tape flight data displays. It
has also been pointed out (Ref. 230) that 'he use of -tIhe color
can facilitate a qualitative checkreading task. Typically, red
is used to indicate a danger condition, yellow indicates
caution, and green is used to indicate normal or acceptable
performance. As noted in-the report section titled INFOP-MATION
CODING, however, the use of color may not be necessary in
electronic flight data displays. Consequently, the use of color
"for checkreading cues should be approached with caution, and
then only after other coding techniques have teen exhausted.

The remaining coding technique which has application in
providing checkreading cues is shape coding. Typical (Refs. 230,
247 and 360) shape coding recommendations which have potential
application to electronic flight data display scales include the
following: a cross-hatched or angularly striped area to denote
an undesirable condition; a sawtoothed-edged area to denote a
dangerous vibration condition; a thick line running perpendicu-
lar to graduation marks to indicate. normal operating range; an
uncoded interval between a normal operating range code and
danger condition code to indicate an inefficient operating
condition.

No hard and fast, quantitative rule exist fcr assisting
the display designer in determining when to use shape coding on
scales. Similarly, no studies were identified which explored
design factors for shape codes in the context of electronically
generated displays.

RESEARCH RECOV•DATIONS

Although numerous experimental investigations have ad-
dressed design considerations for scale readability, it is
apparent that additional research is required. Research re-cuire-
mentS Lý .... or three primary considerations. First, prior
applica]:e research conducted in electromechanical display
contexts has frequently produced inconclusive and occasionally
contradictory findings. Consequently, there is not a solid base
from which to generalize to the electronic display nedium. A
second consideration is that scale legibility research has not
always produced the type of data -which is most useful in making
design tradeoff decisions. Much of the research done to date
has centered around identifying the combinations of scale desian
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factors which produce maxinu precision of scale 2ezibiiit.
:>ne nust ask, however, Ia-1 legibilitv for what? "a...
Darameters of inform-ation displayed in the cockpit must be read
only to pre-specified tolerance levels, and there are =arkedk
voids in knowledge regarding the effects of cor-binations of
scale design factors relating to operationally-based legcihi -:I
requirements, including both accuracy and time. Finally, =c
research studies were fond, eithe.. past or on-g-ing, wnich
directly investigated scale lecibilit" in an electronic display:
context. The closest studies involved transilluninated disnla:
techniques such as rear-projection of stimulus materials, bu.
even these techniques have not addressed Problems with resolatic.
or oontrast ratio.

All of the research recomnendations identified belo ass=_-e
straight scales, both vertical and horizontal. Furthermore,
linear scales are assued, as are proper numbering sche-mes for
scale intervals and the use of a suitable numeric font and size.
Finally, an electronically generated direct view display and a
28-inch viewing distance are assumed. Several categories of
research follow.

Scale Shape

There is sufficient evidence in the literature to indicate
that readability data generated using either a vertical or a
horizontal scale may not be directly generalizable to the other
scale orientation. Consequently, each research topic discussed
below should be investigated for both display orientations.

Aperture Size

Aperture size refers to the total range of scale which is
visible. There is evidence to indicate that aperture size may
have an impact upon both the speed and accuracy with which
straight scales can be read. However, there are no data which
investigate the effects of a wide range of aperture sizes upon
either speed or accuracy of scale readings. It is reco mended,
therefore, that aperture sizes ranging from two to eight inches
be investigated for their influence upon scale reading times and
reading errors.

Readline Configuration s

The readline, or fixed reference against which a scale is
read, merits at least some !.xploratory investigation, even if
only in the context of verifying that assumed readline con-
figurations will provide acceptable scale legibility. The
problem appears less -3ronounced for readlines which are physical1
ly part of the display, such as those painted on the display
face. When, however, readlines are electronically generated, it
is mandat~ry that the readline be conspicuous and easily dis-
criminable from other display symbology. In this regard, the
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area, stroke width, or geometric form of the readline is
narticularly important. Indeed, a ver-y" meaningful comparison
would involve painted versus electronically generated readlines
ccn-figurations. Additionally, contrast ratio .- cuirements must

established for readlines just as they must yet be esta -
lished for other display sy.mbologq. Similarly, resolution
".,ari-a:1es including band'idth, nur-er of active raster lines,
or snot (emitter) size for digitally addressed displays require
exa-ination. Because scales are used for making both quantita-
tive readings and for checkreading, it would be highly desirable
to investigate the effects of reading characteristics for both
types of tasks. Reading error rate, error magnitude, and
readina ti-e are relevant indices of performance.

Stroke -Width and L-en• -th. of Scale Markinas

Human factors reco.mendations and Military Standards exist
for lengths and stroke widths of scale markings only for electrc-
mechanical displays. None exist, nowever, for electronically
aenerated flight display-s. It has been demonstrated that
variations in stroke width can i.-., act upon the precision with
wnich scale values can be interpolated. Indeed, because many
electronically generated display; elements frequently are
comprised of' line segments, it would be appropriate to investi-
gate scale markings within the more general context of line
dimensions. Either way, the following display variables require
exploration: Factorc of resolution including as appropriate
bandwidth, number and width of raster lines, or spot (emitter)
size. Again, contrast ratio requirements remain to be estab-
lished for the spectru- of cockpit ambient briaht-nesses, eye
adaptation levels, and display background brightnesses which may
be anticipated.

Line Dimension

Within this general context of variables, it appears
reasonable to investigate line stroke widths ranging from 0.015
to 0.10 inches. For application to the construction of scales,
line lengths ranging from 0.10 to 0.75 inches should be explored
with the objective of identifying three readily discriminable
line lengths for use as major, intermediate an-inor graduation
marks. Longer line lengths up to 1il inches also should be
investiated with the objective of identifying not only strokewidth recuirezents, but also display system requirements for ease

of legibilit'y and discri-inability. Finally, it is recommended
that the line dimension research described above include various
orientations of the lines and scales on the display face up to
90 degrees from vertical in order to provide data on the
com-bined influences of resolution, emitter shape, bandwidth,
contrast ratio, etc., upon line dimension reqairements through-
out the total range of aircraft roll attitudes. Experimental
tasks shc:ld include discrimination a.onc lines of various
lenztn- :n a -av scale context, scale reading to the nearest



graduation mark, scale interpolation, and vernier acuity as a
function of line orientation. Appropriate performance indices
are: prcbability of reading error, probability of reading error
of pre-selected magnitudes based upon scale reading performance
requirements, and display reading time.

Spacing of Graduation Marks

When graduation marks are not adequately separated, scale
clutter occurs, and scale reading performance deteriorates.
Experimental evidence generated using simulated electromechanical
displays indicates that the effects of clutter may beccme
apparent when graduation marks are separated by less than 0.04
inches. Electronically generated display images, however, may
not be characterized by the high degree of resolution inherent
in printed display scales. Accordingly, spacing between
graduation marks requires at least limited investigation if cnli
to identify the limits of display scale crowding or clutter
beyond which operator performance can be expected to suffer.
Graduation mark spacing from 0.04 to 0.25 inches should be
explored in the context of a scale reading task which requires
the operator only to read the scale to the nearest scale marking.
Probability of error and reading time data are required. This
research topic should assume that suitable basic line dimension
criteria have been established, as well as legibility contrast
ratio requirements, and should be based solely upon establishing
criteria of scale clutter in relation to display system
resolution.

Scale Factor

The area in which straight scale legibility research is
most lacking and where the greatest conflicts amng existing
data occur is with regard to the required spacing between
adjacent graduation marks necessary to produce pre-specified
accuracies in scale interpolation tasks. Based upon research
conducted with actual or simulated electromechanical displays,
it would appear that quick and accurate reading of scales to
the nearest graduation mark can be accomplished when graduation
marks are spaced at least 0.10 inches apart. However, it is to
be expected that accuracy of interpolation would not be precise
with this scale factor.

The performance data which the designer needs relate to the
probability of the pilot's consistently making scale readings to
a specified degree of precision. For example, the designer who
is charged with designing the heading scale for a flight direct-
or display may be concerned with identifying the scale factor
which will ensure that the pilot will be able to read heading to
+ 0.5 degrees 90% of the time. In this example, it can be noted
that the hypothetical designer is not, for example, asking:
"What scale factor will provide absolutely the highest degree of
precision in reading heading from a horizontal scale?" It is
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recommended, therefore, that scale factor research be conducted,
but with the objective of establishing probability of reading
error for a family of pre-selected reading accuracy require-
ments. Additionally, it is recommended that controlled display
reading times of 500 and 1,000 milliseconds be used in addition
to subject-paced display readings. With these values in mind,
it is recommended that research be accomplished in order to
identify and quantify effects of the following scale design
variables:

- Scale orientation, including both vertical and
horizontal.

- Distance separating minor graduation marks,
ranging from 0.10 to 1.50 inches.

- Contrast ratios required to maximize display
reading performance for all combinations of the
variables above.
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SECTION VII

FACTORS AFFECTING VISUAL ACUITY

INTRODUCTION

Visual acuity is operationally defined as the reclprczz7. or
the angle in minutes of arc subtended by the snallest deta:`
which can be resolved by the human eye under a given set of viEw-
ing conditions. Values of visual acuity vary as a frnctlýn c:
the type of visual target presented, the type of display systern
used to present it, the environmental conditions unrcer which it
is viewed, and the method of measurement employed. Five : eas.res
of acuity are cowmonly used (minimum visible, minur tperce-taz..e,
minimum separable, vernier and steroscopic). Minir'ur separable
acuity is the measure most useful for display design p-'r7cses.
Minimum separable acuity is defined as the minimum a:..;.z of
separation necessary for two light sources (or twc non-ltz-inous
images, i.e., parallel bars) to be perceived as distinct cbtec5s.

Poole (Ref. 268) states that if the average engineer is
asked to specify the limits of visual acuity for the hur-an eye,
the figure one minute of arc will automatically be elicited, but
without any qualifying circumstances. Technically, this value
refers to the generally accepted resolving power of the eye and
not to the human visual system's performance with specific types
of tasks. Actually, however, the eye can detect visual stinuli
as small as one second of arc, with approximately 14 seconds of
arc being reliably reported under normal viewing conditions (the
size of crosshairs on binoculars). But, detecting is different
from resolving (identifying). The human eye, under ideal
conditions, can resolve details as small as 0.30 seconds of arc.
However, the eye is not an ideal optical system and does not
normally view stimuli under ideal conditions. For this reason,
the normalized value of one minute of visual arc is commonly
accepted as the minimum resolvable limit of the eye. But, this
value is invalid unless the operational and envirormental
conditions to which it is to be applied ate specified.

The eye has no well defined single limit of total image
size that can be perceived as most other imaging systems do.
Instead, there is a very small area of maximum resoluticn known
as the fovea which covers a visual angle of approximately two
degrees in any direction from the visual axis. This area is
surrounded by an area of rapidly decreasing resolution,
extending out to fairly wide angles (35-40 degrees). It is
consequently necessary for the eye to scan from one fixation
point to another in order to resolve an ii-age larger than that
which is included in the four degree central cone. The reauire-
ment to scan, in turn, limits the amount of information that can
be presented at one fixation point, as the amount of detail
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resolved is a function of viewing time. In a given unit of
viewing time, the detail that can be resolved may be increased
(or decreased) by varying the luminance output of the display
(taraet, surround and background), contrast (both hue and
brightness), and the adaptation level of the eye. The latter
three parameters, in turn, interact to influence the aberration
effects of the eye itself (spherical and chromatic).

A basic understanding of the parameters affecting visual
acuity and an appreciation of the interaction of these parameters
allows greater freedom for the display designer. If it is
remembered that any information display consists of both the
electronic flight display equipment and the visual system of the
observer, and that the visual system limitations will limit the
total system performance just as much as will the display equip-
ment resolution, then judicious trade-offs can be made among the
display parameters to optimize use of the observer's visual
acuity. Evidence of the lack of this understanding is found in
the fact that displays have been built with resolution greater
than the eye can appreciate (high resolution CRT-type displays).
Conversely, displays have been built which have actually degraded
the observer's visual abilities (early first generation color
CRT's). The task at hand then, is to relate the data from the
area of visual acuity to the researcher in the area of display
resolution; but it must be related in a manner that comprehendable
to both areas. Once this 'communication gap' is bridged the
road will be opened for more fruitful and efficacious exploration
of both areas

The basic visual acuity factors to be examined include:

1. Luminance level - The effect of varying the background,
target or surround luminance level while holding other factors
constant.

2. Contrast ratio - The effects of varying hue and
brightness contrast on visual acuity.

3. Viewing time - How viewing time affects the above factors.

4. Adaptation level - How the level of eye adaptation
interacts with luminance level and contrast to affect acuity.

5. Aberration Effects - How the above factors interact to
degrade visual Ferformance.

6. Dynamic Acuity - What the effects of target and/or
observer motion are on basic acuity.

7. Retinal Image Location - The effects of varying viewing
angle and retinal image location on acuity.
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Although these factors are examined individually, it must
ze rne-erered that they are not isolated linear functions. All
cf the abcve factors are interrelated and one cannot be
addressed wit-hout considering it's effects on other parameters.
Yhe interaction of factors is more important, as far as visual
acuity is concerned, than the range of variation of any single
Fara•-eter. It must also be remembered that most of the data
presented here were derived from studies conducted under 'ideal'
cr laboratory conditions; the greater percent of which used
white light to illuminate dark symbols viewed against light
backarounds. Few, if any, of the "eeformance deteriorating
environmental factors (vibration, stress, visual fatigue) were
present. Consequently, the data presented are for 'ideal'
conditions. With the exception of one or two studies, little
experimentation has been done under actual 'operational'
conditicns (Figure 89).

L•MINANCE LEVEL

Visual acuity varies directly as a function of the luminance
level of the display being observed. Luminance level also
interacts with a number of other display parameters (contrast
ratio, eye adaptation, emitted hue, and aberration effects) to
indirectly affect acuity. This interaction effect will be
addressed later in this section. First, however, the two
prinary display luminance sources will be discussed; display
background luminance and display surround illumination.

Background Luminance

The curve in Figure 90 is an average drawn through the data
from six separate investigations of visual acuity as a function
of display background luminance. These data are derived from
foveal viewing of light targets on uniformly illuminated white
backgrounds. It is seen that visual acuity increases rapidWy as
the luminance increases in the middle range of values (from 0.01
to 100 nillilambert or log = -2 to log = 2). Above this point,
the curve does not rise as rapidly, although it continues to
increase.

Luxeriberg and Kuehn (Ref. 226) report a study conducted by
Lythgoe (Ref. 227) in which the Landolt Ring was used at varying
orientations to obtain visual acuity data as a function of
l=Tninance level. The results of this study are plotted in
Figure 91. The target (dark) was viewed against a white back-
:round and the entire visual field (with the exception of the
-ghest luminance level) was kept approximately equal to the
background. The observer's eyes were adapted to each luminance
level prior to measurement and the criterion for the determination
of the opening location was taken as nine correct responses out
cf 16 trials.
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hecht and Mintz (Ref. 161) reported a study in which they
maasured visual acuity as a function of different illumination
levels. Their results indicated that the highest illumination
level (100 FL-L) produced visual acuity fine enough to detect
stiruli as small as 0.5 second of arc. This finding is
particularly interesting in light of the fact that microscopic
studie3 (Ref. 269) have shown that individual rod and cone
elements are iruch larger than this. They are, in fact, approxi-
mately 30 seconds of arc (1.5 to 2.5 microns). Morgan and
Stellar (ief. 248) have attempted to explain this phenomiena by
pointing out that the actual pattern of the stimulus on the
retina is many times the size of the visual object that can be
seen. Light passing through the eye diffracts in the ocular
nedia so that the image in the retina is a somewhat enlarged
and distorted version of the original stimuli. The authors
suggest that a stimulus on the order of 0.5 seconds of arc may
stimulate as many as three or four cones.

Geldard (Ref. 130) suggests that both rods and cones vary
among themrselves with respect to threshold. At the lowest
illumination levels, only a few rods are stimulated. Since
these rods probably have a chance distribution, Lhis amounts to
a sparse functional population of rods resulting in a "grainy"
image. As light intensity increases, more and more rods have
their thresholds passed, bringing a greater number into play and
consequently reducing the average distance between functional
receptors and the apparent grainy effect. At a certain point
(acuity of approximately 0.1 mm) cone threshold is reached and
the cones replace rods as functional receptors. At this point,
vision is best foveally and improves steadily with increasing
illumination. Only when the threshold of all the cones have
been passed will further increases in illumination be ineffective
in increasing acuity. If the illumination is excessively high,
all the cones are stimulated maximally due to the reflectance
and this results in "glare".

The data presented in Figure 92 were compiled by Chapanis
(Ref. 62) and shows the effect of background luminance over a
range from 0.0001 Ft. L. to 100 Ft. L. As Chapanis pointed
out, the two graphs compare favorably at the low luminance ends,
however, agreement is fissing at the upper luminance ends. This
fact could almost be predicted from the two experimental methods
used. The data on the left were obtained from long exposure
tines (three seconds or more) while the data on the right were
obtained from short exposure periods (0.17 second per exposure).
As is seen in the section on viewing time, visual acuity is a
function of viewing time. Even with the experimental difference
and the differing results, these graphs tend to indicate the
trend visual acuity follows as the background luminance is
increased.
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Figure 93 indicates the effects of background luminance on
the different types of visual acuity. As is seen in this figure,
minimum separable acuity is most influenced by increasing the
background luminance. The data presented in this figure were
collected from a number of sources (Ref. 286) and indicate the
relationship of the different types of acuity as well as the
general ranges for each. It is noted, however, that the'data
were collected by studies using widely varying experimental
methods, limited subject populations, limited l,,,inance ranges
and in some instances different measurement techniques (Ref. 245).
The data are, however, useful in predicting trends in acuity as
a function of acuity.

There appears to be a decisive lack of concrete data relating
visual acuity to backgrcund luminance as a function of the many
display variables associated with electronic flight displays. A
comprehensive multi-parametric examination of this function
appears warranted in light of the many unique and as yet
unexamined parameters found in airborne electronic displays.
Until these desired data are obtained, however, the trends present
in the above reported studies may serve as a guide. Careful
evaluation of all the electronic display parameters expected to
affect acuity must also be conducted in examining acuity as a
function of background luminance (brightness contrast, hue
contrast, size of target and display, ambient illumination levels,
eye adaptation level, etc.) for electronic flight displays.

Surround Luminance

The display surround illumination level (luminance of area
immediately around display and extending outward in visual
field) has a significant effect on visual acuity and the
visibility of targets in the display itself. In an early study,
Cobb (Ref. 73) confirmed his earlier work with Geissler (Ref. 74)
by showing that both contrast sensitivity and visual acuity
depend significantly upon the surround-to-background brightness
ratio. The above authors found that as the ratio rose above
unity, the visual threshold rose rapidly and to a large extent;
and as the ratio dropped below unity, the threshold also rose,
but much more slowly and over a more limited range. The
smallest visual acuity values were found at or near surround-to-
background ratios of one. In their experiment, Cobb and Geissler
used a rectangular test patch which subtended a visual angle of
1.5 degrees by 2.25 degrees at the eye and which was viewed from
a distance of 28 inches. To measure contrast, the rectangles
were divided in half, each half differing in brightness. One
half remained at a constant brightness, while the other half
was varied to determine threshold. For the visual acuity
determination, both halves were adjusted to the same brightness
and served as the display background. The brightness of this
background was varied with the brightness of a larger (3 ft. by
3 ft.) surround to arrive at the surround-to-background ratios,
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while two black parallel bars provided the critical detail hizh
the four subjects had to discriniinate. In all cases the cuter
edges of the background field coincided with the inner edge cf
the suw:jund field.

Lythgoe (Ref. 227) examining the effects of the greater.
surround on acuity, conducted a study with considerably more
detail. He used black Landolt rings as targets with outside
diameters varying from 2 to 30 min. of arc (0.4 to 6.0 mrin. of
arc gaps). The Landolt rings were centered on 1 degree by 2
degree white rectangular backgrounds illuminated with 12.6
Ft. Lamberts of illumination. Surround bright-ness was varied
from 0.0 to 38.1 Ft. Lamberts. His results indicated that
varying the surround brightness from 0 to 1/100 or 1/10 ' the
background brightness progressively increased visual acu y
while further increases in surround brightness to the le-. 1 of
background brightness caused a slight drop in aciiity. A ry
pronounced drop in acuity occurred with furtuher increases
surround brightness (Figures 94, 95, and 96).

In 1926, Holiday (Ref. 169) provided experimental data
concerning the effect of point source of glare on target
visibility as a function of background size and brightness. He
then related these data to the effects of surround-to-background
brightness relationship (for extended surround) by neans of a
prediction equation. The principle points of his findings were:
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Figure 94. Threshold Visual Angle as Determined by Brichtness
of Greater Surround. (After Lythgoe, Ref. 227)
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1. The effects on acuity of multiple sources of glare are
additive; that is two or more glare zources having the sia!e
angular separation from the visual axis have the same effect on
contrast sensitivity as a single glare source placed at the
same angular distance, provided the latter produced the sar.e
illumination at the eye as the former two sources.

2. The glare source produced an effect on contrast
sensitivity proportional to the illumination it produced on the
eye and approximately inversely proportional to the square of
its angular separation from the line of sight to the target.

3. Any effect from a glare source could be duplicated by
substituting a veiling illumination of suitable brightness on
the rest of the visual field. This factor led Holiday to
conclude that the eye's adaptation level resulting frco. the
glare source was the controlling factor and that glare effects
could be measured and specified by determining the equivalent
brightness of the background (filling the remainder of the
visual field) that had the same effect as the glare source on
the eye's contrast sensitivity.

From the above, Holiday reasoned that a uniformly lighted
bright surround could be considered an infinite number of tiny
glare sources, each emitting the same luminous flux per unit area
as the uniform surround. Based on these conclusions, he proposed
an integrated formula for the computation (for a given surround-
background relationship) of the adaptation brightness of the eye
(full field brightness necessary to yield the same contrast
sensitivity). With this 'adaptation brightness' calculated, one
can refer to experimentally determined target contrast threshold
versus background brightness curves without glare to find the
contrast required for threshold detectability under those
surround conditions.

Moon and Spencer (Ref. 245) completed the mathematical
expression of the relationship proposed by Holiday. In their
version for a circular surround brighter than the circular
background (1.0 degrees visual angle), the factor (BA/BB) by
which background brightness must be multiplied to obtain the
equivalent adaptation level of the eye is:

BS BS
BA/BB = (1.006 - 0.0006 BS )•- 0.0192 ( - B Q

sin 2e,
where: Q 201 - C. (20i)

BA = equivalent adaptation brightness
BB = background brightness
BS = surround brightness
01 = angle between visual axis and inner border

of surround (where 20 > 1.50)
Ci = the cosine integral
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This formulation assumes that the outside diameter of the
surround subtends at least 114.0 degrees (2 radians), beyond
which the effects are considered negligible. Little (if any)
direct verification of this prediction equation have been
performed. Ireland (Ref. 179) suggests that some of the
individual assumptions on which it is based, however, have been
tested (Refs. 255 and 325).

Ireland conducted a study to experimentally examine the
':alidity of the Moon and Spencer's prediction equation (which
had not been done prior). Projected Landolt Rings'subtending
a visual angle of 9.65 min. of arc with gaps subtending 1.93
min. of arc were used in the experiment and the target bright-
ness were varied (0.1 to 0.7 log units) with exposure time
limited to 1.0 second. The subject's eyes were 89 inches from
the background screen. Subjects were instructed to depress one
of eight buttons corresponding to the location of the detected
Landolt Ring gap. Table 57 summarizes the experimental back-
ground-to-surround ratios used in the study.

Figure 97 indicates that the threshold increases with
increases in the surround brightness-to-background brightness
ratio abovel0:l (log = 1/1 = 0). All thresholds for BS/BB ratios
of 57:1 and 100:1 were higher than those obtained from smaller
ratios, and all differences were statistically significant.
This figure also indicates a slight tendency for the threshold
to increase as the BS/BB ratio decreases from 1:1 to 0:1,
although the decrease was not significant. Ireland concludes
from the data that:

I. For surrounds brighter than the background, the contrast
threshold is fairly sensitive to the surround-to-background ratio
and that the increase in a sub3ect's contrast threshold appears
to be proportional to'the increase in the surround brightness.
This appears to conform to Holiday's findinigb with point-glare
sources whose effect also appear to be proportional to their
brightness. The following formulation is suggested for threshold
contrastof a given background brightness, with surround-to-
background ratios greater than one:

C' = C (0.9815 + 0.015 BS
ref BB

BS
where: C' = threshold contrast for a given ratio, B > 1

C threshold contrast when BS/BB = 1
LS surround brightness

BB = background brightness
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2. The results indicate that surrounds considerably
darker than the background may also adversely affect visual
performance (raises the threshold). Visual acuity iS reduced
progressively with increasingly darker surround.

3. From a practical standpoint, the results of this
experiment establish a basis for the specifying of increased
display contrast requirements when the area surrounding the
display is substantially brighter than the background of the
display.

In general visual acuity is best when te eyes of the
observer are adapted to the brightness level of the display
background. However, acuity is reduced when the eyes are
adapted to the background and the background brightness is lower
than the brightness of the greater surround brightness. Like-
wise, a reduction in acuity is experienced when the background
brightness is considerably brighter than the general surround
brightness.

EFFECTS OF CONTRAST

Luminance contrast, which is the measure of how greatly the
target luminance (Bt) differs from the background luminance (Bb),
directly influence the minimur visual angle of a target that can
be detected. This relationship is expressed by the following
ratio devised by Blackwell (Ref. 32) and is plotted in Figure 98.

=Bb - Bt
B Bb

Contrast can vary from zero to 100% for targets darker than
their background and from zero to infinity for targets lighter
than their background. This relationship can in turn be directly
influenced by the amount of ambient illumination incident to the
display surface (see Section on contrast), absorption-reflection
characteristics of the display surface, the symbol and background
luminance emitted by the display itself, the hue of the emitted
luminance, the eyes adaptation level and several other lesser
considerations. In general, however, the higher the contrast
ratio at a given background luminance level, the smaller the
target size (measured in minutes of visual angle subtended) that
can be detected. Figure 98 is the classical graphical presenta-
tion of this relationship (from Blackwell, Ref. 32). The
discontinuity apparent at about the 0.003 millilambert position
marks the transition from rod to cone vision.
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It must be pointed out that the information presented in
Figure 98 are the data for 50% probability of detection. In most
practical situations, a higher probability of detection is
required (95-10.0%). This value can be estimated by multiplying
the contrast ratio for the 50% threshold data by three (Ref. 58).
Additionally, these data are for minimum perceptable size and not
for minimum separable. No valid data are available for minimum
separable values as a function of contrast. It should be
remembered that the values derived from these conversions are
"rules of thumb' only and not precise values.

Figure 99 presents somewhat similar data for luminance
contrast thresholds presented in a different format. In this
presentation, variations in the luminance contrast threshold
(, B/B, where B is luminance) are shown as a function of back-
ground luminance and target size. -, (Pupil diameter is indicated
as it varies with luminance level). Two distinct relationships
can be observed in this figure:

1) As the background luminance is reduced, the visual
target must be a great deal darker or lighter than their
background to be detected.

2) At any given luminance level, smaller objects must have
greater contrast than larger objects to be equally detectable.
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The data presented in this graph were derived from
subjects with knowledge of target location prior to exposure of
the target and the exposure times themselves were varied (0.05
to 0.5 sec.).

Figure 99 also indicates that acuity is affected by
contrast and background brightness. Carel (Ref. 58) suggests
that in the case of skeletal displays (hUD type displays or
outline VSD displays), the requirement is not only that the thin
line elements be visible, but that read-out accuracy be maintained
by requiring that the separation between two elements be
visually resolved when the separation is equal to a line width.
For this reason, Carel suggests that the information contained
in these graphs be used to estimate the minimum required
brightness and contrast for electronic displays.

DIRECTION OF CONTRAST

It is worth noting that there is a distinct difference
between the smallest bright target on a dark background that can
be detected and the smallest dark target on a bright background
that can be detected. Figure 100 indicates the effect of
direction of contrast on the ability to discriminate bars. The
measure of resolution used is the smallest distance two bars
could be separated and still be seen as separate. It is observed
that as the level of retinal illumination increased beyond
approximately 3.2 photons (0.5 log units or .34 millilamberts
with pupil diameter = 2 mm), the eyes ability to discriminate
between the two bars deteriorated instead of improving, for the
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Figure 99. Visual Acuity as a Function of Contrast#
(After Carel, Ref. 58)
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brighter bar against the dark background. However, with dark
bars on. light background, acuity continues to increase with
increasing luminance.

There are data indicating that dark targets considerably
smaller than those plotted in the above graph can be detected.
Hecht, Ross, and Mueller (Ref. 160) produced data indicating
this and also indicating that the shape of the target affects
the minimum size that can be detected. They suggest that a thin
wire with a diameter of 0. 51 second of arc and a length of 60
minutes of arc can be seen silhouetted against a sky of about
2,000 Ft. Lamberts 95% of the time,- whereas a dark square
silhouetted against the same sky must be only 18 seconds of arc
on each side to be seen 95% of the time. The authors remarked
that the square is more efficient as a target since the total
angular area of the squ~are is only one-third that of the wire.

Figure 101 shows the effect of the area of a rectangular
stimulus on threshold contrast (B/B) for 5 ratios of length
to width of rectangles. Generally, with large areas, threshold
ocontrasts for fixed areas decreases as the shape. approaches a
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*Indicates Length/Width Ratios of Figures.

square. When the total angular area of the target approaches
100 win 2 , shape becomes unimportant as a determinent of minimum
detectable size. The data presented in Figure 101 are. for 75%
probability of detection of a dark target against a light
background.

Baker and Grether (Ref. 12) state that there is no known
lower limit of visual angle for bright targets against a dark
background_(s•imil4r to night viewing conditions). They state,
for example, that the Star Mira is clearly visible at night and
that it subtends a visual angle of only 0.056 second of arc.

McLean (Ref. 231) conducted a study to examine the effect
of color contrast versus brightness contrast, brightness
contrast values, and contrast direction. Twenty-four visually
screened subjects viewed three inch diameter dials at a
distance of 18 inches. The dials were mounted on cardboard
and illumination on their surface measured 32 Ft. Candles. Each
subject viewed 78 dials (6 practice and 72 experimental) with
each card having one of the 72 possible color combinations on
it. Pointer position, contrast value and contrast direction
were counter-balanced. The task required rapid and accurate
identification of the pointer position.
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The results of this study indicate that the effect of color
contrast and brightness contrast are dependent upon the direction
of the contrast. The light-dark contrast direction apparently
facilitates the legibility of color contrast combinations
relative to brightness contrasts (Figure 102). Conversely,
brightness contrast is superior for the dark-light contrast
direction.

The direction of contrast is also an important factor in
the detection of fine detail in visual targets. Schmidt (Ref.
290) plotted typical examples of fine detail detection (Figure
103) giving visual acuity limits for targets either brighter or
darker than their backgrounds for different background luminanceconditions. These curcs allow predictions of estimated visual
acuity for the discrimination of the shape of targets of known
luminance on a background of known luminance, to the luminance
to which the eye of the observer is adapted. The visual acuity
values listed correspond to the visual angles subtended by the
critical detail which was required for the distinction of a
square from a circle of equal area, but when size was varied.

It is seen in the above discussion that display contrast
(and the direct of contrast) is a prime consideration in the
determination of visual acuity. In general (witf, other factors
held constant), the higher the contrast between the visual target
and the display background, the smaller the visual angle required
for detection and identification of detail. At low luminance
levels, bright targets on dark displays generally produce greater
visual acuity, while with hiot luminance levels (daylight
conditions) dark objects on light backgrounds produce greater
acuity. The display background luminance is less important in

0
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Figure 102. Effects of the Interaction Between Color and
Brightness Contrast with Direction of Contrast on Reading Time.

(After McLean, Ref. 231)
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determininq visual acuity than the contrast between the background
and tCe target. For contrast ratio recommendations, see section
on legi: ,ility contrast requirements.

The above recommendations and findings were based on studies
conducted with white light under laboratory conditions.
Additionally, in most instances, small subject populations were
used and consequently little reliability'can be expected between
studies. The early work by Blackwell in the area of contrast haz
prevailed for a quarter of a century with little in the way of
validation studies being performed. In light of current display
technology (high-luminance emission, multi-colored, high
irforn.ition density computer assist-d) the feasibility of
gereralizing these earlier low-light level achromatic data to
the newer generation of displays must be questioned. It is time
for a new series of studies on contrast utilizing current
display technology and condicted under airborne operational
conditions.

EYE ADAPTATION LEVEL

The smallest visual detail that can be instantaneously
resolved upon viewing an electronic display is a function of the
adaptation level of the eyes of the observer at the time of
viewing the display. A number of factors interact to affect
this adaptation level and include:

1. The duration of the exposure to the pre-adapting
luminance.

2. The average intensity of the pre-adapting
luminance.

3. The size, shape, contrast cordition and view. g
time of the object being viewed.

4. The spectral characteristics of the pre-adapting
luminance and the emitted luminance of the
display.

5. The foveal area stimulated by the visual target.

6. Individual differences among observers.

When the eyes of the observer have been adapted to the
lumirnance level of the surround (ambient illumination level) and
then are fixated on a less bright (darker) display surface, the
luminance level that is just visible upon viewing the display is
defined as the instantaneous threshold. Figure 104 graphs the
instantaneous threshold as a function of the pre-adapting
luminance. It is observed that the curve is relatively straight
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except at the higher luminance levels where factors other than
adaptation are present (glare-effect, aberration, pupil enlarge-
ment). These data were collected using a black square subtending
a visual angle of 10 minutes and viewed against a light back-
ground. The eight subjects were pre-adapted to the indicated
luminance level (time period not specified) prior to exposure to
the test targets. The data are for simple light detection tasks
and as a consequence do not permit a prediction of the instanta-
neous visual acuity threshold, which would require the
discrimination of form. An approximate 100 to I ratio exists
between pre-adapting luminance level and the instantaneous
threshold level. For example, an observer adapted to a luminance
of 1.0 mL can see a 10 minute square target about 100th as bright
immediately after the pre-adapting luminance is turned off.

Exposure of the eyes to relatively high brightness levels
for approximately 2.5 minutes will produce, for al] practical
purposes, a "steady-state" of adaptation to that level. This
in effect, means that longer periods of pre-exposure to the
higher luminance levels will have little further effect on the
immediate sensitivity of the eye. Shorter periods of pre-
exposure, however, affect the sensitivity of the eye proportion-
ately less. Figure 105 indicates this relationship. For any
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Figure 105. Rate of Loss of Dark Adaptation after Exposure
to Light. (Adapted from Mote and Riopelle, Ref. 249)

given pre-exposure duration, the value of the ordinate is used
as a multiplier of the exposure brightness to give the steady-
state adaptation level of the eye. For example, if the eye is
exposed to 2,000 millilamberts (approximate daylight brightness)
for 15 seconds, the eye has a sensitivity loss equivalent to
that of being exposed to 200 millilamberts (15/150 x 2,000 mL)
for 150 seconds or more. These adjusted values then can be used
with Figure l(N to obtain an estimate of the instantaneous
threshold. The values derived from this 'raph will be
approximations only.

Not only does the period of pre-adaptation affect the
sensitivity loss, but it also appears to affect the rate of
re-adaptation to the display luminance. Chapanis (Ref. 62)
reports the results of a study by Haig (Ref. 152) which indicates
that following a very short period of pre-adaptation to higher
luminance levels, the rate of re-adaptation to the display
luminance level is more rapid than with longer exposures to the
pre-adaptation level (Figure 106). In other words, if the
observer is completely adapted to the surround illumination
level, a longer period of time will be required to adapt to the
luminance level of the display, while if the surround adaptation
is only partially accomplished, readjustment to the display
luminance level will be much more rapid.
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In terms of the visual acuity of the individual, the greater
the adaptation period required:

1) The larger in size the target must be in order for it to
be instantaneously detected (or identified), or

2) the longer the period of adaptation 'blindness'
resulting from the inability to detect the smaller targets.

The data in Figure 106 above were obtained from a pre-
adaptation luminance level of 447 millilamberts with pre-exposure
periods ranging from 0.1 to 10 minutes. The data is from one
subject viewing dark targets subtending 10 minutes of visual arc
and viewed against a light background (luminance threshold
determined by the method of limits. That is by starting stimulus
intensity below threshold and increasing it until threshold is
passed and vice versa). Unfortunately, this appears to be the
only valid study examining this parameter.

The time required for dark adaptation decreases rapidly as
the luminance intensity of the pre-adapting light is decreased.
Chapanis (Ref. 62) reports a study conducted by Haig (Ref. 152)
in which seven different levels of pre-adaptation luminances
were used (4,700, 2090, 1150, 447, 44, 20 and 4 millilamberts)
with exposure times of four minutes. The results of this study
are presented in Figure 107.

Ketchell (Ref. 203) reports the results of a study by Craik
(Ref. 92) in which the effects of adaptation level on acuity were
studied. Craik used a 16 degree adapting field, a test field
exposure period of 2 seconds, and a method of limits to determine
the resolution threshold for a double-line test object of
variable size. Test field luminance and eight adaptation levels
used ranged from 0.001 to 10,000 Ft. Lamberts. Craik reported
that acuity was best under conditions of approximate equality
between adapting and test field luminance in the range of 10 to

.10,000 Ft Lamberts. Acuity was reported to be considerably less
when the test field (equivalent to display background) and the
adaptation luminance level differ by 3 log units or more. It is
observed in Figure 108 that when the test field and the adapta-
tion level are equal, (10,000 Ft. Lamberts at point D) visual
acuity is best. At point B and C (test field luminance of 100
and 1,000 Ft. Lamberts respectively), acuity is somewhat
degraded and at point A (test field luminance of 10 Ft. Lamberts),
visual acuity is severely degraded. From these results, Ketchel
concluded that a ratio of I to 100 is the approximate limit
between the test and the adapting field if the visual acuity is
not to be seriously degraded. These findings are in general
agreement with the findings of Hanes and Williams (Ref. 158) and
is the ratio recommended by Baker and Grether (Ref. 12).
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Several limitations are found in the Craik study. One.-Of
these is that only two subjects were used in the study, and both
vf-these suffered-fTr -slight myopia. 4AdditiOhally, the study
was restricted to a specific kind of acuity task (monocular
separation of two metallic strips ranging from 0 to 40 min arc
separation).

The usual procedure for tracing dark adaptation is to
determine the dimmest light a subject can see at various times
after the light has been turned out in a room. The data presented
in Figure 109 are from a study conducted by Sloan (Ref. 311) and
are representative of these functions. Sloan used a one degree
white light situated in the nasal field of view (fixated 15
degrees from a fixation point). The solid line represents th'
average for 101 subjects. Two segments are discerned in this
figure; an initial very rapid decrease in the threshold which
levels off at about 10 minutes and a secondary adaptation which
starts at about 10 minutes and continues for some period of
time.
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The time required to adapt to a given threshold level is
shorter when the pre-exposure luminance is lower and when the
pre-exposure light is composed of light in the red portion of
the spectrum.

Hanes and Williams (Ref. 158) conducted a series of studies
which in part attempted to determine the effects of contrast
ratios on instantaneous acuity. Four observers monocularly
viewed a CRT display (using P7 phosphor) to determine the
apparent threshold of pips in unknown locations after pre-
adapting to seven different luminance levels. Two screen
brightnesses were used in the study (0.001 and 0.22 milli-
lamberts), and time was the measure of performance. The results
of the study are summarized in Figure 110. The symbol subtended
a visual angle of 1200 square minutes of arc. Detection time
of five seconds constituted imediate detection (due to equip-
ment lag time) and the figures represent 99% correct detection.
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The conclusions that the authors (Hanes and Williams) drew
from the results suggest that within the range of ordinary room
illumination, the adaptation level of the eye is an insignificant
factor. In fact, dark adaptation prior to viewing "rather
brighto displays may be slightly harmful to target detection.
Light adaptation up to a few foot candles may be slightly
harmful when viewing a dimer screen. It must be remembered,
however, that these results were for normal room illumination
and do not generalize to the auch greater range found in the
total operational spectrum for aircraft.

The size of the target to be detected on a display after
pre-adapting to a higher surround illumination will in part
determine the instantaneous threshold of the observer. The
larger the target area, the lower the instantaneous threshold
for detection, but also the greater the time required for total
adaptation. Likewise, the smaller the target area (see Figure
111), the higher the initial instantaneous threshold luminance
to be seen, but less overall adaptation occurs. Again, the
period of rapid initial adaptation is observed, followed by a
longer period of slower adaptation.
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The spectral composition of the pre-adapting luminance will
have a significant effect on the instantaneous threshold of an
observer. As has been noted earlier in this section, the eyes
are most sensitive to light in the yellow-green range (after
white light), but as is seen in Figure 112, these hues require
the longest time for complete adaptation. It can also be seen
that red light reaches its maximum adaptation period in
approximately ten minutes. Earlier studies by Haig (Ref. 152)
as reported by Chapanis (Ref. 62) have indicated that dark
adaptation for certain hues continue for several hours after
the eyes are plunged into darkness. This study suggests that
blue light requires the longest period of time for maximum
adaptation.

As will be seen in the section on the point source of light,
the different areas of the eye are differentially sensitive to
light. This fact holds true for light adaptation also. The
foveal area is most sensitive to the detection of light and is
also most quick to reach total dark-adaptation. However, the
immediate on-axis area of the fovea is less sensitive at lower
illumiInation levels than the area immediately adjacent to the
4 degree foveal cone. Figure 113 indicates that although this
area (2.5 to 10 degrees Ocff the visual axis) requires a longer
overall adaptation perio4, it is more sensitive to the detection
light after the adaptation has been accomplished. This fact
explains why dimly illum'inated stars viewed directly at night
may not be visible, but may be seen 'out of the corner of the
eye'. This relationship, 6bviously, only holds for relatively
low illumination levels.

In summary, the following general conclusions can be drawn:

1. The longer the duratn of exposure to high pre-
adapting luminance:

a. the higher the instantaneous threshold

b. the longer the re-adaptation period

c. the slower the rate .of re-adaptation

2, The higher the intensity of the pre-adaptation
luminance:

• a. the highet the instantaneous threshold
b. the larger the target must be to be

instantly seen or resolved

c. the longer the re-adaptation period

d. the higher the target-background contrast
required for rapid detection
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3. The larger the area of the visual target, the longer
the adaptation period will be, a lower level of
luminance will be required to be detected after
adaptation.

4. Red hues will provide the quickest adaptation time,
however, hues in the yellov-green range provide the
best overall acuity factors.

5. The central foveal area requires a longer adaptation
period, but provides the greatest overall acuity,
except at very low luminance levels. At these low
luminance levels, the area 2.5 to 10 degrees off the
visual axis provides the quickest adaptation and the
best acuity.

6. If the observer must do other visual tasks at higher
- luminance levels, acuity will not be seriously

affected if the higher brightness is not more than
100 times as bright as the average brightness of the
display screen.

EXPOSURE TIME AND VISUAL ACUITY

Increased luminance increases acuity linearly with exposure
time when a. target is displayed as a short flash (up to 0.1
second duration). This relationship is expressed by Block's law.
On longer exposures (up to a few tenths of a second or longer),
the time factor is less effective as expressed by Blondel and
Rays' Law. Finally, above a critical time, the effect of light
becomes independent of duration of exposure. These laws, which
express the temporal summation ability of the visual system, may
also be valid for moving objects as long as the moving image
stimulates the same receptive fields of the retinal elements.
Figures 114 and 115 are graphical presentations of the relation-
ship of time (duration of exposure) and luminance level on
3C7uity for stationary targets. It is observed that at any

,inance levql, less time is required to see larger objects.
jjien size is held constant, less time is required to see higher
luminance targets. When time is held constant, subjects were
able to see smaller targets as the background luminance increased.

The range of luminance levels examined in this study were
very small, and there do not appear to be any more complete
studies of this functional relationship. Chapanis (Ref. 62)
concludes that there is good reason to believe that time would
beccoe especially critical at luminance levels below cone vision.
It is desirable to hae data for this relationship over a larger -.
range of lumination.
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SPHERICAL ABERRATION

Examination of the surface of the cornea and the lens of the
eye reveals that this surface is not perfectly spherical and that
this shape is subject to change with changes in visual accommo-
dation of the eye. This in part accounts for the fact that the
optical density of the lens varies from one point of entry to the
next and from moment to mment. Additionally, the transmittance
quality of the total ocular medium varies as a function of the
nature of the entering light, the adaptation level of the eye,
and the aberration effects. Boettner and Wolter (Ref. 34)
su _.gst that the maximum ocular transmittance is only about 81%
and that this figure is restricted to the visible light raszge to
which the eye is most sensitive (600 to 850 millimicrons). It
can be seen, that light sources entering the eye under the above
conditions are subject to refraction; the degree of refraction
depends upon the angle of incidence of the light relative to the
eye, the point of entry into the eye, and the wavelength of the
entering light source.

Fincham (Ref. 119) states that spherical aberration is
greatest on the periphery of the cornea and of the lens.
Pupillary constriction, consequently, improves the quality of
the image formed on the retina by excluding light that passes
through the peripheral portions of the cornea and the lens (this
refracted light 'scatters' within the ocular medium and thus
reduces acuity by 'blurring* the image edge). Pupillary
constriction is induced by increasing the brightness level of
the image being viewed. Conversely, low luminance levels dilate
the pupils and thus greatly increase the aberration effects.
Bryan (Ref. 52) concludes that if* the pupil diameter is maintained
between 2.5 and 4 m, the effects of spherical aberration will
be negligible in comparison to other diffractions. If, however,
the diameter is allowed to increase above this value (precise
value varies with the individual), it may have a significant
effect on low-light level (and night viewing) acuity, producing
blurring of the retinal image in worst cases.

The relative luminance efficiency of light entering the eye
on the periphery has been questioned. Graham (Ref. 145)
conducted a controlled experiment which demonstrated that all
the rays (beams of light) entering the eye reach the retinal
surface with nearly equal intensity. In an effort to explain
the Stiles-Crawford effect (which states that a marginal ray is
usually less effective as a stimulus for vision than a ray that
reaches the same point on the retina but which passed through
the center of the pupil), he concluded that the disproportionately
low efficiency of the marginal rays was a consequence of their
direction of incidence to the receptors (Figure 116).
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It appears that the rods do not manifest the Stiles-Crawford
effect as significantly as do the cones. This indicates that
retinal illumination as such, cannot be taken as an appropriate
indication of the effectiveness of visual stimulation. A true
measure must specify pupil size and luminance level for the
given situation. Only when the latter has been accomplished can
one speak of the product in terms of trolands (uncorrected for
the Stiles-Carwford effect).

Another phenomenon in part induced by aberration of light
is the "irradiation effect" that takes place on the retina. An
observer attempting to measure the boundaries between light and
dark areas on a visual display will perceive the boundaries to
lie towards the darker areas. This irradiation effect is
operationally defined Ps the spreading of a bright image on the
retina of the eye making the diameter of a bright object appear
to be larger than it really is (Ref. 20). The magnitude of the
effect of irradiation varies with the luminance of the bright
object, the contrast of the object against the background, the
optical system used (if any), the dark adaptation of the
observer, and the individual himself. The irradiation phenomenon
results in a distortion of the- apparent shape of the observed
object; the distortion increases as a function of the luminance
level. When, however, the object luminance increases above a
critical point, the effect is termed "glare" (see Figure 117 for
the effects of glare ;ource luminance upon perceived size and
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shape ot objects), and consequently the object has a propensity
to appe•r round, regardless of original shape.

Under night or low-light level viewing conditions this
spreading effect is accentuated when the eye of the observer is
not adapted to the brightness of the light portion of a visual
display (Ref. 23). The effect is particularly pronounced for
individuals with eyes adapted to a dark surround. Because of
the spreading of the light portion of the display over the
darker portion under low-light viewing conditions, McCormick
(Ref. 230) recommends that for low light level or night viewing
condition, light alphanumerics should have thinner stroke widths
and darker alphanumerics should have thicker stroke widths than
those used in normal daylight viewing.

Perception of a moving point source in close proximity to a
source of high luminance will influence the correspondence
between the actual physical form of the object and the perceived
shape of the object. Haines (Ref. 153) recently investigated
this phenomenon. Five highly trained subjects Viewed stimulus
configurations through an artificial pupil which provided a 19.5
degrees field of view. A moving mstarn (1" diamet was used
as a test spot to determine thbe characteristics of Lhe edge
distortion effect produced by the glare source of 4250 Ft.
Lamberts. It was found that the distance, in visual angle, from
the perceived edge of a glare source at which the star disappeared
(or reappeared) is directly related to the luminance of the glare
source. This appears to be a survilinear function which
accelerates rapidly at about 1,000 Ft. Lamberts and begins to
decelerate at about 4,000 Ft. Lamberts as illustrated in Figure
118.
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Figure 118. Effects of Glare Source Intensity on
Apparent Size. (After Haines, Ref. 153)
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The above findings are somewhat greater than those obtained
for a two point source by Ogle (Ref. 258). He found that the
star disappeared and reappeared at different apparent distances
from the edge of the glare source, depending upon the type of
geometry found in the glare source. The star was found to
disappear and reappear at a greater distance from the edge of a
curved surface than it did from the edge of a straight surface
under similar circumstances.

It appears that two primary conclusions can be drawn from
the effect of irradiation for the design of airborne displays:

a. Critical visual tasks should be confined to a vision
envelope that excludes extremely bright sources of light aimed
at the observer's eyes.

b. Visual identification of bright sources on the basis of
size or shape ýIone may lead to identification errors, at least
for some shapes.

The above data were derived for the most part from studies
conducted at relatively low luminance levels. There is a need
for more examination of this problem under actual operational
luminance levels (10,000 + Ft. Candles) before a full range of
valid generalizations can be made.

CHROMATIC ABERRATION

.The visual effect produced by a light stimulus impinging
upon the eye depends also upon the relative energies of the
wavelengths of light incident on the retina of the eye (Figure
119). The visual system, for example, identifies definite
mixtures of various wavelengths as 'white' light. Likewise,
because of the energy camposition of 'white' light, this light
is the most conducive to discrimination by the eyp(. That is,
the eye can detect a smaller point source of li%Wt if the
luminance emitted is white. The resolving powO in the area of
yellow-green iavelengths is almost equal to that of white light.
For red, however, the resolving power of the eye is only about
one-third as good as for white light and for blue it is only
about one-fifth as good as white.

Myers (Ref. 253) suggests that the lens of the eye
functions, in some respects, similar to a prism in that both
refract light. In both the eye and the prism, the shorter wave-
lengths are refracted (bent) to a greater extent than the longer
wavelengths. .Duke-Elder (Ref. 108) states that the degree of
refraction is related in inverse proportion to the wavelength of
the light entering the eye. Myers (Ref. 253) states that only
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one wavelength can be focused on the retina at a tine. When view-
ing a white light object brought to focus, the eye adjusts
itself (accommodates) t9 the yellow portion of the spectrum
present in the white light. Consequently, the blue and red
regions of the spectrum will both be equally unclear, with their
focal points falling in front and to the rear of the focal plane,
respectively. The larger the diameter of the pupil of the eye
at the time of entry of the light (the lower the display
luminance level), the more 'out-of-focus' the blue and red light
sources will appear.

Mitchell and Mitchell (Ref. 242) have referred to this
aberration as "chronatic myopiaw and found that under blue light,
distant objects (6 feet or more away) are images in front of the
retina and the normal epietropic eye (normal accodation range)
is nut able to adjust to clearly focus them. In their study,
they found that the accomodative power of the eye is already at
its minimum when viewing distant objects and to compensate for
the aberration of blue light, corrective lens were used for which
the appropriate dioptic values (reciprocal of the focal length of
the lens) were determined. These corrective lenses had the
effect of adjusting the focal point of the stimalus image under
blue light so that it fell on the retina of the eye. Under these
conditions, observer performance with blue light was indistin-
guishable from performance under white light conditions without
corrective lens. Performance under red light, however, could be
expected to deteriorate proportionately.

Jones (Ref. 186) states that the myoptic reaction of the eye
to blue light (focusing in front of the retinal plane) is of
critical concern because of its effect on visual acuity. She
suggests that the use of small colored stimuli (or larger stimuli
viewed at a great distance) is inadvisable for presentation of
critical information. Conover and Kraft (Ref. 87) suggest that
any stimuli subtending a visual angle of less than 20 minutes on
an information display should not be color coded. Myers (Ref.
253), however, suggests that the Ocriticalm size to which color
may be applied in a visual display varies with the particular,
situation and with the color employed. Myers judged that, with
the exception of blue, the small differences in acuity resulting
from acconmodation differences with various colors would not be
a serious impediment to the use of color in visual displays.
Blue, however, should be excluded, since the eye does focus this
myoptically, and even though larger symbol sizes may result in
correct identification, the image will remain out of focus and
consequently will not appear asharpo. Additionally, he states
that blue is a Osubjectively non-desirous' color for most visual
displays.
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ACCOCNUODATIOM OF THE EYE

Mention has already been made that accncdation is the
focusing of the eye from one fixation point to another fixation
point. A number of factors interact to influence the
acccwmodative process, too many in fact to completely cover here.
The primary factors as far as display designers are concerned,
however, are the intensity level of the emitted luminance, the
spectral composition of the emitted hue and the age of the
observer.

In opathalmology it is customary to use the diopter as the
unit of measurement in describing the refractive power of the
lens. The diopter is defined as the reciprocal of the principle
focal length or the conjugate focal length expressed in meters.
A normal youthful eye, for example, varies from about 63 diopters
in near vision (Ref. 226). Although a number of curved surfaces
and transparent media constitute the geometric optical system
of the eye, the entire mechanism of accommodation rests in the
elastic lens of the eye. In particular, it is the change in
curvature of the anterior lens surface which determines the
effectiveness of focus.

In display design, consideration should be given to the age
span of the using population; for age is a primary consideration
in the accommodative process. Regardless of the condition of
distant vision, a progressive loss of accommdation takes place
with age. Figure 120 indicates the average loss of accommodation
experienced by about 4,000 individuals. Luxemberg and Kuehn
(Ref. 226) state that this loss of acconodation capability is
the result of weakening of the ciliary muscles and, most
importantly, the progressivf inelasticity of the lens itself
until muscular exertion is Of little avail. In light of the
above discussion on chromatic aberration, the selection of the
hue to be emitted from a display should take into account the
progressive lose of this 'power. Colors near the ends of the
visual spectrum (particularly red and blue) should not be used
in applicatious where the display is to be viewed by individuals
with short dioptic ranges (age 45 and up, depending upon the
individual; Southall, Ref. 320). Likewise, careful consideration
should be given tO the use of two or more colors on the same
display, if it is to be viewed by this same age group. These
values are rough guides and not absolute. More research is
required in this area to establish a set of 'absolute values'
for display design.

DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY

Dynamic visual acuity refers to the recognition of detail
when the observer, the test object, or both are moving (in
comparison to static acuity where observer and test object
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are both stationary). Dynamic acuity shows a predictable
impairment with increasing angular velocity, with noticeable
deterioration beginning with an angular velocity of about 20
degrees per second. Generally, peripheral vision is more
affected than central vision, especially at higher velocities,
but the degradation in acuity is about the same for moving
observer or moving target. Higher dynamic acuity is possible if
the head is allowed to move freely than if the head is restrained.
Both acuities increase with increasing illumination (up to 1000
Ft. Lamberts) and exposure time (up to 16 seconds exposure time).
Dynamic acuity is subject to more rapid deterioration with
anoxemia, reduced illumination levels, visual fatigue and with
advancing age. Vertical movement produces greater deterioration
than horizontal movement, and the effect of vibration is about
equal on both vertical and horizontal movement. Certain
individuals are 'velocity resistent' (pubject to minimal acuity
loss with increasing angular velocity; Ludvigh, Ref. 222) while
other individuals are 'velocity susceptible' and suffer severe
acuity degradation with slight angular velocity).
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Ludvigh and Miller (Ref. 223) conducte a study toexme
the effects of increased angular velocity on visual acuity and
to determine, what, if any, relationship exists between static
and dynamic acuity. Eighteen visually screened subjects viewed
thirteen Landolt Rings, the critical detail gaps of which varied
from 3).75 to 11.25 minutes of arc. the illumination on the test
objects was approximately 25 Ft. Candles, and the test objects
weria viewed at a distance of four meters (approximately 156
inches).- Angular velocity was obtained by rotation of a viewing
mirror and ranged from 10 to 170 degrees per second. The
observer'*s task was to correctly locate the gap in the ring as it
crossed the display area. For purposes of analysis, the subjects
were divided into three groups based on their pre-test performance.
Group I (five subjectz) consisted of subjects tested up to

anular Telocity of 110 degrees per second, Group 11 (eight
subjcts)consisted of subjects tested up to 140 degrees per

second, and Group III (six subjects) were tested up to 170
degrees per second.

The results of the study are sumarized in Figure 121. The
ci~rcles, etosses and triangles represent~ experimentally determined
points while the solid lines are-graphs of the equation:

i:Y= a',+ bX3

where: Y visual acuity in min of arc

x angular velocity in degrees per second, and

a curve fitting constant (valute not specified)

b curve fitting constant (value not specified)

This study illustrated that the relationship, if any,
~etween static and dynamic acuity is extremely little. Ludvigh

ndMiller "lso found that individuals possessing snimilar static
a uity difftýred markedly in dynamic acuity.'. Figure 122 illustrates
thý differen~ce in dynamic acuity between two subjects, both of

whmwere known to have 20/20 static acuity.

Miller ý(Ref . 238) conducted a similar experiment to the one
reported by TAidvigh and Miller in which he tried to determine if
horizonta mI ement produced the same rate of degradation of
acuity\ as d'4 vertical movment. Mine male subjects were tested
using anua~velocities of 20, 80, 110, and 140 degrees per

seodinbt the vertical and horizontal axis. Itniyo
illum~inarion,! exposure tim and other variables were held
constan

'The Iresults of this phase of the experiment are summarized
in P~tgurý 1231, It can be seen from Figure 123 that a consistent
ar-d statistically significant difference emists between vertical.
and horizpntai movemnt. Vertical movement produced a consist-
ently greater degradation of acuity.
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Ludvigh (Ref. 221) found that when the test t'4I1' is.

moving, high int-ensities of illumination nay be. tý euN-
employed to increas e visual acuity. In his std 'Ld'gh f ound
that with angular velocity of 90 degrees per se , acuity was
still improving at a" intensity level of 505. Ft. Candles. He
advises that illumination as high as 1000 Ft. Candles may be
beneficial when viewing rapidly moving objects.

Miller (Ref. 238) conducted another study to examine if the
above effects holds true if the observer, instead of the test
object, is rotated. He had six observers view a target with
angular velocity ranging from 0 to 120 degrees per second I
(subjects rotating) under -;-umination levels ranging from 0.00O

to 125.0 Ft. Candles. The test object was viewed monocularly
for 0.5 second.

The results of this study indicated that dynamic acuity
improved at all velocity levels as the illumination level
increased (see Figure 124a). By the time the intensity has
reached 10 Ft. Candles, the curve represents the threshold
determined under static conditions and at angular velocity bf
20 degrees per secohd. are practically asymptotic and little
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further increase in acuity is achieved with increased illumination.
At higher angular velocities, however, acuity increased signifi-
cantly as the illumination level is increased all the way up to
125 Ft. Candles.

Figure 124b plots acuity as a function of. angular velocity
for the: different illumination levels examined. It can be seen
from this figure that dynamic visual acuity deteriorated with
increased angular velocity at each of the six illumination levels
employed. The rate of deterioration, however, was greater at
lower luminance intensities than at higher intensities.

These studies by Ludvigh and Miller indicate that dynamic
visual acuity is a function of the luminance level of the display
and that increasing the luminance level improves dynamic acuity.
Unfortunately, the studies were conducted with achromatic
stimuli over a limited range of illumination. It would be
valuable to know the precise effects of luninances in the 5 t6
10,000 Ft. Lamberts range on dynamic acuity, especially in view
of the fact that this is the normal daylight viewing range of
illumination and that airborne acuity, for all practical
purposes, is limited to dynamic acuity.

The perception of movement itself is affected by-a number
of factors. Graham (Ref. 143) ascertained that the velocity
threshold (minimum rate of movement required for the perception
of motion) is about 1 minute of arc per second and that displace-
ment threshold (minimum distance an object must move for movement
to be detected) is about 20 seconds of arc under 'ideal'
illumination conditions. Leibowitz and Lomont (Ref. 213)
conducted a study to determine the effects of illumination levels
and exposure times upon the isochronal threshold velocity
(minumum rate of target displacment necessary for the detection
of movement at a constant duration of exposure). White
rectangular squares each subtending 15 minuter of arc iere
viewed at 90.6 inches by three subjects seated in a dark room.
Display luminance levels of 0.016, 0.05, 0.16, 0.5, 5, 50, and
500 millilamberts and exposure times of 0.12, 025, 1, 2, and 16

.seconds were used. The white rectangles were mounted on a ,.
moving belt which had velocitie:' ranging between 0.1 minutes of
arc and 76 minutes of arc per second. The single subject was
instructed to report when movement Oas apparent.

Results of the study indicated that threshold velocity
decreased with increasing illumination levels (Figure 125),
rapidly at first and then more slowly until it reached a limit
after which increased illumination had no effect on performance.
Increasing the exposure time shifted the entire function to
lower values (Figure 126). These findings are compared with
.the findings of Rock (Ref. 280) who found that as luminance was
varied from 0,005 to 10 Ft. Lamkerts, the velocity threshold
decreased from 0.40 to 0.17 minutes of arc per second.
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The lunminaince levels used in the above studies were quite
low, but the results tend to indicate a trend of decreased
threshckld with increasing illumination. At present, it is not
feasible to 'generalize to the high luminous output displays
currently employed nor to predict the effects of environmental
f actors (stress, acceleration, vibration, high amk~ient
illumination) on the detection of motion.

RETINAL IMAGE LOCATION

At luminance levels of about 0.001 Ft. Lamberts, all parts
of the visual field are equisensitive (Ref. 328). At this
luminance, the acuity of the peripheral portions of t~eeye is
the same as the acuity of the foveal portion. However,, as the
intensity of the emitted luminance is increased, a -arke
increase in foveal acuity is noted while the peri-pheral areas
show a slight increase and then tend to level off (Figure 127).
As- discussed in the seetion cmn Luminance Levelv--foveal--acuity
continues to increase, as a function of luminance -increases, over
a considerable range (with ot her factors held constant).

At a fixed level of background luminance (daylight viewing
conditions), the relative photic acuity varies as a function of
the angular viewing position relative to the visual axis. It is
observred that visual acuity deteriorates rapidly as the object
viewed is moved towards the periphery of the eye. Chapanis
(Ref'. 62) states that with viewing angles of only four or five
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degrees off the visual axis, visual acuity is reduced by 501 for
a given luminance level. Luxemberg and Kuehn (Ref. 226) state
that at visual angles of only one degree off the central axis,
acuity is only 67% as good as direct on-axis viewing. At angles
of 40 to 50 degrees off the visual axis, acuity is reduced to
4% that of direct foveal vision.

It can be concluded from Figure 128 that beyond a foveal
cone of 10 degrees (5 degrees in any direction away from the
visual axis), visual acuity falls off to such an extent that it
is impractical for information display. It is therefore
necessary for the display designer to so arrange the display
situation that the critical information is directly addressed by
the observer with a minimum of head movement. Extreme head
movement away from normal straight-ahead position involves a
loss of acuity, even though the visual target is viewed directly
along the visual axis.

It is to be noted that the above values were derived under
laboratory condition with optimized figure-ground contrast
using a white light source. Additionally, no vibration or other
environmental degrading factor (changing illumination, filters
or faceplates, visual fatigue, or stress) were present.
Rubinstein and Kaplan (Ref. 386) have shown that vibration can
reduce foveal visual acuity, in a worst-case, by as much as
fifty percent. Considering the effects of vibration, the
maximum effective visual cone of 10 degrees is reduced to 5
degrees (2.5 degrees off the visual axis) in the presence of
moderate to severe vibration.

Other environmental factors are known to affect foveal
visual acuity. A study conducted by Paige and Kama (Ref. 389)
indicates that short-term exposure to weightlessness aboard an
aircraft has a detrimental effect on visual acuity during the
period of the exposure. Thirty-six subjects were flown in the
mid-section of a C-131 aircraft to produce the transient weight-
less condition, and during the period of weightlessness were to
view a standard Busch and Lomb "Armed Forces Vision Testern
installed in the aircraft. The subjects were tested for acuity
prior to take-off and then during the flight. The results
indicate a general increase in the required visual angle for
the detection Q9 the test targets by the subjects as the testing
environment cha es from laboratory conditions to a zero G
condition. The •ero G score average indicated an approximate
61 increase in required visual angle to identify the target at
threshold acui ty.

In another experiment, Paige and Kama (Ref. 388) examined
visual acuity in relation to body orientation. Twenty-four
subjects were tested on the 'Armed Forces Vision Tester" in the
u- -ight, inverted, prone and supine positions. The results
reveal a general decrement in acuity from the upright to the
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latter showing smaller visual angles generally, but indicating
that far Acuity suffers somewhat greater loss with changes in
viewing conditions than does near acuity. The threshold visual
angle for far vision increased 19% as comqared with approxmately
13% for near vision when going from the upright to the inverted
position.

An average decrement of about 5% is found • oyoin
tation change .3 from upright to prone position. 7 ad on SI

decrment occurs from the prone to the supine positlion with the
head inverted and another 5% loss-from the supine to the inverted
position. This loss is comparable to the loss of acuity at 3-G
(Ref. 3419). "- ,,

Ma~ximu visual ac uity is achieved only under direct on-axis
viewing in the upright viewing position under appropriate
lighting conditions. A number of environmental factors degrade
this performance and consequently allowances for their presence
must be made. These factors include vibration (discussed in
section addressing Vibration), bodily orientation, viewing angle,
stress and visual fatigue, altitude and G-force. Unfortunately,
few data exist from studies conducted under operational
conditions that included these factors. Hence, it is necessary
to estimate the true total amount of degradation of visual
performance in the presence of degrading factors.
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Table 58. Visual Acuity Degradation as a Function
of Body Orientation. (From Paige and Kama, Ref. 388)

Body Position Visual Acuity Decrement

Upright 0%

Prone 5% (Approximate) Average for near and
far vision

Supine 51 (Approximate) Average of near and
far vision

Inverted 5% (Approximate) Average of near and
far vision

Total Decrement
Near-Vision 131 (Approximate) Inverted Position

Far-Vision 19% (Approximate) Inverted Position

POINT SOURCE OF LIGHT

There appears to be some confusion in the literature as to
the size of the light source which can be considered a point
source to the human eye. A psychophysical definition of a point
source is given by Ricco's Law which states that the produce of
the threshold contrast and the solid angle subtended by the
stimulus are constant for any given adaptation level. Guyton
(Ref. 151) states that theoretically a point of light from a
distant source of light, when focused on the retina, should
be infinitely small. However, since the lens system of the eye
is not absolutely perfect, such retinal spots ordinarily have a
diameter of about i1 microns (even under. maximum visual. acuity
conditions). It is pointed out that the average diameter of the
cones in the eye is approximately 2 to 3 microns, which is one
fourth the size of the light spot. Nonetheless, he concludes
that since the point source of light has a bright center and
shaded,.edges, a person can distinguish two separate points if
their centers lie approximately 2 microns apart on the retina,
which is slightly less than the width of a retinal cone. Hence,
the acuity of the perfect eye is limited at least to some extent
by the size of the retinal cones themselves. He concludes that
the maximum visual acuity of the human eye for point sources of
light (conditidns not specified) is 26 seconds of arc.

The size of the retinal image of a point source of light is
influenced in part by the diameter of the pupil of the eye upon
entry of the light source. Smaller pupil diameters t~nd to
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'concentrate' the light and consequently produce smaller retinal
images. Data from several studies on this subject were collected
by Voss (Ref. 337) and are prqsented in Figure 129. It is
evident that the data heý obtained lacked reliability and con-
sequently he suggests that for safety, the dotted line he
inserted should be used as the minimum size of the retinal image
point. It is noted that pupil diameters below" 2 mm rarely occur
(except under extremely high illumination conditions). With
pupil diameters above 6 mm. the increase in incident light does
not produce increases in retinal light concentration since the
light from the borders of the pppil are so badly focused.

Figure 130 shows the minimum visual angle for a point source
at different background luminances. It is noted in this figure
that-the visual angle increase as the background luminance
decreases. The contrast ratio for this figure was not specified.

Figure 131 demonstrates that increasing the size of the
light source will increase its effective brightness and
visibility. Wulfeck et al. (Ref. 363)' state that if the lumens
emitted per unit area are held constant, the target with the
larger area will obviously emit a greater total number of lumens
and thus deposit, a greater number on the eye of the observer.
Conversely, by increasing the lumen emission per unit of area,
a smaller area will appear as bright (or be detected as readily)
as a larger area with less luminous output. Likewise, with
increased lumen emission per unit area, a smaller area (visual
angle will be required for detection.

Ogle (Ref. 258) measured the minimum angle of resolution of
two small self-luminous objects viewed against a non-luminous
background. His findings indicate that the minimum angle required
for the discrimination of ths two points tends to increase as a
function of the luminance level of the objects. If the two
points sources were viewed against different background
illuminations, the minimum angle required for separation was
found to depend entirely upon the contrast of point source and
background and not upon the absolute value of the background-
luminance. He found that the minimum angle of resolution
increased linearly as a function of the logarithm of the
luminance ratio (I /I} (Is = luminance intensity of the point

sb
source and Ib = the intensity of the background) from a
luminance ratio of approximately 100 to approximately .5 x 10
The highest luminance ratio in this study required a minimum
angle of 4.0 minutes of arc for a glare-source luminance of
4.00 millilamberts with a background luminance of 0.07
millilamberts.
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SUMMARY AND INTEGRATION OF FACTS

The above discussion of the many- factors involved in the
determination of visual acuity, although limited, provides an
indication of the range for variation of each of many parameters.
It can not be too strongly emphasized, however, that it is not.
only the range of each jirameter that is important, but also the
interaction of each parameter with the other factors affecting
acuity. Luxemberg and Kuehn (Ref. 226) suggests that all the

parameters in the man-display system interact and each parameter
should be evaluated with respect to the total system. This
conclusion is unfortunate, for it means that many years of
research have not produced functionally descriptive equations
for specifying acuity.

Many of the earlier investigators of acuity attempted to
relate the factors affecting acuity into usefully predictive
tools. Cobb and Moss (Ref. 75) p[ovided the data which were
later replotted by Luckiesh (Ref. 220) in the 'acuity cube'
presented in Figure 132. This figure is useful in demonstrating
the relationship between visual acuity and background luminance,
luminance contrast, and duration of exposure. Although it was
derived from over 100,000 separate measurements, it is limited
in usefulness by the limited range of values presented (for
example, it has been worked out for only two brief exposure
times) and by not taking into consideration the other factors
affecting acuity.
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Wulfeck et al. (Ref. 363) approached the problem from a

slightly different angle. In an effort to sumarize the factors K
of visual acuity, he accumulated the "five basic curves of
visual acuity" presented in Figure 133. The figures are usefulI L
in basic design. However, these basic curves fail to indicate
the relationship among all of the factors of acuity and again t
suffer from range limitations. Addiionzally, the data were
derived from earlier (but carefully controlled) studies conducted
under laboratory conditions using low illumination levels.
Modern display technology has produced displays which operate
in all enviroients %night viewing as well as bright daylight
viewing), but acuity research has consisted to a large extent
only of generalizing earlier results to the new display
situation. What is required is a new series of 'basic acuity'
studies conducted under operational conditions with a full
range of e-ivironzental factors accounted for including stress,
vibration, intense illumination and visual fatigue.

(A major difficulty with both of the above described efforts
is the fact that they do not relate acuity factors to specific
task performance. Acuity is regarded as almost being the end
in itself rather than a description of the limiting character-
istics of the eye as a sensor. Once these limifing charactertt
istics have been established, they need to be related to the
operation tasks that must be performed. -The fact that the eye
can detect a point source of light subtending 0.5 second of arc
is of little value in aligning pointers, or the fact that the
eye can resolve detail as small as 0.5 minute of arc does not
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tell the designer how r.uch izagery resolution ::ust he azhiev
in order for the pilot to detect a specific struct-.re with iC.§

accuracy. The existing base of academic research is r
adequate to supply this needed information; hcwever, -eanes n
tie data are the lack of integration and the lack cf arplica-
bility to display design.

The parameter-interaction matrix presented in Table 59 is

presented in an effort to relate the different factors affectin.:
visual acuity to specific task performance. It is, nowever,
limited in that it only indicates the parameters affectina a
given task and does not provide quantitative data for these
relationships. In this respect, it is only effective as a guide
to illustrate the factors affecting a given task. Identification
of acuity factor-task relationships, nonetheless, is valuable in
that it helps the designer become aware of all tne factors that
need to be considered.

Re-tabling the factors presented in Table 59 into tne fcrmat
presented in Table 60 shows more of tle functional relaticnship
of one parameter to other factors in the system. 1he effects cf
increasing values for the factor presented in Column I are shown
in columns II, III, IV, and V for other parameters. The table,
again, is useful as a guide but does not present quantitative
relationships. The data presented in the preceding sections dc
not allow for the derivation of desired quantitative
relationships. It is hoped, however, that this type of data
integration will be forthcoming in future research.

There is no general or universal value for visual acuity,
but rather a range of values in part determined by:

a. The intensity and wavelength characteristics of
the emitted (target and background) luminance
and the surround luminance.

b. Contrast ratios and the level of ambient illurinaticn.

c. Eye adaptation level.

d. Stimulus size, shape, color, and method of
presentation (duration).

e. Environmental fa..tors (stress, faticue, vibration).

The figure of one minute of arc has been co.-ronly accepted
as the minimum value for visual acuity. However, this represents
acuity under ideal conditions, and the presence of any of the
above degrading factors will increase this size to two, three cr
more minutes or arc. Additionally, the effects of degrading
environmental factors are curtulative and could possiblv result
in an exponential increase in the required =ininun size.
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anzies of I to 3 z-.ts:: arc, v~~1ac-2.t.it lnoreasesra:~

as iil.-7inatiorn is inzrease~i frc-7 C1 Ft. La:7b'e-rts unto ah-out 4O
or 5C Ft. La~etafter wInicn, ze icreas=e is -- re ~a~l
F or tarcets sub-ter-ding 3 to 6 rinutes cf arc, azuitv increases
razidiv froc. G.5 Ft. 1.a.zherts uo to ahcout- 5 Ft. :Lafr-erts ana te
cr_-aI. increases th-ereafter. Fcr cob--e=ts -5ce to E -. ,___-e
of arc, little inczrcve:-en-t in acuitv is rctee- at intensities
ahb*ve 2C0:t La-mberts. t shcou!_o he c-z=-asizecnwe, that
excessive illur~inatior. is no sutstitute :or snall taraet size.
B-oth sneed cf discrinirnation arc: accuracy of dl~a'innawill
increase wit'- increasez lu~nto up. to, ahout ICc, F:. a=zerts;
however, assu,_-ing aaecuate cont:rast, little is qaine-d in terns
of acuity wit-- illurzir-aticr. levels ahov;e 50 F,:. ~a~rs

It is generally conclud--ed that, with other factcrs _' ld
constan~t, the hiaher the contrast between th~e visual tar,:et and
the disp lay background, the scaller the *:isual anzle rzie o
detection. arnd identification task!es. At lcwý lI~jnarnoe levels,
bright targets on dark backgrounds produce areater visual acuit-,
while under high illunir.ation ccnditicrns, dark targets orn hrialnt
backgrcunds are nore effective. At a giver-- illunin.ation level,
smaller objects require greater contrast 'to he as detectable as
larger targets. Extended trarets are --ore deteztabie t;-ar. =2o-E-c-
ric forms against a bright hackarou-nd, howev:er, sqjuares are 7cre
efficient targets with regards to area sub-tended.

Spherical aberration is greatest or. the periphery of tevee
(as when the pupil is dilated under 7Cw. 'ji--t leVels) and least
on the central rortion of the fcvea. ?uni. conrstr~iction (as
un~der high illur-Iiation) consequentliy in7Pcrves t-e retinal iaa~e
quali ty by reducing the effects cf aberration. Arddti-_a`Iv,
light entering the central foveal area is -ore efficient in
i=zage forration than lig,"t entering_ t;- zer2-- heral. areas Of th-e
eye.

Chr,-x.atic ab-erration is =reateszt `~nne avin:- snrter
wavelengths (Llue -.:nd of th-e setuthan wi t!- *--.es n
yellow-green range. Since th-e eve accznzcdates to only onecor
at a tim~e and hues in the yellow-areen ran-.e are ros:z ea-sily
accor-=odated to, 1--ues in the s. ort wa- elenat-- raaee bus a-d
lonaer wavelenath ran~e (reds) are ~csdin front and to the-
rear of the retina reSzect-iveiv 31--e istr least efficle-t
color for -use on infornation disz av-l wi- iý,hr zecs- ana
:'ellow-green teirg be~st. Ud :nootcs
:ýolors shoculd not h-e u.sed fo-r niiacoofsl.:re.



Consic--era-ýIe re~earc` ý-.as o-er- concu-cte6 in th-e '_
v saiacu.it-,- an~d ir. the artýa of tn-e narvis--a.A s;-s te-.in

ý;ereral. From. these research effcrts, a rather large %visua-
acuity data base has been co--;iled. Unforturnateiy, a rnyriaa of
m.ethodologies were used to derive these data. d dditionally, nocst
of t~hese rethodoloajes used differina eynerinental conditions,
sr-all and r-erhans ncn-represerntative population san-ples, lmn.:ted
variable rances, inadequate treatment of interaction effects, arnd
non-s tandardi7:zed methods of reporting results. Fro- this type of
data base, it is difficult to abstract va=lid desian oriented data
that is directly applicable to electronic disclay situations.

Pesearcherz- an--- desiLgn.ers are frequently required to rely
on. existing data as a data base or starting poin~t for new research
or design probler~s. Unfortunately, they often have neithcr the.
tire nor the resources to sift through the many conflicting -data
found in th~e literature, to find infor~nation pertinent to and
valid for their reauirer~ents. Additionallyi. Trany of the eict-irl-,
'handlbooks' and 'guides' do not-provide adequate inform~ation as
to how the data were derived, nor do they p~rovide any type of
standard against which these often conflicting data rA-ijht. be
comipared. What is required is some sort of 'standardized set of
values' derived for a given operational situation (i.e.,sir-,lated
airborne flight display situation wh--ich includes all of the
factors associated with that type of sit-uation) against which one
could conpare and evaluate any given data.

This reference set of data (for electronically generated
airborne displays) could be derived from a series of multi-
param~etric (examination of all of th-e paran-.eters associated with
a given display situaticn) experinents conducted under a standard
(but operationally realistic) conditions. Actual display viewing
conditions would be simulated; usina the same miethodology , a
representative population sar'ple, a realistic (likely to be
encountered) range of paraneter variaticns, and identical treat-
m-ert of the data for each phase of the study. All the parameters
affecting obser-ver vi~sual ac-uity under actual operational
conditions would b;-e so examinedi.

Th--e above series of studies would be conducted in a si.mulated
operational (cockpit) display situation into which the :7any
environnental. factcrs encountered with airborne disvlav"s
(vibration, acceleration, fluctuating ar-bient. illurination, glare,
etc.) could be induced throuch'- the full range exp~ected to he
encountered 'i.e., aietilnnzonrarnoing iron. 0.1 Ft.
Lamberts up tD 8,GrJO Ft. La7-b-erts). Lach Eparameter should be
varied in incrF~rents s7nail enoucah so as to allow it tc be
sensiti.'e to resultina ch-ances in observer acuity. Additionally,
the observer sh-culd *-e( recuired to perforn realistic cpertional-
ty:c- visual tasks and --sychorotIcr tasks in order to allow for th-e
effect of v.isual t-ir.e sharinu.
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Representative visual tasks demanded of pilot-observers
inciudea:

- Symbol discrimination, which would include absolute
identification of various types of symbols under all
of the interacting viewing conditions. The size of
tie different symbols (alphnumeric, geometric and
pictorial) would be varied in order to establish 100%
identification thresholds for each of the viewing
conditions (normal, stress, vibration, etc.). -

- Locating tasks. Location of different types of
symbols under the above viewing conditions and as
viewed against static or dynamic, cluttered or uniform
backgrounds and in a head-up and head-down configuration.

- Identification and Response. This would include
examination of minimum symbol size, shape, luminous
properties and location requirements necessary for
100% positive observer performance.

The above visual tasks present a basis upon which to
establish acuity measurements in terms meaningful to the display
designer or the researcher. Additionally, by establishing
quantitative relationships between acuity (smallest symbol
required for 100% detection, discrimination, etc.) and display-
environment parameters (emitted brightness, vibration, etc.),
valid generalizations from one display situation to another
could be made (as long as the ranges in each situation
coincided).

Representative psychomotor tasks in an airborne display
situation would include time-sharing and attention sharing tasks
likely to be encountered in operational mode. These would
include verbal communication, tracking tasks, routine adjustment
tasks, monitoring tasks and perhaps emergency procedures. Acuity
measures derived under these conditions would be more representative
of actual operational requirements.

The literature reveals no systematic evaluation of the
effect of many of the factors present in the displaysituation
upon visual acuity. Consequently some of the more important
design variables expected to be encountered would be evaluated
in these studies. Representative variables and the ranges of
these variables expected to be encountered in operational setting
would include:

- Ambient Illumination - representative ranges expected:
0.1 Ft. Lambert up to 8,000 plus Ft. Lamberts.

- Display background luminous - head down display - 0.1 to
1,000 Ft. Lamberts, head-up display - 0.1 to 8,000
Ft. Lamberts.
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- Eye Adaptation - the effects of eye adaptaticn to Tigt
intensities from 0.1 up to 8,000 Ft. La-berts on
visual acuity.

- Light-to-dark ratio - the effects of light-to-dark ratios
from 60:1 to 1:60 on acuity as the interaction -with
other factors.

-ii
- Flash Rate - the effects of flash rates as short as 10

sec. up to 1 second acuity.

- Emitted Hue - the effects of dif ent hues (wavelengths)
on acuity under the above conditions.

- Retinal Area Stimulated - the effects of the different
parameters in retinal area sensitivity and the
maximum visual angle for presentation of critical
information.

- Dynamic Acuity - effect of target and/or observer motion
on basic acuity.

Examination of the effects of the above (and other) design
variables on basic acuity derived in a systematic manner would
allow for valid generalization to other situations and realistic
design oriented trade-offs. Horwever, t-hey must be based on a
performance measurement of 100% correct identification detection,
etc.). Academic-type criteria of 50% performance threshold are
not valid measures in display design considerations. This is
especially true if the pilot is performing secondary tasks
(tracking, verbal communications, dial reading).

The design variables to be examined in these studies would
include as a minimum, trh following:

1. The effects of varying display background, target,
surround and ambient illumination conditions on
visual acuity while observing a dynamic/static
display.

2. The effects of different filtering devices (display
filters, goggles, etc.) on acuity as a function of
different luminous conditions.

3. The effects of various contrast ratios on visual
acuity in the ambient airborne display situation.

4. The effects of the different aspects of viewing time'
(light-to-dark ratio, flash duration, display duty
cycle, etc.) on acuity under the above ambient
conditions.
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5. The effects of eye adaptation on acuity as a function
of high intcnsity '".. • 1 --es, high intensity
display emission (certain solid-state displays) and
c;ronatic variations in the visual environment.

6. The effects of ambient and environmental display
conditions on dynamic acuity.

7. The relative efficiency of different display locations,
orientatior-s, size and possibly shape on acuity under
the above conditions. (This in turn results in a study
of retinal image location as it affects acuity).

8. The introduction of observer performance degrading
factors (stress, fatigue, anger, fear) and environ-
rental degrading factors (vibration, acceleration,
high intensity illumination changes) and their
effects on visual performance under the above
conditions.

9. The introduction of task loading and its effects on
observer visual performance.
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SECTION VIII

DISPLAY SYSTK PRESOLUTION CONSI-D-RA-,3NS

IN-i RODUCTION

Display resolution is a general term, like visual acuity.
Resolution is used to label the product of the interacticn sf a
number of display system pararieters. Just as with visual acuity,
the quantitative measure of resolution varies with the -eas::re-
ment technique used. Resolution however, differs frc.z visua..l
acuity in at least two ir-portant aspects. One of these is the
fact that a number of important display parameters can be
directly controlled to affect the nature of the system inter-
action and cornsequently the resulting resolution, while the
basic parameters of the eye (i.e.,sensitivity range, discrLi--
inability thresholds) cannot be directly manipulated to affect
visual acuity. Second, changes in certain display systen
variables, display brightness for example, will interact with the
observer's visual system to affect visual acuity. This latter
type of relationship is addressed here.

The interaction of the eye, the display and the visible light
environment is a dynamic and continually changing process. Visual
acuity and display resolution are in constant flux; one augmenting
or counter-balancing the other at all tines. Physiological
factors, such as prolonged stress or visual fatigue =ay, fcr
example, reduce acuity while a reduction in ambient illum-ination
may simultaneously function to increase display resolution. This
observer-display interaction is quite common, but it is especially
prominent during periods of (pilot) physical or emotional stress
or periods of rapidly changing environmental conditions. How-
ever, little if any research has been conducted in this area.
Most research is geared to optimize acuity or resolution for a
constant set of display, environment, and observer viewing
conditions.

Display resolution may be expressed in terms of the human
response characteristics (called visual acuity), which is the
ability to discriminate fine detail in the field of view
compared to normal acuity based on a standard viewing distance.
Graham (Ref. 145) defined visual acuity as:

D'V = D'

where D' = the standard viewing distance,
D = t~he distance at which the mininum discernable

test object subtends one minute of arc.
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A-s -enticned in the preceeding section, an object that
subtenns one rinute of arc at the eye has a width of about 5u
(i. = 1-.icron = 0.001 mz) on the retina and is the normalized
17i-t of resolution (even though separations of 30 seconds of

arc or less are possible). It is recalled that the size of the
rods and cones in the retina range from 1.5 u to 2.5 ; and it
appeitrs that these diareters set the lower limits on acuity (and
consequeýrntly resolution). These values are arrived at, however,
under optimal viewing conditions and allowances must be made for
the number of acuity degrading factors in the eye itself
(defraction, deflection, ocular transmitivity, intraocular ambient
illun.ination , and irradiation) and in the stimulus environment
(arbient, surround and background luminance levels, display
contrast, vibration, acceleration, wavelength characteristics,
size of luminance area and target dimensions and shape). In the
presence of the above degrading factors, it has been suggested
(Pef. 301) that the normalized value of one minute of arc derived
under optimal viewing conditions sh-,ld be increased to t'co or
three minutes in the presence of significant a ounts of visual
degradation. Three minutes of arc corresponds to a target size
of approxirmately .e24 inch viewed at a distance of 28 inches.

With the above discussion in mind, it may be reasoned that
the maximur- resolution of a display system (observer plus the
electronic display) is limited by the maximum acuity of the eye
alone. It is possible tu build electronic displays with
resolution m-ih finer than the human eye can appreciate. But,
there is no evidence or logical argument to indicate that these
high resolution displays will improve visual performance if the
eye cannot appreciate the resolution. Resolution in excess of
the eye's appreciation limit produces little in the way of gains,
except additional costs. It is desirable, however, to have snme
narcin of resolution in excess of the eye's immediate resolving
power for several reasons:

a. To corpensate for environmental degradation of the
display

b. To compensate for other than routine system degradation
factors

c. To conpensate for fluxes in vitual acuity

T he -nature and extent of th.e 'resolution margin' is a function
If the display itself, the conditions under which it will operate,
2nd the recuir.ents placed on the observer and the system. One
r..cnes a roint of dio-inishing return, however, with resolution
creatly in excess of this margin.

Srecification of display resolution in terms of human
,erfornance and responses (as described above) is attractive to
the persen responsible for the writing of performance specifi-
caticns (for the human response is the ultimate determining
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factor in any system), but it is not necessarily useful to the
display system designer who must translate these perforarance
measurements into terms that can be iZIplemented by the system's
hardware. Therefore, somewhat more objective measures of systez
resolution are desirable, and the responsibility for establishing
these measures has fallen to the display designer. Consequently,
a number of objective resolution measurement techniques have
been developed in an effort to quantify the expression of display
system resolution. The particular measurerent technique selected
is, to a large extent, dependent upon the type of equipment or
system for which the resolution measure is desired.

Display syster resolution is operationally defined as the
quantification of the smallest discernable detail presented on
the display. In a CRT type display, the smallest discernable
unit is the CRT tube spot size, while in a solid-state type
display it is the size of the individual emitter. A number of
system parameters interact to determine the size of the CRT spot
and apparent size of the solid-state emitter. The factors most
applicable to an evaluation of the minimum discer.-able unit
includes:

SOLID-STATE DISPLAYS CRT TYPE DISPLAYS

Emitter size Beam intensity

Emitter shape Phosphor crystal size

Emitter density Display voltage

Luminance intensity Emitted Hue

Emitter edge gradient Channel bandwidth

Emitted hue Spot location on the

Inter-emitter gap size faceplate

Total display size Screen efficiency

Faceplate optical
quality

Ealation effects

Method of deflection
(magnetic or
electrostatic)

Tube size

Number of vertical
elements and raster
lines

Emitted luminance
level

Spot spread function
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It is observed in the above lists that the factors affecting
resolution are unique to the system being examined, and the
interacticns between these display parameters are also unique.
Therefore, it is expedient to discuss CRT type display resolution
separ:,te from solid-state display resolution.

CRT Resolution

CRT resolution has been defined as the smallest discernable
or neasurable detail presented on the displayor the spot size.
Unfortunately, the measurement of CRT resolution is not so clearly
defined. Carel (Ref. 58) describes no less than nine different
measures of resolution and states that the values derived from
each vary significantly in value and meaning. Table 61 presents
a summary of these values. Each measurement technique presented
in this table may be internally consistent and yield measures
appropriate to some specific function. However, correlation
among the various descriptions is necessary so that a standard
measure may be evolved and used, regardless of the particular
mode of specification. Additionally, a standard or reference
value is required for effective inter-disciplinary research; for
the relating of resolution values to visual acuity values.

To achieve the above, a basic understanding of the methods
of measurement is requiredand this in turn requires a basic
appreciation of the image formation and transmission functions
of the display system. Understanding of image formation and
transmission, in turn, requires a basic knowledge of the para-
meters that ultimately affect the displayed image quality and
resolution. Once this foundation is established, the road will
be cleared for an attempt to relate resolution factors to
visual acuity. The interdisciplinary relationship (acuity and
resolution) resulting should allow for more efficacious utilization
of the knowledge available in both of these areas.

It is noted that the term "basic understanding" is used here.
The following discussion of resolution is for the purpose of
acquainting those unfamailiar with display design with the
principles and techniques used in the measurement of resolution
(just as the discussion of visual acuity was to acquaint those
unfamiliar with psychophysical measurement with the factors
involved in the determination of acuity). For this reason,
discussion will be restricted to those factors principally
responsible for system resolution and will be conducted on an
elementary level. Additionally, emphasis will be placed upon the
interaction of the parameter examined with the system as a whole
and its ultirate effect on resolution.
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organization of the Cirr resolution section will be:

1. Image Formation - This includes a brief discussion of
t;_.he image formation and transmission process and of the system
modulation of the object point Whe basic unit of information
detected by t-he sensor device). The basis of the different
pertinent measures of resolution will be discussed and related
to the final presentation of the spot on the viewing screen.

2. Soot Size - The discussion of spot size includes an
examination of the parameters that affect spot size and the spot
sizes achievable with different equipment and techniques.

3. Video Channel Bandwidth - Brief mention is made of the
effects of bandwidth on spot size and ultimately on resolution.

4. Vertical and Horizontal Resolution - This section
addresses raster scanning techniques, its calculation and methods
of reducing bandwidth.

Solid State Resolution

The factors affecting solid state display resolution pre-
sent a number of unique relationships not necessarily found in
the traditional CRT display. These variables include the
emitter density, emitter size, shape, and orientation, the size
of the inter-emitter gap and t1he rather sharp edge gradients
found in the einitters. Although some generalization from CRT
resolution data to solid state resolution may be possible, at
least two solid state pAra ters have no apparent CRT display
counterpart; these are the emitter shape and the size of the
gap between adjacent emitters. It would appear reasonable that
significantly different interaction effects wpuld be produced
by these two parameters. However, valid data directly address-
ing these factors have not been found. It appears that rapid
advances and technical innovations geared -to overcoming the
physical limitations imposed by this type of display have fore-
stalled active research geared to the examination of the
effectiveness of these displays.

The rapid luminous rise and decay time and the rather sharp
edge gradients associated wit-h solid state type displays
elements are phenomenon that have not been extensively (nor
directly) examined in the psychophysical literature. Research
remains to be conducted on the effects of high intensity, light
pulses on the eye's integrating function and on the effect of
using sharply defined light emitting elements separated by non-
emitting areas above and below visual detection threshold.
Examination will be made of data available in this area and
li=ited con*clusions will be drawn based on the sparse data
available.

At the conclusion of the above two sections, an effort is
made to integrate (deronstrate the relationships among) the
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factors affecting visual acuity with the factors affectin:
display resolution. This is done to provide the reader an
overview of the total observer-display syster and to provicie at
least an awareness of the many factors interacting on ctth si`eS
of the display screen. The coIrnents presented are general anQ
represent 'guidelines'. They are not to be considered as
absolute values and should not be generalized withcut due caution.

CRT DISPLAY pES0,-TIO.X

Image Formation and Transmission

Image formation is the process of r.-producing the signal
intensity pattern of object space, to scale, in the iraae piane.
In other words, the object being scanned by the sensor is reduced
to a series of information points which are then transmitted
sequentially to the display where they are again reconstructed
into image of the original object. In.an 'Ideal System', the
intensity of each image point is an exact proportional represen-
tation of its corresponding object point. Also, ideally, there
is no interaction among adjacent image elements. This, however,
is beyond the state-of-the-art for all known sensor-display
systems. In actual operation, the signal representing each ooject
point experiences a distortion while proceeding through the
system so that the image is not a series of pcints, but rather
a series of "blurs" (Figure 135). These blurs are rost intense
at the image point (geometrical center) and extend over the
entire image plane. When the sensor display systen contains a
number of factors which operate serially on the signal, the
aggregate point spread function displays a propensity tc
approximate a Gaussian distribution. Carel (Ref. 58) has
graphically represented a typical distribution (Figure 136), but
this is not to imply that the function is always syrmoetrical and
invariant across the image plane. The exact shape of the point
spread function is dependent upon the physical parameters cf the
entire sensor display system.

Object Point Image Point

Figure 135. Object Point to Inage Point Spread.
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Figure 136. Normal Spread Function. (From Carel, Ref. 58).

The point spread function can be mathematically expressed
by the equation:

Point Spread Function = f(u)

where: u is the distance between (separation of) the object and
the image point, (distance object point transmitted) and

f is the degree of system distortion of the point in the
transmission of the point from the object to the iirage.

The degree of system interaction (i(u) ) is a function of
the signal strength of the object point, the system point spread
function and the distance between the object and image points.
This can be expressed mathematically by:

i(u) = k f (u) 10

where: f(u) is the point spread function,

Io is the object point intensity,

u is the distance separation of the object and
image point, and

k is an intensity scale factor.
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It car. be reasoned that the total intensity at an iriage
point is the sum of the contributions of all the discrete object
points; in the limit this reduces to the convolutional integral:

I(x', y') = K f I(x, y)f (x' - x, v' - y ) dx dy

' K I(x' - x, y' - y)f(x,y) dx dy

where: f (x,y) is the two dim.ension point spread function,

I(x,y) is the signal distribution over object space,

K is an intensity scale factor,

x', y' are the coordinates of an image point, an
integration over all object (or image) space is
indicated.

The latter equation indicates that signal interaction is
strongest when the point separation is smallest, and when the
space between two points is infinitesimally small, their images
are indistinguishable. As these two points separate in an
otherwise uniform background, a decrease in intensity will occur
between their two geometric centers. This is illustrated in
Figure 137. Sawtelle (Ref. 288) notes that the basis for one
definition of resolution is when the decrease becomes consistently
noticeable. This definition, however, includes observer judgenent
which is undesirable as an objective measure. For this reason,
it has become customary to define resolution as the point
separation at which the contrast between the dip and the
peak is equal to L: arbitrary value. This process is commonly
known as modulation. Three criterion values for m:.dulation are
frequently used: 50% for television, 26.5% which corresponds to
the Rayleigh criterion for optical resolution, and the photo-
metric threshold for the hwman eye which is taken as a value
ranging from one to twenty. Resolution, or more precisely its
quantitative expression, is determined by reading off the spatial
frequency (or line separation) at which one of the above
modulation criteria are satisfied. The criterion used will
determine the numeric quantity for the resolution of that system
at that given time.

A number of other measures of resolution have been
developed in addition to the three mentioned above. Many of
these, however, are restricted to certain types of systems and
are not directly applicable to airborne electronic displays.
Slocum et al. (Ref. 312) compiled a conversion table showing the
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relative values for some of these measures, the conversions are
presented below in Table 62.

Table 62. Conversion Table for Several Measures of Display
System Resolution where a equals the S.D.

(From Slocum et al., Ref. 312)

4 J

-4 - 4 a.

0m. .7 5 .5 .4

I0 F1.7 1.5.8.4 1.6 ~.5 .52 .-42

E44 X~ U >
0 -4 C) -4 .71 -A .4

From 91 oj :or
E- U) 4n in 0 ;4a

,TV Limiting 1.18.7 .80 .71 .59 .50 .441 .42 .33

10% MTF 1.47a 1.25 .88 .74 .62 .55 .52 .42

TV 50(3 db) 1.67-- 1.4 1.14 .84 .71 .63 .59 .47

Shrinking Raster 2.00: 1.7 1.36 1.2 .85 .75 .71 .56

:50% Amplitude 2.35C 2.0 1.6 1.4 1.17 .88 .83 .66

150% MTF 2.670 2.26 1.8 1.6 1.33 1.14 .94 .75

Optical ( 1 /e) 2.83' 2.4 1.9 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.06 .80

aEquivalent 3.54c 3.0 2.4 2.1 1.77 1.5 1.33 1.25
Passband (N e)

Conversion table of various measures of display resolution ( =
standard deviation).

Carel (Ref. 58) in an effort to demonstrate the lack of
standardization and agreement in the various methods of resolution
measures, compiled the values presented in Table 61 to show some
of the relationships among these measures. Again, the list is
not exhaustive, but it does indicate the need for some effort in
the area of standardization for these various values. In addition,
to the table, the following mathematical expression of this
relationship is given as:

-. 221
d = 1.67a = .59s = .54D = l.llq = .71r = W = 83j = 2
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where: d is the conventional radar resolution,

is the standard deviation of the spread function,
assuming a Gaussian distribution,

s is the eauivalent optical scot size (see discussion
earlier in this section),

p is the optic 1 line pair resolution based on the
Rayleigh criterion of 26.5%,

q is the standard TV element size (half cycle, width),

r is the raster line width (designated as 50% amplitude
of the contour of the impulse response,

w is the TV5 0 element size (half cycle) expressed by
50% modulation level of the impulse pattern,

u is the 60% contour width (approximates lowest
photometric threshold of the eye) and is often
referred to as the Shrinking Raster method spot size,
and finally,

f 3db corresponds to the spatial frequency at which
the modulation transfer function (sine wave
response) is -3db or 0.707.

This series of relationships is graphically portrayed in Figure
138.

Slocum et al. (Ref. 312) also addressed the problem of
resolution measurement techniques and the lack of agreement
about which method should be used. These authors tend to sup-
port Carel's analysis of the problem and recommend that a method
be selected as a standard. Of the various methods currently
utilized, Slocum, et al. conclude that the following are most
commonly used for electronic displays:

SHRINKING RASTER RESOLUTION: A raster with a known number
of lines is generated on the tube face, and the vertical size is
decreased until the lines disappear. At this point, the height
of the raster is measured and divided by the number of lines.
Slocum suggests that a trained observer normally determines this
flat field condition at about two to five percent peak-to-peak
light intensity variation. The energy distribution in a CRT
spot is nearly a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the flat
field response factor occurs at a line spacing of approximately
2a where j is the spot radius at the 60% amplitude of the spot
intensity distribution.

MODULATION TRALNSFER FUNCTION (MTF): This is the sine wave
response technique developed by O.H. Schade and analyzes the
display resolution by tae use of a sine wave test signal, rather
than the square wave signals employed in TV test patterns. A
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sine wave response test produces a curve of response called
'modulation transfer function'. When used with a device such as
a scan converter video amplifier plus CRT, the MIT of the
individual devices are multiplied together to determine the total
system PfTF. Assuming a Gaussian spot shape, if the sine wave
signal were set at a half of the cycle spacing corresponding to
the shrinkinq raster resolution line spacing, the resulting
observable modulation on the display would be approximately 29%
(Ref. 312).

TELEVISION RESOLUTION - TV LIMIT RESPONSE: The tele-
vision wedge pattern measures spot size by determining the point
where the lines of two wedges are just detectable. The number
of TV lines per unit distance is then the number of black and
white lines at the point of limiting resolution. Again, assum-
ing a Gaussian spot distribution, the wedge pattern is equiva-
lent to the square wave modulation function, and, consequently,
TV resolution is frequently referred to as the limiting square
wave response.

Sherr (Ref. 301) suggests that the two-slit spot measure-
ment technique is also attractive because of the lack of
ambiguity in the measurement and specification of spot size.
Essentially, this method makes a 'picture' of the spot profile
by moving the spot past one or two slits which are small in
comparison to the spot. A photo tube on the other side of the
slit is used to display the spot profile on an oscilloscope.
If the time base of the oscilloscope sweep is set to correspond
to the distance between the two slits in terms of spot velocity,
the oscilloscope will then be calibrated in terms of the two
response waveforms, and the spot width may be read directly
from the oscilloscope graticule between the half amplitude
points. With this method, reduction in bandwidth will cause
apparent spot broadening and will result in larger readings. for
spot size.

In conclusion, it must be emphasized that the above measures
are at best only a good approximation of the true values of the
different resolutions.. It can also be seen that the modulation
varies as a function of the point spread function, the object
separation, and the many other characteristics of the system.
Any measure (true measure of threshold resolution) will have to
account for these parameters in its measurements. Finally, even
with the above difficulties and limitations, some measure of the
total display resolution can be achieved. Slocum et al.
suggests that this combined resolution can be found by taking
the square root of the sum of the squares of the component
resolutions (assuming a Gaussian distribution):

d2 d2 2
D d= +d 2 + ... d 2

2 2
where d , d 2 ... etc. are the individual -point spread functions

and, D is the display resolution.
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With this basic conceptualization of the image transmission

and spread functions, the spot itself will now be examined.

Spot Size

The preceding discussion has addressed the formation of the
spot on the faceplate of the display, the spreading of the spot
(in an assumed Gaussian distribution), and several of the methods
of measuring the size of the spot. A number of system parameters
interact to affect the spread function and consequently the
minimum spot size obtainableý on the face of the display.

Luxemberg and Kuehn (Ref. 226) state that the effect of
various tube parameters on electron-beam spot size on the tube
screen have been largely determined experimentally. For example,
by increasing the voltage on the second grid, the spot size S is
reduced. Similarly, it is established that the spot size de-
creases with decreasing beam current (Figures 139 and 140).
This is largely because of the reduction in object size in the
electron optics and the decreasing aberrations in the focusing
lens. A third parameter, the size of the tube itself, has been
found to be directly related to the spot size. A linear rela-
tionship appears to exist between tube size and resulting spot
size. Thus, by doubling the size of the tube, the minimum spot
size is effectively doubled.

Another important limitation on minimum spot size is
imposed by the size of the electron scanning beam itself. The
electron's target requires a minimum amount of current charge
before it will become excited and discharge. But, with present
techniques, the current's density is also limited. Therefore,
in order to obtain the required current, the beam size must
often be increased. Glasford (Ref. 140) has determined that the
diameter of the average scanning beam is approximately 0.005
inch. This is compared with phosphor crystal size ranging from
5 to 15 microns. (One micron = 0.000039 inch.)

Levine (Ref. 387) in a study of current beam density,
developed spot sizes as a function of the tube sizes for several
standard tube sizes (Table 63). These diameter/spot size
relationships were based on long-persistence type phosphors with
the current equal to 200 microamperes.

There are a number of non-electrical spot size determinants
in addition to those considered above. One of these is obviously
the characteristics of the phosphor used in the CRT itself.
Davis (Ref. 103) states that the phosphor crystals used on most
CRT tubes vary from 5 to 15 microns in diameter and are deposited
on the faceplate in thicknesses ranging from 10 to 50 microns.
These dimensions will necessarily-limit the minimum area that
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Table 63. Spot Sizes as a Function of Tube Sizes.
(After Levine, Ref. 387)

K =1.9145*
Tube Type Diameter Spot Size

w

5FP7 5= 0.6 mm 3.19

7hP7 7w 0.85 mm 2.25

9GP7 90 1.2 m- 1.60

9LP7 90 1.5 m 1.28

12DP7 120 1.5 mm 1.28

*K = Kell Factor, w = Current

will be excited during each beam scan. The characteristics of
the different phosphors will determine the amount of light that
is passed to the surface of the faceplate.

The optical qualities of the faceplate (Figure 141) and the
angle at which the passed rays strike the faceplate (Figure 142)
determines the amount of energy that is passed or is refracted
back into the tube. This refracted energy (rays) will produce
the halation effect. Another consideration is the location of
the spot on the face of the tube. If the spot is minimized in
the center of the screen, it may increase in size as the beam
moves away from the center. This "location defocusing" may be
due to the differences between the center of deflection and the
center of curvature of the faceplate. In order to provide
uniform focus, the focus anode voltage must be varied as the
spot moves away from the center position (Ref. 102).

Careful examination of the visible spot on a CRT tube reveals
a light pattern around the spot produced by the electron beam.
These rings of light are due to the phemenon known as "halation'
and tend to reduce the quality of the image (Figure 141). -The
halation effect is caused by light rays leaving the fluorescent
crystals at the inner surface of the tube, traveling upward into
the glass where they are refracted. Those rays making an angle
greater than 0 do not leave the glass when they reach the outer
surface, but instead are reflected back into the glass. At each
point where these reflected rays strike the fluorescent crystals,
they again scatter, and it is this scattering of the rays that
produces visible rings on the screen. These rings produce a hazy
glow in the region surrounding the excited spot and hence reduce
the maximum possible detail contrast.
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The hazy glow produced by the halation effect degrades the
contrast available on the face of the CRT tube. Wurto (Ref. 364)
suggests five methods that may be used to reduce the degradation
due to spot size halos:

1. Decrease the transmission qualities of the faceplate
itself. Halo light passes through the faceplate at least three
times (while the primary rays pass through only once) so any
decrease in the faceplate transmission qualities will have a
marked effect on the halo. The light available from the primary
spot will, however, be sacrificed by this method.

2. Use a transparent phosphor - the limitations with this
method are that the types of phosphors that can be utilized with
this method are limited and again the light output is usually
quite low.

3. Increase the thickness of the faceplate - the thickness
of the faceplate can be increased to the point where the reflected
light is reflected back to the phosphor plane out of the primary
viewing area. Unfortunately, little information is available on
this technique.

4. Make the faceplate very thin - the obvious problem here
is that the thin plate cannot support the vacuum load. One
solution to this problem is to mount the phosphor on a thin
(0.020 inch) plate located behind the normal thickness faceplate.
The relative fragility of the phosphor plate is often a drawback
which cannot be tolerated with this technique.

5. Use fiberoptic faceplates - Wurtz recommends this method
as the most effective. It is, however, the most expensive and
becomes particularly unattractive for larger screen sizes.

Ultra-high resolution tubes allow an 0.8 mil spot size in
the center of a 5-inch CRT (4-1/2 inch usable diameter) for a
total resolution of 5400 lines (Ref. 269). Relatively high
resolution tabes (approximately 4500 lines) are commercially
available in any tube size.

If electrostatic deflection or duel deflection is used, spot
size will increase significantly; 20 mil spot size is typical for
the 5-inch electrostatic tubes, with 10 mils the minimum
avaiable.

Standard phosphors permit a spot size of about 0.7 mil,
measured by the shrinking raster method. Due to the difficulties
in focusing a beam this small, especially in the larger tubes,
it is rare to find tubes larger than 5 inches in diameter with
spot sizes below 1 rail.
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Generally, the magnetic deflection type CRT can offer
smaller spot size and higher brightness than the electrostatic
type of CRT. The *best' or smallest spot size is obtained by
using magnetic focusing because less focus aberrations are
presented by the magnetic field as this field does not change
the electron velocity. Higher brightness is possible with the
magnetic tube, since the deflection sensitivity is inversely
proportional to the square root of the accelerating voltage.
In electrostatic tubes, sensitivity is inversely proportional to
the full accelerating voltage. Therefore, increasing the ac-
celeration voltage to obtain higher brightness will have less
effect on the magnetic deflection tube than on the electrostatic
tube.

Pizzicara (Ref. 267) reports that cathode ray tubes have
been developed with spot sizes as small as 0.001 inch and less.
Typically, these high resolution tubes have electromagnetic
deflection and focus, and extreme care must be exercised in their
construction. They must be constructed with exceptionally
uniform, fine grain, low noise phosphor deposited on optical
quality faceplates.

To achieve these exacting spot sizes, the power supply for
the tubes and coils must be tightly regulated. But the develop-
ment of these newer (but lower sensitivity) recording materials
require increased light output of the recording CRTs to achieve
exposure in a reasonable amount of time. This increase in power,
however, results in spot size growth and the resultant loss of
resolution.

Channel Bandwidth

Bandwidth, the information carrying potential of the display
system, directly affects the resolution of the display. Increas-
ing the number of information bits carried and displayed by the
system without increasing the bandwidth will result in a reduc-
tion of display resolution (i.e., greater spreading of the spot).
The calculation of bandwidth is based on:

f = naN = Information or video frequency
2

N = Scan rate (frames/second)

n 2 = RHRv = Total number of display elements (active and
inactive)

n a = The number of active elements per line (horizontal)

Rt = Scanned lines/frame

S= Aspect ratio

RV = Vertical resolution

k = Kell factor
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RH = Horizontal Resolution
= Kn = Total number of horizontal resolutiona elements

where: K Total Number of Elements (Note k>l)
Number of active elements (Trace)

and bandwidth is specified as:

BW = fcz - fCL = Bandwidth

where: fcz = upper c-utoff (3db) frequency) and

f c = lower cutoff (3db) frequency)

and: f OHz,
c,

therefore: BW f cz

Zworykin (Ref. 366) has shown that the video channel
transmits a band of frequencies from approximately zero to the
upper frequency given by:

2f = An2Ncz
_Element Width

where: A = Aspect Ratio = Elent HighElement Height

N = Refresh rate in frames/second (which includes
interlace factor if one is present)

Since the number of picture elements (n 2) is the product of the
transverse resolution (scan lines) times the number of picture
elements per line, it is seen that:

2n =Rtna

Substituting the equation

Rh= Kna (which gives the transverse resolution)

in the above equation (noting that by definition na = Rh), the
longitudinal resolution (RL) obtained is:

2
n = KnzRL

and by combining, the result shown that:

fcz= pKn= AN

where: p is the aspect ratio,

which indicates that for a given set of scanning conditions,
the longitudinal resolution and the bandwidth upper cutoff
frequency are directly proportional.
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D'Aiuto (Ref. 98) using a- similar equation plotted
resolution n (number of scan lines) as a function of
bandwidth BW (video frequency) and frame rate N: Assuming
a Kell factor of k = 0.85 and an aspect ratio (p) of 1,
the graphs are as presented in Figures 143, 144 and 145.

Luxemberg notes that many attempts have been made
to reduce bandwidth due to the psychophysical phenomena
of flicker (see section on flicker). Commercial
television has achieved bandwidth reduction through the
use of interlacing scan lines. In this technique, one
frame actually consists of two distinct fields, each of
which consists of lines spaced to lie between those of
the alternate field. The total number of resolution
elements is the same, but the eye is unaware of the
reduction of transverse resolution in each field (which
has a period of 2 /v) and experiences an effective flicker
frequency of NI ."" Consequently, to achieve a desired
flicker free rate:

RV may be doubled and

N may be halved without changing f cz

where: Rv = Vertical resolution

N = Scan rate (frames/second)

Deutsch (Ref. 106) attempted to reduce bandwidth
without sacrificing flicker free performance by using
a "pseudo-random dot scan' technique. This technique
has reduced frame rates satisfactorily to as low as
1 or 2 hertz. In essence, the image is a mosaic of
isolated picture elements. Although this random
pattern is theoretically possible, Luxemberg concludes
that practical implementation is burdensome.

Humes and Bauerschmidt (Ref. 175) suggested the
following equation for determination of bandwidth:

f = (RASI) (Rbsl) (frame rate) (scan line length/raster height)cz 1.2

in which RASI = number of TV resolution elements along a scan
line, Rhcl = number of television elements across the
raster, and the assumed Kell factor is 0.7.
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Meister and Sullivan (Ref. 232) stated that the
commercial television bandwidth is approximately 4 MHZ,
and they referenced Humes and Bauerschmidt as stating
that high resolution TV systems have achieved as much
as 25 MHZ.

Vertical and Horizontal Resolution

Disregarding for the moment the numerous technical
methods of describing resolution, it is common practice
to discuss raster generated resolution in terms of the
total number of raster lines in the display or the
total number of raster lines per unit of display surface.
Luxemberg and Kuehn (Ref. 226) state that there are
two basic distinctions that can be made concerning the
method of presentation of raster lines. This distinc-
tion is made between rasters that are regularly repeated
at prescribed time intervals, and those that are
randomly or quasi-randomly repeated. When the line
generation is predictably repetitive, the process is
generally known as "scanning" afid when it is random
it is generally known as 'line written'.

Raster scanning consists of a repetitive series
of horizontal lines placed one above the other on the
viewing screen by sweeping the electron beam from
side to side (see Figure 146). Information is
produced by intensifying portions of the horizontal
lines in response to input commands. When each
horizontal line reaches its limit and one edge of the
screen, it retraces back to the starting point. When
the bottom horizontal line is generated, the beam
retraces back to the original starting point. The
beam is blank during these retraces and consequently
does not produce an image on the screen.

Images that are dissected, initially formed or
reformed by the scanning process exhibit a fine
structure which is anisotropic. Assuming that the
image is composed of a multitude of arbitrarily
small picture elements centered in the scanning
aperture and that these elements `are alternatively
black and white and arranged to form a line
transverse to the scanning line, it can be seen that
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Figure 146. Typical Raster Scanned Display and Component Signals.

at best each scanning line can sample but one picture element in
the transverse line image. Thus, the limiting transverse resolu-
tion in terms of picture elements is given by the niuber of
scanning lines in the raster. Luxemberg hence indirectly defines
the "picture element" as the least geometrical detail that can be
disce~rned. But, not all the scanning lines in a raster are
available i•o form the image because the returning raster must have
their retraces obscured, and the lines used for this purpose are
not available for image structure. The remaining 'active" lines
are the only ones determining transverse resolution (Figure 147).

If the individual picture elements were placed in such a
fashion that each is covered by half of the two adjacent scanning
lines, the individual elements would disappear into an unsegmented
gray line. In practice, however, picture information is not
"-early this uniform, and a random fine grain structure results
that has a random relationship to the scanning pattern. Con-
sequently, transverse resolution actually achieved is given by

Rh = kna

where n is the number of active scanning lines and k is the "Kell
factor"adetermined by the statistical geometry of the image
covered by the raster. Television standards orient the rasters
such that R = Rv with Rv representing vertical resolution

(scanning lines being "horizontal"). These Kell factors have
ranged from 0.53 to 0.85. Commercial television standards are
set at 0.70.
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In an effort to conserve bandwidth withc-ut sacrificing
freedom from flicker, standard television employs a system of
interlaced scanning (see Figure 148). The sensation of flicker
in a display is, among other things, a function of the frequency
of illumination of the screen. It is not a function of the
number of scanning lines nor the frequency of the recurrence of
a particular line itself (Chinn, Ref. 397). Therefore, a system
that causes the entire area of the screen to be illuminated at a
higher rate, even though the same lines are not scanned during
successive cycles, results in greater freedom from flicker. The
standard TV 2-1 interlace scheme does exactly this. Alternate
lines are scanned consecutively from top to bottom as a group.
The intervening lines form the second group and are scanned
during the next scanning cycle. As a consequence, 262 1/2 lines
are scanned per frame in the standard 525 line system.

Horizontal resolution requirements for raster generated
displays is calculated by multiplying active scanning time (in
microseconds) by the bandwidth (in megacycles) and their product
by a multiplier of 2 (which is basic to all information content
equations). The multiplier 2 is necessary because each cycle has
a minimum and a maximum state, which in the case of video means
light or dark picture elements. Ketchel and Jenney (Ref. 206)
offer the following example:

Total scanning time 63.5 psec
Blanking time -12.0 Usec

Active scanning time (T) 51.5 Usec

Bandwidth (B) 3.0 megacycles

Inserting these values into the formula suggested by Beste (Ref.
396) for calculating horizontal resolution (N):

N = 2 (TB)

N = 2 (51.5 usec x 3.0 megacyles)

N = 2 (154.5 cycles)

N = 309 elements resolvable horizontally.

This methodl is very much simplified for the purpose of illustration.
For a more detailed explanation see Refs. 58, 102, 120 and 140.

Fink (Ref. 120) suggests that a truer measure of television
resolution could be obtained not from vertical or horizontal
resolution alone, but from the product of both of these values.
This product would be proportional to the total number of
resolvable picture elements in the image.
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Figure 148. Typical Television Frame Interlacing.

Glasford (Ref. 140) points out that in the conventional
525 line interlaced system, 262 1/2 lines are scanned during
each vertical frame (sweep). If the vertical field frequency
fv is 60 cps, the frame frequency ff is 30 cps and the hori-
zontal line frequency f is 60 then 525 lines = 15,750 Hertz.
Additionally, any numbeý of fields may be interlaced to make up
a given frame. This can be calculated by letting N represent
the number of fields per frame,

f where: f = Vertical field scanning
fv v frequency

f and: ff is the frame frequency

the total number of lines n is found by

1
N = N(W + 1) where: W = approximately 1/3 of

N total number of scan

lines

and the horizontal scanrning frequency is given by

ffh =nff n__v
h f

N
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Line Written Display Resolution

Ketchel and Jenney (Ref. 206) reviewed the literature and
concluded that line written display resolution does not represent
a formidable problem for electro-optical display designers.
They also noted that the major aircraft application of this type
of display is in the head-up display. It is noted, however,
that the line written technique may also be used in other types
of displays. The present writers are skeptical of this over-
simplification. In addition to the resolution considerations
considered with the raster scan type of display, a number of
unique problems are associated with the line written display,
especially with the head-up display.

Ketchel and Jenney conclude that vernier alignment and the
discriminability of symbols in close proximity are "the kinds of
problems" which are likely to be found in such devices. They
add that the symbol should be "sharp" and the lines should be
wide enough to be seen against the display background. In this
respect, the requirements are somewhat the reverse of those
found in raster type displays. The problem is not how small the
lines have to be made to improve resolution, rather how large
must they be in order to ensure detection and recognition. The
exact line width depends somewhat upon the precision demanded in
a given display usage. The above authors suggest 3 to 5 min.
arc for guidance purposes. For direct view, this is equivalent
to a line width of 0.024 toO.040 inches at a viewing distance
of 28 inches.

Summary

This cursory treatment of the subject of resolution was
intended to demonstrate some of the basic parameters involved in
the determination of resolution. With this awareness of some of
the considerations involved, it is hoped that rational decisions
concerning resolution requirements in airborne displays will be
facilitated. The word 'decisions' was used because it is felt
that each display situation •as a unique set of parameters and
consequently no one decisio.: may be applied to all situations.
Each display situation places different demands on the display
and these demands should be the prime determinant of the
resolution required. A brief review of some of the measures of
resolution currently in use or recommended indicates the
following values:

Fink (Ref. 120) states that the resolution power of the
human eye necessitates a minimum of about 400 horizontal lines
per display and a corresponding number of vertical divisions. He
also notes that different countries have adopted different
standards for their commercial television systems. The U.S. and
the rest of North America have a 525-line standard while England
uses 405 lines, most of Western Europe and Russia have 625 as a
standard with the exception of France and Belgium with 819 lines.
(These values are independent of screen size.)
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Carel (Ref. 58) after careful consideration, recomended that
a minimum of 1,000 lines be used as a standard. This in part
would help to compensate for image degradation due to the multi-
tude of parameters affecting resolution. Assuming similar raster
size and 80 blanked lines (for retracing) this. figure amounts to
about 115 lines per inch or almost twice the number of lines found
in the average 1967 display (Ref. 206). On the assumption that
the eye's resolving power is limited to about one minute of arc,
Carel's display recommendation would approach the limits of the
eye. (One minute of arc is equivalent to 120 lines viewed at
28 inches).

Ketchel and Jenney (Ref. 206) reviewed the literature and
concluded that contemporary vertical situation displays were being
designed with vertical active raster lines totaling between 500
and 700 lines on 8-inch raster displays. This is equivalent to
62 to 87 vertical lines per inch respectively. These authors
expressed concern that the 1,000 lines recoended by Carel
(Ref. 58) was warranted.

- Whitham (Ref. 352) studied display size and resolution of.
displays for both a 500 line and 1,000 line system. From the
information on his graph for a 1,000 line system having a height
of 5 inches it is seen that the maximm- element size is about
0.004 inches (4 mils) and for the 500 line system the maximum
element size doubles to about 0.008 inches. At a viewing distance
of 28 inches, his charts indicate that if the elements are
between 0.009 and 0.085 inch, they are within the limits of
acuity (which was undefined). In this case, it may be seen that
the 1,000 line system exceeds the acuity criterion set by the
author. However, he did not specify a particular recommndation.

Slocum et al. (Ref. 312) state that mission requirements
determine the sensors to be used, and the pilot's tasks likewise
vary as a function of the mission. In order to fulfill his
mission, the pilot must have certain information presented to him
in legible form. This in turn dictates the resolution require-
ments of the display. After consideration of the high resolution
sensor performance, operator tasks and system performance require-
ments, the Slocum et al. concluded that a 1,000 TV line* display
would provide the adequate resolution. They note that this
would be especially desirable an a combined sensor display to
minimize the loss of resolution on this type of display.

Poole (Ref. 268) noted that the assumed resolving power of
the eye is about I minute of arc. He concluded that a display of
about 115 lines per inch approaches that limit. This is
approximately equivalent to a 1,000 line display (1 min of arc
120 raster lines viewed at 28 inches). Poole adds that this 1

S1,0'00 TV-lines = 590 optical line pairs = 840 shrinking raster
lines.
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min. of arc figure is an approximation and should not be taken as
the only basis.

Chinn (1953) suggests that the number of lines in a display
should be determined by the resolution required from the display.
By establishing the resolution requirements and accounting for
the various other factors affecting resolution, the number of
lines can be determined. He suggests that the number arrived at
should be an odd number so that if interlacing is used to
conserve bandwidth, there will be an equal number of lines (plus
a fraction, i.e., 262-1/2) per field. Even-line interlacing,
although possible, is not feasible because of the high degree of
accuracy required.

SOLID STATE DISPLAY RESOLUTION

Design.-vtariables influencing X-Y matrix solid state display
resolution essentially are counterparts of similar variables
influencing CRT display resolution. The variables include number
of vertical resolution elements, number of horizontal resolution
elements, emitter size, and emitter density. One solid state
variable, however, has no CRT counterpart. This variable is
emitter shape. Additionally, solid state emitters are character-
ized by sharp edge gradients. CRT spots, on the other hand,
typically are not characterized by sharp edge gradients due to
the spatial luminance distribution of the CRT spot.

Variables influencing resolution and image quality factors
for solid state X-Y array displays are shown in Figure 149.
Because necessary research has not yet been conducted, it is
difficult to identify which of the variables might have the
greatest impact upon image quality. Certainly emitter size is a
primacy, variable, but--the.ffects of-. emittft size upon resolution
are integrally related to emitter placement or spacing since
these two factors, in turn, prescribe emitter density. Emitter
placement, in turn, will be strongly influenced by the ability
of engineering technology to develop solid state displays with
high emitter densities, and consequently with minimal gaps or

\ other visible spaces between emitters. Recent advances in the
development Of gapless electroluminescent displays have been
reported (Ref. 196). Gaps between emitters were eliminated by
overlapping emitter electrodes. Whether this or similar techniques
can be applied to light emitting doide or gas discharge displays
remains to be established. Additionally, there is the question
of whether eliminating inter-emitter gaps enhances usable
resolution since emitter sizes and density factors may be
unaffected by such procedures.

Emitter shape is another variable over which the designer has
direct control in solid state displays. Excluding segmented
emitter arrays with specific application to alphanumeric
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a. Representative Emitter Shapes and Configurations.

Instantaneous Solid-State CRT Spot
On-Off Cycle On-Off Cycle On-Off Cycle

b, Representative On-Off Cycles.

Figure 149. Solid State Type Display Resolution Variables.

characters, several practical emitter shapes are shown in Figure
149. In the selection of emitter shapes, several criteria must
be considered. The most important criterion is related to the
type of symbology which is to be displayed. For example, round
or square emitters provide considerable latitude for presenting
alphanumeric or other symbols, lines, or shades of gray areas.
The use of triangle or diamond emitter shapes places additional
restrictions on the angles with which various symbols or lines can
be smoothly displayed. However, the restrictions might be of
little practical consequence if emitter sizes were sufficiently
small and emitter densities sufficiently high to produce adequate
resolution. With relatively large emitters (e.g., 25 to 50 ails
minimum dimension), triangular or diamond emitter shapes might
impose limitations upon display information content, or at least
the quality with which various types of symbology could be
displayed.
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A second important criterion for selecting emitter shape
involves the maximizing emitter area while minimizing gaps and
spaces between emitters. The brightness sensitivity of--the
human eye is affected by area of the source of illuminance. In
other words, for a given illuminance level, larger luminous
objects can be detected more easily than smaller luminous
objects. Indeed, one determinate of the threshold of vision is
the retinal area stimulated. Consequently, if small emitters
are used, the non-luminous area between emitters also should be
small in order that the luminance requirements for symbols com-
prised of numerous activated emitters will not turn out to be
influenced by single emitter dimensions rather than total symbol
(family of emitter) dimensions. A review of both basic psycho-
physical research and design-oriented research produced no data
which could be generalized with any degree of confidence for
predicting symbol contrast and luminance requirements as a func-
tion of symbol size, emitter size and emitter placement or
density. The necessity for such data is quite apparent.

A third criterion involving emitter shape, size and density
relates directly to tha level of operator task performance which
is required. There are numerous criteria which may be applied
to task performance. Whether the tasks require symbol discrimi-
nation, scale reading or continuous control perfQrmance, per-
formance measures may range frum those minimally required to
ensure mission success to performance which allows for some
margin of safety beyond minimum levels. Finally, pilot prefer-
ence is directly related to display acceptance, and it is not
unlikely that solid state resolution required to produce displays
which are generally acceptable to pilots may exceed resolution
required to produce minimally acceptable performance. Again,
there are few research data which- relate to pilot performance as
a function of resolution for CRT or solid state displays. There
are no data which directly address preferred resolution for solid
state displays. One study which indirectly addressed electro-
luminescent display resolution and legibility is discussed below.

King et al. (Ref. 208) used a 125 segment electrolumines-
cent bargraph display to investigate legibility contrast ratio
requirements. Each EL segment comp~ising the bargraph was 0.25
inch wide, while stroke width for e~dh segment was 0.035 inches.
Gaps between segments were 0.005 in. s. The legibility task
used by King et al. required that each of 30 experimental sub-
jects correctly read randomly determined EL bargraph values
against an associated scale three times in succession. Correct
readings required the accurate discrimination of on vs. off bar-
graph elements. The authorE report that subjects could consist-
ently achieve the accuracy needed to read the EL column against
the numbered scale. Subjects also consistently reported that
the 5 mil gaps between segments were easily visible. Five mils
at a 28-inch viewing distance, which was used by King et al.,
corresponds with a visual angle of approximately 40 seconds of
arc.
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VISUAL ACUITY AND RESOLUTION'

In the section on visual acuity, the many factors affecting
the acuity of the human eye were examined and significant
relationships among these parameters pointed out. In the
preceding section, the factors affecting the resolution of the
display screen were examined. It is, therefore, expedient at
this point to attempt to relate the factors of visual acuity to
the factors of resolution, where the data will permit.

Visual acuity is defined as the smallest discernible detail
that the eye can resolve while display resolution is defined as
the smallest discernible detail on the display Xace. It is
recalled that the eye could reliably resolve taigets as small as
30 seconds of arc (.0040 in. at 28 inches) under ideal viewing
conditions, while standard CRT tube spot size is approximately
1 mil in diameter (.001 inch). Unfortunately, the minimum
discernible detail that can be resolved by the eye cannot be
directly correlated with the minimum spot size produced by the
display, for as was indicated, a number intervening variables
must be accounted for (age, contrast, illumination levels, eye
adaptation). Quantitative relating of these environmental
factors to either resolution or visual acuity factors have not
been forwarded sufficiently, to allow for the integration of all
of these variables into a 'resolution system'; a quantitative
step-by-step specification '6f the relationship of spot size to
minimum visual acuity. Many of the data derived from studies of
these environmental variables, lack the threshold qualities of a
true measure of resolution. •*

The diagram presented in #ýgure 150 has been developed in
an effort to demonstrate the relationship (in graphic format)
among the various factors in an Anformation display system. It
is observed that the luminance of the emitter is the medium
linking the display face with theeye of the observer. It can
likewise be seen that the light fdrm emitted by the emitter is
not the same light form impinging rbpon the retina of the observer.
Not only has the form of the light, been changed, but the intensi-
ty of the light has been greatly r~duced (the units of light
intensity are arbitrary units selected for demonstration only).
Additionally, the parameters that tend to reduce the quality of
the transmitted light are listed under each of the principal
steps in the transmission process. It does not, however, list
all of the possible factors that could interact to affect
resolution.

In the absence of good hard data at all points along the
'resolution system', Table 64 is presented in an effort to
demonstrate some of the possible parametric interactions and
relationships. Again,this table is to be used as a guide, as all
of the possible combinations are not present here. These relation-
ships have been derived from the data reviewed in this report and
represent a summation across studies where data have permitted.
Because data are completely lacking on some of the parameters (or
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it was felt that existing data were not valid), some "forced
speculation" has been reported. On the whole, the relationships
shown in Table 64, as well as those shown in Table 59 (visual
acuity), are representative of the relationships affecting
display system resolution. These two tables, however, do not
provide an all-inclusive listing of possible factors.

CRT TYPE DISPLAY RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS

Considerable research and evaluation has been performed on
electronic display equipment, on the visible light environment,
and on the eye. However, little valid research has been con-
ducted on the observer-environment-display system as a function-
ing unit. Operator performance studies have been conducted
under laboratory conditions (low-light level to room level
luminance conditions) without the presence of performance de-
grading environmental factors (vibration, stress, acceleration,
high amibient luminance conditions). Studies of effects of the
visible light environment on resolution tend to eliminate the
observer from the system, while studies of display equipment
eliminate either the observer or the environment. No multi-
parametric evaluation of the observer-environment-display
resolution system under operational conditions is found in the
literature. For this reason, the following general research
recommendations are made (based on Figure 150 showing the total
resolution system):

1. A multiparametric display-environment-observer system
should be developed wherein display parameters, environmental
parameters and observer viewing conditions could be examined
individually and in combination with respect to their effects on
the total system.

2. Using the above vehicle, a systematic evaluation of the
individual (or combinations) display, environmental and observer
parameters be conducted with emphasis on its effect on the over-
all system. Display legibility would be the performance mea-
surement with realistic operator tasks included in the measure-
ment.

3. Evaluation should be conducted under conditions
expected to be encountered under actual operating conditions with
the performance degrading factors systematically induced into
the system.

4. With the data derived from the above evaluations, a
quantitative display-environment-observer (and qualitative)
formula should be developed that could account for the impact of
each of the major factors on the total resolution system, This
formulation would be beneficial as a realistic design tool for
display design and display system evaluation.
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5. Data derived from the above research should be integrated
in a meaningful quantitative manner and presented in concise
handbook format for use by human factors engineers as well as
display design engineers. The handbook should show the nature
and extent of parameter tradeoffs and their effects on the
resolution of the system. The handbook should be so designed as
to allow for the incorporation of new advances and research
results into the existing body of information.

SOLID STATE RESOLUTION RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS

Since no directly relevant solid state X-Y matrix display
rzsclution research data were found, the research requirements
presented below should be considered, in part, as being within
the context of exploratory research. The value of exploratory
research is that it provides data which can be used to identify
the relative degrees of importance of design variables tested,
produces data which can identify trends for future research,
identifies interactive variable relationships, and identifies
critical tasks for use in more generalizable design-oriented
research. Because of the almost total void of data directly
relevant to operator task performance as a function of solid
state display resolution factors, it is felt that requirements
for exploratory research are most paramount. It also is felt
that display device simulation, rather than operational displays,
should be seriously considered in order that current state-of-the-
art display hardware limitations do not limit the extent of
exploratory research.

It would appear most efficient to employ display legibility
tasks for investigating solid state display resolution. Such
tasks could include alphanumeric and symbol identification, scale
reading and simple pointer positioning tasks. Performance
measures should include probability of correct symbol identifi-
cations, scale reading error and pointer positioning error, and
time required to read scales and make scale settings. Additionally,
because emitter density may directly influence symbol contrast
and emitted luminance requirements, photometric measures defining
symbol-to-display contrast should be made for studies in which
emitter luminance is a variable.

Table 65 presents design variables and ranges for each
Variable which at this time appear to represent realistic design
variable conditions for experiments relating to solid-state display
resolution. As with such investigations, the interactive effects
of combinations of variables must be seriously considered.
Because of anticipated interactive effects, it is recommended that
the following combinations of variables should be considered:
symbol size, symbol type, emitter size, emitter spacing, emitter
density; and symbol size, emitter size, emitter spacing, emitter
density, emitter luminance; and symbol type, symbol size, emitter
shape, emitter density.
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Table 65. Reommendations for Variables to be Researched
in the Context of Solid State Display Resolution.

Symbol Type Alphanumerics, circles, squares, X's,
crosses, scales and pointers.

Symbol Size 0.10 inches to 0.75 inches for alpha-
numerics and other symbols. Scale
and pointer dimensions should be
selected with respect to emitter size.

Emitter Size A range of from 51 to 100% of the
maximum emitter available as deter-
mined by the emitter density and
emitter shape being tested.

Emitter Spacing 0.5 mils through 40 ails, with
spacing to be determined in ccn-
junction with emitter density.

Emitter Density Five emitters per maximum symbol
dimension through 75 per maximum
dimension depending upon symbol
size and emitted size. Matrix sizes
for alphanumerics should include 3x5,
5x7, 7x9 and 9xll. Matrices comprised
of greater numbers of emitters should
be considered for high resolution
displays incorporatintg larger (e.g.,
0.50 inch) maximum symbol dimensions.

Emitter Shape The reader is referred to Figure 149
for emitter shapes which appear to
merit investigation.

Emitter Luminance 0.1 through 1,000 Ft. Lamberts,
depending upon oumtrast ratio
requirements.
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CRT DISPLAY SYMOL RESOLUTION REQUIIUJMNTS

Introduction

The literature reviewed yielded little data an target
detection as a function of the two primary factors of resolution
affecting legibility; the number of active scan lines per
symbol height and the video bandwidth. However, some data
exists on target identification as a function of these para-
meters. The performance measures used in generating this
identification data are the probability of correctly identifying
the target or symbol as a function of the number of active scan
lines per symbol height and the speed of identification as a
function of the number of active scan lines.

It is interesting to note that display system resolution is
referred to or i•easured by the number of active scan lines per
inch of the display surface. Displayed symbol (alphanumeric or
geometric forms) legibility is normally measured in the number
of active scan lines per symbol height. Both of these measures
produce values that are dependent upon or, in turn, influence
the total number of active scan lines per display height. A
brief examination of Table 66 reveals that for any given display
size (9" and 18" arbitrarily choses), the number of active scan
lines per inch and the nmer of active scan lines per symbol
height vary significantly as a function of the total number of
scan lines in the display. Caution must be exercised, therefore,
in the interpretation of symbol legibility as a function of the
number of active scan lines per inch or per symbol height.

Table 66. Approximate Scan Line and Symbol Sizes as a
Function of the Total Number of Active

Scan Lines in the Display.

Display Total Number of Active Scan Lines

Size 525 1,029 9,000
*Lines per Inch 9a 58.5 114 1,000

18 29.2 57 500

*Line Size per 90 1/58.5 1/114 1/1000
Inches; 18" 1/2%.2 1/57 1/500

*Syrbol Size @ 10 95"/29 5/51 1/100
Szan Lines per 18 5/14.6 5/28.5 1/50
Symbol Height

*Approximate Values
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A number of other factors are concerned with symbol resolution
and conseqUently warrant consideration. They are, however, not
the direct consequence of display system resolution and hence have
been addressed in separate sections. These factors include the
type and style of font used for alphanumerics (discussed in the
section addressing alphanumerics), the type of geometric or
pictorial symbol used (discussed in the section addressing
symbolic coding), the physical construction of the symbol (visual
angle subtended, stroke-width-to-height percentage also discussed
in the above referenced sections), and the operator task require-
ments. This section, consequently, is limited to a discussion
of symbol legibility as a function of the number of active scan

lines per symbol height and system video bandwidth.

Other types of electronically generated display systems are
not addressed in this section because of the special nature of
the symbology they display and/or because of data voids.

Digitally addressed X-Y dot matrices generally discuss symbol
legibility in terms of the total number of dots in the matrix
(i.e. 5x7, 7x9). Consequently, legibility is expressed in terms
of the percentage of correct responses as a funct . of the
matrix size or configuration. The limited data available on this
subject are presented in the section addressing alphanumeric
matrix symbols. Line written displays (caliographic), on the
other hand, have resolution and legibility parameters unique to
that type of display. In a line written display, the problem is
not how small the basic resolution unit (emitter size or spot size
for example) must be, but how large (wide) the lines must be to
be legible. Carel (Ref. 58) concludes that caliographic resolution
currently presents little problem as long as the lines displayed
(or symbols) are sufficiently large to be seen, but not so large
as to obscure other figures and symbols on the display. The
literature reveals a lack of pertinent data dealing with line
written symbol legibility. Finally, solid-state symbol legibility
is not considered due to the data void existing in this area.

The following discussion considers -symbol resolution in terms

of:

1. Number of active scan lines per symbol height

2. Quality of the equipment used (525 line displays,
1,029 line displays)

3. Video bandwidth used in the system

The resolution required for a symbol identification task
varies significantly with the tyrpe of symbol used. Several of
the studies reviewed have used a -hanumeric symbols, and a
comparison across studies indicate that resolution requirements
are less for these types of symbols than for more real world
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symbols (geometric or pictorial symbols). Additionally, the
studies reviewed are relatively consistent in their findings
that a vertical resolution of between 10 and 12 lines per symbol
height will optimize the correct identification of alphanumeric
symbols. Similar agreement is reported for geometric and
pictorial symbols, with a minimum of 14 raster scan lines
required per symbol height (on a 2 megacycle or higher band-
width) for correct identification. These results were, however,
derived from studies conducted under laboratory conditions with
no visual or resolution degrading factors present. Use of the
data presented below, therefore, is contingent upon the follow-
ing conditions:

1. Display and symbol luminance and contrast are more
than adequate for legibility (see sections on
brightness and contrast)

2. No display signal noise was present

3. Subjects are familiar with the symbols used

4. All symbols are sufficiently large to avoid
problems associated with visual threshold
(see section on acuity).

Lines per Symbol Beight-Alphaninrics

Using a standard 525 line Fairchild Model TC-100 Camera and
a Miratel 14 inch Video Monitor, Shurtleff and Owen (kef. 306)
performed a study on the legibility of capital letters and
numerals with vertical resolutions of 6, 8, 10, and 12 active
scan-lines per symbol height. For a complete description of the
expertmental variables see Table 67. An examination of Table 68
indicates for the resolutions tested that legibility varies with
the performance measure considered. Figures 151, 152, 153 and
154 graphically display these relationships. The data indicate
for the subjects receiving a small amunt of practice (Part I),
if identification time was the important consideration, then 12
active lines per symbol height should be used; if accuracy of
identification was the primary consideration, then 10 lines per
symbol height would be adequate. When subjects received
additional practice, (Part II) and identification times alone
were considered, 10 lines per symbol height were sufficient; if
accuracy of identification was the important factor, then as few
as 8 lines per Symbol height was adequate. Shurtleff and Owen
concluded that a minimum of 10 lines per symbol height would be
sufficient for systems applications and this is consistent with
their findings.
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Table 67. Experimental Conditions for Shurtleff and Oven Study.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Number of Subjects: Horizontal Spacing:

8 Not relevant

Visual Characteristics Symbol-Background Relation:
of Subjects: Light/Dark

20/20 near and far
acuity; normal phoria Symbol Brightness:
and color. 20 Ft. Laberts

Background Brightness:

1.5 Ft. Lamberts

Number of Symbols: Brightness Contrast:

26 letters 1233 percent
10 numbers

Symbol Exposure Time: Ambient Illumination:

Response time to Not stated
identification.

Symbol Font or Style: Symbol Visual Size:

Courtney vs. Leroy 11 Minutes of Arc

Symbol Width/Height: Viewing Distance:

75 percent 36 to-64 inches

Symbol Stroke Width/Height: Viewing Angle:

17 percent Zero degrees
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Elias, Sandowsky and Rizy (Ref. 114) investigated the
accuracy of identification for 9 values of symbol resolution
using a General Precision Laboratory Model 601 High Resolution
TV with a 21 inch Conrac Model COC Monitor. Table 69 presents
the experimental variables for this study. Varying the number
of active scan lines per symbol height from 3 to 11, these
researchers found that accuracy of identification fell off
significantly at resolutions below 5 or 6 lines per symbol
height (see Figure 155). The major reduction in accuracy
occurred when the symbol resolution was reduced from\5 to 4 lines
per symbol height. Shurtleff (Ref. 304) comments that although
these results appear to conflict with his (Shurtleff,\Ref. 306),
it is possible that the differences are due to the quality of
the interlace which led to associated differences in the
definition of a scan line. Shurtleff further states that the
5 lines used by Elias are roughly comparable to the 10 lines

'used in his own research and this would, therefore, approximately
ýequate the results for both studies.

The following year Elias (Ref. 113) again studied vertical
resolution using a General Precision Laboratories Model 601
High Resolution T.V. Camera and a 21 inch Conrac Model CQC
Monitor with ýa 20 mc bandwidth and a 2:1 interlace utilizing 875

can lines. For a complete description of the experimental
ariables see' Table 70. Elias found that for vertical resolutions

ot 5 through X1 active scan lines per symbol height, performance
a• measured bý speed of identification (err•uc scores were
negligible) significantly decreased with each increase in vertical
resolution (see Figure 156). He further compared the CRT alpha-
numerics with non-televised printed alphanumerics under similar
co ditions and discovered as an examination of Figure 156
in icates, that performance at even the finest level of CRT
resolution did not equal the performance obtained for the solid
symýols. This :author concluded that i1 active scan lines per
symbol height approaches an optimal level of resolution.

lell (Ref.r 25) compared Long Gothic with Murray alpha-
numerics at 12,: 10, 8, and 6 active scan lines per symbol height.
See Table 71 for the experimental details of this study. Mean
response times (see Table 72) indicate that performance
systematically improved from 6 through 12 active scan lines for
both fonts. This is consistent with the findings of previously
cited Elias (Reg. 113) study. For accuracy of identification
(see Table 73), khowever, only small differences in error scores
were established between the 10 and 12 line conditions. Error
scores substantially increased from the 10 to the 8 and 6 active
scan line ccnditions.

The above analysis is presented as trend information since
a statistical an4lysis was not feasible due to the limited number
of subjects used and a large intra-subject variance.
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Table 69. Experimental Conditions for the
Elias, Sandowsky and Rizy Study.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Number of Subjects: Horizontal Spacing:

10

Visual Characteristics Symbol-Background Relation:
of Subjects: Light/Dark

Uncorrected and Symbol Brightness:
corrected 20/20
near and far vision 7.3 Ft. rt

Background Brightness:

1 Ft. Lambert

Number of Symbols: \Brightness Contrast:
26 letters / 630 percent
10 numbers

Symbol Exposure Time: Ambient Illumination:

4 seconds Not specified

Symbol Font or Style: Symbol Visual Size:

Gothic/Veritype L 24 minutes of arc

Symbol Width/Height: Viewing Distance:
Not specified Varied to maintain

constant visual size.

Symbol Stroke Width/Height: Viewing Angle:

17 percent Zero degrees
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Table 70. Experimental, Conditions for Elias Study.

EXPERIMIMTAL CONDITIONS

Number of Subjects: Horizontal Spacing:

20

Visual Characteristics Symbol-Background Relation:
of Subjects: Light/Gray

Correct and Symbol Brightness:
uncorrected 20/20
near and far vision. 7.5 Ft. Lamberts

Background Brightness:

I Ft. Lambert

Number of Symbols.: Brightness Contrast:

26 numbers 650 percent
10 letters

Symbol Exposure Time: - Ambient Illumination:
'Sesponse ti toRespnse im ~Not specified
identification.

-Symbol Font or Style: Symbol Visual Size:

Not specified. 24 minutes of arc

Symbol Width/Height: Viewing Distance:
'Ngt specified. Varied to maintain

r ,constant visual, size.

Symbol Stroke Width/Height: - Viewing Angle:

Not specified. Zero degrees.
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Table 71. Experimental Conditions for the Bell Study.

EXPERIMENTAL COMDITIUS

Number of Subjects: Horizontal Spacing:

3 Not relevant.

Visual Characteristics Symbol-Background Relation:
of Subjects: Light/Dark

N Narnal on a Bausch Symbol Brightness:
aid Lamb Orthorater. 60 Ft. L

Background Brightness:

3 Ft. Lamberts

Number of Symbols: Brightness Contrast:
24 letters (No J or 0) 1900 Percent
10 numbers

Symol Exposure Time: Ambient Illumination:

Latency to identification. Not specified.

Symbol Font or Style: Symbol Visual Size:
Long Gothic vs. Murray 16 oS,e6•nutes of arc

Symbol Width/Height: Viewing Distance:
Varied to maintain
visual size.

Symbol Stroke Width/Height:. Viewing Angle:
Zero degrees
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Table 72. Mean Response Times (in seconds) for
190 Symbols Shown at Four Television Resolutions

to Three Subjects. (Adapted from Ref. 113)

Long Gothic Font
TV Resolution

(&Nuber of Active Lines Per Symbol Height)

Subjects 6 8 10 12

S 3.70 1.19 0.79 0.59

S2 1.70 1.37 0.85 0.54

S 3  1.89 0.96 0.76 0.63

Mean 2.42 1.17 .80 .59

Murray Gothic
TV Resolution

(Number of Active Lines Per Symbol Height)

Subjcts 6 8 10 12

S1 3.21 1.44 0.69 0.57

S 2 .2.19 1.15 0.70 0.46

S 3 1.82 0.93 0.61 0.56

Mean 2.41 1.17 .67 .53
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Table 73. Number of Errors for 190 Symbols Shown at
Four Television Resolutions to Three Subjects.

(Adapted from Ref. 113)

Long Gothic Font
TV Resolution

(Number of Active Lines Per Symbol Height)

Subjects 6 8 10 12

s 95 21 13 4

s2 115 20 2 6

S3  41 8 4 2

Mean 83.7 16.3 6.3 4.0

Murray Font
TV Resolution

(Number of Active Lines Per Symbol Height)

Subjects 6 8 10 12

S1 115 29 3 4

S2  132 19 3 2

S3  52 8 2

Mean 99.7 18.7 2.7 3.0 '
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rShurtleff, Harsetta and Shouman (Ref. 305) studied CRT
resolution at 10, 8 and 6 active scan lines per symbol height
for two fonts. See Table 74 for study details. These researchers

found that for accuracy of identification, 6 active lines per
symbol height was significantly (.01 level of confidence) poorer

in performance than both the 8 and 10 line conditions, but that
8 and 10 lines did not differ significantly fro each other
(see Table 75). Rate of symbol identification was not signifi-
cantly different for any of the resolutions tested (see Table
76).

Simulated CRT studies of symbol resolution have obtained
results similar to live television studies. Botha and Shurtleff
(Ref. 36) studied idealized television line constructions by
superimposing photographic grids made up of alternately trans-
parent and opaque lines on solid-stroke symbols. While the
exposure times used in this test were extremely short for
systems application, the studies indicated that the minimally.
acceptable sypbol resolution was between 5 and 11 lines per
symbol height.

Conclusion

It is the general'conclusion of this section that CRT alpha-
numerics require a mini resolution of 10 active scan lines
per symbol height. Any system requiring fewer action lines
should be empirically tested to verify that legibility
performance will not be negatively affected.

Geometrical and Pictorial SyMbols

The identification of geometric or- pictorial symbols on a
CRT type display presents more stringent resolution requirements
than are found with the different alphanmeric symbols or words.
Additionally, resolution requirements for geometric symbols
increase as a function of the detail of the symbol, increasing
exponentially with complex figures (i.e.,the identification of
different aircraft by their shapes). Military type targets
viewed against natural backgrounds (as opposed to a 'clear' or
unnatural background) require even more resolution to optimize
identification. Unfortunately, little in the way of experi-
mental work has been done in this area.

Erickson and Main (Ref. 117) conducted one of the few
studies in this area and examined the probability of correctly
identifying televised military- type targets as a function of
the •number of raster lines (and/or the minimum visual angle
subtended). The targets were televised photographs of radar
vans, artillery pieces, jeeps, trucks, tanks and troop carriers.
Background foliage was present in all of the photographs. Eight
subjects viewed the ten inch, 525 line raster scanned CRT tube
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Table 74. Experimental Conditions for the
Shurtleff, Marsetta and Showman Study.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Number of Subjects: Horizontal Spacing:

24 25 percent

Visual Characteristics Symbol-Background Relation:
of Subjects: Ligfit/Dark

20/20 near and Symbol Brightness:

far acuity; normal 20 Ft. I
phoria and color.

Background Brightness:

2 Ft. Lamberts

Number of Synbols: Brightness Contrast:

26 letters 900 percent
10 numbers

Symbol Exposure Time: Ambient Illumination:

Response time to 6 to 8 Ft. Candles
identification.

Symbol Font or Style: Symbol Visual Size:

Standard Leroy vs. Varied with viewing
Revised Leroy. distance.

ISymbol Width/Height: Viewing Distance:

75 percent Variable

Symbol Stroke Width/Height; Viewing Angle:

17 percent Zero degrees
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Table 75. Visual Angles of Subtense Required for 85 and
99 Percent Accuracy of Identification.

(Adapted from Ref. 305)

Resolution in Leroy Symbols
Lines Per

Symbol Height Standard Revised

Identification Identification
Accuracy Accuracy
(Percent) (Percent)

85% 99% 85% 99%
(Minutes (Minutes (Minutes (Minutes
of Arc) of Arc) of Arc). of Arc)

10 7.58 13.15 7.59 13.37

8 7.57 12.82 7.70 15.09

6 10.35 35.97 11.01 30.08

Table 76. Identification Rates for the 85 and 99
Percent Accuracy of Identification.

(Adapted from Ref. 305)

Resolution in Leroy Symbols
Lines Per

Symbol Height Standard Revised

Identification Identification
Accuracy Accuracy
(Percent) (Percent)

85% 99% 85% 99%
(Symbols/ (Symbols/ (Symbols/ (Symbols/

Sec.) Sec.) Sec.) Sec.)

10 1.16 2.00 1.25 1.89

8 0.74 1.22 1.25 1.54

6 1.33 2.04 1.16 1.85

/
/
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at a distance of 24 inches. Contrast was reported as 'adequate';
other luminance data were not reported. Results of this study
are summarized in Figure 157.

As was found in the studies on alphanumerics, the probability
of detection increases significantly when the number of raster
lines is increased fram 5 to 6 lines per symbol height with
no significant increase thereafter. For identification, however,
a more consistent increase is found as the number of lines per
symbol height is increased from 5 to 17 lines. The extrapolation
(by Semple and Gainer, Ref. 294) indicates that this same slope
continues up to 100% probability of identification. Semple and
Gainer suggest that, up to 25 lines per symbol height
may be required to optimize identification performance. Further
research is recommended for the higher resolution values as a
number of other parameters (effects of symbol width to height on
recognition, strokewidth to height - if applicable, increasing
symbol area) are not accounted for in the study examined here.

Semple and Gainer (Ref. 294) report the results of a study
conducted by Marsetta and Shurtleff (Ref. 390) which studied
the probability of correctly identifying military map symbols
against a natural background. A 945 line display screen was used
in this study, with the number of raster lines being varied by
changing the symbol height.

The results of the study are presented in Figure 158. It is
observed that a rapid increase in the probability of correct
identification occurs between 9 and 14 lines per symbol height
and that an insignificant increase results thereafter. Although
this appears to be contradictory to the results found by Erickson
and Main (Ref. 117), these differences may possibly be accounted
for by differences in methodology, symbology type, clutter and
equipment used.

Johnson (Ref. 184) conducted a study to determine the effects
of horizontal resolution and shades of gray on target recognition.
Twelve visually screened subjects viewed a Conroc Model CNB8 TV
Monitor with a 10 megacycle bandwidth used as a simulated cockpit
display from a fixed distance (head in chin-rest) of 24 inches.
Three resolution levels were used (200, 400, and 550 lines per
display height) together with three shades of gray (5, 7, and 9).
Terrain and display luminance levels were maintained at 100 ft L
with a white frame constructed around the display tube to provide
the 12 coordinate cells for the observer. The movable terrain
model was adjustable to simulate a 30 degree dive angle from
6,000, 9,000, and 12,000 feet with a maximum terrain exposure
time of 10 secoids. The target models (750:1 scale) were scale
isodels of three military vehicles (2-1/2 ton truck, 5 ton cargo
truck, and a tank with a 90 mm gun mounted on it) and the
calculated angular subtense of the length and height of the
targets at 6,000, 9,000 and 12,000 feet, and 15,000 feet were
20 x 13, 13 x 9, 10 x 7, and 8 x 5 minutes of arc respectively.
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The observers task was to find the target (at which time he
released a thumb button to stop the timer) and then to specify
the location of the target using the grid coordinates.

The results of the study are summarized in Figure 159a and
Figure 159b. Johnson concluded that the horizontal resolution
had a highly significant overall effect on target recognition.
Reliable differences were found between 200 and 400 TV lines at
12,000 and 15,000 feet and between 200 and 550 TV lines at every
altitude. An apparent inverse relationship was found between
target recognition time and horizontal resolution (and shades of
gray). Because target size and number of scan lines through the
target have a linear relationship with slant range, these two
factors may largely account for the reliable effect of slant
range on target detection.

Hemingway and Erickson (Ref. 163) conducted an experiment
to clarify the relative effects of image size and the number of
raster lines per image upon observer performance. Eight visually
screened subjects viewed an eight inch Conroc-Model RNC9-A with
525 active scan lines, 2:1 positive interlace and a 10 megacycle
bandwidth. O ixteen symbols (from the 20 reccmmended by Bowen,
Andressi, Traux, and Orlanski, Ref. 38) were used in the test
(Figure 160). Each test chart contained 25 symbols (one each of
the original 16 and 9 randomly chosen frbm the 16) randomly
located, but with constant orientation. The symbol images on the
monitor were made up of 4.8, 6.3, 7.8, 13.5, 15.5, and 25.6
raster lines per symbol height while the angular subtense of each
symbol was varied from 4.4', 6.0', to 10.2' of arc (by varying
the observer-to-monitor viewing distance). The observer task
consisted of verbal identification of each of the 25 symbols on
the card, but only the first identification of each type of
symbol was counted.

The mean scores as a function of the symbol angular subtense
and the number of active scan lines per symbol height are
presented in Figure 161a and Figure 161b respectively. It is
observed from these figures that at all angular subtenses and at
values above 7.8 lines per symbol, performance improved as the
number of lines per symbol increased. (Below 7.8 lines per
symbol, performance appeared to be random). The data in
Figure 161b indicates that performance does not--improve as the
angular subtense of the symbol increafes when there are only 4.8
or 6.3 scan lines per symbol. However, there is a definite
improvement with increased angular size of symbols made up of
7.8 scan lines or more per-symbol.

Hemingway and Erickson (Ref. 163) discuss the results of an
earlier experiment conducted by Baker and Nicholson (Ref. 14) in
which a flying spot scanner was used to generate raster lines
making up alphanumeric symbols (total of 20 used) consisting of
8, 10, 12, 16, and 20 active scan lines per inch of display.
Resolution, size, height-to-width ratio, symbol orientation and
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Figure 160. Geocetric Figures Used by Hemingway and Erickson.
(Ref . 163)
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Figure 161. Percentage Correct Response as a Function of
(a) Angular Subtense and (b) Scan Lines Per Symbol Height.
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-ieuing distance were contrciled variatles. 7hree - -I- . -.
were used (0.353, 0.418, and 0.448 inch which IS-.aent
10', 15' and 20' of arc). Results of the Baker a.---.; zs-
study indicated that identification of the syrnbcis eereor....
rapidly below 15 minutes of arc at the higher resoluticns '-E
and 20 lines per inch). At eight lines Der inch, the -e-erfs-
ration began at 20 minutes of arc. Better perfor--ance w-as
obtained at 16 lines per inch than at 8, 10 or 12 lines at
angular subternses.

Only three studies have been found in the iiterat:re
have separated the main effects of visual subtense an, t-.ne
number of active scan lines (Shurtleff et al., Ref. 3C5; Baker
and Nicholson, Ref. 14; and Hemin-wav and Erickson, Ref. 163).
Of these three, only the study by Baker and Nicholson and the
study by Hemingway and Erickson are similar enough in =etncdc.z'y
and objectives to be cc!parable. Even these two studies have a
number of differences that need to be accounted for, ;_-ut the d-ata
from these studies are sufficiently in agreement to a•-•'.o the
prediction of several interesting trends. So-re of the differences
were:

1. Baker and Nicholson used 20 alphanumeric sy-mbols
randomly oriented on the display, while HRengway and Erickscn
used 16 geometric forms with a constant orientation (the
alphanumerics had reduced probability of being correct by
chance).

2. The performance level obtained in the Baker ano'
Nicholson study was not as high as the perfor-_ance obta-_ne'd in
the Hemingway and Erickson study.

Figure 162 is a replot of the data fro= the above two stucdies
with the three symbol heights used by Baker and Nicholson (0.353,
0.418, and 0.448 inch having been assured to have a mean height
of 0.4 inch (10 minutes of arc). It is observed that the data
are in relatively close agreement.

Hemingway and Erickson (Ref. 163) co=pared the data fron
the study by Shurtleff et al. (Ref. 305) and from Baker and
Nicholson (Ref. 14) at various levels of subject error. The
data used were taken from Figure 5 in the Baker and Nicholson
study and from Figure 2 in Shurtleff's report. The replotted
combined data are presented in Figure 163 a, b, c, and d. It is
interesting to observe that the figures suggest a tradeoff
between lines per symbol height and the visual angle subtended
by the symbols. It appears that as the number of lines per
symbol height decreases, the same or equivalent perfor-ance
level may be maintained by increasing the angular subtense of
the symbol. This tradeoff holds for syrbols with visual ancles
between 7.8 to 16 minutes of arc. There appears to be a
asymptote at or about 16 minutes of arc. Apparently,
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N;icholson (Ref. 14) and Hemingway and Erickson (Ref. 163).

(Adapted from Ref. 163)

further decreases in the number of active scan lines cannot be
balanced by increases in angular subtenses above 16 minutes of
arc.

Conclusions

The literature indicates that, in general, geometrical or
pictorial symbols require 33% to 100% more resolution (number of
active scan lines per symbol height) than do alphanumeric symbols
on the same display for 100% correct identification. However,
so--e tradeoff is possible between the number of active scan
lines and t-he visual angle subtended by the symbol. In general:

!. A -inimum of 16 lines per symbol height is required
for 901 plus probability of correct identification.

2. Performance level improves as the number of scan
lines per symbol height is increased (but this
factor is interactive with the angular subtense
of the symbol).

3. Performrance improves as the angular subtense of
tne sy.bol is increased (up to an apparent asymptote
at the 16 minutes of arc).
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- .zr targets wit'- visual anoles bet-w-een 8 =inutes and
"-inurtes, t-.he sane perfornance level may be maintained

as the nu'ber of scan lines is decreased by increasing
ýhe visual angle of t-he sy-_bol (up an asyptote at
"9 -inutes). Ahcve 16 minutes, this inverse relation-

s'i= ces not appear to hold.

QUALITY OF EQUIP.NT

Qualitv of e-cruiment refers to comparisorns between 525 ard
945 line raster 7V systens. When the nunber of active scan lines
per synbtol height and the visual angle of subtense for given
sytboqogy are held constant, then the reraining equipment factors
'includina bandwidth, bea=, focusing, etc.) influencing sym--bol
.eib-ilitv are loosely grouped and called "quality' features of
-he two raster TV systems.

Shurtleff and Owen (Ref. 307) exari'ned the legibility of
alp.anuerics displayed on two television systens incorporating
different raster resolutions. The two televisions compared were
fundan-entally 525 and 945 line raster systems. For a more
detailed description of these see Table 77. Alphanumerics were
viewed at individual resolutions of 6, 8, 10 and 12 active scan
lines per symbol height for each of the TV systems. The
experinental conditions surrounding this conparison are presented
.in Table 78.

For speed of symbol identification no significant difference
was found between either the 525 or 945 line television system
at any of the individual resolutions tested (see Figure 164).
For accuracy of identification, the 12, 10, and 8 line resolutions
were similar for both t-he 525 and 945 line systems, but the 6
lines per symbol height was significantly poorer for the 525
line system (see Figure 165). Error rates, however, were
unacceptable for systers usage for both the 525 and 945 line
systems at the 6 line per symbol height resolution. Both TV
systens required a mininum of 10 active scan lines per symbol
height before error rates dropped to an acceptable usage level.
Because no significant difference existed for either the 525 or
945 line system at the usable 10 or 12 line resolutions, it
would seem that for systens application tjhere is no apparent
advantage in using the higher resolution system.

Conclusion

Research findings indicate there is no apparent alpha-
n.-eric legibility difference in the use of either the 525 or
-5-line raster TV: for usage.
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Table 77. Specifications for 525 and 945 line Raster
Television Syster's. (Adapted from Ref. 307)

Specification 525 line 945 line

Input Power 50/60 Cycles, 95-125 115 vac., 50-60 cps.,
vac., 0.5 amp., 45 control voltage
watts

Scanning Horizontal frequency Horizontal frequency
15750 HZ; crystal 28,350 HZ; vertical
controlled; vertical frequency, 60 HZ.

Frame Rate 30 HZ; 2:1 interlace 30 HZ; 2:1 interlace

Resolution Horizontal, 400 1,000 lines (center) at
lines; vertical 300 675, 875 and 945 lines/
lines, apparent frame, vertical 600

lines
Bandwidth Nominal, 5Mc 17Mc + 1.0 db
Output Composite video, 1.5 Video, 1.0 v. non-

v. into 75 ohm line; composite, 1.4 v.;
RF:100 my.; channels composite impedance,
2-6 into 75 ohm 75 ohms, 2 outputs
line.

Operating Control Beam, target, Beam target, pedestal,
electrical and gain electrical and
optical focusing, optical, focusing,
aperture control aperture control



Table 78. Experimental Conditions for the
Shurtleff and Owen Study.

EXPERIME-NTAL CONDITIONS
• urzer of Subjects: Horizontal Spacing:

4 Not relevant

Visual Characteristics Symbol-Backgrcund Relation:
of Subjects : Light/Dark

Normal Vision Symbol Brightness:

Bausch and Lamb 20 Ft. Lamberts
Orthorater

Background Brightness:

2 Ft. Lamberts

Number of Symbols: Brightness Contrast:

26 letters 900 percent
10 numerals

Symbol Exposure Time: Ambient Illumination:

Response time to Not given.
identification.

Symbol Font or Style: Symbol Visual Size:

Leroy 11 minutes of arc

Symbol Width/Height: Viewing Distance:

75 percent Varied to maintain symbol
size.

Symbol Stroke Width/Height: Viewing Angle:

17 percent Zero degrees
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Figure 164. Average Symbol Identification Times.
(Adapted from Ref. 307)
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Figure 165. Average Error Percentage.
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V IDEO BANDWIDTH

Few data are available showing the relationship between
video bandwidth and the resolution (legibility) of symbology.
Shurtleff (Ref. 304) reports the findings of an unpublished
study by Seibert in which ninety subjects viewed alphanumerics
on TV monitors from a variety of positions and with five band-
widths: 4.0 mc, 2.0 mc, 1.5 mc, and 750 kc. The results
indicated a complex relationship between bandwidth, vertical
symbol resolution and visual angle of the symbol. Generally,
there was little difference between 4 and 2 mc at any value of
symbol resolution. Decreasing the bandwidth below 2 mc,
however, progressively decreased identification accuracy. The
average overall performance is shown in Table 79.

The data failed to show if symbol identification accuracy
is affected by video bandwidths above 4 mc. Many of the "high-
resolution* displays have bandwidths as high as 20 mc. They do
indicate that for practical operations, bandwidths below 2 mc
should not be used, but even this value should be accepted with
caution, for few of the experimental conditions (such as the
various brightness levels) were specified for this study.
Additionally, Shurtleff indicated that the subjects were not
visually screened for the experiment.

Shanahan (Ref. 300) conducted a study to examine the effects
of bandwidth reduction on the correct identification of acuity
targets. Thirteen-sixteenth inch Landolt rings were mounted on
a 4 x 8 foot aerial photograph (taken at 35,000 ft.) and viewed
by a TV camera mounted 11 feet away. Bandwidths of 8.0 mc,
2.0 mc and 1.0 mc were used with a Conroc 8' monitor (Model
CNA8) to present the Landolt rings to the six subjects (viewing
distance from observer to the display screen was not specified).
Size of the rings was varied through the use of a zoom lens
mounted on the TV camera. Contrasts of 100%, 81% and 27% were
used between the rings and the background while the gap in the
ring (1/32 inch) was presented in four different orientations.
The subjects were instructed to report the orientation of the
ring gap when it became visible. The time to respond was the
performance measurement used.

A summary of the results are presented in Table 80. Reduc-
ing the video signal bandwidth from 8.0 megacycles to 2.0 mega-
cycles degraded the ability of the test subject to identify the
target by a mean value of 23% for the 100% contrast level, 24%
for the 81% contrast and 15% for the 27% contrast level (Figure
166). Reducing the bandwidth from 8.0 to 1.0 megacycle degraded
the observer's ability to identify the target by mean values of
54%, 52% and 42%, respectively. Shanahan concludes that the abil-
ity to correctly identify targets is degraded less by video band-
width reductions for low contrast targets than for high contrast
targets (but it starts degrading from a poorer performance level).
Likewise, the ability to identify targets is degraded less by target
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contrast reduction when using a narrow bandwidt-h than when using
a wide video bandwidth (but again starting from lower perform-ance levels). Shanahan, however, warns against over-general-

ization of these conclusions.

General Conclusions

From the existing data the following general conclusions
are drawn:

1. Resolution requirement (number of active scan lines)
varies as a function of the type of symbol used and
as a function of the background against which it is
to be viewed (Table 81).

2. The number of active scan lines required for detection
is considerably less than for the same probability
of identification.

3. Feder scan lines are required for alphanumeric symbols
than for geometric or pictorial symbols.

4. Alphanumeiics require 10 to 12 lines per symbol height
for a xeasonably high probability of correct identifi--
cation.

5. Sixteen to twenty lines per symbol height are required
for the same degree of correct identification of
geometric-pictorial symbols.

6. A minimum of eight lines per symbol height is required
for a reasonable probability of detection of geometric
symbols (80% plus).

7. A minimum of 1.7 to 2 megacycles of bandwidth are
required for the above values.

8. The number of lines per display height did not appear
to be a significant factor in the probability of
detection. The standard 525 lines appears to be
adequate (under normal viewing conditions).

9. Some tradeoff is possible between the nuzber of scan
lines ier syribol and the angular subtense of the
S'MoI. 4
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Table 81. Summary of Recommended Nurber of
Lines per Symbol Height.

ALPHAN•MERIC GEOMETRICAL-P ICTORIAL

Detection: 8-10 lines per 8-10 lines per
symbol height symbol height

Identification: 10-12 1i .es 18-20 lines

IMAGE QUALITY

The information extracted from a display or an image depends
largely upon the quality of the image. All images, be they photo-
graphic, TV, RADAR or infra-red, are subject to a myriad of
degrading factors depending upon the course of its acquisition
and display (degradation arises from such factors as the
undulatory nature of radiation, atmospheric turbulence, haze,
limited system resolution, system bandwidth, dynamic range,
system noise, edge-gradients, display jitter, image smear and
display grain size). These factors generally act to increase the
homogeneity of the image spatial-luminance distribution. That is,
instead of being sharply separated, adjacent luminance areas in
the image are connected by diffused spatial-luminance transitions.
Hence, contrast is reduced and image elements which would be
otherwise resolvable, become indistinguishable and the information
transmission capability is thus reduced. This section will briefly
address the factors of edge gradients, display jitter, image smear,
and display grain-size and their effects on resolution.

Edge Gradients

Resolution has traditionally been regarded as an index of
image quality, but it merely designates the minimum detail that
can be resolved and, as such, provided no information as to the
clarity and sharpness of the larger details in the image.
Brainard (Ref. 41) suggests that: "From a study of resolution and
detail contrast characteristics of photographic and television
images it has been long apparent that the sharpness of an image
has no fixed relation to the limit of resolution of the system'.
Sharpness is rather a functibn of the shape and steepness of the
edge gradient of the image. Higgins and Jones (Ref. 166) investi-
gated edge gradients measurements and found that a number of the
commonly accepted methods to be unsatisfactory. One index
investigated was the maximum gradient, which usually occurs near
the center of the curve. As a measure of sharpness, this index
failed to distinguish an edge gradient having a sweeping toe and
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shoulder from one with an abrupt toe and shoulder (Figure 167).
A: index based on the average gradient (e.g.,point A and B in
Figure 167) between two points likewise failed to distinguish
between curves like E (or F) and D which have the same average
gradient. The final index they examined, acutance, correlated
highly (r = 0.994) with observer judgements of sharpness. This
index is generally defined as the mean-square gradient divided
by the density difference, or:

-2 2
6 = *( !Di/ Lxi) /DSx

n

where n is the number of measurements and DS is the density
difference between points A and B. Further research by Higgins
and Jones indicates that a more satisfactory index of image
'definition' was obtained by combining resolution with acutance.
They suggest the following empirical expression:

-KR
Definition = Acutance . e

where K is a constant and R is resolution. The precise relation-
ship of acutance and resolution in their joint effect on definition
remains to be worked out (Ref. 41). In addition to these factors,
graininess has also been found to influence sharpness. At present,
image definition is believed to be influenced principally by:

sharpness (measured in terms of edge gradient)

resolution

graininess

tonal reproductions(Tona)

Of these factors, Brainard (Ref. 41) concluded that sharpness is
the more important.

Edge gradients have another important role in the field of
perception. When the small involuntary eye movement present in
the normal viewing conditions are prevented from producing motion
of the retinal image, the whole visual field appears uniform, in
spite of actual luminance variations across the field. Brainard
(Ref. 41) quotes Riggs (Ref. 276) as saying that "Continuous
involuntary r tion of the eye has one clearly demonstrated
function, that of preventing the ... disappearance of contours..".

The efficiency with which a display is searched is
significantly izpaired when the edge gradation is reduced by
blurring the L-age or by introducing differently shaped apertures.
Specifically, the duration of fixation increase and the distances
between fixations decreases, as the edge gradients are diffused.
The net result of this is that a smaller portion of the display
is searched in the given unit of time. The magnitude of this
effect is illustrated in Figure 168.
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Figure 167. Distribution of Density in Image of Knife-Edge.
(Brainard et al. Ref. 42)

Brainard et al. also suggests that in addition to search
time, the identificability of targets will be significantly
reduced and target detection will be affected but to a lesser
degree.

The optical characterisiics of the eye are such that the
image projected unto the retina is degraded relative to the izage
entering the eye. Regardless of how sharp the edge gradient is
between adjacent luminance areas, the distribution of the
luminance on the retina will be- spread or diffused. This spread
derived from the eye is introduced by:

1. Diffusion of the light by the pupillary aperture

2. Spherical and chromatic aberration of the ocular
system

3. Scatterning of light in the dioptic media

The resulting diffusion of the image has been typically regarded
as the "Blur Circle" and more recently as the spread function (see
section on Visual Acuity) of the visual system.

In spite of the diffusing effects of the eye, the retinal
image can still be perceived as sharp under many conditions. The
relationship of the actual, perceived and retinal image is shown
in Figure 169. This phenomena was apparently first noticed by
Mach (Ref. 228) in 1865 and he described it as a second derivative
correction applied to the retinal image. The equation proposed
was:
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e(X) +r de(X)
r(X) = e log e(-- X2

where x is the axis along the surface of the retina, r is the
perceived (or apparent) brightness, e is the retinal illuminance,
and a, 6, and r are constants. Mach noted also that the first
derivatives of the spatial-luminance distribution had little or
no effect on perception, a finding recently confirmed by
Ludvigh (Ref. 221).

Display Jitter

Another factor contributing to edge gradient reduction is
display jitter. Jitter is defined by Sherr (Ref. 301) as -he
detectable motion in displayed data, when no such motion sAculd
exist. It is essentially the noise component of a visual
presentation that sets the lower limits of motion perception and
consequently resolution (perception) capabilities. Jitter can
be detected when the motion is of sufficient intensity to be
detected by the eye at the selected viewing distance. With a
line width of three minutes of arc, it is probable that a motion
of between 1/2 and 1 line width will be apparent, as either
blurring of the image caused by widening of the line or actual
motion of the image. The nature of the distortion induced will
depend upon the jitter frequency and upon whether the two lines
overlap. If, for example, the jitter frequency is above critical
fusion frequency for flicker and the lines do not overlap, then
two images will appear. If the frequency is below CFF without
line overlap, the image will appear to move from one position to
the other. If the lines do overlap, they will appear to broaden
at frequencies above CFF and produce additional flicker at
frequencies below CFF. Sherr suggests that some jitter may be
acceptable if the visual presentation requirements are not
exceeded, but that in general it is desired that this type of
display noise be limited to less than a resolution element to
achieve acceptable performance (Table 82).

Image Smear

As Slocum et al. (Ref. 312) point out, many operational
aircraft today have low-resolution ground mapping radar systems.
These systems are employed only for the recognition of large
land/water boundaries, outlines of large cities, etc., and for
this task the primary factor is sufficient brightness to be
recognized under all ambient light conditions. Siocum et al.
suggest that a display utiliming the fading erasure technique
is adequate since image grey scale and resolution are not
critical. But, in order to recognize smaller targets, t-he
ground coverage of the sensor must be smaller. This results in
considerable image motion between frames at normal aircraft
speeds. For example, with a three-mil radar coverage, a point
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in the center of the PPI display would move 1/8th of the display
height between scans with a scan interval of 1 second and an
aircraft speed of 1,000 ft per second. If the image from one
scan were not completely erased by the time the new image is
painted, considerable image smearing would result. Simple
adjustment of the display to provide rapid fade to prevent this
smearing will likely result in an annoying fade rate which
degrades operator performance in difficult target recognition
situations. Slocum et al. suggest line-by-line selective
erasure before the writing of a new line to avoid the above
difficulties. On faster scanning displays (such as conventional
IV) - any type of erasure or phosphor fade is acceptable as long
as it is sufficiently fast to prevent smearing of rapidly
changing images.

Grain Size

Granularity or grain size refers to the size of the
individual elements or components making up a composite image.
Depending upon the nature of the sensor and the display system,
there are two basic types of granularity. One type occurs when
the granularity is super-imposed upon the image during production
or reproduction of the image itself. This is observed in certain
photographic and printing processes. The second case occurs when
the image is "made-up" of grains, as is the case with certain
electronically produced imagery. The latter case will be briefly
addressed here.

The subject of display granularity has received relatively
little attention, but based on the few data available, the subject
appears to warrant further consideration and study. Part of the
reason for the lack of attention in this area may be due to the
fact that granularity has traditionally been associated with the
field of photography. Indeed, considerable literature has been
produced addressing photographic granularity. Photographic image
quality, however, is not within the preview of this effort.
Consequently, the subject is included here only to stimulate an
awareness of this parameter.

Bennett, Winterstein, and Kent (Ref. 27) conducted an
experiment to gather data on the effect of resolution and
granularity on rapid recognition performance with well-trained
subjects using realistic materials and tasks. They trained 24
subjects (10-12 hours training per subject) on photo-interpretation
tasks and had them identify objects (aircraft, towers, trucks, etc.)
under several conditions of deresolution granularity and scale
size. Their results are summarized in Figure 170. This figure
demonstrates the effects of the four grain sizes examined in this
study on search time. Bennett et al. conclude, based on the
measured average grain size and estimated viewing distance, the
point at which grain is large enough to produce poor performance
is only about 20 seconds of visual arc. The physical size of
the grain producing degraded performance and the rather drastic
nature of the drop in performance suggest that granularity or it's
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CRT equivalent may be an important display consideration. Further
examination of this parameter will be required before concrete
conclusions can. be drawn.
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Siurary

The legibility of electronically generated display imagery
h as.traditionally been addressed in terms of the number of
at~ve scan lines per symbol. A number of other factors,
however, contribute to the legibility of these symbols. Repre-
sentative factors in this latter class include edge gradient
considerations, display jitter and image smear and grain size
considerations. These latter factors have received relatively
little attention in the literature, although their effect on
symbol legibility apparently could be significant.

Edge gradients, for example, affect the sharpness or
"definition" of an image, which is especially critical in
cluttered or "hazy' displays. Additionally, display sear--h
time is affected by edge gradients. Jitter affects the d 7ini-
tion of the presented symbology as well as contributing tc
"unstable" symbology. The effect-; of image smear is espec -lly

prominent in displays with relatively rapid information up- ite
rates while grain size, although not significantly examined n
the present context, appears to directly influence the
observer' s performance.
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SECTION IX

FLICKER FACTORS

INTRODUCTION

The sensation of flicker is produced by continued inter-
mittent stimulation of the visual mechanism over a limited range
of alternations (Ref. 226). At frequencies below 3 hertz, this
foveal stimulaticn is generally referred to as flashing and is
often effective as an attention-gaining device. Above this
frequency, however, initial or "course" flicker is detected and
may result in undesirable observer reactions (disorientation,
nausea, visual fatigue, distraction, and annoyance). With
increasing frequency, this flickering sensation becomes "finer",
and t-he eye is less able to distinguish individual flashes, un-
til they are no longer detectable. The frequency of stimulation
at which the sensation of flicker just ceases to be noticeable
is termed the *critical fusion frequency" (CFF), or the frequency
at which the properties of the eye (persistence of vision) inte-
grate the individual stimuli to produce the sensation of steady
light or of smooth movement. This integration process results
from the retention of the stimulus sensation by the visual
mechanism for brief periods of time after the stimulus is
removed. These retained sensations gradually disappear taking
approximately 0.1 second to disappear completely.

The human eye is part of the visual display system, and,
consequently, a number of individual differences interact with
a number of display parameters to determine the precise frequency
at which fusion will occur. This man-display interactionwill
also vary from one environmental setting to the next, again
depending upon the observer and the type of display. Represent-
ative of some of the individual differences affecting the
detection of flicker are:

Persistence of vision fluctuations
Foveal-cortex characteristics
Chromatic-spherical aberration effects
Individual age, sex, alpha rhythm characteristics

In addition to the above, a number of other parameters
affecting the observer's detection of flicker includes:

The area of fovea stimulated
Eye adaptation level
Display, surround and ambient illumination levels
Light-to-dark ratio of the flashes



A large number of display parameters are known to affect
the presence of flicker on electronically generated displays.
A review of the literature, however, failed to produce a con-
sensus as to just which parameters should be included in this
listing. Table 83 indicates this diversity of opinion (and of
terminology), but it also indicates that several determinants
appear to be common to a number of the reports reviewed. These
include:

Phosphor characteristics - decay time and spectral
characteristics

Display refresh rate
Information up-date rate
Viewing distance in relation to display size
Emitted luminescence intensity and contrast
Wavelength characteristics of emitted luminance
Luminance of light source

Flicker, itself, has a number of stages, and each stage
tends to elicit different observer reactions. Barmack and
Siniako (Ref. 16) suggest that at less than one cycle per
second there may be a cyclic loss of and recovery of dark
adaptation. They conclude that 2 to 3 flashes per second is the
optimum for attention-getting value, but that 4 to 7 flashes per
second will cause some visual discomfort. They found 8 to 15
cycles per second to cause some confusion, loss of performance
(unspecified) and in some cases, even unconsciousness. They
state that pulsed light, to be perceived as a continuous light,
must be generated at a rate above 30 Hertz. However, they found
this to be a function of the brightness levels concerned. At
0.01 Ft. Lamberts, flicker fusion frequency may occur at 20
Hertz, but at 100 Ft. Lamberts fusion may not occur until 60
Hertz is reached.

The general consensus is that in the literature flicker
does not present a major problem to the display designer.
Flicker can be eliminated by increasing-the regeneration rate,
using longer persisting phosphors or reducing display brightness.
However, the tradeoffs that have to be made to eliminate flicker
may present severe restrictions for the designer, restrictions
that can be best circumvented by a knowledge of all of the
factors involved and, more importantly, of the interactions of
these factors. This section will address these interactions
by first addressing flicker as it affects the observer and some
of the observer variables involved (see Figure 171). Attention
will then be focused on display parameters that interact with
the observer to produce the sensation of flicker. Finally, an
attempt will be made (where data allow) to relate observer
parameters to display parameters and show possible interactions.
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OBSERVER CHARACTERISTICS

Individual Reactions

Geldard (Ref. 130) reported that under identical viewing
conditions and with moderate illumination, it is possible to
find CFF values ranging from 35 to 45 cps among a dozen differ-
ent observers. This range of sensitivity to the detection of
flicker is indicative of the range of reactions experienced by
individuals exposed to flicker. Investigations of these
reactions have failed to establish any firm conclusions other
than the fact that reactions (if any) vary from individual to
individual. The major portion of the research in this area,
however, has been conducted under low-light level laboratory
conditions. Little, if any, effort has been addressed to the
examination of display flicker under cockpit operational
conditions. In actual airborne operations, other variables
interact to alter the individual's reaction to display flicker.
A lack of reliable data exists for the latter condition.

Intermittent photic stimulation can also be produced by
the rotor blades of a helicopter or by the propellers of an
aircraft. This type of flicker (rotor flicker) can detract
attention from critical tasks and has been reported to occasion-
ally induce true photogenic epilepsy (which Gastaud, Ref. 128,
has defined as "idiopathic epilepsy'). Mercier (Ref. 236)
reports that cases have occurred where sensitive individuals
suffered epileptic seizures while drive at high speed along
tree-lined roads or roads where telephone poles were closely
spaced. Johnson (Ref. 185) has even reported a case of epileptic
seizure being induced by propeller blades themselves.

Laverne and Johnson (Ref. 391) report that among 102 pilots
whose EEGs (Electroencephalograms) were recorded during inter-
mittent photic stimulation, one quarter experienced 'difficult-
ies" when flicker was present. Except in rare cases, these
difficulties could be attributed primarily to interruption of
attention and occasionally to vertigo. In addition to these
typical manifestations, helicopter pilots (especially helicopter
flight instructors) reported that they experienced marked visual
fatigue in formation flying during which they had to look for
long periods of time at the rotors of the next aircraft.

It is also possible to produce spatial disorientation in
aircraft crewmembers by exposure to flickering light sources
outside the aircraft (sun, airport lights, etc., viewed through
a rotating body). A second source may be rotating anti-collision
lights (red) or beacons on aircraft operated at night. This
source of light can be reflected from clouds, wings or cowling
to create a complex pattern of flashing lights.
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Helicopter and single or twin engine aircraft may produce
flickering lights that have been reported to induce flicker
vertigo. Ailslieger and Dick (Ref. 2) report that this type of
incident is increasing with the proliferation of light aircraft
and helicopters. Here, again, response to flicker is dependent
upon the person, tCe situation and the frequency of the flashing
light.

Persistence of Vision

The sensation resulting from a visual stimulus does not
disappear simultaneously with the removal of the stimulus.
Rather, the sensation persists briefly after the removal of the
stimulus and then gradually disappears. A number of investiga-
tions have demonstrated that this persistence of vision can be
altered by inducing changes in several pertinent display para-
meters. In a recent study, Obert-Thorn (Ref. 257) reports that
the total persistence time increases linearly as the log of the
intensity of the stimulating light is increased. Porter (Ref.
271) found that the undiminished persistence time (operationally
defined as the duration between successive flashes of light at
the critical fusion frequency) decreased as the intensity of. the
light source increased. Hence, increasing the stimulus intensi-
ty affects the total persistence time and the undiminished
persistence time in opposite manners.

Ross (Ref. 285) reports that changing the light-to-dark
ratio (LDR) affected the CFF of a display. He also found that
for a given flash intensity level, increasing the flash duration
(increasing the light period in the LDR) decreased the un-
diminished persistence time. Wilkinson (Ref. 355) conducted a
study to examine the fusion point time interval between t:.o
flashes of light that are just fusing. This period of tiz-= is
called the two-flash threshold (TFT) and is another measure of
the undiminished persistence time. Wilkinson's findings,
contrary to the findings of Porter (Ref. 271), but confirmted 3y
the findings of Ireland (Ref. 178) indicate that changes in the
intensity of the flashes did not appreciably affect the undi-
minished persistence time (or the TFT time). Table 84 suvmarizes
some of these findings.

Obert-Thorn (Ref. 257) conducted an experiment to examine
the persistence decay curve. Flash pairs were used in which
the intensity of the second flash was gradually reduceC so that
the brightness of the first flash would appear continuous with
the brightness of the second flash. When a continuity was
achieved, the time for the largest decrement required would be
measured, and the persistence plotted in a curve. In this study,
the lic of the intensities of the second flashes were approxi-
rately 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 less than the intensity
of the first flash. The two durations of flashes used were 25
and 50 milliseconds.
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"Table 84. Summary of Findings on Persistence of Vision.
'I

Light (Flash) Total Undiminished Two-Flash
Intensity Persistence Persistence Threshold

Increase t* Increased t Decreased + No change
Obert-Thorn Porter Wilkinson
(Ref. 257) (Ref. 271) (Ref. 355)

Decrease 4 Decreased + Increased t No change
Obert-Thorn Porter Wilkinson
(Ref. 257) (Ref. 271) (Ref. 355)

LIGHT-DARK RATIO

Increase Flash Not Reported Decreased + Not Re-
Length Ross ported

(Ref. 285)

* +Indicates decrease and lindicates increase in value.

The results indicate that the undiminished persistence (TFT)
increased as the intensity of the second flash decreased. De-
creasing the flash duration from 50 to 25 milliseconds did not
change the rate of persistence decline, but increased the dura-
tion of persistence sensation before its brightness appreciably
declined. These findings are summarized in Figures 172 and 173
showing the persistence curves for high intensity and low
intensity stimulation respectively.

Leverenz.(Ref. 214), in addressing the problem of the
persistence of vision, suggests that the value of 0.1 second be
taken as a guide for use in designing electronic displays. This
"rule-of-thumb", however, must be used with an appreciation for
the wide variations possible around this figure. Additionally,
it must be recalled that these values were derived under labora-
tory conditions and may not be valid under high ambient illumina-
tion conditions. Validation of C-As latter point is required.

Display Chromicity

The chromicity of a display is determined by the spectral
composition of the emitted light (dominant wavelength and
purity) which is in turn determined by the type of phosphor or
other light emitting material used in the display. Chromicity
can be altered, to some extent, through the use of filters. It
is, however, the surviving dominant wavelength that determines
the psychological attributes of hue and, consequently, the type
and intensity of resulting chromatic aberration effects. The
consequences of the latter effect are discussed in the section
addressing visual acuity.
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"*High intensity stimulus was 2.5 log units greater than the low
intensity stimulus (which was not specified). For each of the
two stimulus conditions, intensity of background was 2.34 log
units below intensity of stimulus.
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Gould (Ref. 141) suggests that with all variables, includ-
ing illumination, held constant, the dominant wavelength of a
display is not a critical factor •n the reduction of flicker,
since the required regeneration rate is independent of the hue
when the luminance is held constant. However, because of the
spectral sensitivity of the eye and its degraded acuity with
certain wavelengths, considerably less energy is required to
produce a given luminance level for phosphors emitting in the
yellow-green range than for phosphors emitting near the ends of
the visual spectrum (Figure 174). Graham (Ref. 145) suggests
using wavelengths in the middle of the spectrum (if the display
designer is afforded the luxury of choice) for reasons other
than the above. Graham points out that visual acuity is poorer
at the ends of the visible spectrum than at aid-spectrum, and,
consequently, operator performance is likely to be reduced, if
end of the spectrum colors are used. Riggs (Ref. 276) notes the
nonlinear light emission characteristics of a number of phos-
phors and suggests that the dominant wavelength of the symbol
should be maintained as -close as possible to the dominant wave-
length of the display background in order to reduce the effects
nf chromatic aberration.

Phosphor Type
P4 P7 p l Pi P19 P27

--1

Wavelengths in Millimicrons

Figure 174. Spectral Sensitivity of Eye Compared to
Commonly Used CRT Phosphor Wavelengths.

Turnage (Ref. 332) reviewed the literature and concluded
that many of the data pertaining to flicker are not applicable
to modern displays utilizing CiRT types. Most of the data were
collected from low-light level, white light studies and are not
valid for today's operating display situations where emitted
light is usually not white. Additionally, CRT phosphors exhibit
a number of nonlinear phenomena which make it difficult to
obtain a combined eye-phosphor characteristic by analytical or
graphical rmethods. Varying decay time, saturation or ar.plitude
distortions, energy-light conversion efficiencies, pers-istenceand color of a phosphor (or other material) are often a function
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of the operating temperature, accelerating voltage, beam current
density of the CRT and the deflection method employed. As
stated above, the color of the luminance emitted frcm an
excited phosphor is a function of t-he phosphor itself, and, in
most cases, it is not white. If, indeed, it is not white,
published data on white light CFF are of questionable value for
making concrete decisions. Additionally, little or no human
factors information is available for the more recent electro-
luminescent, light emitting diodes or gas discharge solid state
displays with regard to flicker. This virgin area remains to
be explored.

Illumination Intensity

One of the basic factors in the control of flicker is the
intensity of illumination present in the display situation
(retinal, display and ambient illumination). The illumination
which is most often treated when addressing flicker is the
illumination measured at the surface of the retina. Retinal
illumination measurement, however, depends upon the apparent
diameter of the pupil and upon the transmittance of the ocular
media. Both of these factors are difficult to quantify. Conse-
quently, use is made of a quantity called the "troland" (named
after L. T. Troland) which is the retinal illumination (E)
computed from the product of the apparent pupillary area (A) in
square centimeters times the luminance (B) of the display
surface expressed in candelas per square meter (candelas/M2 x
0.2919=Ft. Lamberts):"

E =AB

The dependence of CFF upon retinal illumination was
established over a century ago by Plateau and his fellow workers,
but it was not worked out until approximately fifty years ago
when Ferry formulated what is now the Ferry-Porter Law. This
law states that the critical fusion frequency is proportional
to the logarithm of the illumination intensity:

CFF = a Log E + b

where a = a constant
E = retinal illumination in Trolands, and
b = a correction constant

The relationship of CFF to retinal illumination is illustrated
in Figure 175 for the simplest case of 100% modulation at a
light-to-dark ratio of I. A review of this figure reveals a
relatively large range of retinal illumination levels over which
the Ferry-Porter Law is raintained. At any given luminance
along this range, however, the CFF will be generally higher for
larger display areas (fields). This phenomenon is not linear
in nature and, at present, no quantitative expression of this
relationship is available. It is known, however, that these
curves tend to reverse after reaching a maximum, and that t~he
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tendency to reverse increases with a decrease in the size of the
immediately adjacent surrounding non-flickering luminance.
Apparently, the greater the area, the more easily the elements
may be synchronized, thereby raising the effective frequency of
the pulsations in the constituent elements.

CFF will also vary with changes in the angular position of
the display relative to the fovea. This is, in part, explained
by the fact that all parts of the visual field do not respond to
the perception of flicker in the same manner. The peripheral
portion of the retina has a different sensitivity to flickering
or moving objects than the fovea, and the difference in sensi-
tivity varies with viewing conditions. Figure 176 indicates that
CFF varies directly or inversely with tue position on the retina
stimulated as a function of the illumination level. It can be
seen that a transfer from direct to inverse dependence occurs in
the vicinity of retinal illumination values of -1 to -2 Log
Trolands. Flicker, then, is perceived in the peripheral portion
of the retina more readily at low illumination levels and less
readily at higher levels. Foveal vision, on the other hand, is
less susceptible to flicker detection at low illumination levels
than at higher levels.

Bartley (Ref. 20) contends that a steady stimulus applied
to one region of the retina will modify the flicker sensitivity
in adjacent areas of the eye. Bartley concludes that if a
steady stimulus is increased in intensity in one area of the
eye, the CFF in adjacent areas is raised until a critical point
is reached, at which time the curve begins to reverse. When an
increasing lnw intensity stimulus is applied to the foveal area,
the peripheral area sensitivity to flicker will increase until
the steady stimulus intensity reaches the transition point from
rod to cone vision. At this point, the flicker sensitivity of
the peripheral area begins to decline. These conclusions tend
to support Southall's position (Ref. 320) which shows the foveal
area of the eye more sensitive to higher illumination levels
and consequently the transition from peripheral to foveal flicker
detection occurs at approximately the transition point from rod
to cone vision. The implications of these studies in the design
of visual displays are evident. Peripheral and foveal area
stimulation are constantly in flux and seldom, if ever, equal in
intensity. Consequently, illumination factors other than the
immediately concerned display must be accounted for in the design
process.
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DISPLAY PARA-METERS

In troduct ion

A review of the pertinent literature addressing display
parameters that affect (or interact to affect) the presence of
flicker on an electronically generated display (CRT and solid-
state) produces a rather long list of factors that should be
examined. Examination of each of these factors individually,
however, would conse several technically detailed volumes
and would not allow for the full appreciation of the impact of
the four parameters (display luminance intensity, phosphor
characteristics, refresh rate and information up-date rate) that
most directly affect the observer's perception of flicker.
Consequently, the four factors enumerated above will be examined
for salient features that affect the sensation of flicker in the
observer and emphasis will be placed on the interaction of these
factors with each other and with the observer.

The display refresh rate is one of the primary parameters
used to eliminate the presence of flicker on the face of a
display. There are, however, a number of other factors that
must be considered in establishing the refresh rate for a display
and these factors must often be traded-off with the refresh rate
in order to achieve the overall system objectives. Some of
these factors include the amount of information that must be
presented, the rate at which the information must be up-dated,
the visible light environment in which the display is to be
viewed, the emitted luminance of the display and the scanning
method (interlaced, non-interlaced, raster or line written) used.
These considerations are, for the most part, restricted to the
CRT type of display since the solid-state displays have relative-
ly high refresh rates to start with. Additionally, solid-state
displays have almost instantaneous rise and decay time, coupled
with rather high emitted luninance levels which necessitate the
high refresh rate normally associated with these displays. No
data, how "•er, have been found addressing refresh rate and
flicker on solid-state displays.

. Emitted display luminance is one of the determinants of
refresh rate and is in turn determined by the type of display
(CRT or solid-state), the emitted luminance requirements, the
amount of information presented on the display face, and a host
of other factors. Essentially, however, it is observed that
increased emitted luminance results in increased CFF and conse-
quently requires higher refresh rates.

The display information up-date rate (the rate at which the
information is presented or changed) directly affects the
brightness of the display and consequently the refresh rate
requirements. The up-date rate in turn is determined by the
type of sensor equipment used (radars, TV, data-link), the pilot
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response requirements and response time. In general, the larger
the anticipated interval the observer has to respond in, the
lower the required up-date rate.

Phosphor characteristics interact to affect the refresh
rate (phosphor rise-decay time), the emitted luminance, and the
information up-date rate (may result in 'trailing' or smearing
if persistence is too long). Phosphor selection is based on a
series of tradeoffs with the many other considerations
associated with display design. These tradeoffs must take into
account the amount and type of information to be presented, the
nature of the mission, the observer viewing conditions and
requirements and the limitations of the overall display system.
Phosphor selection is critical in the design of CRT type
displays and in those solid-state displays that use phosphors as
energy converters.

Display Luminous Intensity

Most of the preceding flicker data were derived from
laboratory studies conducted under typical laboratory conditions
which utilized whole field, square wave brightness fluctuations.
Current CRT and CRT-type displays do not necessarily operate on
these principles, nor would they elicit identical observer
responses to the perception of flicker. Raster scan CRT
displays, for example, utilize high intensity cathode ray beams
that scan at a rate of 105 cm sec-1 and which produce 'spots'
that are excited for about 10-7 second, 30 times a second. The
excited spot lum-, iance is considerably brighter for brief
periods than the average screen luminance (the exact time being
a function of the decay characteristics of the phosphor or other
material used in the display). Other CRT-type displ is have
similar characteristics, while certain plasma arl so .d-st ite
displays have a collection of inique properties varying cathode
luminescence efficiency, edge mission bands, noa-linear hue
emission qualities, creep phenomena and extremely high flash
intensities) interacting in the production of flicker in display
situations. The wide variation in the luminous intensity from
display to display, combined with the many unique properties of
each type of display, makes the generalization of the findings
from academic studies of flicker to actual display situations
hazardous at best. Carel (Ref. 68) concludes that the best
method for the collection of data relating directly to display
flicker is through direct observation of the display under
actual operating conditions. To date, few pertinent data are
available in this regard.

In CRT displays, the emitted luminance of the display is
measured by the emitted light energy per unit area of the light
source and is gene-ally expressed in Ft. Lamberts. This energy
is derived from the moving scanning spot, and the resulting
luminance is determined in part by the scanning beam intensity.
The moving spot luminance (expressed in Ft. Lamberts) is
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expressed by:

Ls = KRS-a
where L Spot luminance in Ft.-Lamberts.

R Display refresh rate in cps.
a Constants for a given screen derived from accelera-a ting voltages, current density, phosphor composi-tion, and thickness, aluminizing and light loss

in the glass.S Writing speed of point in inches per U second.Figure 177 presents emitted luminAnce levels for a number
of Commonly used Phosphors as a function of regeneration rate.
It is observed in Figure 177 that the faster the display is
refreshed, the less time is allowed for luminance decay (which
is a function of the type of phosphor used in the display). and
consequently the greater the emitted display luminance (otherfactors being held constant).

The display writing speed# in addition to being a function

of. the regeneration rate, is .ae funcationo theaoun of informationthat is be.. g displayed on the screen. The greater the
amoun fdata t- . presented, the greater the writing speed

required for a given refresh rate. For a further discussion of
this topic, refer to references 102 and 226.
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CRT brightness is a function of acceleration voltage and
beam current. Leverenz (Ref. 214) states that, in general, with
other factors held constant, display brightness increases with
the increasing acceleration voltage and beam current. However,
as the brightness is increased on a display using these two
parameters, so does the spot size, and the result is loss of
resolution.

In an effort to relate the effects of display screen
brightness to the production of flicker, Davis (Ref. 102)
examined CFF for a number of phosphors as a function of the
display brightness. He concluded that the shorter persistence
phosphors (P4, P20) have higher CFF's at any given brightness
level for the observer than the longer persistence phosphors
such as P7. This is in part due to the fact that shorter
persistence phosphors require higher refresh rates in order to
produce flicker free displays, and the higher refresh rate
generally results in higher display brightness. Also, in
general, the higher the brightness, the higher the CFF. This
rule, however, is not universal and is subject to exceptions.
Sherr (Ref. 301) states that the use of long persistence phos-
phors (not specified) can reduce refresh rate requirements by
20% for flicker free displays.

Pizzicara (Ref. 267) has indicated that the concentration
of phosphor crystals (in grams per unit of squared display
surface) has a direct effect oa the emitted luminance of a
display (EL tyre and/or CRT type display). If the phosphor
layer is too thin, maximum efficiency will not be achieved, but
if the phosphor coat is too thick, possible luminance emissions
will be 'trapped' in" the phosphor layer and the overall emission
level will be reduced. Figure 178 shows the emitted liminance
for different phosphor concentrations as a function of different
refresh rates.

Finally, Carel (Ref. 58) reviewed a study by Schade (Ref.
289) in which direct observation of a CRT display was made under
operational conditions. Figure 179 indicates that the flicker
threshold is dependent upon the viewing ratio P (ratio of view-
ing distance/screen diameter), the refresher, and the character-
istics of the phosphor decay rate. Schade concludes (Carel)
that the regeneration rate is based on the average screen
brightne.3 and not on the highlight brightness (maximum bright-
ness above background brightness of a particular image on the
screen), provided that the image constitutes only a small por-
tion of the ctire screen. If, according to Schade, the average
display brignhtness at t~he eye was 100 Ft. Lamberts and the -,
viewing ratio (P) was 4 to 5, then the CFF would vary between
45 to 85 c-s, depending upon the phosphor used. This is
interestina in light of the fact that most other studies
reviewed cenerallv tend to have CFF curves that reach an
asynItote in the vicinity of 60 cps. Carel states that the
issue of the ul-per limit for CFF "remains unresolved", but it is
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of critical interest here due to the requirement to view elec-
tronically generated displays under high illumination conditions.
To date, there appears to be little or no valid data on flicker
under high illumination conditions (up to 8,000 Ft. Lamnberts) in
Glierational situations.
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Conclusion

In general, the higher the display refresh rate (with other
factors held constant), the greater the emitted display lumi-
nance. Again, with other factors held constant, emitted display
luminance increases with increasing accelerating voltage and
increasing beam current. Display writing speed, which is a
function of the refresh rate and the amount of information
presented on the display, increases as the amount of informa-
tion presented is increased and consequently reduces emitted
display luminance. In general, shorter persistence phosphors
have higher emitted luminance levels, partly as a result of tie
higher required refresh rate for flicker-free displays.

Display Refresh Rate

CRT and CRT-type displays produce flicker because the
rasters and the images are written and rewritten by a rapidly
moving dot of light which creates a series of light-dark cycles.
This cycle, or refresh rate, must be above the critical fusion
frequency for the given phosphor in the particular display
situation in order to produce a flicker-free (or "fused")
display. Several other variables interact toin partdetermine
the CFF for a given display (emitted display luminance, phosphor
persistence, information density) and thus, in turn, partly
determine the regeneration rate of the system. It is essential,
however, that the display be maintained flicker-free at all
times (even under varying viewing conditions) and for this
reason, some 'safety margin' above the critical fusion.frequency
is required. On the other hand, one of the objectives of the
display designer.is to keep the regeneration rate as low as
possible while still giving the desired performance.

One of the reasons for the use of minimum regeneration
rates is that the computer-display system has a maximum band-
width (in bits per second) and any increase in the refresh rate
limits the amount of information that can be transmitted to the
display. The relationship between this maximum information rate
in bits per second (Imax), the refresh rate (F), and the total
(binary) number of picture elements (ND) is:

Imax = FND

Because of the reciprocal relationship between F and N,
considerable effort has been expended seeking ways of decreasing
the required regeneration rate for a fused display. In general,
three techniques are used to accomplish this:

1. Rather than progressive raster scanning (such as found
on the IBM 2260 display system or two field interlace scanning
(as found on commercial television receivers), more spatially
complex scanning methods have been studied. These scanning
methods essentially attempt to break up the light-dark
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illumination cycle produced by raster scanning. Examples of
these efforts are Deutsch's (Ref. 106) pseudo-random dot scanning,
Pitbaldo, Lincoln and Kaufman's (Ref. 194) dot-line interlace
system, and Bell Laborator,'s (Ref. 142) phonovision scanning
system. Engineering difficulties with some of these techniques
are formidable and in some instances, have not been resolved.
For further discussion see Ref. 272.

2. Longer persistence phosphors have been used in order to
reduce refresh rate. However, some of the characteristics of
the longer persistence phosphors (image smearing, image blocking,
emission qualities, engineering characteristics) may not be
acceptable, particularly for flignt displays where higher in-
formation up-date rates are required.

3. Finally, by filtering out the short component (the
residual light from aberrated sources or secondary emissions)
of a cascade phosphor (P7 for example), the overall display
luminance level is reduced. With reduced luminance levels,
lower refresh rates are required. (It must be remembered that
filtering will also reduce total display or emitter luminance.)

Gould (Ref. 141) reviewed the literature and concluded
that the commercially accepted 60 cps standard for regeneration
would probably be sufficient to prevent the perception of
flicker in most electronically generated displays. Gould also
compiled the results of several of these studies showing the
established regeneration rates for a number of commonly used
phosphors (Table 85a). From this table, Gould concluded that
the regeneration rate for each phosphor (with the exception of
P28) in rank order fashion coincide rather well with the per-
centagg of residual light remaining at specific time intervals
after excitation ceases. However, the regeneration rates were
not significantly affected by variations in phosphor persistence.
His results and conclusions were based on 90% correct identifi-
cation (rather than the usual 50% threshold).

A comparison of Table 85a and Table 85b jalso from Gould)
indicates that several of the currently employed commercially
available CRT display systems have regeneration rates that fall
short of the marginal refresh rates found by Gould.

Crook et al. (Ref. 94) conducted a series of experiments
to determine if luminance reintensifications (refresh rates) at
frequencies above the critical fusion frequency for a given
display were factors in the reading of simulated visual displays.
Crook and his co-workers used refresh rates ranging from 40 to
300 Hertz under the same illumination conditions. The results
of their studies indicated that refresh rates above CFF had no
significant effect on observer performance.

Ketchel and Jenney (Ref. 206) reviewed tae pertinent
literature and concluded that even with tne inconsistencies
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found in the various studies, some attempt at standardization of
refresh rates for electronic displays was still possible. The
values they recommend were "reasonably safe approximations' to be
applied under standard viewing conditions.

Ketchel and Jenney stated that in the case of the head-up
type display, where the background luminance is of high intensity
and symbology consists of discrete lines rather than a complete
raster, the CFF tends to be lower than it would be if a raster
display and a dimmer background were used. They cite an instance
where one head-up display was flight tested with a refresh rate
of 45 cps and a writing rate of 660 microseconds without evidence
of annoying flicker. In this case, green P31 phosphor was used
on a display that subtended a 12 degree area of visual angle.
They recommend 50 cps as a standard for head-up displays.

For raster type displays with 2:1 interlacing, they recom-
mend the standard 60 cps to be applied to airborne displays.

Ketchel and Jenney add, however, that the above reco menda-
tions should serve as guides only and are not intended to be hard
and fast requirements for all applications. The display designer
should have the freedom to deviate from the standard to achieve
goals, but the burden of proof that such deviation will not
create adverse flicker is upon the designer.

Meister and Sullivan (Ref. 232) recommend that for character
displays, the refresh rate should be greater than 30-40 Hertz.
They cite Barmack and Sinaiko (Ref. 16) who state that flicker
can be eliminated from most electronic displays if the regener-
ation (pulse) rate is above 35 Hertz. They add, however, that
some flicker is noticeable with average display brightness unless
the repetition rate is at least 50 Hertz. These recommendations
are for viewing under "normal" luminance levels, and the 60 cps
does not hold for emitted luminances above 180 Ft. Lamberts.
Meister and Sullivan included a graph of the regeneration rate
for several commonly-used phosphors as a function of luminance
level (Bryden, Ref. 54), but these do not exceed 100 Ft. Lamberts
(Figure 180).

In television, a standard rate of 30 images (frames) per
second %eas chosen because this frequency and the effective rate
are related to a-c power line frequency (60 Hertz). This choice
of frame sequence rate necessitates less filtering to eliminate
a-c ripple (called "hum' in audio systems). With 24 frames per
second, for example, rippling that is not eliminated by filtering
produces a weaving motion in the reproduced image.

Actually, to eliminate all traces of flicker, an effective
rate of 60 frames per second should be employed for TV. This can
be accomplished by increasing the downward rate of travel of the
scanning electron beam so that every other line is excited in-
stead of every line. When the bottom of the page is reached, the
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scanning beam returns to the top of the display to excite those
rows missed in the previous scanning. Both of these operations
take about 1/30 seconds (1/60 sec. for odd lines and 1/60 sec.
for even lines) and since the eye cannot separate the two scans,
the effective rate becomes 60 frames per second and no flicker
is perceived. This method of television scanning is called
interlaced scanning.

Harshbarger (Ref. 159) also suggests the 60 cps be used with
the normal 2:1 TV interlace. He points out that the bandwidth,
which is the information handling capacity in bits/second, sets
the limits of the systems performance. Since bandwidth is an
inverse function of the regeneration rate, the latter should be
maintained at as low a level as possible in order to maximize
the channel capacity. With the standard 525 line format (with
time/line T. = 63.4 P sec.), the channel capacity should be
ideally 4,060 bits/line. With these parameters, 8 to 10 shades
of gray will be available for low-resolution detail, but this
would be reduced to 3 to 4 for high-resolution detail.
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Figure 180. Refresh Rate as a Function of Luminance for
Flicker-Free Performance with Several Commonly Used Phosphors.
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Barmack and Sinaiko (Ref. 16) suggest that any pulsed light
to be perceived as a solid should be generated at a rate, above
30 Hertz. The exact rate, however, they concluded was a function
of the display situation and particularly the illumination levels
concerned. At 0.01 Ft. Lamberts, for example, a flicker free
display may be generated at a rate as low as 20 Hertz, but at 100
Ft. Lamberts, fusion may not occur until 60 Hertz is reached.

Humes and Bauerschmidt (Ref. 175), in a series of experi-
ments examining some of the parameters of low-light level TV,
reaffirm the general findings and recommendations made by
Biberman (Ref. 29) that commercial TV standards are not necessar-
ily appropriate for military use. The results of his experiments
led Hius to recommend that a bandwidth of 17 MHz or more be
used in airborne military application. He also recommends
1,029 scan lines as opposed to the conven tionz". 525 lines in
commercial TV. It is unfortunate that this series of studies
did not specify the brightness levels of the experimental condi-
tion other than *normal daylight" level. Because of this
limitation, the generalization of these findings must be limited.
These results do, however, indicate the trend away from the
limitations artificially imposed by commercial standards.

Data are not available in the literature addressing the
refresh rate requirements for solid-state displays. It would
appear logical, however, that because of the unique character-
istics associated with these types of displays that flicker does
not present a major problem. Currently used AC electroluminescent
displays, for example, have refresh rates as high as 400 Hertz and
up, so that even w*th almost instantaneous rise-decay times the
eye would have to integrate-more than 400 bursts of light over a
given second, which is well above CFF for any luminance level.
Light emitting diodes 'which are primarily DC) have refresh rates
as high as 5,000 cps, while AC planar gas discharge displays have
refresh rates from 60 cps to over 800 cps. The latter may have a
propensity to fl-icker at the lower refresh rate, but this can be
controlled by applying a low voltage DC current to the display
which maintains it at a state just below excitation, so that when
the AC charge is applied,; it is instantaneously excited to its
maximum and then decays only to this semi-excited stage.

The above refresh rates appear to be adequate to cope with
the relatively high luminance outputs from solid-state displays.
(on occasion, however, individual emitters or small areas of
emitters may appear to flicker on large displays if the separate
areas have refresh rates that are slightly out-of-synchronization.

Another unique characteristic of light emitting diode displays
is the relatively short (10-9 second) pulse duration of each
individual flash. It is recalled from the discussion of persis, -
ence of vision (addressed in the visual acuity section), that the
eye retains the stimulation sensation for brief periods (40 to !00
msec.) after the stimulus is removed, and then gradually allows
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it to disappear. In addition, the preceding section discussed
the fact that the eye tends to integrate and average the
luminance presented in 0.1 second intervals. In light of the
two above observer phenomena, it may be concluded that the flash
duration is not a contributing factor in flicker detection as
long as the refresh rate is sufficiently high to allow the eye
to integrate and persist.

In conclusion, results of this review generally indicate
that the standard 30 cps, 2:1 interlaced display is indeed the
industrial standard, even for military use. Personal ce-mmunica-
tions confirmed that a number of commercially available contact
analog displays, head-up displays, etc., use this standard.
Additionally, current available handbooks and design guides
recoamiend the above standards. Table 86 summarized these
recormendations from a representative sample of these guides.

Table 86. Summary of Representative Refresh Rate
Recommendations.

HUD Number
Author Display CRT Display TV Lines.

Gould, None 60 cps 525
(Ref. 141) 30 cps 2:1

interlace

Ketchel & Jenney 50 cps 60 cps
(Ref. 206)

Meister & Sulli- 50 cps
van (Ref. 232)
Barmack et al. 30 - 36 and
(Ref. 16) up, depend-

ing on
luminance
level

Harshbarger 60 cps 2:1. 525
(Ref. 159) interlace

Humes et al. Above 60 cps 1,029
(Ref. 175)

On the other hand, no evidence has been found to indicate
that the recommended commercial standards have been experimental-
ly evaluated under airborne ojerational conditions with their
inherent high illumination levels. As with the other sections
covered in this report, considerable work remains to be done in
this area. The research should include consideration of all the
parameters affecting regeneration rates. Additionally, creative
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experimental research with the many different generating
techniques may lead to methods of generating displays without
the intrinsic limitations imposed by present television
standards.

Biberman (Ref. 29), commenting on the inappropriateness of
commercial television standards for military application, notes
that there is a fundamental limitation to the information content
that can be formed by image tubes at low-light levels (photon
noise and manufacturing limnxtations). He states that this could
probably be resolved by incteasing the size of the tube, increas-
ing the light emitted from the tube, or both. The basic problem,
as he sees it, is the fact that low-light level television is not
keeping pace with the capabilities of low-light level sensory
equipment.

Biberman concludes that present cameras could produce two
to ten times the resolution now transmitted from 525 line, 2:1
interlaced, 30 frame/second camera. The 4 megacycle bandwidth
limitation legally limiting commercial television (to avoid TV
bands from interfering with each other) need not apply to the
military. The military application of this type of display has
considerabie latitude in this respect. He notes, in conclusion,
that the conventional 525 line, 2:1 interlaced, 30 frames/second
format is not subject to any major improvements in quality.

Flicker does not appear to be a problem on most of the
solid-state type of displays, for as yet, there have been no
exploratory or evaluative research studies conducted in these
areas. Most of the valid flicker research has been confined to
CRT and CRT-type displays, but some basic generalizations can be
drawn. One of these is the fact that, if the refresh rate is
high enough, the eye will integrate the pulses of light (appar-
ently) regardless of the luminance intensity of the emitted light
and the duration of the flash exposure.

Line written displays are similar to raster scanned displays
with the exception of the non-systematic addressing of the
various areas of the display surface. It is more likely that
individual symbols will flicker in the line written display than thE
display as a whole. This inter-symbol flicker can be eliminated
by properly addressing other areas of the display surface.

Light-To-Dark- Ratio

At high frequencies, rapid intermittent stimulations lose
their identity and the resulting sensation is that of a uniform
luminance equivalent to that produced by a steady stimulus with
the same average luminance. This relationship is known as the
Talbot-Plateau Law and is mathematically expressed by:

L I T L 2 (t) dt
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where T = the fluctuation period
Li = the equivalent steady state luminance
Lz = the intermittent stimulus luminance

The Talbot prediction expressed by the above equation has
been found to be valid for higher frequencies of flashing light
with the perceived brightness being a function of the light-to-
dark ratio (LDR) of the intermittent stimulation. Figure 181
demonstrates the relation between the light-to-dark ratio and the
perceived brightness. It is observed that the higher tne LDR
(further away from unity - LDR 1:1), the closer the perceived
brightness is to that of the steady state luminance. At lower
frequencies, however, a number of interesting deviations are
observed. At frequencies between 2 and 18 Hertz, a brightness
enhancement is observed which reaches an asymptote in the
vicinity of the individual cortical alpha rhythm. The greatest
enhancement occurs with a light-to-dark ratio of 1:1 and results
in a brightness sensation nearly twice that produced by a steady
light source, and four times that predicted by Talbot's Law.

Bartley (Ref. 386) examined the interaction of CFF and'
light-to-dark ratios, and concluded that rather large changes in
the LDR result in relatively small changes in the CFF with the
same luminance level. Figure 182 shows the relationship of
several different LDRs at a given luminance level. It is ob-
served that the greater the light-to-dark ratio, the lower the
overall CFF, particularly for higher luminance intensities.

200

3 1502

4420

S= Brightness of Steady
SLjumzinance

• LDR=-8:1
Xo• -- ,ii - LDR=-7:2

> 950 LDR=I :l

0
$4i 0 Cortical Alpha

S~Rhythm Peak

3 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Flash Rate in Hertz

Figure 181. Relationship Between Perceived Brightness,
and Flash Rate for Several Light-To-Dark Ratios.
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Another aspect of the light-to-dark ratio, the flash
duration, also has a direct effect on the CFF and on the
apparent brightness of the flash. The effects of flash duration
on the apparent intensity of the light source are presented in
Figure 183. The data for this figure were derived from a study
using a steady light source which was just barely discernable to
the observer as the datum reference point with a relative in-
tensity level of unity. The figure indicates that small
increases in the relative intensity is required. (down to flash
durations of 0.2 seconds) for an apparent increase- in intensity.
For flash durations of less than 0.1 seconds, however, the
required relative intensity needed for an apparent change in
intensity increases as an inverse function of time. For example,
if the flash duration is about 0.003 second, the intensity
relative to a steady light must be increased by a factor of 100.
The curve in Figure 183 can also be approximated by:

E = E° [ ]
where E = intensity of the flashing source required to

appear as bright as E

E = intensity of the steady light
to = duration of the flash in seconds
a = curve fitting constant equal to 0.21 second

An interesting implication of flash durations of less than
200 milliseconds was observed by Helsen and Steger (Ref. 382).
They observed that reaction time to a single light stimulus (Si)
was inhibited by an immediate presentation of a second stimulus
(S2). The inhibition of reaction to the first light stiwulus
occurred when S2 was delayed by more than 10 msec., peaked when
S 2 was delayed 100 msec., and disappeared when S 2 was delayed
by more than 170 msec. Maximum reaction inhibition occurred at
about 100 msec. delay and resulted in a 28 =sec. reaction delay.

Alpern (Ref. 6) discovered a seemingly related effect in
his study of metacontrast. He found that the apparent bright-
ness of S, was decreased by an equivalent of Helsen and Steger's
S 2 when S2 was delayed from 50 to 200 msec. Alpern further
noted that increasing the brightness of S 2 also decreased the

[ apparent brightness of S1 . It has been suggested by Vreuls and
Schmidt (Ref. 338) that these data may reflect different mea-
sures of the same tiLme-ordered process of inhibition, which
underlies both measures.

Vreuls and Schmidt attemptea to examine the nature of this
underlying process by measuring reaction times at stimulus
intensities that were high enough to drive the probability of
detection and response to near unity. Vreuls and Schmidt
hypothesized that the inhibition' of reaction time shown by
Helsen and Steger occurred in the metacontrast stimulus situation.
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Eight subjects (20/20 or better acuity) viewed stimuli presented
by two-channel tachistoscope and responded by depressing a
microswitch mounted on a flat board. Observer reaction time was
measured. Five intervals of delay were used between the pre-
sentation of S, and S2 (0, 50, 100, 150 and 200 msec.). The
results of the study are summarized in Figure 184.

It is observed that the peak inhibition again occurred at a
delay time of 100 msec., but in this study it accounted for only
a mean average delay of 8 msec. The mean inhibition was curvi-
linear (p < .05), but was only clearly shown for 6 of the 8
subjects. Additionally, increasing the brightness of S2 did not
increase the inhibition time, contrary to predictions based upon
the metacontrast data. (The differences between the Helsen and
Steger data and Vreuls and Schmidt data may be account for by
the differences in area, raise-time, color temperature and
intensity of the stimuli used.)

Anderson et al. (Ref. 8) reviewed a number of studies on
light-to-dark ratios and revealed that the slope and the
asymptotic values for CFF curves vary as a function of the
luminance, light-to-dark ratios, and/or the area of the test
patch. Table 87 summarizes some of the findings from their
review. Anderson and his co-workers, however, concluded that a
number of important variables (surround luminance, light or dark
adaptation of the eye, and the pupil size) were not controlled
for in the studies which they reviewed. Consequently, they
conducted an experiment of their (on which attempted to control
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Figure 184. The Inhibitory Effect of a Second Stimulus on
Reaction Time to a Primary Stimulus.
(After Vreuls and Schmidt, Ref. 338)
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for these variables. Results of this experiment are summarized
in Figure 185. Essentially, the results show that CFF increases
as the flash duration increases from between 0.1 and 0.2 second
per exposure under all the stimulus conditions in the experiment
(high illumination level of 1,000 Ft. Lamberts, low illumination
level of 100 Ft. Lamberts, LDRs of 9:1, 5:5, 1:9 for both il-
lumination levels). Further, a gradual increase in the CFF is
observed for exposure times ranging from 0.5 to 0.9 seconds per
exposure (under the high luminance condition). Exposures in
excess of 400 milliseconds generally did not produce significant
increases in the CFF level. Finally, the high luminance levels
generally produced higher overall CFF levels for all exposure
times and at all light-to-dark ratios.

No data were found addressing exposure durations of less
than 100 milliseconds. However, it is known that the retina
exhibits temporal integration within finite limits. For example,
threshold excitations can remain unchanged while decreasing the
luminance of the stimulus if the exposure duration is increased
such that:

BT =K

where B = the stimulus luminance
T = duration of exposure of the stimulus
K = a constant threshold value

70 LDR 1:9
•_• • -•-LDR 1:9

60

S50-• LDR 5:5
$4'5

S40 s~• ••LDR 5:5

LDR 9:1
~30

20 /" LowU

-- High

200 400 600 800 1,000
Exposure Duration in Milliseconds

Figure 185. CFF as a Function of Exposure Duration and LDR
for High (1,000 Ft.L.) and Low (100 Ft.L.) Luminance Levels.

(After Anderson et al., Ref. 8)
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This expression is known as the Bunsen-Roscoe Law and is
applicable for values of T on the order of 50 to 100 msec. or
less. These relationships do not appear to hold for values
above the 100 msec. level. However, for periods of time of
less than 0.1 second, the product of the time and the contrast
is a constant for a given threshold response. This time-
luminance reciprocity is a feature of the visual system. That
is, the fovea has the property of integrating at each point all
of the radiation it receives within the time interval of 0.1
second (Ref. 226). This means that the visual response for
short time signals (as might be generated on CRTs or solid-state
displays) can be characterized by the integration of the
luminance level average over 0.1 second.

The implications of the Bunsen-Roscoe Law may have
significant impact on solid-state displays which have high
luminance intensities (with almost a square wave on/off duty
cycle) with relatively short exposure durations. If a
theoretical solid-state system had a refresh rate of 60 cycles
per second, there would be 60 flashes per second, and assuming
the square wave duty cycle, each flash would have a duration of
1/60 of 1/60 second. But, in accordance with the-Bunsen-Roscoe
Law, 1/10 of a second would include 1/10 x 60 Hertz or 6 flashes
per 0.1 second. Therefore, the perceived brightness would be
the average of the brightness of the 6 flashes occurring in the
0. 1 second. Increasing the duration of the exposures would
increase the apparent brightness of the display, while decreasing
the duration of exposure would reduce the apparent brightness.
Likewise, the same apparent brightness can theoretically be
maintained by simultaneously decreasing the luminance level of
the display and increasing the flash duration. No quantitative
data, however, have been found to support the above suppositions.

Phosphor Characteristics 1

A number of phosphor characteristics must be considered in
the process of selecting a phosphor for a display (crystal size,
life span, burn characteristics, spectral qualities of the
emitted light). However, for the determination of flicker
producing quality (or flicker eliminating qualities), the
phosphor rise-decay time is the primary consideration. A great
deal of confusion is evident in the literature with regard to
the terminology used in discussing phosphor decay characteris-
tics. Consequently, prior to embarking on a discussion of these
characteristics, a brief explanation and definition of some of
the terms to be addressed is in order.

Phosphor luminescence is the process of converting
electrical energy into visible light, and includes in the
process, the excitation (build-up) phase and decay (persistence)
phase in a phosphor stimulation cycle (Leveranz Ref. 214).
Figure 186 illustrates this cycle and affixes appropriate
nomenclature to the various phases of the cycle.
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Since it is the emitted radiation from the phosphor crystal
which is of practical importance in display design, numerous
measurements have been made of phosphor emission qualities,
and these measurements have been plotted on thousands of
spectral-distribution curves. Unfortunately, not all of
these measurements have been made using the same standards or
under similar conditions. A large number of parametric varia-
"tions could affect the data derived from these studies. Leverenz
(Ref. 214), however, concludes that the three major factors
affecting emission qualities that should be controlled for are:
(1) the composite structure of the crystal and\,the crystal
molecule, (2) the kinds and amounts of impurities present in the

- Total Luminescence•JhOsphoresc~ence I
a Fluorescence I -'ersistence .

Flour#uscence

/ CA. Rapid Rise
0 I /B B. Slow Rise

C. Rapid Decay

: V

Excitation
On Off

Time (Seconds)

Figure 186. Terminology of Luminescence During
Rise and Decay Processes.
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phosphor and (3) the thermal agitation (temperature) properties
of the excited phosphor. t

A

Gould (Ref. 141) states that the phosphor decay charact TV-
istic is the primary determinant of the display regeneration _
rate, and that it is desirable to have the regeneration rate -*s
low as possible. This results in the propensity to use long'
persistent phosphors in displays. (See Figure 187.) However;
a number of factors other than persistence rate must be eval-
ated in the selection of a phosphor for an electronic displa,
The screen's efficiency,\ the optimum bias for excitation, thq%
energy requirements for the type of phosphor used and the ,
required brightness of the display surface are but a few of (hese
parameters to be traded-off in this decision. In addition, 4,
Luxenberg and Kuehn (Ref. 226) list seven additional require-
ments that influence the display designer's decision:

1. High instantaneous intrinsic luminance qualities o4
the phosphor.

2. Stability and life-span under bombardment.
3. Suitable electrical properties.
4. Vapor pressure requirements.
5. Suitable color characteristics.
6. Suitable phosphorescence characteristics.
7. Degree of linear variations of luminance with /

variations in beam .current.

With all these tradeoff considerations, the selection of
a phosphor with the desired persistence characteristics is often
quite difficult. To compound the matter, certain character-
istics of a given phosphor (emitted apparent brightness, 'C.F.F.)
tends to vary from one observer to the next. This makes the
establishment of the phosphor characteristics difficult in the
first place.

Gibbons and Howarth (Ref. 137), Kelley (Ref. 198) and
Turnage (Ref. 332) realized this problem and attempted to use
frequency analysis to predict certain phosphor characteristics.
They predicted, for example, that phosphors with a relatively
high percentage of residual light, following the completion of
each regeneration of the display, will have relatively low
modulation amplitudes. This same technique has been utilized
to establish human performance characteristics of different
phosphors. Turnage (1966) decided to extend this method to the
eye-phosphor system rather than to each individually. He
reasoned that this would be the most reliable measure of the
combined eye-phosphor characteristics under conditions pre-
vailing in the operational system itself.

In an experiment conducted to examine the CFF of different
commonly used phosphors, Turnage (Ref. 332) examined P1, P4,
P7, P12, P20, P28 and P31 under 10 Ft. Candles of ambient
illumination incident to the surface of the display itself.
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He established contrasts of 5:1 and 10:1, with sine wave and
pulse modulation and used characters 5/32 inch high viewed at
18 inches. The data from these tables have been combined and
are plotted in Figure 188.

An examination of Table 88 reveals that he obtained CFF
values for the human-display system that were substantially
lower than those values predicted from laboratory CYF data on
humans alone. From this experiment, the phosphors examined have
been ranked according to their likelihood to produce flicker in
a given situation.

Table 88. Rank Ordering of Phosphors According to their
Flicker Producing Qualities. (From Turnage, Ref. 332)

P12 - Least likely to produce in a given

situation.

P17

P1

P28

P4

P31

P20 - Most likely to produce flicker.

Davis (Ref. 102) reproduced a utility scale showing the
C. relative efficiency of various phosphors with regard to bright-

ness corrected to the human eye. This information is shown in
Table 89.

Table 89. Relative Phosphor Brightpess Corrected
to Human Eye. (After Davis, Ref. 102)

Phosphor Relative Brightness (U

P31 100
P32 79
P20 77
P2 76
P28 43
P7 43
P4 43
P1 32
P19 45
PII 10 4'
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This type of information is valuable to the display de-
signer working with operational requirements. Unfortunately,
no validating studies have been conducted on these results.
Additionally, this type of man-variable research has been con-
ducted on a much too limited scale.

Conclusion

The sketchiness of available data on the characteristics of
each type of phosphor precludes a comprehensive summation of all
of these characteristics. However, an effort is made here to
collect pertinent information available on commonly used
phosphors.

Based on information supplied by Pyrharski (privately
communicated), Luxenberg and Kuehn (Ref. 226) arrived at the
following conclusions. The persistence of a phosphor on a CRT
screen should be sufficient for observation, but not so long as
to cause smearing with changing display information. For most
purposes, the short persistence phosphors (with decay rates of
less than 10-3 sec.) should be used with displays having high
regeneration rates of slow image movements. The medium per-
sistence phosphors (with decay rates of not more than 0.1
second) should be used with moderate image movement in order to
reduce the possibility of flicker. The long persistence
phosphors (above 0.1 second decay time) are best for radar and
sonar displays where information change is infrequent (30
seconds up to several minutes apart). These longer persistence
phosphorsp consequently, require reduced refresh rates.

In addition to the brief summary given above, Table 90
indicates the characteristics of EIA (Electroniz Industries
Association) registered standard phosphors.

Information Up-Date Rate

An important determinant of the refresh rate for electronic
displays is the rate at which the displayed information must be
up-dated for the observer-pilot. The up-date rate, in turn, is
a function of the nature of the inforration (highly dynamic or
relatively static), the sensor used to obtain the information
(radar, data-link, LLLTV), the criticality of the information
for mission performance and the observer's time-sharing with
other tasks. In any event, the information derived from the
sensor or coKimunication equipment must be presented to the
observer in sufficient tine to allow him to make the necessary
decisions and responses.

The relationship of intermittent presentation of informa-"
tion to observer perforr-ance is of considerable interest.
However, most research invclving this type of visual-motor tasks
has been conducted with continuously presented stiruli. The
actual use 6f almost all visual displays involves either the
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intermittent presentation of information or, as in radar dis-
plays,the intermittent receipt of the information by the
observer (The man observing the display usually has other tasks
to attend to, and,therefore, must share his attention between
tasks). The observer, in many cases, imposes his own intermit-
tency (or information sampling) on the display.

Senders (Ref. 295) examined the effects of information
presentation rate on observer performance by simultaneously
interrupting all components of the observer's task. Eight
observers were required to track two pointers, each in a
separate instrument. They were scored on the amount of time
that both pointers were held within their designated target
areas. The dials were illuminated intermittently (but simul-
taneously) by means of a rotating sector disc in front of the
light source. When illuminated, the brightness of the white
pointers measured 5mL. Four frequencies of illumination (4, 8,
12 and 20 Hertz) and four light-time fractions (0.05, 0.10, 0.25
and 0.50 where, for example, 0.10 = 1/10 time 'on' and 9/10 time
'off' per cycle).

The results of the study are summarized in Figures 189 and
190. In general, performance increased (in a decelerating
manner) with increasing frequency of presentation of the dis-
played information. It is observed that the score recorded at
20 flashes per second is still considerably below that obtained
with steady illumination. This, however, may in part be due to
the flicker effect of the flashing light. Likewise, increasing
the flash duration increased the performance, but again it was
less than obtained with steady illumination. Performance with
light-time fraction, however, was more nearly linear than with
frequency of presentation variation. This, perhaps, suggests
that the duration of the flash is more significant as a factor
in observer performance than the number of flashes per second.

Carel (Ref. 58) states that the up-date rate should be at
least double the natural frequency of the displayed information,
or double the response rate of the pilot, whichever is lower.
For example, with a pilot response rate of four cycles per
second, the up-date rate for rapidly changing information should
be at least 8 cycles per second.

In general, the larger the anticipated interval (the farther
ahead the pilot can see in time or space), the slower the up-
date needs to be; and,conversely, the shorter the anticipated
interval, the more rapid the information up-date needs to be.
At this point, however, the exact nature of this relationship
has not been quantitatively defined. It is obvious that a
slowly changing data rate with a large anticipation interval
would yield smooth operator performance, and vice versa.

In addition to the information requirement for the refresh
rate, the phosphor characteristics need to be accounted for.
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With a short persistence phosphor and a rapidly changing infor-
mation rate, a jumping effect could result on the display. On
the other hand, too slow a phosphor decay rate could produce
undesirably long 'tails' on the moving images or obscuration of
smaller images.

From the limited pertinent data available, it can be con-
cluded that observer performance increases as the rate of infor-
mation presentation of displayed information is increased. At
the same time, it appears that observer tasks impose basic
limitations on the amount of information received, even if
continuous up-dating of the display is possible. This relation-
ship, however, is dependent upon the type and criticality of the
task being performed, the nature of the information and the
sensor-display system. The-.precise nature of this relationship
is not known and it appears that further research in this area
is warranted.

The conclusions and comments made by Carel (Ref. 58) on
information up-date rate have obviously been carefully consid-
ered and evaluated. They are, however, speculative in nature
and have not been experimentally verified. Validation of these
conclusions would appear to be warranted, even if only to
provide criteria against which to assess proposed standards.

SU3MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded from the above discussion that the
prediction of individual CFF is extremely difficult, particular-
ly if a display is to be minimally designed so as to be on the
brink of flickering. The following factors should be considered
in addressing flicker, however, caution should be exercised in
generalizing the parameter ranges below to particular display
situations. The burden is upon the display designer to ensure
the validity of these values for his display situation. The
surest method of doing this continues to be direct evaluation
of the observer-display system in the operational setting.

Figure 191 summarizes the effects of flicker on the
observer and the different stages of flicker from zero cps to
CFF. These values are an approximation for use as a guide only
since the values will shift from situation to situation. The
critical fusion frequency (dotted line) will vary with:

1. Illumination Intensity - generally-increasing with
increasing intensity.

2. Size of Display - CFF increases with increasing
display size.

3. Area Stimulated - Flicker is more detectable in
peripheral vision at low
luminance levels.
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by central vision at higher
luminance levels-

4. Persistence of Vision - Increasing stimulus intensity
increases total persistence of
vision up to maximum for the
individual.

5. Light-dark Ratio - CFF increases gradually with
increasing flash duration and
with increasing illumination
intensity.

6. Non-Flickering Surround- Decreasing non-flickering
surround generally increases
CFF.

The dominant wavelength of the display (color) is not a
critical factor. However, colors in the middle of the visual
spectrum require less energy to achieve a given brightness than
do colors at the ends of the spectrum. The yellow-green
emission region is generally preferred for display purposes,
while the blue zone should be avoided. Display target and
background colors should be as similar as possible to reduce
aberration effects. However, this will work against the maximum
development of symbol-to-display contrast.

Flicker is a complex phenomenon which is not completely
understood or predictable and which is subject to many different
variables in the observer, as well as in the display device.
Many valid flicker data exist, but even with this body of infor-
mation, it is difficult to arrive at any exact determination of
what constitutes an acceptable critical fusion frequency. With
the advent of high speed computer-display systems capable of
outputting large amouats of data in relatively short time
intervals, CFF has become even more significant in that it may
be the limiting factor in data density for a given display,
imposing requirements on deflection and character writing speeds
that are extremely difficult to meet.

In order to obtain maxim= display output, it is necessary
to appreciate the many factors (observer and equipment) that
interact in determining CFF. This understanding will allow
greater flexibility of design as well as improve observer
performance. Table 91 identifies some of the more significant
interactions occurring between the observer and the display.
Treating the observer and the display as a system in this manner
hopefully will allow for a more complete utilization of the
capacities of each, as well as allow more freedom in design.
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Table 91. Representative Observer-Display Interactions.
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Parameters o4J 4J4) 4J Vr. d -l 0 4 4J .-4 0 -.4P a e 4A r. 4J 0 Q 3 0 4• * = 4 14 4J

09l -p4-4 4 01 1 0 14 SCA 0' $ 4 -14

04 94 9 3>

Persistence of Vision X X X X X X X

Foveal-Cortex Charact. X X X X X X X X

Chromatic Aberration X X X X X X X

Spherical Aberration X X X X

Fdveal Area Simulated X X X XX X X XX X

Eye Adaptation Level X X X X X X X X X X

Spectral Sensitivity Ranqe X X X X X X
Reti.nal Illumination X X X X X X X X X X X
Viewing Angle X X X X X X X
Brightness Enhancement X X X X X" K X X
Pupil Size X X X X

Critical Fusion Frequency x X X-X X X X X X X X X

The existing body of flicker data is large and does provide
sufficient basis for the making of firm decisions, provided
caution is exercised in applications to new situations. It is
estimated that flicker-free CRT displays can be designed using
the commonly accepted 50 to 60 Hertz refresh rate, even under
relatively high illumination conditions. However, displays
designed for use under extremely high luminance environments
(8,000 Ft. L. and up) would probably require additional valida-
tion, if not additional research and experimentation.
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The relatively new A-C solid state displays (planar gas
discharge, EL, light emitting diodes) have rnpt yet had t1me to
allow for'the accumulation of sufficient data upon which to draw
firm conclusions. Apparently, little difficulty has been
encountered with these types of displays with regard to flicker.
The high excitation rates presently used with these displays (gas
discharge have excitation rates of 60 to 800 Hertz, other types
range from 400 to 5,000 Hertz) virtually precludes the presence
of flicker, even under high illumination viewing conditions.

Finally, Table 92 demonstrates a number of the tradeoff
functions between various display flicker parameters. This
table is for use as a guide only and is not to be considered
all-inclusive. It was designed to indicate the interactions
one parameter has with a number of pther factors.

Table 92. Representative Tradeoff Functions.

Parameter Optimized Increase Decrease

Refresh Rate t* Display Brightness Information Capacity

Phosphor Persistencet Info. Capacity Refresh Rate

Display Size t Total Luminance Info. Capacity
CFF Useable Shades of
Bandwidth Req. Gray

Display Brightness t CFF Display Resolution
Aberration Effects Storage Time

Info. Presented t Writing Speed Brightness
Bandwidth Require-

ments

Writing Speed + Info. Presented Erase Time
Storage Time
Uniformity
Brightness
Resolution

Storage Time + !rase Time Brightness
Writing Speed

Resolution t • Brightness
Writing Speed

*' = Increase

RESEARCH RECOM-MENPATIONS

The 'observer's basic task with airborne electronic displays
is the extraction of pertinent information in readily useable
format. In order to present the information in a manner
conducive to the observer's need, the display itself must be
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f ... 1 ... =_. . an.. of t.e other areas exazined in =.is
rert,_el.-nain of flicker from the displayv does not arpear

c ze a rajor concert. for designers. it is felt by the present
co.nse-ue,•-tl, that research efforts would be =ore

frXitfi. directed to more =ressina -roblems in the area of
displa: design. However, several possible exceptions exist to

-:e above reco~endation. These exceptions deal with the
interaction of viewing distance and display size and tce basic
_-z"- cf infor-_atisn available to the designer.

It is kno-.n that viewing ratio (viewing distance-to-size
of ... dis•lay) is a significant factor in the elinination of
flicker, and it is also known that by moving the observer a*--ay
frco the flickering display, the nature of the flicker is
chanced (flicker will be eliminated or diminished in intensity'.
The exact nature of this relationship, however, is presently
unknown, and consequently no quantitative data exist on this
suject. B.': var~ying the viewing distance and the size of the
flickering display (wit- other factors beina held ccnstant),
a iuantitative tradecff function could be arrived at which
•,=:uld allow the designer tie flexibility of choice. The
terforrance measure to be sought in this study would be 101%
flicker-free displays within the range of values examined.
Since ncrnal display viewing distance is 18 to 36 inches for
electronic displays, and the normal range of display sizes is
fr-.- 5" to 9", these values could serve as the ranges to be
a.,-borec. Bv. holdin= all of the other parameters constant,
-:st of the interactions from these factors could be accounted
-:r.

_ second area that warrants examination, but wnich is more
restricted to the engineering aspect of flicker, has to do with
tne info~ration presentation with regard to flicker. Consider-
able data exist on flicker, but are not in readily useable
:crrat. Considerable time and effort is usually required to
extract all of the Pertinent information applying to one
particular phosphor-display system. A good workable auide.cf
-_he interaction effects of all the parameters concerned (both
engineering and human factors) would be beneficial to both

un-an factors and display engineers.

V'irtually no data exist regarding solid-state display
flicker. As stated in the conclusion section, flicker dces not
a==ear to rresent a problem with this type of display. Hcowever,
a nurber of imzortant cuestions remain to be answered. Wit-h the
alnos: instantaneous rise-decay tire found in marny solid-state

•sla.s, fcr example, is it possible to generalize the flash
duration {i cf on tine) and the light-to-dark ratio data from

-...... ..... . a-s to solid-state displays? The psychorhysical
literature -as not addressed these areas using such short
:eriods of ti-e (1- sec.),an-d,consequentlyvalid data are
ncn-exiStent. Additionally, it has been observed th-at the CFF
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A fundamental and very important consideration in the
design of electronic displays, particularly for use in the
cockpit, is that the brightness c4- display symbols must be
sufficiently greater than general display background bright-
nesses to produce accurate and quick identification of the
symbology. This proble is particularly acute in cockpit
applications of electronic displays due to the extre.ely high
values of ambient illumination which may be present in the
cockpit and the resulting display "washout" which *ay result.

It has long been recotinized that simrly specifying symbol
brightnesses is an inadequate approach to identifying require-
ments for symbol legibility. Rather, it is necessary to identi-
fy the degree to which symbol brightness is different from the
immediately surrounding display background brightness in order
to provide for criterion performance.

A well established and accepted marnner for specifying the
difference between display background brightness and symbol
brightness is through the use of the contrast ratio equation.
All data presented in this section center around the specifica-
tion of the contrast which is required between symbology and
the immediate display background required to produce criterion
display legibility.

Several definitions of contrast ratio exist in the litera-
ture. Unless specified otherwise for particular cases, the
definition of contrast ratio used in this section is a form of
the basic LI/I equation. The equation, as applied in this
report, is expressed below. Fro-- a display design standpoint,
the utility of the contrast ratio definition is based upon the
fact that contrast ratios thus computed may be interpreted as
the percent of display background brightness which must be added
over and above that brightness in order to produce symbol
brightness which will result in criterion operator performance.
The contrast ratio used herein and defined below is frequently
referred to as "percent contrast.0

Percent Contrast (PC) x 100I

PC = (Symbol + Background Luiinances) - Background Luminance
Backaround Luainance x 100



Luminancc Emitted by S.'.bnolPC = Backaround L--uinance x Ic',

Predictinq display contrast ratio requirements places mnany
requirements upon human factcrs data. Relationshirs of the
factors is shown in Figure 192 and are discussed below.

- A central factor is the amount of illumination which =av
be expected to fall directly upon the display face.
Determ-ininz t-,e illu;.inance which may be incident upon
the display face requires knowledge of at least the higher
levels of daylight ambient illumination, as well as the
attenuation characteristics cf cockpit canopies and
windscreens.

- Second, one must know something of the effects which
cockpit and instrument panel geometry will have upon
blocking of illuminance which may have entered the cockpit
environment. Of particular concern in this respect is the
location of the display within the cockpit (e.g., a head-
up display) as well as the general attenuating character-
istics of the cockpit structure.

- Not all illumination incident upon the display face will
be reflected. Hence, it is necessary to know the reflec-
tive characteristics of the display phosphor and filters
which =ay be used.

- It is unlikely that illuminance incident upon display
surfaces or the luminance reflected from displays and
instrument panels will be quantitatively similar with
the external (sky) luminance to which t-he pilot's eyes
may be adapted. Consequently, it is also necessary to
approximate the levels to which the eye may be adapted
since sizeable discrepancies between eye adaptation
levels and display brightness levels may result in degraded
display legibility.

- Finally, one must specify symbology characteristics
including size, strokewidth, color and type since each of
these factors significantly influence contrast ratio
recuirements.

It is necessary, therefore, to specify probable ranges for
a number of variables in order to provide the necessary context
within which to address disrlay legibility contrast ratio
reauirements. T•hese variables, therefore, include: levels of
aambient illumination, levels of eye adaptation, display back-
ground brightness, syr.bol type, size, color, and, finally,
.'.-cloa'.- contrast requirements. Specification of probable

ranges of these factors, in turn, is dependent upon knorledge of
the influences of thne varia1les sho-,,n in Ficure 192.
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The subject of ambient illumination is discussed .t:Tln tne
retort section dealing with environmental variables. Based
that review, the following representative values are used witnin
this section: direct sunlight at midday is 11,001 Ft. Candles;
average luminance of a clear sky is 2,000 Ft. Lanterts; and
average cloud cover at midday is 7,000 Ft. Lamberts.

CANOPY MND WINDSCREEN TRA'SYI'T1'*ITY

Not all light emitted by the sun or reflected by the
atmosphere enters the cockpit. This is due to the
attenuating properties of canopy materials. The lisht attenu-
ation by a canopy or windscreen can be affected by the canocy
material, state of repair or cleanliness of the material, the
angle at which canopy or windscreen sections are mounted
relative to a normal line of sight, and the degree to which the
canopy or windscreen is fogged by moisture. Considering just
new clean and unfogged canopy materials, it has been estimated
that a desirable canopy would be one which would transmit
approximately 90% of the illumination incident upon it (Ref.
363). Table 92 summarizes acceptable canopy and windscreen
transmission and haze limits, and shows how windscreen angle of
incidence affects transmission and haze. Considering a maximu-
transmitivity of 90%, the maximum illuminance which might be
expected to be incident upon a display face would be approxi-
mately 10,000 Ft. Candles. Other luminances and illtrinances
cited previously also would !e reduced accordingly.

Table 92. Liaht Transmission and haze Values.

WINDSHIELDS
INCIDENCE ANGLE

55! 60 650 70' CANOPIES VISORS

HIGHLY Transnission 71% 74% 83% 93% 89% 90%
iDESIRAELE
IVALUES Haze 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

ACCEPTABLE IF Transnissicn 66% 69% 78% 93% 83% 86%
ADTHER FACTORS
ýTAKE PRECEDENCE Haze 1 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

LMINIMUM VALLE Transmission 641 67% 75% 29i 77% 79%

L3INIMUM VALUE Haze 2% 2% 21 2i 2% 2%
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nents fsr dies e....... =_ ".: Srast ratz reuire-
_=_el c~r r.c •i.=ia.' -°-'-e • _c=_e•,to :ar- the

". -. are adap~ted, as sell
as the a_ cf :e--. t n the disFlay, face
(e.:., Ref. 2 " a2? 2i. .and To-nake such researcn meaning-
ful, however, one rust a te to anSw-.er the fo11o "in
suestions: 7 .o hat rarg----o iu- nance levels -ay the .ilot's
eyes be adarted7J -and, Wh.at rarn:.e cf illinance incident upon
th-e disTlav. face is associated with varying levels cf eye
adactation?

A -.orst-case answer tc the first 7uesticn --av !e: a-proxi-
rated by identifying the xaxiri out-of--the-cockrtit luminance
which the pilot may encounter for extended durations. Eased
upon the data in Table 108, in the Environ•-ental Variaboles
section, it would arpear that th'is would be the 8,000 to 9000
Ft. Lambert luTinance of average cloud co-er at noon (Ref. 344).
Obviously, values in excess of this ranae r-av De observed. An
examrple is the 82,0900Ft. Lambert lutmi:nance of upper surfaces of
clouds at noon (Ref. 343). Unfortunately, however, no published
data were identified which would provide scre insight into the
luminance of clouds as a function cf the density of the cloud.
Thus, little is kno.n about the l. 4-inance levels which right
be experienced while flying near the to= of cloud cover, out not
necessarily flight in the very upper surface of clouds. Conse-
quently, such luminance levels can only be approximated at
present. In order to be scnewhat conservative in light of
existing data, it would arpear desirable to approximate an
average cloud luminance at 10,000 Ft. Lamberts. hoowever, this
is purely an arbitrary judge-ent. It would appear highly
desirable to zerform the neceSsary photoretric rmeasurements to
identify more precisely the range of ambient illumination levels
in w•-ich both the pilot and electronic disrlays rust operate.

Assunming a raxi=z evye adaptatisn luidinance of 10,000 Ft.
Lamberts, however, ignores pilot scan natterns and the fact that,
while flying in clouds, the rajority of pilot eye fixations may
be within the cockzit, rather than outside of tie cockpit.
Consequently, the zilot's eyes are no-. adarted to a uniformly
luminous surface. Rather, several l~-io. surfaces may be
involved, includinz the cloud cover cut_--ide the cockpit, the
cockpit r--anel, and cock:=t_ consoles. Each of these
nay var-." =ar-kedlv in lu-rinance level, and it follows, therefore,
that the l-=inance level to which the eye is adapted may not
sim-ply be the highest lum-ina.ce levell in the i-rediate environ-
ment-it. T d=ree to which ti4-=- -zint -a-:. be only of academic
interest --must !e questioned, hcwever. If, for exarple, experi-
mental studies incorpcrated ada tinz '--zinances greater than
those which =av; be enzo•=tere&2 . . n :rerationa. settincs, a most
crobahle cSnse7-_:ence ._:s;2 - *--- h lei-iitv ccntrast ratio



renuirements sonewhat greater tgar. would be required in the
operational setting. Co nsequently, t'e contrast ratio would Ze

"over desianed" by some sn-al aur.-.t, and t-here a:pears to be
little danger from this. Unfortunately, however, tih.e converse
of the situation also may arpply, and un eresti-ating l=inanCes
to which the eye na;' be adapted could result in underdesianing
the contrast ratio. In this respect, it is fortunate that, in
an applied setting, differences in luminance between display
background and .the surrounding luminance to which týhe eye _ay be
adapted are of little practical consequence until the surrounding
luminance is at least ten times greater than the lowest display
background luminance (Ref. 58). Vsequently, there would appear
to be some latitude for imprecision in identifying luminances to
which the pilot's eyes may be adapted. However, this latitude
is not infinite.

A recent study (Ref. 179) has directly addressed the
effects of the eye being adapted to luminance levels greater
than t~he luminance level of a display background. Figure 193
summarizes salient findings from the study by relating the shift
in threshold contrast requirements to the ratio of the luminance
of a simulated display background to the luminance of a larger
surround area (simulated sky luminance). Results of the study
are in keeping with Carel's comment (Ref. 58) that as long as
the luminance of the general background surround area (and,
hence, eye adaptation level) does not exceed ten times the
display background luminance, syirbol/background contrast ratio
requirements also are not markedly different from conditions in
which the surround luminance level is equal to or lower than the
display background luminance. It can be seen in Figure 193,
however, that minimum legibility contrast ratio requirements
rise sharply when general surround luminance (and, consequently,
eye adaptation level) exceed approximately ten times the display
background luminance. Caution must be exercised in directly
applying t~he data in Figure 193 to display design since t-he data
were collected in a task situation in which subjects were
required to detect the orientation of an extremely small Landolt-
C ring gap (1.93 minutes of arc). Thus, the data were not
collected in a directly applied display task setting, but rather
in a visual acuity task context.

A final and very significant factor affecting eye adapta-
tion level involves the use of helmet-mounted sun visors or
other optical filtering devices such as sun glasses. There is
no known Air Force operational procedure regarding the use of
helmet-mounted sun visors or sun glasses with the exception that
sun visors are to be drawn down over the face during ejection.
What is known, however, is that there is tremendous individual
variation in tne use of sun visors. Some fighter pilots use
them quite frequently, while others insist that they never use
the helmet-mounted visor. Similar variation in individual
preference is found in the use cf sun glasses by cargo or bomber
pilots.



The =ost Fronounced effects which visors or sunglasses have,
of course, involves the change in surround luminance level to
which the eves are adapted. Similarly, apparent display back-
ground luminance is reduced as is apparent emitter (symbol)
luminance. Contrast ratio, per se, is not affected. Other
factors, however, also must be considered. No sunglass or visor
is a perfect optical transmitter. Accordingly, symbol resolu-
tion may be degraded. Additionally, the lenses of Air Force
sunglasses and visors are green in color. In other words, they
transmit more energy in the wavelength regions corresponding
with the color green, while attenuating other wavelength light
to a greater extent. Consequently, the actual reduction in
apparent brightness of an emitter (symbol) will vary as a func-
tion of the wavelength composition of the emitter luminance when
visors are worn. Finally, the use of sun visors or sun glasses
may result in a loss of color contrast between symbology and
display background. It is to be anticipated that this problem
would be most pronounced for green symbology. This follows since
the use of visors would result in the eyes seeing green sym-
bology against a display background which would be imbued with a
greenish appearance. On the other hand, if the wavelength
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a 'a ;:o. w:Z- -dc--r - 7. al:orz :ik
..av 1%, at :t"at wavele-z:- raiýeý, ý:;-nzotcz zr =zorra=-z an'

Thý-e c-aesticnS rean wnat are =-e effe~t fs----Sr
a:-d sur. classes u-ý-:n disIav ite lumna:nce ar -,rý'

ratio re:7uirezents, ard are the eZfeots c'- man-ý;e --o --e S
=ractical, ozerational significance? '.he lIteraz-.re exanining
=-e effects of stz-nyisors or su-n glas-seS uon coerator tasK
t:,erfcrn-anrce is far from cc-rlete or cnls~e h vial
!literatuL:re is reviewed t-elc-d.

In a recent study, Fing et al. (Ref. 20E) nc-asu~red-~
trans-i tivity of operational heiet-=cunted sun visors worn r,
a sa - le of eleven F-106 pilots. -Median transnitivity -was -11i
Yakiing the arbitrary assurption that no rnilot would 'Lorder such
a visor into uiace in thie rnresence of Skv or cloud 1=inances
less than 1,00.9 Ft. Lanberits, it would follow that the lowdest
da-.ti-m luninance level to wh~ich the eve htbe adanted would
De anproxir~atelv 110 Ft. Lanb.erts. Assumi~ng that some pilots
indeed do not use helmet visors or sinilar devices, it would
follow that the highest level to which the eye r-igh.t býe adapted
would be apprcxir~ately 10,000 Ft. Lambert~s, if eye scan pzatterns
are ignored. Because of individual pilot preferences, it nav
also be antici:tated that eve adaztation levels at inter~mdiate
vYalues also will be found in- operational settings.

There is relatively little literature directly addressing
tie effects of sun glasses or sun visors upon the legibility ;f
electronic displays under high anbient illun-inaticn conditiorns.
Those data which are available are only viecemeal or indirectly
applicable to the total range of ambie.:,t illuminations and
di s play- background brightnresses (and svr~bo!/display contrasts)
which may be anticipated or T.ec-uired in the context of aircraft
cockpi t application.

Allen (Ref. 4) reports a study of visual performance
tn-ro ug n five opthalmic filter glasses (sun. glasses) , five
identical filter glasses uniformly coated to produce 10% light
transmission, and five other identical filter glasses with a
gradient density coating transmittina 10i% in the center of the
lens and about 0.1% at the ton of theý lens. The five basic
opthalric filters which were made uz into sungzlasses were Clear,
Calobar D, Kalichrome C, S7noke !.ose (a fornmer Air Force star-d-
ard sunglass) , G-15 Uniform Gray, and Azurelite 3 w'-icn cor-
responded with the following colcrs: clear, blue, green, snoke,
anber and ;el !i n 8 by 24 foot atmcs-:heripc (fog)- chamber was
used. Luminances of the walls of tie cha-Iber were eith-er 470
Ft. Lamterts or 7,200 Ft. Lanberts. Three levels of wdater
particulate f!oc were used: zero, 501- and 751. One !hs.nored
percent fog represented the saturation lir-it of the chan~er.
Microa ter measures of a p toelcu-t=tut -were 7n-=ee ne



the =aximum saturation condition, with measure being established
as 10a-. Measures of fog density, then, were based upon the
maxiL-ru saturation, and are therefore relative.

Six subjects participated in the experiment, and each
subject wore each of the various combinations of sunglasses
which had been prepared for the experiment. The subjects had
two tasks to perform. First, they adjusted the brightness of a
five centimeter test spot to vauep just noticeably brighter,
and then just noticeably dim ,jut e brightness of the far

wall of the fog chamber on which it was-"ýated. When this task
was concluded, an auditory signal was presented, and the subject
then read a single digit number displayed upon a simulated air-
craft instrument panel directly in front of the subject. When
the number was read, the subject depressed a reaction time
button. Reaction times for correct readings were recorded, as
were brightness values associated with adjusting the far field
target circle to just noticeably brighter and just noticeably
dimmer values.

Allen used the measure "luminar' :e range of far target
invisibility in percent", which was defined as the luminance of
the 5 centimeter target spot when it was just perceptibly
brighter than the wall surround minus its luminance when it was
just perceptibly darker than the surround, divided by the upper
luminance and multiplied by 100. Consequently, smaller percent
values represented greater sensitivity of the eye to brightness
change. Data fror the study were quite complex and interactive.

Of particular interest, however, were the data for the high
luminance condition. In terms of the index of target invisibil-
ity, performance was highly comparable regardless of the sun-
glass which was worn and regardless of fog condition. Mean
times required to read numeric values from the simulated instru-
ment panel, however, were consistently shorter for the gradient
coated sunglasses. Uncoated or uniformly coated 10% trans-
mitivity sunglasses resulted in consistently greater reaction
times, with the increase in reaction time having averaged
approximately 50%. Under the low. (470 Ft. Lamberts) luminance
condition, the results were considerably more complex. However,
one trend of interest was that the uniformly coated sunglasses
were" comparable with the normal glasses in _tm of target
invisibility. The gradient coa4td--glastes resulted in con-
sistently inferior performance. However, the uniformly coated
sunglasses consistently resulted in longer times required to
read the number displayed on the simulated instrument panel.
Averaging all the recognition times obtained in the study
produced the following trend:
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No Sun Uncoated Uniform Gradient
Glasses Sunalasses Coated S.G. Coated S.G.

Recognition
Time in Seconds 0.599 0.603 0.760 0.506

In a recent experiment, King et al. (Ref. 208) investi.-
gated contrast ratios necessary to result in virtually 100%
legibility of high contrast electroluminescent bargraph and
numeric readout displays. The numerics were 0.4 inches high and
0.28 inches wide, with a stroke width of 0.05 inches. The 125
segment bargraph had a height of 5.0 inches and a width of 0.25
inches. Stroke width for each segment was 0.035 inches, while
gaps between segments were 0.005 inches. Contrast ratios
required to produce "comfortably brighto displays also were
determined. Two types of illumination were used in an attempt
to simulate representative cockpit luminances. Under one
combination of conditions, a simulated canopy surround was
illuminated to brightnesses of 500, 3,100 and 8,600 Ft. Lamberts.
Under the second combination of conditions, a Xenon arc lamp was
used to produce 500, 5,000 and 10,000 Ft. Candle illumination
(measured using a magnesium oxide surface) incident upon a
simulated aircraft instrument panel. Under the two higher
illumination levels for each illumination source, data were
collected both for the naked eye and with the use of helmet
mounted sunvisors of 11% transmitivity. Thirty subjects, twenty
of whom were Air Force pilots, participated in the experiment.
Photometric measurements of display brightnesses were made, and
the data were transformed into measures of symbol-to-display
background contrast. Display reading time data also were
recorded.

When emitted luminance was increased to produce displays
which were judged to be "comfortably bright" by the subjects,
no differences were found between contrast ratios or display
reading times for the with-visor versus no-visor comparisons.
However, when emitted luminance levels were only those required
to produce three consecutively correct display readings, the
use of the helmet mounted visor did show an impact. Mean
contrast ratios required to produce 100% legibility for the
bargraph display were unaffected by the use of t~he helmet
mounted visor. However, mean legibility contrast ratios, and
thus emitted luminances, were consistently greater for numeric
readout legibility when subjects used the visor. The differ-
ences were statistically significant at the .01 level of confi-
dence. With the visor in place, legibility contrast ratios
ranged from 110% to 128% of t-he contrast ratio required without
the visor, depending upon illumination source and intensity.
Also, mean time required to read each display was significantly
longer in three out of four conditions in which the sun visor
was used. The data are shown in Table 93. In a separate
comparison, these data were adjusted to take into account the
fact that the use of the visor reduced the apparent display
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Table 93. The Influence of 11% Transmitivity
Visors Upon Legibility Cont:ast Ratio Requirements

for an EL Numeric Readout.

(Adapted from King et. al., Ref. 208)

General Canopy Surround
Luminance Levels in Ft. L.

3,165 8,617

Display Background Luminance
in Ft. L. 21.1 58.2

Mean Emitted Luminance in Ft. L.
for Naked Eye 6.7 14.0

Mean Percent Contrast
for Naked Eye 31.9 24.5

Mean Emitted Luminance in Ft. L.
with Visor 8.4 18.5

Mean Percent Contrast
with Visor 39.8 31.3

Direct Incident Luminance
Levels in Ft. Lamberts

5,000 10,000

Display Background Luminance
in Ft. L. 103.0 181.2

Mean Emitted Luminance in Ft. L.
for Naked Eye 21.5 30.1

Mean percent Contrast for
Naked Eye 20.6 16.5

Mean Emitted Luminance in Ft. L.
with Visor 25.1 34.2

Mean Percent Contrast
with Visor 24.2 18.2
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background brightness. The adjusted data were ccr-pared dith
other data published by King et al. for non-visor conditions.
The effects of use of the visor were still anparent for the
numeric readout. Similar trends have been reported btv Ketcnei
(Refs. 203 and 204).

Parker (Ref. 261) reports a study in which tWo subjects
were driven down a mile-long runway in an automobile at 23 niles
oer hour. Their task was to detect the direction [u:, down,
left or riaht) of the gap in a large Landot C-rina. Each
subject alternately wore a flight hel-et with visor trans-
mitivities of 15%, 3% and 1%. Data also ",ere collected in tne
early afternoon on a highly overcast March day. The =easure of
performance was the maxi=um distance in feet from the Landolt
C-ring at which the direction of the gap could be correctly
identified. Admittedly, these data are quite limited, but of
some interest to the current study are the trends in the findings
comparing the naked eye with the 15% visor condition. Mini-ur
distances at which the break in the ring could be detected are
shown in Table 94. Of interest is the high degree of similarity
among distances required on the clear morning as opposed to tae
trend associated with data collected during the overcast after-
noon. In the latter condition, as visor transmitivity decreased,
it was necessary to drive progressively closer to the C-ring in
order to identify the location of the break in the ring. If
these data show nothing else, they do indicate that the use of a
sun visor may influence detection tasks, and that the influence
may vary as a function of surround illumination level.

Finally, using a Snellen eye chart, Parker (Ref. 261)
measured the visual acuity of four siubjects using the three
transmitivity visors in addition to the naked eye. Measures of
acuity were highly conparable and frequently identical for the
naked eye and using the 15% tra-nsiitivity visor. Marked
decreases in Acuity were found only for the 11 transmitivity
visor.

The question remains,- what are the impacts of the use of
helmet-mounted visors or sun glasses upon sym-bol luminance
requirements and, consequently, display contrast ratio require-
ments? No clear answer is available from the literature.
However, there is evidence that the use of such devices may
impact upon symbol luminance requirements. Unfortunately,
practically none of tne contrast ratio data -w-hich are available
have taken this factor into account.

It is clear (Refs. 4 and 261) t-hat the effects of visors
transmitting between 10% and 151 of the illumination incident
upon them vary as a function of ambient illumination level. At
higher levels (e.g., 2,000 to 7,000 Ft. Lanberts) tne use of
such devices appears to have a minimal effect upon contrast
discrimination or measures of visual acuity, although tne latter
factor is far from fully established. At lower ambient
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Table 94. Mean" Distance in Feet at whic&
Direction of Break in Landolt C-Ring ccul he
Identified. (Adapted fro-_ Parker, Ref. 261)

Helzet Mounted Visor Conditions
No

Visor 15t* 1%

Clear
o or- ing 1,387 958 !,-J38 992

Overcast
Afternoon 767 618 476 373

"Percent transnmitivity of visor.
"**Each mean based upon 15 neasurements.

illumination levels (e.g., 500 to 700 Ft. Lamberts), hc.wever,
tne use of light attenuating devices appears to have a possibly
negative impact upon acuity and may result in increased display
reading times. Finally, King et al. (Ref. 208) have clearly
shown that the effects which such devices have upon ninizum
legibility contrast ratios may vary as a function of display
configuration. King et al. also have shown, however, that
such effects may not be apparent when symbol luminance is
increased above that minimally required for display legibility.
This finding offers considerable promise. Assuming that engi-
neering technology will develop means of achieving symbol
luminance and contrast capabilities which will allow pilots to
adjust symbol brightness levels above those minimally required
for legibility, t~hen it may make no difference whether cr not
the pilot is using a visor or sun glasses.

A requirement exists for additional research directed
toward providing an understanding of the operational significance
of the use of helmet-mounted visors and sun glasses upon symbol
emitted luminance and contrast requirements. It is felt,
however, that the research should be directed toward identifying
whether eye adaptation level, filter bandwidth (color) or inter-
actions of these with symbol color produce operationally
meaningful effects. It also is felt that symbol luminances
and, therefore, contrasts above those mini=ally needed to
produce legibility should be employed. This follows, since it
has long been recognized and again recently demonstrated (Ref.
208) that, given a choice, pilots will increase display emitted
luminance and, therefore, also contrast above minimum legibil-
ity levels. Kinq et al. also have shown that any effects of
sun visors or sun glasses may be minimal or non-existent at
these higher symbol luminance levels. Available data are quite
limited, however, and before ignoring the effects of sun visors,
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the effects reported by King et al. should at least be
replicated. This is particularly true in light of the other
data which exist.

The effects of eye adaptation levels ranging through 10,000
Ft. Lamberts and sun visors remain unresolved in terms of
predicting symbol luminance and, therefore, contrast ratio
requirements. Existing data generally relate to acuity tasks or
unspecified tasks. No comprehensive data were found which would
relate directly to display legibility tasks for comfortably
bright and contrasty symbology. Thus, the display designer is
confronted with the requirement to empirically demonstrate the
adequacy of symbol luminance and contrast throughout the antici-
pated range of ambient illuminance levels. Coi.trast ratio
requirements determined with no visor at the equivalent reduced
display background luminance level will, however, provide an
approximation of required contrast needed for conditions wherein
pilots wear visors.

ILLLUINATION INCIDENT UPON DISPLAY FACES

Panel-Mounted Displays

The amount of illumination incident upon the display face
and the reflectivity of display face materials are primary
factors influencing display "washout". Through the use of anti-
reflective display filters in conjunction with high brightness
symbology, display washout may be overcome. It is necessary,
however, to have a sound indication of the magnitude of the
illumination incident upon the display in order to specify
filter and symbol luminance and contrast requirements.

From a preceding discussion, it was concluded that the
maximum direct illuminance of sunlight passing through a
representative canopy is approximately 10,000 Ft. Candles. In a
worst-case circumstance, therefore, approximately 10,000 Ft.
Candles of illuminance could be incident upon the display face.
This does not necessarily imply, however, that 10,000 Ft.
Candles is representative of operationally experienced maximum
incident illumination levels. This follows, since cockpit
configuration and associated strictural members of glare shields
may serve to block some illumination. In this respect, it is
desirable to review the literature which directly addresses the
amount of illuminance which might realistically be expected to
be incident upon electronic display surfaces.

Bruns and Miller (Ref. 51) report that the maximum noontime
direct sunlight brightness reflected from a magnesium oxide
surface located near the radar display in the rear seat of the
F-4 aircraft was 7,500 Ft. Lamberts. The latitude and time of
year at which the measurements were made were not specified.
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>.2ters:n Ref. 262) has reccrted sone limited panel illumination
dat.hi were neasured at various headings relative to the sun.

"* white reference standard" of unspecified reflectivity was
e n the left silde of the pilot's instrument panel in a

K--135 aircraft and on the right center of a T-39 aircraft
nstr•- nen canel..XiM.xi_ luninance reflected from the white

reflective-_ su.;race was approximately 200 Ft. Lamberts. The
n~asurerents were 7ade at 08:00 hours on 1 September at an
altitude cf 20,000 feet in the KC-135 and at 3:00 P.M. on 2
June at an altitude of 10,000 feet in the T-39. Measurements of
the illuninance of the horizon varied from 1,500 to 5,000 Ft.
Candles. All neasurements were made over Dayton, Ohio. Addis
et al. (Per. 1) made photometric measurements of the luminance
of a white reflection surface positioned at various locations in
the instr-ment panel of a T-39 aircraft. Luminance data are
s mrnarized in Table 95. Addis et al. do not indicate the
latitude, season or tire of day at which the measurements were
nade.

Tahle 95. T-39 Instrument Panel Luminance
Measurements, (From Addis et al. Ref. 1).

iocation of
"White Reflective Measured

Surface on Type of Luminance in
Instrurent Panel Illumination Ft. Lamberts

Panel Scar Indirect 87 - 100

Lower Right Indirect 100

l:ower Pight Indirect Diffused 387
by Clouds

bower Right Direct Sun 8,125

King et al. (Ref. 208) measured luminances of a magnesium
oxide surface located on an unshielded instrument panel in a
nockup of a fighter aircraft configuration cockpit. Measurements
were nade when the mockup canopy was uniformly illuminated to
values of 500, 3,100 and 8,600 Ft. Tanberts. Corresponding
luninances neasured from the MgO surface were 150, 900 and 3,000
Ft. Lar-herts respectively. Extrapolating from these measurements
to estinate the luminance at the panel which would correspond
with 10,003 Ft. La:nerts of canopy illumination (as might be
encountered while flying near the top of clouds), it would be
expetea that panel lum1inance would be approximately 3,500 Ft.
Latherts :fr indirect luminance.
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The illuminance incident upon electroric displa°y faces is
one of the key factors affectir.g the proper design of ele.tro...
flight displays. It is apparent from the foregoing discussicn
that data regarding this factor are relatively meager and fairliy
highly inconsistent. The inconsistencies, of course, dc not
imply irregularities in the manners in which the luzinance
measurements ray have been made. Rather, the inconsistencies
arise primarily from the relatively unknrow, impacts of tcta.
cockpit geometry (Ref. 206), variations in the type and 7evel of
illumination external to the cockpit and simply the relativevi-
few measurements which have been made of illuminance incident
upon instrunent panels in a variety of operational aircraft and
under a total spectrum of anticipated atmospheric conditions and
times of day.

These considerations do not allow for a valid specification
of the illumination conditions under which electronically
generated displays must be designed to operate. If, however, one
were to select ranges of illuminances which night have to be
dealt with, it would appear that the maximum range of lum-inance
produced in direct seinlight would be from 7,500 to 8,200 Ft. L.,
although this figure might also approach 10,000 Ft. L.

Projected Displays

The question of the level of illumination with which
projected displays, such as head-up displays or helm-et-mounted
sights, may have to cope must be addressed somewhat differently.
Assuming that it is linrealistic to attempt to read a head-uL
display when flying directly into the sun, the amount of
illuminance falling on a projected display or the brightness
background against which such a display would have to be read i
a direct function of the luminance levels of areas in the field
of view imediately ahead of the aircraft. In this regard, it is
also only realistic to examine the types of mission uses of
head-up displays. Two uses which have historically received the
greatest attention are approach and landing and aerial comhat.
In an approach and landing context, it would appear that earth
horizon brightnesses up to 5,000 Ft. Lamberts must be considered
(Ref. 263). In aerial weapon delivery tasks, it would appear
that average sky luminance of approximately 2,000 to 3,000 Ft.
Lamiberts may be experienced, as may luminances of 9,000 to 10,000
Ft. Lar-berts for flight into the tops of clouds. It may also he
anticipated that background luminances in excess of 3,0G0 Ft.
La.m-berts might be experienced while diving down toward (but not
into) the top of cloud cover. Unfortunately, no pho•toretric data
were identified which would indicate the luminance of cloud cover
wh-en viewed at various attitudes and altitudes above the clcud
cover.

Finally, it is estimated that viewing glass used for head-up
display applications have transmitivity factors ranging fron 207
to 90%_ (Pef. 339). Considering also that cancn" light trans-.iti:.it-,
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of approximately 90% also is irvolved, it follows that head-up
display background luminance will be at approximately 81% of the
exterior scene luminance in front of the display. Under what
appears to be the worst-case condition, this would be 81% of
10,000 Ft. Lamberts, or approximately 8,000 Ft. Lamberts, based
upon existing photometric data. It is recognized that this
estimate may be low. Again, the need for additional description
photometric measurements is apparent.

DISPLAY BACKGROUND LUMINANCE

Display background luminance level is a result of one or
more of the following factors: ambient light reflected from the
display face, spurious noise generated on the display face
resulting fron noise in the signal or circuits and photo-
luminescence of display phosphors due to ambient light striking
and exciting the phosphors. The use of filters and anti-
reflective coatings on the display face can serve to reduce each
of these effects, thus resulting in reduced display background
luminance. Reductions in display background luminance, in turn,
result in reductions in emitted symbol luminance needed to
produce desired symbol-display contrast. Ignoring spurious
visual noise and phosphor photoluminescence, the following factors
may be considered as primarily affecting display background
luminance, symbol luminance, symbol-display brightness contrast
and symbol-display color contrast:

- Intensity and spectral bandwidth of illuminance
incident upon the display.

- Type of filter used, if any (neutral density,
thin film high contrast, circularly polarizing,
micromesh, wire mesh, or trichroic).

- Filter transmitivity, reflectivity xnd bandwidth.

Reflectance of display structure, including
phosphor and surface materials.

- Display emission spectral bandwidth.

Filters are frequently used in conjunction with electronic
displays. In the flight environment, it would appear that the
use of filters or similar light absorbing techniques will be
mandatory. The value of any display filtering technique depends
upon the extent to which the filter can absorb (or block)
illuminance incident upon the display face while transmitting
luminance emitted by the display.

There appears to be wide misconception regarding the utility
of using liciht absorbing filters over display faces. The
misconception appears to invclve the fact that any such filter



will reduce the observed lurinance of display syrbology. The
misconception is that a reduction in symbol luminance is always
undesirable. This is untrue. The objective of using filters is
to enhance the contrast between symbology and display b4ckground
luminances. Any filter which reduced display background lumrinance
more than it reduces symbology luminances offers the potential
for improving symbol/display contrast. Obviously, there are
extremes beyond which the utility of filtering techniques
produces negative returns. For example, as filter transritivity
approaches zero, requirements for emitted sy-_bol luminance at the
display surface might become so severe as to result in severely
shortened display life, either because of phosphor burn in the
case of CRT displays, or because of material failures in the case
of solid state displays.

The lower limits of transmitivity and reflectance of filters
may be considerably different from those which currently are
envisioned as practical. Ketchel and Jenney (Ref. 206), for
example, indicate that filters transmitting less than 70 percent
would be useless for application to electroluminescent displays.
King et al. (Ref. 208), on the other hand, used thin film high
contrast filters which transmitted approximately 27%, and
reflected 2.2% of the illuminance incident upon them, and were
able to achieve *comfortably" bright electroluminescent display
symbology even under conditions in which incident illuminance
was 10,000 Ft. Candles. Subsequently, filters were developed
and tested which transmitted approximately 10% and reflected
only 0.3% of the illuminance incident upon them. Although
transmitivity of the second generation filters was only one-third
that of the first generation filters, they reflected only one-
seventh as much incident illuminance. Consequently, contrast
between symbology and background was enhanced, and less emitted
luminance was required in order to produce "comfortably' bright
symbology. Display life also was lengthened.

An approach to display design, particularly for cockpit
applications, which does not consider the latest state-of-the-
art in filter technology does not appear practical. Many of the
derogatory comments directed toward the use of filters appear
unwarranted, and the advantages which filters offer both in terms
of legibility and display life are quite encouraging.

Filter Types

Rather little has been published regarding the utility or
disadvantages of various types of filters for cockpit electronic
display application. Even though concrete human performance data
for various filtering techniques are extremely lirited at this
time, several filter techniques are discussed below.

Neutral density filters are transparencies which reduce the
intensity of light transmission withcut significantly altering
the spectral composition of the light. Neutral density filters
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reduce display luminance as a function of their density and,
therefore, transmitivity. They enhance contrast because illumi-
nance incident upon the display face is attenuated once as it
passes through the filter on its way to the display face and
again on the return trip from the display face to the observer's
eyes. Emitted luminance, however, passes through the filter
only once. It has been pointed out, however, (Refs. 206 and 263)
that neutral density filters are not highly efficient. j

Thin fiLm high-contrast filters work on the same funda-
mental principle as neutral density filters, but are designed
to enhance absorption of illuminance. This is accomplished
through the use of nonhomogeneous neutral density filtering
material. Such filters absorb illuminance passing straight
through the structure, but more important, they absorb light
scattered from collisions with the nonhomogeneous material
(Ref. 263). Nonhomogeneous high-contrast filters have been
used extensively in research dealing with the legibility of
electroluminescent displays under high ambient illumination
conditions (e.g., Refs. 1, 208 and 265).

Circular polarizing filters incorporate a linearly
polarizing filter plus a quarter-wave retardation sheet
which has its axis oriented at 45 degrees to the trans-
mission direction of the linear polarizer. This
configuration 'twists' light so that vibrations leaving the
retardation sheet form a helix of circularity. When A

circularly polarized light reflects from a spectral
surface, the direction of rotation is reversed. On again
passing through the retardation sheet, the change in
direction and rotation results in transforming the
reflected circular polarity into linear exit polarity,
oriented 90 degrees from that created initially when the
light first entered the filter. Since a linear polarizing
filter does not efficiently transmit light 90 degrees
off axis, the net result is a blocking of reflected ambient
illumination, but a transmitting of display-emitted
luminance. It has been pointed out (Ref. 206) that the
blocking effect of the circular polarizing filter is
most pronounced when the reflecting surface emits specular
reflections. Because phosphors tend to emit both specular
and nonspecular (depolarizing) reflections, the amount of
ambient washout protection varies as a function of this
factor. Utility of the circular polarizer, therefore, is
most pronounced when speculat reflections are involved
(Ref. 84).,

Micromesh filters are sometimes referred to as honeycomb,
grid or directional filters. The filter is made up of finely
perforated metal plates which are then laminated between layers
of glass. The filter, thus, consists of thousands of small,
transparent cells of selectable diameter and depth. Luminance
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striking the filter parallel to the axis of d-.e ceils nJ passed;
iuzir.ance striking at more oblique angles of incidence (generally
plus or minus 15 degrees) is blocked. The incident angle at which
light is passed is called thne cone of accep:tance and is deter--i-ed

by the diameter and depth of the light transzitting cells. As
Ketcnl and Jenney (Ref. 206) point out, the observer must keep
nis ýýad -within the cone of acceptance in order to be able to see
displayed content. At a viewing distance of 28 inrches, a -~u r
ninus 15 degree cone would allow head movement of approxi-m-ately
=Ius or minus seven inches laterally or vertically from an axis
normal to and passing through the center of the display. Similarly,
however, illuminance incident upon the display face also must __ave
its origin within the cone of acceptance in order to produce
_axirum display washout. The probability of tnis occurring is a
function both of aircraft orientation relative to the sun or other
source of illuminance and cockpit configuration, including 'ulk-
head location and canopy dimensions. It would appear, part: :ularly
for single seat or tandem fighter cockpit configirations, th.
display washout might occur if the cun were located directly
behind, but slightly above the longitudinal axis of the aircrw t.
Additionally, the cone of acceptance would preclude side-by-s-e i
crew sharing of displays, which could be a serious drawback fo:•
the use of micromesh filters in certain cockpit configurations.
Also, considering multi-jet cargo, tran-sport or bomber aircraft
in which side-by-side crew seating is comon practice, it would
appear impractical to use micromesh filters over electronic
displays of other than flight information since, for example,
engine instruments are centrally located on such panels, and
neither crewmereber would be able to read the instrunents witheut
exaggerated lateral head and body movement.

Trichroic filters have been examined in relation to enhancing
symbol contrast for head-up displays (Ref. 195). A trichroic
coating is a thin film deposit which reflects a narrow wavelength
band of visible enerav (e.g 50 millimicrons wide) (Ref. 206)
while transmitting most of L16 visible energy at both longer and
shorter wavelengths. The net result is an enhancement of color
contrast for the particular color (wavelength) for whic• the
coating is designed. As Ketchel and Jenney (Ref. 206) :oint out,
when the filter notch is designed to remove the specific wave-
lengths of light which match the display phosphor color, a
contrast enhancement occurs because the display color which is
projected against t~he head-up display combining glass is reflected
back, while little matching real-world color of the same wave-
length band is present to compete with it. Additional discussion
regarding the use of trichroic filters and the effects upon usage
of color codes may be found in References 278 and 279.

Wire-mesh filters, not to be confused with micronesh filters,
also have received some attention. Wire-mesh filters consist of
strands of wire arranged into a cross-hatch pattern and embedded
in a glass carrier. The carrier may be only partially transparent,
as a neutral density' filter, and may be coated with anti-reflective
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coatings. Wire-mesh filters are designated by (a) the diameter
of the wire used and (b) the number of wires and intervals per
inch. Thus, a 2.1 mil 200 mesh filter has a wire diameter of
0.0021 inches with 100 wires and 100 spaces per inch.

Bruns and Miller (Ref. 51) explored the effects of three
wire-mesh filters upon the measured contrasts of a ten-step gray
scale of a TV monitor. The three filters were: a 2.5 mil 400
mesh experimental filter; a 2.1 mil 200 mesh Techtronic oscillo-
scope filter; and a 3 mil 325 mesh experimental filter.
Transmitivities for the three filters were 21%, 27% and 25%
respectively. The effects of the filters were examined by
placing each filter over the TV monitor and making photometric
measurements of the resulting luminance of each step in a standard
TV test pattern gray scale. Only two levels of illuminance upon
the display were used. They were 6.5 Ft. Lamberts and 2,000 Ft.
Lamberts. Table 96 presents the data which resulted from the
photometric measurements. Figure 194 summarizes the data
converted to measures of percent contrast. It is apparent from
the data presented that gray scale contrast was enhanced for the
lighter gray steps, but was decreased for the darker gray steps.
Bruns and Miller conclude that the 2.5 mil 400 mesh experimental
filter was most effective in transmitting display luminance while
reflecting and absorbing ambient illuminance. The 2.1 mil 200
mesh Techtronic oscilloscope filter was nearly as effective,
while the 3 mil 325 mesh experimental filter proved to be some-
what poorer. The effects of the filters upon some index of
human task performance were not examined.

Combinations of filters have received little apparent
attention, but appear to offer promise. Colman et al. (Ref. 84)
report the development of a compound filter for application in
air traffic control tower radars. The filter incorporates the
"invisible glass' principle which is covered by two basic
patents: U.S. Patent No. 1,911,881 dated 30 May 1933 yo
Gerald Brown of Barnes, London, England, and U.S. Patent No.
2,003,735 dated 4 June 1935 to Gerald Brown and Edward Pollard.
Fundamentally, the 'invisible glass" principle is based upon the
law of reflection; i.e.,-the angle of incidence equals the angle
of reflection. By curving a glass surface so that light incident
to the surface is always reflected away from the eye of the
observer and into a light absorbing surface (or light trap),
numerous reflections can be eliminated. To further control
illuminance reflected from the radar display face, Colman et al.
arranged a circularly polarizing filter on the tube side of the
"invisible glass*. Although detailed data are not presented,
Colman et al. indicate that comparative physical measurements
were made which showed a reduction in reflected luminance of
97%. Limitations of this technique for cockpit application,
however, appear to include the'design of an extensive physical
shield on either side of the display to support the filter as
well as to block illuminance impinging upon the display face
from the side.
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Table 96. Measured Luminance Values (Ft. Lamberts) for
Several Shades of Gray with 6.5 and 2,000 Ft. Lamberts of Ambient

Light. (Adapted from Ref. 51)

Ambient Luminance of 6.5 Ft. Lairberts

Filter

Open 2.1-Mii 3.0-Mil 2.5-Mil
Gray Step Monitor 200-Mesh 325-Mesh 400-Mesh

1 ,4 0.6 0.6 0.5

2 6 1.0 1.0 0.7

3 10 2.1 1.7 1.5

4 16 3.4 3.1 2.6

0 5 22 6.0 - 5.8 4.8

.cr 6 42 13.0 11.0 8.4tP•

1 7 73 22.0 19.0 17.0

8 123 30.0 28.0 22.0

9 177 42.0 40.0 34.0

10 230 58.0 54.0 42.0

Ambient Luminance of 2,000 Ft. Lamberts
Filter

Open 2.1-Mil 3.0-Mil 2.5-Mil
Gray Step Monitor 200-Mesh 325-Mesh 400-Mesh

1 890 95 105 68

2 920 98 105 73

3 945 99 103 75

4 960 99 103 75

5 980 99 110 78

tP 6 990 105 117 84

7 1,010 118 128 95

J 8 1.050 122 135 102

9 1,110 136 156 106

10 1,150 145 160 110
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King et al. (Ref. 208) report limited data from a brief
exploration which was intended to improve the contrast of symbols
on electroluminescent displays. They found that adding a
circularly polarizing filter to an existing thin film high-
contrast filter reduced illuminance reflected fro= the displays
from approximately 2.2% to 0.3%. The reduction in reflected
luminance was accompanied by a reduction in emitted luminanGce
necessary to produce legible displays.

Other contrast enhancing techniques also exist. One of the
more promising is the transparent phosphor which will allow a
high percentage of illuminance incident upon a display face to
pass through the phosphor layer to the interior of the display
where, with proper design, much of the transmitted illuminance
may be absorbed (Ref. 111). The advantage of this technique lies
in the fact that since less incident i-uriiu anarce is reflec-_ej
from the display Surface, filters cf higher tranrsri-1ivities ran:
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Figure 194. Ccmparison of Percent Contract Between Pairs of
Adjacent Shades of Gray for Open Monitor Versus Average
of Three Wire Mesh Filters Under High Ambient Lighting

(2,000 Ft. Lamberts). (Adapted from Ref. 51)
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E:n-.1oved to reduce display background luminance levels without
severely attenuating er.itted lurinance of symbology. Ketchel
and Jenney (Ref. 206) also point to non-linear optical filters
(Ref. 211) and fiber optic faceplateý as potentially promising
contrast enhancing techniques. At present, however, little is
known of the operational advantages of these techniques in terms
of human performance.

Finally, Ketchel and Jenney reported some optimism about
:ij fev-lcr'ent of a high resolution (1,000 line) high brightness

"'_nicl wojid enit 20,000 Ft. Lamberts of peak highlight bright-
-ess. Even if such a CRT were to be developed, it would appear
that even such a brute force approach would require the use of
sore display f-ce filtering since the reported (Ref. 343) absolute
maximum upper linit of human tolerance for luminance is 16,000 Ft.
Lamberts. Neither the requirement for, nor the desirability of
such high emitted luminance levels has been established. Indeed,
the present authors conclude that high luminance emissions on the
order of 20,000 Ft. Lamberts provide a questionable sclution to
the display visibility problem. King et al. (Ref. 208), for
example, were able to achieve "comfortably" bright electro-
luminescent displays with a maximum emitted luminance (behind a
thin film high contrast filter) of less than 300 Ft. Larberts.
This was accomplished when 10,000 Ft. Candles of illuminance was
incident upon the displays and was achieved through the control
of both reflected and transmitted luminances by means of filter
design. Although the findings of King et al. are limited to the
bargraph and numeric readout displays which they studied, there
certainly appears to be a clue here for other display applications,
i-cluding radar, imagery and flight display presentations.

Because the human eye is ratio sensitive, it responds to
luminance differences between symbology and general display
background. Symbol-display contrast can be enhanced either by

-te f rce 7cthois of creatina high sv~.bol luminance, by using
fiitering or rransp.a-enaL pnospinojr tý&elA.iques LO reduce display
background luminances, or by combinations of the two.

This brief review of types of filters and their potential
utility for reducing display background luminance as a technique
for enhancing symtol-display contrast was intended to identify
some of the alternatives which currently exist. Obviously, it
was not intended as a comprehensive state-of-the-art survey of
filter design and filter technology. Physici:-ts, astronomers,
microscopists, photographers and others all make use of special
types of filters. A review of their literature and techniques
s-u ld prove valuable and useful to the display design engineer.
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Requirements for human factors data involve the coomprehensive
specification of symbol-display contrast requirements for various
types and colors of symbology, operator tasks and eye adaptation
levels. A primary requirement for developing the necessary
contrast data is the specification of the range of display back-
ground luminances which are to be anticipated for operational,
airborne electronic displays. The utility of various filtering
techniques has been demonstrated. Furthermore, the use of
display face filtering or transparent phosphor techniques appears
to offer the most promising avenue for future display design.
Hence, the question-is: What is the probable range of display
background luminance levels which might be anticipated in
filtered electronic displays designed for cockpit usage?

The use of filters has received some attention in the human
factors literature. A review of this literature, however,
identified no comprehensive data relating to the effects of
various filter types, either singly or in combination with other
display reflectance or emission characteristics. Quantitative
data which were identified were not broad in scope, having been
derived solely from highly specific research and development
contexts. Unfortunately, Qphotometric data were identified
which dealt specifically with, some of the more promising develop-
ments such as transparent phosphor displays.

Based upon the human factors literature, Table 97 presents
a representative summary of recent measurements of the combined
effects of filters and other display characteristics upon display
background luminance levels under high ambient cockpit light
conditions. From such data it is difficult to objectively
establish the range of display background luminances which may
characterize cockpit applications of unshielded, panel-mounted
electronic displays. The lower limit is relatively easy to
anticipate at approximately 0.1 Ft. Lamberts. The upper limit,
however, is more difficult to anticipate.

Based upon the data in Table 97, for conditions under which
10,000 Ft. Candles of illuminance would be incident upon a panel-
mounted electronic flight display; resulting display background
luminances could range from 30 to over 1,700 Ft. Lamberts,
depending upon display construction and the type of filter used.
Because the practicality of a display-filter combination resulting
in only 0.3% reflectance has been demonstrated (Ref. 208), it is
reasonable to assume that maximum background luminances for
future displays should be closer to 30 Ft. Lamberts than to 1,700
Ft. Lamberts. The problem is to realistically identify a probable
maximum background luminance from within this range. At this
time, it is apparent that any decision is somewhat arbitrary.
However, for panel-mounted displays incorporating a high degree
of filtering, it is our judgement that background luminance levels
in e::cess of 1,000 Ft. Lamberts can be avoided. It also is
apparent that additional filter development acti-ities are quite
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necessary, as are human factors evaluations of the utility of
filters thus developed. A defensible selection of an upper limit
for display background luminance would have to follow from such
evaluations.

Obvious exceptions to the use of neutral density-type or
mesh-type filters are head-up displays and the helmet-mounted
displays. Each of these requires the maintenance of the pilot's
ability to view real-world imagery and targets through the
display faces. Based upon computations discussed previously, it
is estimated that display background luminances for these types
of displays from 0.1 to 8,000 Ft. Lamberts are to be anticipated.
Thus the range of background luminance levels for panel-mounted
displays lies well within the range of background luminance
values which are to be anticipated for head-up displays.

The use of trichroic filtering techniques is finding wide
application for head-up displays, and, consequently, both color
and brightness contrast techniques are involved in making head-
up display symbology legible under high ambient illumination
conditions. Nonetheless, within the context of providing
generalizable legibility contrast ratio design data which will
be useful to the full spectrum of flight displays, it would
appear quite reasonable to assume that this could be accomplished
by establishing contrast ratios required to make various types
of symbology legible against display background luminance levels

-ranging from 0.1 to 8,000 Ft. Lamberts. However, above 1,000
Ft. Lamberts, it woild appear only reasonabl* to establish
brightness contrast requirements only while also taking into
consideration the color contrast provided by trichroic filtering
techniques.

CONTRAST POLARITY

In a brief review of the literature dealing with electronic
display legibility contrast ratio requirements, Ketchel (Ref.
203) cited data from an unpublished report by Kelly (Ref. 200)
dealing with the polarity of symbology for electronic displays.
Reportedly, Kelly investigated light symbols against a dark TV
display background and dark symbols against a light TV display
background. It was concluded that, for televised symbols, white
characters on a dark background are more legible under low
ambient illumination levels, but that dark symbols on a light
background were found superior when ambient illumination level
were on the order of 2,000 Ft. Lamberts. Ketchel further
reported that high ambient illumination affected dark symbols
differently than light symbols. A change in ambient illumina-
tion from 585 to 2,005 Ft. Lamberts caused a measured increase
of 16 Ft. Lamberts in the luminance values of the dark symbols,
but added 25 Ft. Lamberts to the lighter symbols. Presumably,
the increases resulted from reflectance and photoluminescence.
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If the latter measurements are correct, it would appear that
a contradiction may exist in the above comments. The contradiction
steins from the fact that Kelly reportedly indicated that, under
higher ambient illumination levels, dark syr-bols on a light back-
ground were preferred. However, it is also reported that, as
expected, greater illuminance values were associated with light
symbols under the high ambient conditions. It would seem
reasonable to expect, therefore, that light symbols on a dark
background would be preferred for high ambient illumination
conditions, since the higher ambients would produce greater
increases in symbol luminance than in darker display background
luminances, thereby enhancing the symbol-to-display background
contrast. Ketchel, however, did not report the criteria upon
which Kelly made his recommendations, and it is possible that a
loss of symbol sharpness might have been associated with light
symbols on a dark background.

In reviewing the literature dealing with the effects of
direction of contrast upon alphanumeric legibility for televised
displays, Shurtleff (Ref. 304) has concluded that direction of
symbol contrast has a small effect upon alphanumeric legibility.
Differences typically are on the order of 4% to 5% in reading

,\error. Typically, overall readipg errors associated with such
studies have been quite large and on the order of 25% or greater.
Consequently, a difference of 4% or 5% is of little practical
significance. Shurtleff also points out, however, that data which
are available are applicable primarily to display applications
involving moderate to low ambient illumination levels, typically

below 1,000 Ft. Lamberts.

Baker and Earl (Ref. 15) have repoirted a recent experimental
study dealing with the detection, on a noise-free display, of
small light radar pips against a darker display background versus
darker pips against a light background. Relatively low display
luminance were involved. They report no meaningful differences
in visibility thresholds for the two directions of contrast.

From the available literature, it would appear that contrast
polarity has little practical impact upon symbol identification.
For conditions involving ambient illumination levels above 1,000
Ft. Lamberts and correspondingly high display background
luminances, available experimental evidence indicates that dark
symbols against a lighter background might result in improved
legibility. As noted previously, however, one would anticipate
that the opposite would prove to be the case because (if
considerations of display washout when a lighter display background
is used. It would appear desirable, therefore, to briefly explore
the effects of contrast polarity upon alphanumeric legibility and
symbol identification under conditions of hich ambient illuminance
and higher display background luminances which might be anticipated
in the cockpit. Although it would be anticipated that differences
in legibility might be quite small, the fighter cockpit, for
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example, provides a severe illumination environment for
electronically generated displays, and there is little harm in
attempting to maximize display legibility within tnat environment.

EMITTER COLOR

If electronic flight displays incorporate colored symbology,
the specification of contrast ratios must take into accou:nt the
fact that visual thresholds of the human eye vary as a function
of the wavelength (color) of the symbol. Symbol-background
color contrast also must be considered.

One attribute of singIE-frequency luminance which is related
to its role as a color stimulus is wavelength. Wavelength is
typically expressed in millimicrons (millionths of a millimeter).
The shortest wavelength luminance which ordinarily is perceived
as a color stimulus is 380 millimicrons, although under certain
laboratory conditions luminance of wavelengths as short as 300
millimicrons may be visible. The longest wavelength luminance
which ordinarily is perceived as a color stimulus is 770 milli-
microns, although under carefully controlled conditions luminance
of wavelengths as long as 1,000 millimicrons may be visible.
For practical purposes, however, the human visible spectrum lies
between 380 and 770 millimicrons. Table 98 presents some color
names typically associated with luminance wavelengths in the
visible spectrum.

Figures 195 and 196 show the differential sensitivity of the
human eye to wavelengtns comprising the visible spectrum. Of
particular interest are t-he photopic (cone) vision curves since
these curves relate the human color vision. Figure 196 is the
luminosity curve for the "standard observer" according to the,
1931 agreements of the International Commission on Illumination.

The luminosity curve in Figure 196 is of greater value in
the area of identifying contrast ratios for electronic display
design since it relates the sensitivity of the cones of the eye
to various wavelength luminances, and expresses the differential
sensitivity relative to the maximum visual sensitivity, which
occurs at 555 millimicrons (green-yellow symbology). The
generality of the curve is further enhanced by the fact that
the human eye is approximately as sensitive to white luminance
as it is to the green-yellow luminance (555 millimicrons).

Thus, more radiant energy (e.g., watts) is required to
produce visually detectable stimuli for wavelengths lying near
the ends of the visible spectrum. Practically all photometers,
however, are calibrated for the luminosity curve of the standard
observer. Consequently, what the human eye would see as "less
bright' because of the wavelength of the syrbology, tre photo-
meter also will "see' (i.e., measure) as less luminous. Because
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Table 98. Some Typical Color Names Associated with
Luminance Wavelengths Comprising the Visible Spectrum.

Wavelength Typically Associated
Band Color Name

380-470 Reddish Blu:e

470-475 Blue

475-480 Greenish Blue

480-485 Blue-Green

485-495 Bluis. Green

495-535 Green

535-555 Yellowish Green

555-565 Green-Yellow

565-575 Greenish Yellow

575-580 Yellow

580-585 Reddish Yellow

585-595 Yellow-Red

595-770 Yellowish Red

of this, contrast ratio computations based upon measured symbol
and background luminances need not take wavelength into account.
Using luminance estimates calculated from physical energy
values, however, would require taking the luminosity function
into account.

Research which has addressed legibility contrast ratio
requirements for electronically-generated symbology has not
systematically taken emitter (and thus symbology) and display
background colors into account. This has not posed problems for
black and white displays. However, the operational use of color
in CRT displays is not unforseeable, and many solid state
displays inherently involve colored symbology.

Design-oriented color contrast data are conspicuously
lacking in the literature. Several well established facts about
color vision, however, point up the need for such data. For
example, a change in the color of a background will modify the
perceived color of the symbol. Yellow and violet stimuli (at
equal measured luminances) are indistinguishable at small angular
subtenses. Discriminability of both color difference and
saturation (amount of color) is degraded at very low and very
high levels of illumination. These and similar laboratory
findings point to the need for design-oriented color contrast
data.
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The reader must be aware, therefore, that synbol-iack:ro=n-z
color contrast is a significant design variable and tnat :e
exercise his own variety of caution in specifying !egizilit}.
contrast ratios for symbology of other than "aire or green.-
yellow color viewed against cray backgrounds sizce it is tn-.e-e
,a.elengtihs and wavelength combinations upon ".'hicn thi zajzri-"

"- desircn-oriented contrast ratio data have been taŽ'=n.

EARLY CONTRAST RATIO RECOY'%EN-DATIONS

In a 1961 report (Ref. 131), the General Electric Ccn-.
'suggested that a symbol-to-display backzrou.nd contrast ratic of
85% w-ould result in good sycol visibility. The rezz.-eendati:
.- made in conr7unction ;i:_h de-'e~o~zen• .f a contact arnaLoz

3-L;lay format. The rezcnrncndat-izn, -c-.wever, waS noz subst' _.-
=ted in any detail. KetcheI (.Re_. 22;, -- 1.-.t.s 3a -- =at t-he ; 3i
figure may have been derived from data presen..ed by Chazanis in
Hun-an Factors in Undersea Warfare .Ref. 260). In :ne -:.,

Chapanis cited prior wcrk by Ccnnor and Can:.g (Ref. EC, -.ad
Cobb and Moss (Ref. 75). These data, althcugh somewhat i:.con-
sistent, tended to show improverents in visual acuity between.
percent contrasts of 76 and 93% at a background luminance of
1.0 Ft. Lamberts, and between 50 and 100% contrasts at a back-
ground luminance of 100 Ft. Lamberts. A midpoint for these
ranges would be approximately 85%. The limiting factor
associated with these data is that they are based upon visual
acuity tasks, and the correspondence to flight display tasks is
not established. Finally, the range of display background
luminances investigated may not be representative of those to be
found in the cockpit, and varying eye adaptation levels and sun
visor conditions are, of course, not reflected in tne data.

COMPUTATIONS OF CONTRAST RATIOS

Carel (Ref. 58) has published a computational procedure for
estimating symbol/display contrast requirements based upon
contrast threshold data for the hum-an eye published by Black--ell
(Ref. 32). Carel indicates that given the ambient luminance and
requirements for a given number of shades of gray, the dynanic
range (ratio of least to greatest emitted luminance) and
luminance requirements may be reasonably estimated for achromatic
(black and white) displays. The procedure is based uncn the
premise that data are available which allow estimates of:

a) values required to reach a 50% threshold of
visibility

b) values required to reach greater thnan 53%
thresholds
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c) values required to reach operationally useful
image

d) values required to compensate for the fact
that the eye may be adapted to luminance
levels greater than those of the display

e) values required for achieving clearly
discriminable gray shades.

By judicious use of existing data, estimates of required
luminances and contrasts may be reached.

The basic data for all estimates were generated by Blackwell
in his study (Ref. 32) of contrast thresholds of the human eye.
The curves in Figure 197 are plotted from Blackwell's data and
have been adapted from Carel. -The curves show the contrast
required for small stimuli to be visible 50% of the time. The
curves are a function of background luminanqe and target size.
Contrast ratios required for 99% threshold are estimated by
first establishing the contrast required for 50% threshold for
the target size and display background brightness of interest,
"and then multiplying the contrast. ratio by three.

Figure 198, also adapted from Carel, shows how visual acuity
also is affected by contrast and display background luminance.
In a skeletal display, such as a VSD or HUD, requirements are not
only that thin line elements comprising the symbology be usable,
but also that readout accuracy be maintained by assuring that the
separation between two elements be visually resolvable, at least
down to separations equal to one line width. For this reason,
the contrast rotios derived separately from Figure 197 and 198
should be compared, and in calculating display luminance require-
ments the most demanding value should be used. Contrast ratios
determined from the figures also are multiplied by thre,' in order
to correct 50% thresholds, upon which the data arc )ase(,;, to 99%
threshold of detection. A note of caution mu. - be inser-ed. It
is apparent in Figure 198 t. it data applicablc to anticipated
display background luminance (i.e., 30 to 1,700 Ft. L.) consist
of extrapolations of curves generated for much lower background
luminances.

The background luminance of a skeletal display, such as a
VSD or HUD, may be considered as the brightness of the tu-,e face
where there is no image. Since the level of display background
luminance may be considerably less than the surrounding (e.g.,
sky) luminance to which the eye is more adapted, the resulting
"adaptation mismatch" may impact upon contrast ratio requirements.
Carel indicates that the mismatch is of little practical con-
sequence as long as the surround luminance level is no greater
than ten times the display background luminance. For ratios
greater than ten, Figure 199 is used in order to determine a
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Figure 198. Visual Acuity as a Function of Contrast.
(Adapted from Ref. 58)
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correction factor for the contrast ratios. It should be noted
that the curve in Figure 199 is in close, although not total
agreement with similar data shown in Figure 193.

Carel also indicates that correcting the basic Blackwell
data or Chapanis data for both threshold and adaptation mismatch
will result in a "ghostly" image. He indicates that resulting
contrast ratios must be multiplied by at least five (Muller S
constant) before the image will be bright enough to be viewed
comfortably.

The result of the preceding computations is the contrast
ratio required to make a target of specified minimum dimension
clearly visible against a known display background brightness and
for an estimated range of eye adaptation levels. Carel indicates
that computations made in this manner are in good agreement with
observations which he has made while informally investigating
contrast requirements for useful shades of gray in cathode ray
tubes.

A computational example follows in order to clarify Carel's
procedure. Assume the following conditions: Lines used for
display symbol construction are 3.4 minutes of arc in width.
Display background luminarce is 20 Ft. Lamberts; surround (sky)
luminance is 200 Ft. L. From Figure 197, required contrast
for 50% threshold for a 3.4 minute of arc target against a 20
Ft. Lambert background is 0.03 (note that these are not "percent
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contrasto data) Figure 198 shows that the contrast required
for that order of acuity is 0.05. The more stringent value of
0.05 is selected. The selected contrast ratio is multiplied by
3.0 to correct for 50% threshold, resulting in a contrast ratio
of 0.15. Muller's constant (5) is applied, raising the contrast
ratio to 0.75. Because of the difference in luminance
between the surround and the display background, Figure 199 is
consulted, and an "adaptation mismatch" correction factor of 1.2
is applied, raising the required contrast to its final value of
0.90. Using the following equation, the luminance of the
symbology may be determined:

Contrast = Symbol Luminance(S) - Background Luminance (B) = 0.90Background Luminance (B)

Since Symbol Luminance = Background Luminance + Emitted Luminance
(E)

Therefore, Contrast = (B + E) B 0.90
B

E
- = 0.90B

E
= y0 = 0.90

Emitted luminance, thus, is 18 Ft. L.

Thus, under the conditions of this example, the display would be
required to produce 18 Ft. Lamberts of symbol luminance over and
above the 20 Ft. Lamberts of display background luminance (for a
total, measured symbol luminance of 38 Ft. L.) in order to
produce a "sufficiently contrastya displayed image.

Carel also has used the above computational method for
determining the luminance steps necessary to produce distinguish-
able gray scale steps. In determining gray scale steps, assume
that, by virtue of the number of different symbols used on a VSD
display, each symbol must be either discriminably brighter or
less luminous than any other symbol.

Based upon the computational example used above, the symbol
luminance was computed as 38 Ft. Lamberts as measured on the
display face. The display background luminance was 20 Ft. L.
Thus, two steps currently exist in the dynamic range of shades
of gray. Assuming that additional display elem-nts must be
viewed against the 38 Ft. L. symbols, and remembering that a
constrast ratio of 0.90 must obtain, then it follows that the
next brightness step would have to be 72 Ft. L. (i.e., 38 + .9 x
38 = 72). Additional calculations are made in keeping with
established requirements for "X" number of steps in the gray
scale.
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Three items merit attention at this point. First, Carel
indicates that he has found that a 2:1 contrast is needed for
pleasing and easily discriminable gray shades when displays are
viewed under ambient lminfnces of 50 to 3,000 Ft. Lamberts.
This corresponds with - 1. He does not indicate, however,
whether this range of luminances was indicative of room luminance,
only a portion of which would comprise display background
luminance, or whether the range reflects display background
luminances. It is felt that the former was probably the occasion,
in which case eye "adaptation mismatch" might have been the
significant contributing factor.

Second, it must be noted that the amount of luminance
required for symbol discriminability is a positive power function
of the number of steps required within a gray scale, at least in
so far as VSD or HUD type symbology and displays are concerned.

Finally, there is no contention, either on the part of Carel
or the present authors, that the computational procedure presented
above can be indiscriminately applied directly to imagery types
of displays such as photographs or side-looking radar imagery.
Within the purvues of this study, the literature dealing with
direct view displays uncovered no data relating display contrast
or shades of gray to probability of target detection or recogni-
tion. No attempt is made here to imply that the'.abctve cmputa-
tional procedure either may or may not apply to complex imagery
display formats.

RESEARCH ON CONTRAST RATIOS

The procedure presented above for computing legibility
contrast ratios make several assumptions. It assumes that the
type of symbology to which the procedure is applied is of little
practical consequence. Experimental evidence cited on following
pages makes this assumption questionable. Contrast ratios
determined by computation are determined independent of task-
related performance criteria and provide no assurances of
producing necessary contrast for known or estimated task
requirements, including measures of both speed and accuracy of
response. Finally, the computations are based upon data
obtained with the context of basic psychological research, and
quantitative applications of basic laboratory research to
applied problems are notoriously questionable.

It is necessary to have a good indication of contrast ratio
requirements not only for worst-case, 10,000 Ft. Lambert ambient
illumination environments, but also for the less demanding
environmental illumination conditions where most of flying is
done. One must ask what the applied experimental literature has
provided which may be superior to analytic computational procedures
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in this respect. The answer is that little has been provided.
Early studies of target or symbol contrast requirements dealt
extensively with radar room environments which are characterized
by extremely low ambient illumination levels, at least ill relation
to those which may be experienced during flight. Also, practically
none of the studies present the type of information necessary for
generalizing to other settings. These data, therefore, are of
little or no value.

Only within the past six years have generalizable,
task-oriented data have become available. This is because of the
only recent emphasis upon the development of techniques to make
electronically generated displays legible in the cockpit without
extensive physical shielding of the display faces. However, not
all of the recent electronic display research has produced the
type of data necessary to allow for the integration of findings
of various investigators in order to identify trends. The
generalizable data which are available are discussed below.

Panel-Mounted Displays

Ketchel (Ref. 203 and 204) has reported a study addressing
the effects of eye adaptation upon symbol-display contrast ratio
requirements for an operational electronic vertical situation
display (Kaiser Direct View Indicator). Although the studies do
not directly address symbol contrast requirements for easy
legibility under high ambient illumination levels, they do provide
data regarding the effects of the use of a helmet-mounted sun
visor, display clutter, symbol size and symbol brightness and
contrast upon the time required to locate and identify symbols
of the type currently used in some electronic flight displays.

In Ketchel's study, the electronic display was located on a
-- panel- in -a larger lhysical strueture.; A luminous surface, used

in adapting participants eyes to various levels, was located
above the display. For the portion of the study reported here,
24 subjects participated, with three having been assigned to each
of eight experimental groups. All participants had 20/20
uncorrected vision and normal color vision.

The Kaiser Direct View Indicator incorporates a P-31 phosphor,
producing green symbology with a spectral peak at 520 millimicrons.
This is quite close to the photopic vision peak of the standard
observer's eye (555 millimicrons). A micromesh filter was an
integral part of the display. The display face measured 7.25
inches by 5.5 inches. The light adapting screen located above
the electronic display measured 15 by 20 inches.

Two symbol shapes and sizes were used. One symbol was an
inverted "T", and the other was a square. The maximum dimension
of each symbol was 23 minutes of arc. Other symbol dimensions,
such as stroke width, were not given.
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All conditions were run both with participants wearing a
7.8% transmitivity visor and with participants wearing no
protective visor. Two conditions of *display clutter" were
investigated. Under that no-clutter condition, only the test
symbols appeared on the display face. For clutter conditions,
clutter consisted of 26 symbol elements, some made of black tape
to simulate display fiducial marks, while others were electron-
ically generated symbols of unspecified type and kind. The
clutter condition was used to ascertain the effects of the
presence of other flight display-like symbology on location and
recognition times.

Two eye adapting luminances (5,000 and 10,000 Ft. Lamberts)
were explored. A secondary task was used to ensure that
participants were fixating upon the adapting screen during the
eye adaptation periods.

Results from Ketchel's study are somewhat limited in their
application to identifying display legibility contrast ratio
requirements under high ambient illumination levels. This
follows since the general display background luminance was only
3.2 Ft. Lamberts for the 5,000 Ft. Lambert a~apting condition,
and only 4.3 Ft. Lamberts for the 10,000 Ft. Lambert adapting
condition. These levels of display background luminance are
considerably below the maximum levels which might be anticipated
with higher illuminances directly incident upon the display face.
This is of particular importance since it is well established
(Ref. 32 and 208) that legibility contrast ratio requirements
vary as a function of display background luminance. Lower back-
ground luminances require less symbol luminance, but higher
symbol contrast ratios in order to produce legibility.. Finally,
only three subjects were used in each experimental group.

Results of Ketchells study are summarized in Figure 200.

The latency times plotted in the figure are the times required
by study participants to locate and identify the test symbols
on the display and to depress a response button, minus the time
required to depress the response button. Hence, latency times
are location and identification times.

Several trends in Figure 200 are of interest. First,
display "clutter" had statistically significant impact upon
latency times only for the lower symbol luminance conditions.
The finding is unexpectedly confusing, however, in that "clutter"
produced both some of the shortest and the longest latencies.
Of particular interest is the fact that latency times for all
conditions could be driven to zero by adequate symbol luminance
(and consequently symbol-display contrast). Finally, complex
interactive effects were eliminated when symbol luminance and,
therefore, symbol-display contrasts, exceeded minimum require-
ments for legibility. A similar trend will be shown subsequently
in data by King et al. (Ref. 208).
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Figure 200. Display Reading Latency as a Function of
Symbol Luminance and Display Clutter.

(Adapted from Ketchel, Refs. 203 and 204)

Ketchel also has reported data which were derived by asking
study participants to select what they judged were comfortable-
to-use symbol luminances. These data are presented in Table 99.
In order to provide a comparison for data in Table 99, a compu-
tation of percent contrast associated with the eight Ft. Lambert
symbol brightness, shown in Figure 200 to minimize response
latencies, results in a contrast ratio of 105% based upon the
lowest display background luminance of 3.2 Ft. Lamberts. Of
particular interest is the observation that subjectively
cow-fortable contrast ratios are ýconsistently and sizably above
105%, with the greatest deviatiops being generally associated
with the 10,000 Ft. Lambert adaptation levels and with the non-
visor conditions. This trend, however, is not totally consistent
across all conditions.

Much of the relevant display contrast ratio research which
has been published has been accomplished within the framework of
designing electroluminescent displays for legibility under high
ambient illumination conditions.

Petertyl et al. (Ref. 265) have reported some limited data
generated in a study of electroluminescent (EL) display legibility
requirements. Unfortunately, direct photometric measurements of
EL emitted luminance were not made, nor were direct measurements
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Table 99. Minimum. Comfortable-to-Use Luminance
and Percent Contrast Data.

(Adapted from Ketchel, Ref. 203)

Groups Adapted to
10,000 Ft. Lambert Group Mean Values

Display
Symbol Background

Luminance Luminance Percent
in Ft. L. in Ft. L. Contrast

NV, U 15.7 3.6 336

V, U 21.1 7.3 189

NV, C 15.0 3.5 328

V, C 15.9 2.8 467

Mean 16.9 4.3 293

Groups Adapted to
5,000 Ft. Lambert

NV, U .6.5 2.7 511

V, U 6.0 1.1 445

NV, C 5.1 2.0 155

V, C 23. 6.9 239

Mean 10.3 3.2 221

Conditions: NV = No Visor; V = With Visor; U = Uncluttered
Display; C = Cluttered Display
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of disFlay background luminance. All values were derived in an
unspecified manner from either display exc;-tation curves or from
measures of the lumiance. of a magnesium oxide surface located near
the displays. Their data imply that reflectance coefficients of
the displays varied over time. Accordingly, caution must be
exercised in interpreting the data. The admonishme.-nt is further
warranted because they do not indicate the human performance
criterion which was used in determining acceptable display
luminance and contrast.

The data in Table 100 were adapted from Petertyl et al.
and reflect only those data collected with their "improved high-
contrast display'. They report that the display transmitted
approximately 30% of the EL-generate emitted lum-inance and was
characterized by about 5.0% diffuse reflectance and about 0.5%
specular reflectance. Subjects' tasks apparently involved
reading randco five-digit numbers generated using seven-segment -.
EL numerics. Other dimensions of the display were not given.
Data were collected under several experimental illumination
conditions. The illumination environment consisted of a
simulated canopy windscreen which could be backlighted to -produce
an eye adaptation luminance source up to 5,300 Ft. Lamberts.
Additionally, over-the-shoulder flood lighting could be applied
to produce measured luminances at the instrument panel up to
1,350 Ft. Lamberts.

By far the most comprehensive legibility contrast ratio data r
have been published by King, et al. (Ref. 208). They also
present contrast ratio data for 'comfortably bright" displays.
The data reflect a broad spectrum of cockpit illumination
conditions, ranging from total darkness up to 10,000 Ft. Candles
of illuminance directly incident upon the display face, and include
conditions of lesser direct luminance but with 5,000 and 10,000
Ft. Lambert general sky luminances simulated.

The device used by King et al. consisted of a single-seat
fighter cockpit mockup. The instrument panel was located 28,
inches from the participants' eyes and incorporated no glare
shield or other light shielding or blocking devices. Two displays
were used. The three-digit numeric readout was made up of three
matrices of seven EL segments each. Numeric height was 0.4
inches; width was 0.28 inches. Stroke width for each segment
was 0.05 inches. The bargraph display was made up of 125 EL
segments. Height of the bargraph was 5.0 inches; width was 0.25
inches. Each segment of the bargraph had a stroke width of
0.035 inches. Gaps between segments were 0.005 inches. The bar-
graph was read against a scale which ranged from zero through
6.25 units with graduation marks at each 0.25 units. Each scale
unit was the equivalent of five EL segments. Instrument bezels
and the instrument panel were painted flat black.
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Two cockpit illumination sources were used. To simulate..
direct sunlight glare, a Xenon arc lamp shined over the partici-
pant'js right shoulder onto the instrument panel. This was
referred to as the incident illumination sturce, and levels of
incident illumination were zero, 500, 5,000 and 10,000 Ft. Candles
as measured using a magnesium oxide surface between the two EL
displays. Surround (general canopy) illumination was provided
by a bank of 21 *00-watt Westinghouse type BOC metal halide lamps
mounted in individual reflectors. Illuminance from the bank of
lamps was diffused by two layers of sandblasted plastic, the
inner most 'of which was the cockpit canopy. Luminance levels
produced usin., the surround illumination system were zero, 500,
3,200 and 8,600 Ft. Lamberts of canopy luminance as measured
from the participant's eye position. Table 101 presents display
background luminances for each of the experimental conditions.
As the two higher luminances, legibility and comfort-level contrast
ratio data were collected both with and without a helmet-mounted
sun visor of 11% transmitivity.

Thirty males, twenty of whom were USAF F-106 pilots, partic-
ipated in the study. Fifteen received the incident illumination
conditions and 15 received the surround illumination conditions.

The data collection procedure was as follows: -After
preliminary briefings, each participant was allowed approximately
20 minutes to dark adapt in the cockpit mockup. During this
time, reading the bargraph and the numeric readout were practiced.
Following adaptation, which included periodic checks on adapta-
tion level, display luminance was progressively increased until
either display could be read corrietly three times in a row. Then
display luminance was further increased until the participant
reported that the display was "ccamfortably" bright. This
procedure was followed separately for the numeric readout and the
bargraph. The entire task procedure was then repeated in order
to provide an experimental replication. Photometric measurements
were made of display background luminance and activated display
element luminance at each criterion point by focusing a photometer
on a single EL segment. The tzsk sequence was then repeated for
each successively brighter cockpit luminance condition.

Legibility threshold data are shown in Table 101 for condi-
tions in which the helmet-mounted sun visor was not used.
Figure 201 presents emitted symbol luminance required for 99%
probability of correct display reading (mean plus three standard
deviations).

Several important trends are apparent in Figure 201. First,
the separate curves for numeric readout and bargraph displays are
comprised of data from both the incident and surround illumination
conditi.:ns used by King et al. Consequently, the data points are
comprised of conditions under which eye adaptation level did not
correlate perfectly with display background luminance. For
example, the higher display background luminances were produced

i
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Table 101. Electroluminescent Display Legibility

Luminance Data for Bargraph and Numeric Readout Displays.

(Adapted from King et al., Ref. 208)

BARGRAPH NUMERIC
Incident

Illuminance 0 500 5,000 10,000 0 500 5,000 10,000

Display
Background
Luminance 0 11.8 114.1 197.0 0 10.4 103.C 181.2

Mean Symbol
Luminance .006 1.1 6.1 8.7 .065 3.7 21.5 30.1

Mean Plus 3
S tndard
Deviations,
Symbol
Luminance .024 2.6 13.0 17.4 .104 8.5 55.7 64.9

Mean Percent
Contrast - 9.3 5.5 4.4 - 36.3 20.6 16.5

Mean Plus 3
Standard
Deviations
Pct. Contrast - 21.9 10.9 9.5 - 86.7 53.9 33.0

BARGRAPH NUMERIC
Surround
Luminance 0 518 3,165 8,617 0 518 3,165 8,617

Display
Background
Luminance 0 11.8 57.1 148.8 0 4.0 21.1 58.2

Mean Symbol
Luminance .005 0.6 3.8 6.7 .009 1.6 6.7 14.0

Mean Plus 3
Standard
Deviations,
symbol
Luminance .008 1.5 8.6 12.1 .015 3.1 13.9 29.6

Mean Percent
Contrast - 6.4 8.1 5.6 - 40.2 31.9 24.5

Mean Plus 3"
Standard
Deviations,
Pct. Contrast - 20.8 25.2 15.5 - 78.0 67.3 53.0

Note: All Luminance Values are in Ft. Lamberts.

Note: Symbol Luminances are Emitted Luminances only; i.e., Total
Symbol Luminance (emitted plus reflected) minus Reflected
Luminance
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by direct incident flooding of the displays, while the higher
eye adaptation levels occurred under conditions of higher general
canopy surround illumination. It is of considerable interest to
note that, in spite of this, the data points arrange themselves
very nicely as a function of display background luminance. This
indicates that the effects of display background luminance level
are of considerably greater significance than eye adaptation
level in determining emitted symbol luminance required to
produce consistent display legibility.

A comparison of the two curves in Figure 201 also resulted
in the observation that emitted luminance required for numeric
readout legibility at selected display background luminance can
be determined by identifying the emitted luminance for bargraph
display legibility at that background luminance, and multiplying
the bargraph luminance value by a factor of 3.8. In other words,
the curve for the numeric readout is a multiplicative constant
function of the curve for the bargraph display. The converse,
of course, also holds true. The importance of this observation
is that it implies that a baseline curve relating emitted
symbol luminance to display background luminance for one
particular display may be generalizable to other display formats
if the necessary multiplicative constants, are known. Thus,
legibility requirennts could be predicted from a single equation
and a table of constants rather than from complex sets of curves
empirically determined for each display ype and application.

Figure 202 presents the same data expressed as percent
contrast. Examination of the figure shows that the relationships
apparent in Figure 201 are not nearly as apparent. This is
probably due to the fact that display background luminance is
taken into account twice in Figure 202, once as the abscissa,
and again as the denominator of the contrast ratio equation. The
net result is an apparent bias of trends in the data.

Table 102 presents data from King et al. for ambient
illumination conditions in which subjects wore a helmet-mounted
visor of 11% transmitivity. Examination of the table shows that
use of the visor had no practical impact upon contrast ratios or
emitted luminances required for 99% bargraph legibility. The
effect of the visor was almost minimal for the numeric readout
under incident (simulated direct over-the-shoulder sunlight)
conditions, but did produce a noticable influence under the
surround (simulated general canopy) conditions. When background
and symbol luminances are reduced to 11% of the tabled values to
take effects of visor attenuation into account, the values do
not fall neatly onto the curves of either Figwe 201 or 202.
Th.ts it continues to appear that the use efýirsors interacts with
display type. The visor effects might include changing eye
adaptation level, changing color contrast, or surface reflections
on the visor itself. Data from King et al. do not provide a clear
answer. However, since the primary results of wearing a visor
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Table 102. Mean Legibility Percent Contrasts for Bar graph andNumerics as a Function of Whether a Helmet-Mounted Visorwas Worn. (Adapted frm rKing et al., Ref. 208)

BARGRAPH NUMERICS
I
L Without With Without WithI L Visor Visor Visor VisorN U

C M 5,000
D I Ft. L. 5.5 5.7 20.6 24.2D NEN A
N N 10,000 44 47SFt. L16.5 

18.2

E.

sLL Without With Without UithU N Visor Visor Visor VisorR
R N 3,1658. 7.3 31.90 A Ft. L. 39.8
U N
N C 8,617
D E Ft. L. 5.6 7.1 24.5 i.3
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are to reduce symbol and display background luminances and eye
adaptation level, and since taking these factors into account
did not eliminate the visor effect, then it is possible that
surface reflections on the visor itself may have been the
significant factor. This assumption is substantiated by the
data of King et al. The effect of the visor was most pronounced
for numeric readouts, which were comprised of stroke segments.
It would seem that surface reflections would be a greater problem
with segmented numerics due to possible interferences with the
form perception task required to read the numerics. Reading the
bargraph, on the other hand, required only the discrimination of
the "on" area from the "off" area, a considerably less complex
task. The validity of this hypothesis remains to be established.

Luminance data showing what King et al. 's subjects
considered to constitute "comfortably bright" displays are
summarized in Table 103. Corresponding emitted symbol luminance
data are shown in Figure 203. Data in the table and figure are
for the 50th percentile of the comfort-level judgement distribu-
tions. Use of the helmet-mounted sun visor had no impact upon
the comfort-level judgements; consequently, these data are not
shown.

The comfort-level symbol luminance data shown in Figure 203
are of particular interest. First, a comparison of Figure 203
with Figure 201 shows that median comfort-level luminances are
consistently greater than corresponding minimum legibility
luminances. In other words, given a choice, pilots will increase
symbol luminances above those minimally required for legibility.
Also of importance is the fact that no simple multiplier can be
used to increase legibility luminances to comfort-level luminances.
Bargraph comfort-level luminances ranged from 4.4 to 2.8 times
corresponding legibility luminances, with the smaller factors
being associated with higher display background luminances.
Similarly, numeric readout comfort-level luminances vary from
2.5 to 1.1 times corresponding minimum legibility luminances.
It also is apparent from this comparison that, even though the
bargraph could be consistently read at lower emitted luminances
than the numerics, pilots chose to increase the luminances of the
bargraph by greater factors than the numeric. This observation
is further apparent when one compares the two curves shown in
Figure 203. Emitted luminances for the numerics ranged from 2.1
to 1.5 times the corresponding luminances for the bargraph, with
the smaller factors again being associated with the higher dis-
play background luminances. These observations are of inter'est
because the simple multiplicative relationships found between
bargraph and numerics emitted luminances for legibility do not
hold for comfort-level luminances. It is apparent, however, that
relationships exist; they are not, however, simple relationships.
It is again of interest to note, however, that data derived under
the incident and surround illumination conditions fall on a
smooth curve as a function only of display background luminance,
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Table 103. Fiftieth Percentile Percent Contrasts and Emitted
Luminapces Required to Produce Comfortably Bright EL Displays.

(After King et al., Ref. 208)

Incident (Over the Shoulder) Illumination Conditions

Illumination Bargraph Numerics
Level in

Ft. Lamberts B %C E B %C E

0 0 -- 0.08 0 -- 0.12

500 11.8 66 7.8 10.4 89 9.2

5,000 114.1 39 44.5 103.0 58 59.7

10,000 197.0 28 55.2 181.2 44 79.7

Surround (General Canopy) Illumination Conditions

Illumination Bargraph Numerics
Level in

Ft. Lamberts B %C E B %C E

0 0 -- 0.06 0 -- 0.11

500 11.8 35 4.1 4.0 159 6.4

3,200 57.1 52 29.7 21.1 171 36.1

8,600 148.8 34 50.6 58.2 105 61.1

B = Display Background Luminance in Ft. Lamberts

C= Percent Contrast

E = Emitted Symbol Luminance in Ft. Lamberts
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again indicating that display background luminance is a
considerably stronger variable than eye adaptation level in
determining symbol luminance requirements.

Finally, King et al. report that the amount of time required
to read each display decreased as display emitted luminance was
increased to comfort-levels. This has significant impact upon

nimum legibility contrast ratios as design criteria, since
pilot reaction times to minimally contrasty symbology nay not be
that which is required in operational settings.

Projected Displays

In examining the early literature which might be applicable
to predicting symbology luminance requirements for head-up displays,
Kelley et al. (Ref. 195) concluded that the only possibly
applicable data were those generated by Steinhardt (Ref. 322) in
1936. Steinhardt's data indicated that the ratio of added
brightness to background brightness necessary to make a square
of 31 minutes of visual angle just perceptible is approximately
4.0% at 10,000 Ft. Lamberts. Kelley et al. point out, however,
that Steinhardt's data deal only with the absolute threshold for
two surfaces of the same color, and were generated using a visual
discrimination task which was judged by Kelley et aL. to be
easier than the visual discriminatiun-t -srequired with head-up
displays.

Kelley et al. (Ref. 195) report a study in which it was
intended to determine symbol luminances necessary for symbol
legibility and discriminability of head-up displays (HUD) under
conditions of high display background luminances. The BMD con-
figurations consisted of 20 combinations of horizon line angle
and angle of attack index location in relation to the horizon
line. The display configurations were selected to provide an
easy display discrimination (horizon angle) and a difficult
discrimination (location of small angle of attack index). Symbol
dimensions are shown in Table 104.

Table 104. HUD Display Symbol Dimension.
(from Kelley et al., Ref. 195)

Size Visual Angle*
Display Element (inches) (degrees)

Horizon Line Length 3.0 6.75

Horizon Line Width 0.018 0.049

Angle of Attack Length 0.200 0.440

Angle of AttacK Width 0.018 0.040

*Viewing Distance 26 Inches
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A slide projector arrangement was used to present symbology
on the HUD combining glass. A green filter (Corning C.S. 4064
unpolished) made the projector light output closely match the
color of symbology which would be produced on a CRT using a P-31
phosphor. Data were collected using four different combining
classes. Characteristics of the glasses are shown in Table 105.
The trichroic filter blocked light passage between 500 and 550
millimicrons (green).

Table 105. Photometric Data on Combining Glasses.

Reflectance* Transmissions*
Code Combining Glass 450 670 450 670

Calibration (Front 100 100 0 0
Surface of Optical
Mirror)

A Plate (Uncoated 29 24 85 79
3/8 Inch)

T Trichroic Coated 70 25 63 63
S1/8 Inch

X Partially Silvered 31 31 66 60
* Plate (1/4 Inch)

W Window Glass (1/8 7 21 90 84
Inch) Anti-
Reflectance Coated

* Reflectance measurement of Green Display Symbol Surface;
Transmission of Xenon White Background

Ten!participants in the study looked througn the combining
glass int:o the 10,000 Ft. Lambert luminous background. Symbol
luminance was adjusted over 50 trials per participant to determine
luminance required for subjects to correctly' identify the display
configuration 9 out of 10 times (i.e., a 90% threshold). Sub-
sequently, subjectively comfortable display brightnesses were
determined. Not all subjects received each combination of
experimental conditions. Finally, some combination of conditions
were ýexperienced by only one or two participants. At most, only
four different participanits provided data for any one combination
of cr-ritions. His data are summarized below. Practically all
dat2. were collected under conditions in which participants did
not wear sunglasses. Only one subject wore sunglasses under one
condition, and the use of the glasses did not appear to have any
marked influence upon the 90% threshold data. These factors not
withstanding, Kelley et al. have published the only experimental
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data directly dealing with BUD symbol visibility. The data are.
summarized in Tables 106 and 107.

The data shown in Table 106 for 90% thresholds of identifi- 1
cation are quite limited, but do appear to show a general
superiority for the trichroic coated combiner. They also show tie
influences of task difficulty. Identifying angle of attack marker
position required increased ratios in relation to those required]
simply to identify horizon line angle. Of particular interest -
are the data in Table 107 which again show that, given an options
individuals prefer to have symbols more luminous that minimally :
required for legibility or interpretability. Also of interest iý
the observation that brightness contrast recommendations based :
upon Steinhardt's laboratory data (Ref. 322) would not have proved
sufficient for display application.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

Electronically-generated flight data. displays are becoming
quite common in advanced airborne sy'stems, and consequently there
is a pressing requirement for symbol contrast design informatipn.
A review of the available literature indicates, however, that
there are practically no design-oriented contrast data avail4ale
which may be used for a variety of flight display applications
with any degree of certainty. The more comprehensive, parametric
data which exist (e.g., Blackwell's Gata) were collected im a! 4'
basic laboratory setting. Recent research (e.g., King a
has shown that factors such as zymbol type markedly inf .uence.
legibility contrast requirements, and existing parametz .c data
simply do not take this or many other factors of eqdal significance
into account. Finally, there are very few data which address the
problems -of head-up display luminance requirements. Clearly,
there is a pressing need for legibility contrast data which are
design-oriented in nature. The number of design variables which
must be considered in generating design-oriented, generalizable
contrast ratio data is quite large, with some of the variables
having only recently been identified as impacting upon contrast
ratio requirements. Variables and ranges of variables requiring
investigation are addressed-below. It is known that many of the
variables interact. Any research addressed toward producing
design-oriented data simply must take the interactions into
account. Single-thread, single-variable studies simply will not
produce the needed data.

Display Background Luminance

There is no single legibility contrast ratio. Rather,
contrast ratio requirements and therefore symbol luminance
requirements vary as a function of display background luminance.
Design-oriented contrast ratios for head-down display application
should be established for display background luminances ranging
from 0.1 Ft. Lamberts up to 1,000 Ft. Lamberts. For head-up
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Table 106. Ninety Percent Threshold Data for Fine
,Angle of Attack) and Coarse (Horizon Angle) Tasks.

(Adapted from Kelley et al., Ref. 195)}

Mean Luminances and percent contrasts necessary to result in
participaiat correctly identifying angle of attack symbol positioŽn
nine times out of ten.

Background
.Luminance Symbol

Combiner* of Combiner Luminance Percent
Code jFt. L.) (Ft. L.) Contrast

A-45* 8206 683 8.3

A-67 720or 582 8.1

\T-45 6500 272 4.2

T-67 No Data

W-45 No Data

W-67 No Data

Mean luminances ind percent contrasts necessary to result in
participants correctly identifying horizon angle nine times
out of ten.

A-45 8200 420 5.1,

A-67 7200 437 6.0

T-45 6500 201 3.1

T-67 No Data

W1-45 No Data

W-67 10,000"* 480 4.8

* Refers to Combiner Code shown in Table 105 and associated
Mounting Angle in Degrees.

** Based upon a 12,509 Ft. Lambert luminance in front of the

Combining Glass..f
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Table 107. Summary of Comfort Level Symbol Contrasts
Ratio for Most and Least Sensitive Subjects,

(Adapted from Kelley et al., Ref. 195)

Combining Contrast Rates
Subject Glass in Percent

PHS Clear 21.9

JK Clear 42.6

PHS Clear,' sun 20.0
glasses worn

JK Clear, sun 25.0
glasses worn

PHS trichroic 13.8
JK trichroic 18A

display application, the range of background luminances is from
0.1 Ft. Lamberts up to 8,000 Ft. Lamberts. For head-up appli-
cation, however, considerations of trichroic or other similar
display filtering must be considered. It is recommended,
therefore, that the establishment of contrast ratios for head-up
application should involve magenta (minus-green) display background
color, and green symbology in order to give proper consideration
to color contrast.

Filter Types

Ultimately, filter technology and further development efforts
must specify the, types and characteristics of filters for
electronic display application. It would appear, however, that
the effects upon display background luminance and display
legibility should be established for the following types of
filters: thin film high-.contrast; micromesh; wire-mesh; circular
polarizing; and combinations of these. The effects should be
established for direct incident illumination conditions up to
10,000 Ft. Candles. Additionally, the angle of the incident
illumination source should be varied from 90 degrees to 180
degrees relative to the plane of the electronic display face in
both vertical and horizontal axes.

Eye Adaptation Levels

Luminance levels to which the pilot's *eyes may be adapted
can cover a range of from 0.1 Ft. Lamberts up t2 approximately
8000 Ft. Lamberts. Effects upon display legikgf1ity are not
pronounced as long as the adapting luminance does not exceed

/eight to ten times the general display background luminance.
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Adapting luminances, no.e-the-less, mlst be included in contrast
ratio research, with the selection of adapting luminances being
made in conjunction with display background luminance levels.

Sun Visors

The effects of helmet-mounted sun visors must be established
for cockpit and sky luminance levels greater than approximately
1,000 Ft. Lamberts. The visors and glasses used should conform
to Air Force specifications for color and transmitivity. There
is evidence that the use of such devices does more than simply
adjust the luminance level to which the eyes are adapted. Recent
experimental evidence shows that the use of helmet-munted visors
interacts with symbol characteristics to influence minimun
legibility contrast ratio requirements. Recent research, however,
also has shown that the use of helmet-mounted sun visors results
in no stacistically significant change in contrast ratios or
display reading times when symbology is bright enough to produce
"comfortably contrasty" display presentations. Consequently, as
display technology improves to the point where comfortably bright
and contrasty symbology can be consistently obtained, there may
be no requirement to take the use of sun visors into effect.
Until such assurance is real, however, the effects of sun visors
and sun glasses must be considered experimentally.

Emitter Characteristics

The reflectance characteristics of display emitters are
integrally involved in the control of display background luminance.
Depending upon design techniques used, it is known that display
phosphors and other components may not only reflect incident
luminance, they also may flouresce. For CRT type displays, there
appears to be the potential for decreasing reflected luminance
through the use of transparent phosphors and light trapping tube
design. Although it is beyond the purvue of this study to provide
detailed recoendations for research relating to emitter charac-
teristics, it is apparent that such research and development holds
considerable promise in providing design guidance for electronic
flight displays.

Symbol Type

Electronically-generated display symbology comes in a variety
of types and kinds. Because symbol type is known to influence
contrast ratio requirements, it is necessary to establish require-
ments imposed by representative symbologies. The most simple
symbology involvep a bifurcation of the total display, such as is
found in attitude indicators incorporating a lighter above-the-
horizon area and a darker below-the-horizon area. Beyond this,
symbols came in two fundamental classes: outlined symbols and
solid symbols. Considering outlined symbols first, it is
recommended that cdntrast ratio requirements be established for
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alphanumerics, crosses, circles and boxes, as well as for simple
line segments ranging in length from .10 to 8 inches. Within the
class of solid symbols, it is recommended that contrast ratios be
established for solid circles, solid squares, solid crosses, and
solid rectangles (i.e., bargraphs). Additionally, it would
appear highly desirable to verify outlined symbol contrast
requirements by establishing contrast requirements for scales
such as those associated with altitude and angle of attack. '.;

Symbol Size

Symbol size interacts with display background luminance in * .
determining legibility contrast ratio requirements. For basic
outlined symbols, such as alphanumerics, crosses, etc., symbol
heights ranging from 0.13 inches to 0.75 inches should be
examined. Stroke widths for such symbols typically should be
from 13 to 20 percent of the symbol height. Thus, stroke width
dimensions ranging from 0.015 inches to 0.150 inches should be
examined, with this stroke range also applying to simple line
segments of varying lengths. For solid symbols, the same overall
symbol heights generally apply, although bargraphs ranging in
height up to six inches should be varied experimentally. For
solid symbols, stroke width would have to be chosen in conjunc-
tion with the particular symbols selected for experimentation.

Symbol Color

Because human visual perception is influenced by color
combinations as well as-brightness differences, it follows that
contrast ratios derived using a chromatic symbology may not be
directly applicable to colored symbology. No design-oriented
data exist which relate to contrast ratio requirements as a
function of symbol-background color combinations. The following
colors have been found, by various researchers, to be easily
distinguishable on an absolute basis: Reddish blue, greenish
blue, bluish green, green, green-yellow, reddish yellow, yellow-
red, and red. Additionally, "white" symbology must be investi-
gated. It would appear most practical to establish design
contrast ratios for white symbology initially, because of the
prominent use and anticipation for use of black-and-white CT
presentations of flight information. However, .solid state
displays frequently incorporate colored symbology. It is to be
hoped, at least, that data could be generated which would allow
the generalization of black-and-white symbology contrast require-
ments to colored symbology, based upon rules for extrapolating
brightness contrast data to color contrast design problems. •t
is felt that the investigation of black-and-white symbology
should take precedence over colored symbology. This recomnda-
tion, however, must be implemented with due consideration tu
future display system developments, particularly with regard to
solid state displays and color CRT displays. -...
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Solid State Display Resolution

Light emitting diodes, gas discharge tubes and electro-
luminescent displays are characterized by the fact that display
formats are made up of arrays of emitters. The emitters may be
arranged in an X-Y Matrix, or in the case of alphanumerics the
emitters may consist of line-shaped segments arranged in any of
a number of patterns. In either arrangement, emitter size and
shape may be varied, as may emitter placement, at least within
the current limits of the state-of-the-art. Because each emitter
is a separate elepent and because gaps or other types of spaces
occur between the emitters, solid state display symbology typically
is not made up of solid, continuous lines or solid areas. Solid
state display technology is relatively new. Consequently,
practically no human factors studies have addressed solid-state
display design, although those which have have dealt primarily
with legibility contrast ratio requirements. The data base is
far from complete and does not cover the continuum of emitter
sizes, shapes and placements which may be anticipated in the
future. It is recommended, therefore, that solid-state display
resolution characteristics be considered in the development of
contrast ratio design data. Emitter size (area) and placement
(spacing of emitters relative to other emitters) should receive
primary consideration due to the fact that legibility is known to
be influenced by the area of the eye's fovea which is stimulated
by symbology. The selection of emitter sizes and emitter place-
ment dimensions should be accomplished immediately prior to the
initiation of such research, however, in order that the most
current state-of-the-art technology and projections for technology
may be incorporated.

Contrast Polarity

Available experimental data indicates that it makes little
difference whether light symbols against a dark background are
used, or visa versa. However, when a difference is found, it
favors 'dark symbols against a light background. Since this
finding favors the opposite of current practice in electronic
display design, and since the data which are available do not
systematically address flight display symbology or the flight
illumination environment, it would appear highly desirable to at
least identify the effects of symbol contrast polarity upon
symbol discrimination and identification at the higher display
background luminances which may be. anticipated inflight.

Variable Interactions

-Both recent and less recent research findings strongly indi-
cate that a number of the variables discussed above interact to
influence legibility contrast requirements. Based upon known
interactions, it is only realistic to recommend that the following
variables be studied in combination in order to produce meaningful
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data; display background luminance, eye adaptation level, symbol
size, symbol type, and sun visors and sun glasses. Considering
the ranges of each variable which are of design interest, it is
apparent that producing design-oriented contrast ratio data will
be no suall undertaking. Yet, the data are critically needed,
not only to provide inputs to the display designer, but also to
preclude the necessity for inefficient and frequently non-
generalizable special purpose experiments.

Experimental Tasks

To provide the maximum generality, contrast ratio data which
are generated should emphasize basic visual-perceptual tasks. It
is not often that display design data can be meaningfully established
out of system dynamics and operator task contexts. It is only a
reasonable assumption, however, that regardless of the task-
related use to which various types of symbology may be put, the
symbology must be clearly visible. Consequently, experimental
tasks to be employed in generating design-oriented contrast ratio
data should emphasize visual-perceptual tasks. The following
tasks are recoended, therefore, for use in experimental studies
involving the generation of design-oriented contrast ratio data:

- Symbol discrimination, including the absolute identi-
fication of symbol shape and alphanumeric legibility.
It would also be desirable to include simple line
segments of appropriate dimensions.

- Scale reading, with emphasis on vertical and horizontal
linear scales.

- Locating symbol o on display faces which incorporate
multiple symbols.

- Identifying and responding to attention-getting
symbology, such as flashing indicators or special
purpose annunciators.

- Secondary tasks also should be included in order to
introduce tine-sharing and attention-sharing require-
ments, thus precluding the possibility that contrast
ratio data are biased toward overly simplified task
bontexts.

- Continuous control tasks also should be considered,
if only to verify the generality of data generated
using more basic visual tasks.

Per forrance Measurenent

Academic-type performance criteria such as the 50% threshold
of visibility have no value in display design. Rather,, contrast
ratios for display legibility require, at an absolute minimum,
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that virtually 100% of the pilot population will at least be
able to identify the presence and type of symbology presented.
To assure either minimum or above minimum contrast ratios, the
following display and human performance measurements must be made:
display background luminance, symbol luminance, symbol color,
display reading time or response time, and probability of correctly
identifying or reading display symbology. Several combinations
of these measures are discussed below.

At a minimum, contrast ratios required for virtually 100%
correct symbol identification by virtually 100% of the user
population are needed. Thus, at a minimum, mean contrast ratios
plus three standard deviations are required for performance which
demands several consecutive correct identifications of symbology.
Beyond this, contract ratios needed for correct performance with
minimum reading or response time are needed. Indeed, this latter
criterion makes the greatest amount of sense for cockpit display
applications. Finally, given a brightness or contrast control
knob, it is known that pilots will increase emitted luminance
levels above those needed for minimum legibility. Since displays
must be not only minimally usable, but also acceptable to the
user, it follows that pilot preference must be taken into account,
and "comfortably bright' display contrast ratio requirements
established. Pilot preferences also should "e recorded in
conjunction with other variables such as symbol size in order that
the most preferred out of equally acceptable values may be
identified for other related display variables.
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SECTION XI

ENVIIAXOIENTA VARIABLES

INTRODUCTION

This section separately addresses the topics of ambient
illumination, vibration and acceleration as environmental
variables impacting upon electronic flight display system design
and evaluation. Electronic flight display research has primari-
ly been conducted under static, one g, moderately illuminated
conditions. At the present ti there is no known way to
extrapolate these findings to the dynamic, variously lighted
real-time environment. The following section presents the
limited operationally acceptable data which are available.
Research recommendations for each of the three topic areas are
addressed at the conclusion of the section.

AMBIENT ILLUjATION

Before prbceeding, it isnecessary to distinguish between
measures of illuminance and luminance. The concept of illumi-
nance (illumination intensity) involves the idea of interception
of light flux by a surface. Illuminance, therefore, is measured
in terms of the density of flux incident upon a surface. A
commonly accepted measurement is lumens per square foot or the
Ft. Candle. Luminance refers to the amount of luminous flux
proceeding to the eye from a unit area of surface. Light
reflected from or generated by a display may be specified in
Ft. Lamberts, which is a measure of surface luminance.

A number of reports were reviewed in an attempt to identify
the levels of illuminance and sky luminance which may be experi-
enced by pilots during the course of performing operational
missions. Results of the review .are shown in Table 108, which
presents ranges of illuminance val'es obtained by the several
investigations. It can be noted from the table that different
measurements produce different illuminance values for apparently
similar situations. This is not surprising, particularly when
one considers the difficulty in specifying a *standard" day.
Additionally, it is argued by many that photometry is as much
a black art as it is a science, principally because of the
cautions which must be exercised in calibrating sensitive photo-
metric measurement devices.

//
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Of particular importance in Table 108 are the measurement
estimates of direct sun illuminance, clear sky illuminance, and
cloud luminance, because these measures provide data which may
be used in estimating the maximum illuminance which may. be
incident upon the electronic display surface and the values to
which the pilot's eyes may be adapted.

Additionally, Figure 204 is presented in order to provide
data showing the relationship between solar altitudes and
illuminance and luminance values which may be anticipated during
flight. (Note, one millilambert is equal to .929 Ft. Lamberts.)

A review of the sun illuminance data shown in Table 108
indicates that an approximate average illuminance value for
direct sunlight would be on the order of 11,000 Ft. Candles.
Similarly, an approximate average luminance for a clear sky
would be 2,000 Ft. Lamberts. rinally, a representative value
for the luminance of 'average" cloud cover would be approximately
7,000 Ft. Lamberts, although luminance of upper surfaces of
clouds at midday could be expected to significantly exceed this
value. Although these figures are admittedly approximate and
based upon very loose definitions of representative atmospheric
and meteorological conditions, they have been used in other
report sections as representative computational values. The need
for comprehensive and systematic measurement of representative
atmospheric illuminance and luminance values is quite apparent.

Table 108. Summary of Selected Measurements of
Natural Illumination in Earth's Atmosphere.

Illuminance of Sun in Earth Atmosphere

Source Value Comments

Ketchel & Jenney 10,000 Ft. C. "Accepted Norm.*
(Ref. 206)

Luxenberg & Bonnes 9,000 Ft. C.
(Ref. 225)

Duntley et al. 10,000 Ft. C, Measurement made at sea
(Ref. 110) level with sun at zenith.

Time of year not specified.

Luxenberg 9,000 Ft. L. White paper in direct
(Ref. 224) sunlight.

Ketchel 9,000 -- (Range of values cited
(Ref. 203). 12,000 Ft. L. by Ketchel from review

of such data.)

14,300 Ft. L. Maximum luminance
reflected from a white
surface at noon.
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Table 108 - Continued

Illumination of Sun in Earth Atmosphere (Continued)

Source Value Comments

Christensen 14,300 Ft. C. • Measured in Plexiglass
(Ref. 65) nose section of a B-17G

aircraft at 50,000 feet.

Webb (Ref. 344) 14,700 Ft. C. Sun at zenith.

Average Sky on Clear Day
Christensen 3,000 Ft. L. Brightness extreme for
(Ref. 65) horizon.

1,250 Ft. L. Brightness 300 above
(. horizon.

600 Ft. L. Brightness 600 above
horizon.

Luxenberg (Ref. 224) 2,000 Ft. L. Clear sky.

Webb Associates 1,860 Ft. L. Average sky on clear
(Ref. 343) day.

Metchel 1,430 to Measured range of clear
(Ref. 203) 7,150 Ft. L. sky luminances, 1,000 to

15,000 feet of altitude,
10:00 - 12:00 hrs., Feb.,
Palo Alto, Calif.

Ketchel 2,900 Ft. L. Representative luminance
(Ref. 203) of clear sky, from mea-

surements cited above.

Cloud Brightnesses

Webb Associates 82,000 Ft. L. Upper surface of clouds
(Ref. 343) at noon.

Webb 8,200 Ft. L. Average cloud cover at
(Ref. 344) noon.

Christensen 6,200 Ft. L. Scattered altocumulus
(Ref. 65) clouds at 15,000 feet,

measured in early after-
noon during Oct. in Ohio.

Webb 1,100 Ft. L. Average storm cloud cover
(Ref. 344) at noon.
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VIBRATION

Introduction

Exposure to low frequency, high amplitude vibrations
characteristic of high performance aerodynamic, space and surface
vehicles becomes an extremely important problem in terms of a
crewmember's ability to perform successfully the tasks essential
to the completion of the vehicle's mission (Ref. 78). Low
frequency vibrations (generally below 70 Hertz) can be
si~nusoidal, complex, but systematic (consisting of two or more
sine waves in combination), or they may be raudom (Ref. 230).
Most of the vibration research conducted to-date has been of the
sinusoidal type and can therefore readily be classified in terms
of frequency and intensity. For a fixed frequency the following
are successive derivatives of amplitude with respect to time:

Intensity Measurement Formula

Displacement from staticDisplacement Amplitude (Xm) position in inches,

Maximum Velocity (Vm) 2vfXm in. per sec.
Maximum Acceleration (Am) 4w f 2 X= in. per sec. 2

Maximum Jerk Amplitude (Jim) 8vr1f 3Xm in. per .4ec. 3

Maximum acceleration is frequently used as a measure of
vibration intensity or magnitude and is typically expressed in
terms of gravitational units (g). The frequency is expressed as
the number of cycles per second (Hertz) that the maximum
acceleration occurs.

It would be extremely useful to have the vibration environ-
ment adequately defined for both fixed and rotary wing aircraft
during functional mission segments. A review of the literature
bas produced some detailed vibration information for helicopters.

In a report by Ketchel, Danaher and Morrissey (Ref. 205),
,the vibration characteristics of contemporary military heli-
copters are described. Inclxfded in this report is a breakdown of
MIL-H-8501A which specifies the military-imposed limitations on
helicopter vibration. MIL-H-8501A contains the following:

"For steady state speeds within the helicopter design
flight envelope and in slow and rapid transition from
one speed to another and during transitions from one
steady acceleration to another, vibration accelera-
tion at all controls shall not exceed 0.4 g for
frequencies up to 32 cps and a double amplitude of
0.008 inch for frequencies above 32 cps."
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This portion of the MIL-H-8501A specification covers the worst-
provides baseline values which may serve as representative

figures to compare with both operational and research levels of
vibration established for helicopters.

Schuett (Ref. 292),reports that the helicopter vibration
frequency spectrum ranges from about 3 to 110 Hertz. Ketchel
et al. (Ref. 205) report that adverse effects occur in visual
performance when vibration falls within the dominant main rotor
frequency range of 10 to 30 Hertz. These authors also report
that the degradation in performance tends to be more pronounced
when additional complexities such as task difficulty, g-level,
ambient lighting, insufficient contrast \and workload are added.

Operational helicopter vibration data have been reported by
Ketchel et al. (Ref. 205) from data derived by Seris and Anffret
(Ref. 298) in a report on vibration for the Super Prelon 6-bladed,
turbine-powered helicopter. Peak accelerations ranging from 0.3
to 0.5 g are reported for all three axes at the main rotor
dominant frequency of 20.2 Hertz. Accelerations incurred abKve
15 Hertz are reportedly well dampened by the seat and the
pilot's body, which led these authors to advise that the low
frequencies from 3 to 7 Hertz result in maxi-mm discomfort and
are most difficult to dampen.

A review of the literature has not revealed any technically
acceptable or operationally useful documents defining vibration
for representative fixed wing jet aircraft. Getline (Ref. 136)
published environmental vibration figures for the F-106A during
various flight profiles, but both hard-copy and microfiche copy
of this report are unreadable.

The objective of this section will be to present design-
oriented research data dealing with the effects of various
conditions of vibration on the legibility of primarily visual
perceptual tasks such as reading or dial reading. The basic
psychophysical data relating visual acuity to vibration will be
mentioned only briefly, as there is no known way to quantita-
tively extrapolate these results into display design-oriented
legibility data. Also, the motor performance-vibration litera-
ture has been omitted since it is not of direct relevance to a
primarily visual readout task.

Visual Acuity

A flight display is a composite of elements --hose individual
legibilities may be affected differentially by vibration.
Numbers, letters, symbols, lines, etc. are examples of these
elements, 'and ideally the degradation in legibility for each of
these should be specified for' a range of vibration conditions
appropriate to the aircraft flight conditions being considered.

i
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In actuality, however, vibration research relating to visual
perceptual tasks has been conducted primarily on basic visual
paraneters such as visual acuity. The following section briefly
relates some vibration versus visual acuity findings.

In the absence of vibration and under ideal illumination and
contrast conditions, the obser7er can resolve targets subtending
visual angles of one minute of arc or less. The introduction of
vibration will degrade this performance; the extent of the
degradation is dependent upon the nature and intensity of the
vibration. The degradation will take the form of dioptic as well
as cerebral-intellectual disturbances. The transmission of
vibraticn to the eyeball of the observer will tend to produce a
shift of the image on the retina induced by ocular movement and
temporary ocular deformation'. The cerebral-intellectual impair-
ment may result from the withdrawal of the observer's attention
from his task due to the physiological and psychological stress
introduced by the vibration.

Whole body vibration gives rise to complex oscillations of
"the head, producing labyrinthine stimulation which, in turn,
gives rise to involuntary eye movement in spite of attempts to
fixate. This displacement of the line of sight is not due
completely to angular acceleration, but occurs also in the
presence of linear acceleration acting upon the labyrinth (Ref.
393). Mercier (Ref. 236) suggests that head movement relative
to the aircraft during acceleration (i.e., movement of head
necessary to fixate on moving target) gives rise to blurred
retinal images and consequently impaired visual acuity. At
frequencies between 1.0 and 2.5 cycles per second, visual per-
formance in display reading is gradually reduced as the amplitude
of the following eye movements rapidly fall off with increasing
frequencies (Ref. 107). At 3.0 to 4.0 Hertz, the head and
shoulders resonate, resulting in a more marked reduction of
visual acuity.

Lange and Coermann (Ref. 395) conducted a study to examine
the effects of vertical sinusoidal vibration on the visual acuity
of twelve subjects seated in an aircraft-type seat on a vibrating
table. The frequencies investigated ranged from 1.0 to 20 cycles
per second (Hertz). Illumination conditions were not specified
(reported to be 'optimal'). A projection system displayed the
targets on a screen 35 feet in front of the observer. The
targets were 0.188 inch wide with a minimum visible separation
between the tarcets of 0.125 inch.

The results of the study indicate that at 1, 2, and 4 Hertz,
the mean decrement during vibration was found to be negative,
indicating some improvement of visual acuity at those frequencies
(Figure 205 and Table 109). The first substantial peak of
decrement of visual acuity occurred at 5 Hertz, where all but two
of the subjects showed loss of acuity (with a very small standard
deviation in their scores). Between 8 and 10 Hertz there was an
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Figure 205. Mean Decrements of Visual Acuity (Solid Curve)
and Mean Standard Deviation (Dotted Curve),

(a) During Vibration, (b) After Vibration.
(After Lange and Coermann, Ref. 395)

increase in decrement and deviation. A review of Table 109
indicates that maximum decrementsg in acuity occurred at 5, 7 and
10 Hertz, with the greatest loss being registered at 7 Hertz.
Impairment above 12 Hertz was almost constant, with the exception
of the slight peak at 18 Hertz. Residual effects of the vibra-
tion persisted for approximately one minute after the stress was
removed.

Lange and Coermann conclude that above certain frequencies
(5 Hertz), the visual decrement is directly proportional to the
eyeball displacement (i.e., head movement) if it is not addi-
tionally reduced by other stress actions. They suggest that the
critical flicker frequency of the eye is between 8 and 16 Hertz,
that movement of the images at frequencies higher than this
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cannct ce analyzed -y •,e brain, and that the ir~aaes become
z:'urreH.

In two studies by Loeb (Ref. 218), reported in Dennis (Re:f.
I-5), frequencies of 15, 20, 25 and 35 Hertz were exanined.
L-ceb suc:ests that 'da ping' between tihe vibrating table and the
head (at 20 Hertz) is at least 60%, and this corresponds fairly
closely with the results found by Dennis (Ref. 105) whicn
indicate a d•--in ___ effect of,.a about 67% at 19 Hertz. A st=ary
of Loeb's findings concerning acuity degradation is presented in
Table 110. Unfortunately, these data cannot be co-bined due to
varying viL-ding conditions and experimental design. A definite
trend, however, can be discerned in the tables. Increasing the
frequency of vibration above 15 Hertz, for exa=ple, appears to
reduce the percentage of acuity degradation.

Table 110. Results fro= Loeb Showing % of Acuity
Decrement per Estinated Head Movement.

(Data from Loeb, Ref. 218, Reported in Dennis, Ref. 105)

"-raticn dioAcuity Decre-
irat-inCo Estiated mnead e per 1/15::

A 1 o rude H.ea -_ u e e re
CPS) 'In.) (In.) eead .W!verent

15 0.012 0.005 28 2.8
13 0.02 0.008 33 2.1

20 0.006 0.002 10 2.5
20 0.017 0.005 30 3.0

25 0.006 0.0012 15 6.3
25 0.010 0.0020 16 4.0

35 0.0055 0.0006 14 11.7
35 0.0095 0.0010 19 9.5

Dennis (Ref. 105) conducted an experiment to examine the
degradation effect on visual performance resulting fro= the
introduction of various intensities and arplitudes of vibration.
Twelve subjects viewed printed numbers at a distance of 10' 11"
(numters subtended 5 ninutes of arc) against a background
reflective luminance of 0.1 Ft. Lamberts. Under these conditions,
the subjects made about 15% error in the non-vibrating condition.
The vibration amplitudes and frequencies are sunzarized in
Table 111.

The results from this study indicate that visual performance
was significantly affected at all frequencies when the motion of
the vibrating table approximated ±0.5g (heavy vibration) and at
all but one condition (19 Hertz) when the apparent movement
approximated ±0.25g (light vibration). Heavy vibration had a
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.able 111. Amplitude and Frequencies of Vibration
in Study by Dennis, (Ref. 105).

Amplitude Frequency to Nearest Cycle per Second
(Inches) 'Light' Vibration (±¼g) 'Neavy' Vibration (±½g)

0.1 5 (AL) 7 (AH)
0.05 7 (BL) 10 (,')
0.025 10 (CL) 14 (CH)
0.012 14 (DL) 20 (19) (DH)
0.006 20 (19) (EL) 28 (27) (EH)
0.003 28 (27) (FL) 40 (37) (FH)

where: A = 0.1 in. amplitude
B = 0.05 in. amplitude
C = 0.025 in. amplitude
D = 0.012 in. amplitude
E = 0.006 in. amplitude
F = 0.003 in. amplitude
L = 'Light' Vibration
H = 'Heavy' Vibration

significantly different effect on performance than did light
vibration. Generally, light vibration increased error rates
over non-vibration condition by about 22%, while heavy vibration
further increased this figure to 55% (Table 112 and Figure 206).
These results are in substantial agreement with the findings in
a similar study by Coermann (Ref. 77).

Summary

The presence of vibration in a visual display situation
adversely affects visual acuity. The extent of the visual
degradation is a function of:

- frequency of the vibration
- amplitude of the vibration

With frequencies of vibration up to approximately 4 Hertz,
slight visual degradation is observed. The first significant
degradation occurs at 5 Hertz (from 10% to 20% degradation,
depending upon amplitude). At frequencies between 8 and 10
Hertz, the result is 20%-plus loss of acuity. From 9 to 16
Hertz, approximately 50%-plus degradation and symbol blurring
occurs. Vibration arplitudes of ±0.5g will increase visual
degradation at all frequencies.
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Table 112. Performance Degradation as a Function of
Vibration Amplitude and Frequency.

(From Dennis, Ref. 1C5)

1 Error In-Table Head EroIn
Vibration % Error crease perCondition Hertz Amplitude Amplitude Increase 1/1,000.

(in.) (in.) Head Amplitude

*AL 5 0.1 0.1 44 0.44
AH 7 0.1 0.049 77 1.60

IBL 7 0.05 0.032 13
BH 10 0.05 0.022 46 2.1

CL 10 0.025 0.012 18 1.5
CH 14 0.025 0.011 92 8.4

DL 14 0.012 0.005 34 6.8
DH 19 0.012 0.004 42 10.5

EL 19 0.006 0.002 -1 -
EH 27 0.006 0.0012 2a 23.3

FL 27 0.003 0.0007 23 32.9
FH 37 0.003 0.0003 49 163.3

*A = 0.1 in. Amplitude
B = 0.5 in. Amplitude
C = 0.025 in. Amplitude
D = 0.012 in. Amplitude
E = 0.006 in. Amplitude
F = 0.003 in. Amplitude

L = *Light" Vibration
H = "Heavy' Vibration
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Fi4:re 206. Percentage Increase in Error (per 1/1,000 Inch
Axplitude) as a Function of Frequency of Vibration.

(After Dennis, Ref. 105)

Dial .Reading

Taub (Ref. 327) performed a series of studies to determine
the vibration effects upon accuracy of reading performance for
dial displays which represent a range of difficulty for the dial
reading task. Dials consisted of photographs of circular dials
wit' wn_-ite -arkers and nuierals against a black background. In
-he first study of this series, two types of dials were investi-

gated (Figure 207), (1) the "easy" reading dial with a scale
range of 0 to 50 with minor markers at units of 5 and major
markers with nu:bers at units of 10; and (2) the *difficult"
reading dial with a scale range of 0 to 400 with minor markers
at units of 5, intermediate markers at units of 10, and major
=arkers with n:=hers at units of 40. At a viewing distance of
28 inches, the 'easy" dial =ajor markers subtended a visual
angle of 108.04 ininutes of arc and the minor markers 21.61 minutes
of arc. The difficult dial subtended 13.49 minutes of arc for
the -a~or -arkers and 2.71 minutes for the rinor markers.
The dials were mounted on a shaketable with the seat,
which resulted in both the target and observer being vibrated-
sii-ultaneously. Nine subjects viewed the dials at a dial
luina•ce of 26.80 millilamberts and a background luminance of
2.68 iii!aberts. Vibration consisted of a whole-body x axis,
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(AGARD standard terminology) at frequencies of 6, 11 and: 1
cycles per second and magnitudes of ±l.2g and ±2.0x

x -
The results for the 400 range dial were presented two ways.

Fir-:, each of the error scores was converted into a percentage
and presented as total errors; second, gross errors were
established as readings rounded-off to the nearest marker "i
were in error by three or more units. These, in turn, were
converted into percentages. Results for th~w0 range dial mere
presented as total errors only. Figure 208 0tresents the mean
dial reading errors for the vibration conditions tested and the
mean error scores for the static (no vibration) control condi-
tion. Both the 50 and 400 range dials had previously been
tested in a static condition by Kappauf and Smith (Ref. 193),
who had established a 5.4 percent and 28 percent static reading
error rate for the respective dials. These error rates are
roughly comparable to the static control conditions where 33.6
percent total errors was established for the 400 range dial and
3.98 percent total errors for the 50 range dial. A comparison
of the vibration data presented in Figure 208 with the Kappauf
amd Smith data and control condition static error rates indi-
cates that the "difficult" 400 range dial was more severely
affected by vibration than was the "easy" 50 range dial.

Tests of significance were not performed on the 'easy" 50
range dial due to a J-shaped and markedly heterogeneous distri-
bution of scores which violate the assumptions of the analysis
of variance (non-parametric analysis was considered inappropri-
ate). It is observed, however, from Figure 208, for the 50
range dial that vibration had essentially no effect-at ±l. 2 gx and
very little effect at ±2.0g in comparison with the control con-
dition. An analysis of variance for the "difficult" 400 range
dial for both total and gross errors produced significant
differences for acceleration amplitude, but not for frequency.
A statistical comparison of the 400 range vibration scores with
the control (static) condition indicated that (1) the total
error criterior led to significantly (.01 level) more errors for
all vibration conditions, and (2) the gross error criterion for
±l.2gx at 6cps and for all of the 2.0gx vibration condition led
to significantly (.01 level) more errors than the control con-
dition. The results of this study, therefore, suggest that
performance with the "easy" 50 range dial was not affected by
the vibration condition tested, while reading errors with the
"difficult" 400 range dial varied directly with the amplitude of
acceleration. Frequency did not produce significant differences.
in the data.

After interpreting and reporting the results of this study,
Taub concluded that a high subject variability may have obscured
some of the true effects in the experiment. He therefore
decided to partially replicate the first study using sixteen
subjects (thirteen from previous study). Conditions were ve.,
similar to those previously reported, except that only the
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Figure 208. Errors as a Function of Frequency, Acceleration
Level and Dial Type for Vibration In tne X-Axis.

(Adapted frc= Ref. 327)
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Figure 209. Errors as a Function of Frequenct for
Vibration in the X-Axis. (Adapted from Ref. 327)

"difficulte 400 range dial was tested at a single vibration
anplitude of _l. 2 gx. There were some additional procedural
differences involving run times and rest periods, but they will
not be elaborated here. Under the changed conditions, an
analysis of variance of the results indicated that frequency was
a significant source of variance for both total and oS-oss error
scores (Fiaure 209). Performance was poorest at the 11 Hertz
frequency. Further statistical analysis indicated that all
vibration conditions for both total and gross criterion produced
significant (.05 level) increases in error scores in comparison
to the control mean.

Taub concluded from the combined results of these two
similar experiments that, in general, performance was affected
by the difficulty of the task, level of acceleration and fre-
quency of vibration (witch performance being poorest at 11 Hertz).

Clarke et al. (Ref. 72) ailso studied dial reading perform-
ance for conditions of vibration and acceleration presented
simultaneously to subjects rotated on the NASA Ames Centrifuge.
This effort was concerned primarily with the combined effect of
the vibration and acceleration parameters generated by the
booster motors of aerospace vehicles. Utilizing the Ames five
degree of =otion centrifuge, a sustained 3. 8 gx acceleration was
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Figure 210. Power Density Spectrum of Vibration
Input Acceleration.

(This figure shows that an acceleration of ±3.0Gx
contained third and fifth harmonies which comprised
approximately 45% of the input signal. In other
words, where the vibration amplitude was 3.OGx
the 11 Hertz component was only ±l..6x5Gx

generated in conjunction with a hydraulically produced vibration.
Figure 210 indicates the power density spectrum of the vibration
input acceleration. It is noted from this figure that the
frequencies of 11, 33 and 55 Hertz accounted for 95 percent
of the total power.

The dials tested and the performance measures used were the
same as those reported for the previous Taub (Ref. 327) study.
The dials were tested at a viewing distance of 21 inches with an
ambient illumination at the dials of 34 Ft. Candles. At this
viewing distance the *easy" dial graduation markers subtended a
visual angle of 144.98 minutes of arc and the scale units 29
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Figure 211. Summary of Mean Error Scores as a Function
of the Experimental Conditions.

minutes of arc; the "difficult" dial subtended 18.1 minutes of
arc for the graduation markers and 3.63 minutes for the scale
"units. Five vibration conditions were tested for each of the
two dials. The vibration levels (combined in each case wit-h the
3.85 Gx bias) were ±l.2gx, ±1.6gx, ±2 .Ogx, and ±3.0gx for the
easy dial (50 by 5) and ±0.8gx, +1.2g , ±l.6gx , ±2.Og , and
±2.4g for the difficult dial (400 x 9). Only three of these
conditions overlap for comparing performance on the two dial
tasks. The dials were tested at a viewing distance of 21 inches,
with an ambient illumination at the dials of 34 Ft. Candles.

Following three days of practice, 6 subjects were tested on
each of the vibration conditions. Figure 211 presents the dial
reading data for each of the vibration conditions and the con-
trol condition (no vibration). It is immediately obvious that
there is a large difference in total errors for the two dial
tasks, and that, generally speaking, increasing the amplitude of
vibration produced corresponding increases in both total and
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gross errors for the difficult dial tasks and no effect for
total errors with the easy dial (total and gross errors were
computed in the same manner as in the preceding Taub study). No
effect on performance was noted for gross errors on the difficult
dial until the ±l.6g vibration condition was encountered.

x
No statistical analysis of the data was performed for the

easy dial due to the small number of performance errors obtained
for this condition. For the difficult dial the ±l.6gx (P<.05),
±2.0gx (P<.0l) and ±2. 4gx (P<.01) vibration levels produced
significantly more performance errors than the control condition.

Initially, the intention of this study was to make compari-
Ssons with the previous Taub (Ref. 327) study for the 11 Hertz

and ±l.2gx and ±2.0gx vibrations conditions. Unfortunately,
however, the approximately 50 percent distortion (see Figure
210) of the 11 Hertz vibration and various methodological
problems for this study sufficiently altered the independent
conditions to make such a comparison unrealistic. These same
limitations also restrict any true quantitative evaluation of

the results, although it appears that in a strictly qualitative
sense, dial reading errors were inversely related to the arc
length of the interval between dials and directly related to
the amplitude of vibration.

ACCELERATION

Introduction

"With the development of high-speed airplanes, the
problem of-the effects on the individual of forces
associated with extreme acceleration have become
increasingly important. These effects range from
impairment of vision and motor abilities to uncon-
sciousness and damage to body structure* (Ref. 331,.

Vision, in particular, in comparison to other sense modali-
ties, is affected by acceleration, and should be considered
separately from the larger topic of acceleration effects on
human performance when evaluating the primarily visual electron-
ic display interface (Ref. 50). The literature on the effects
of acceleration on vision can be summarized under two major
headings. The first of these covers the subjective reports of
the gross effects of acceleration. The second covers the
results of the use of objective measures to determine the effect
of acceleration on visual parameters such as visuial grayout or
blackout, visual- fields, dial reading, brightness discrimination
thresholds and visual acuity. Studies using objective measure-
ments of the degradation in these visual parameters introduced
by various configurations of acceleration will be the primary
data source for meeting the expressed objective of developing
qualitative design guidelines.
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Visual Grayout or Blackout

Grayout and blackout are two of the principal effects
produced by higher levels of acceleration. Cochran et al.
(Ref. 76) established thresholds on 1,000 subjects exposed to
positive acceleration (Table 113).

Table 113. Thresholds for Positive Acceleration.
(Adapted from Ref. 76)

Mean Standard
Threshold Deviation Range

Criterion (g) (g) (g)
Loss of Peripheral

Vision 4.1 ±0.7 2.2 - 7.1

Blackout 4.7 ±0.8 2.7 - 7.8

Unconsciousness 5.4 ±0.9 3.0 - 8.4

Visual Fields

White and Monty (Ref. 350) report that at 4.4g (range of
3g 0to 6.5g) the visual field is narrowed to an arc of less than
46

Reaction Time

The reaction time studies are not reviewed here for two
reasons. First, reaction time does not truly meet the expressed
objective of this review, which is to present design-oriented
data on the acceleration produced degradation in visual para-
meters. And secondly, the results for reaction time studies are
contradictory, inconsistent and generally not resolved into
consistent design-oriented data. Brown (Ref. 47) states,

"there is wide variability in the effect of accelera-
tion on reaction time, and it seems reasonable to
believe there is an actual increase. The discrep-
ancies in results may well be related to different
interpretations on the part of different investiga-
tors."

Dial Reading

White and Riley (Ref. 351) performed a study to determine
if a pilot's ability to read aircraft instrument dials at
various brightness levels is impaired iy an accelerative force
less than that required to produce temporary blindness. Using
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the Wright Air Development Center human centrifuge, these
authors examined instrument reading performance using apparatus
and procedures developed by Chalmers, Goldstein and Kappauf
(Ref. 61). This involved the examination of two types of dials,
both with a range of 0 to 100 over the full dial circumference.
One dial type was graduated in units of o'he and the other type
dial in units of five. Six visually screened (20/20 or better
uncorrected visual acuity in both eyes) subjects wearing csu-3/p
anti-g suits viewed these dials at a 28 inch viewing distance
with illumination levels of .42, -4.2, .42, and 0.004 millilamberts
and accelerations of 0 (stationary centrifuge), 1, 2, 3 and 4 gs.

Figure 212 presents percent reading error for t-he above
conditions. The reading error percentages presented in this
figure are calculated where all errors are equal regardless of
magnitude (an error of one unit in reading counted as much as an
error of ten units). These data indicate that at the highest
luminance level there are no differences in percentage of errors
for the acceleration conditions tested. For the three highest
illuminiation levels and accelerations up to 3 g, there were no
significant differences in the percentage of errors. At the two
lower luminance levels, errors are inversely related to acceler-
ation. Errors increased systematically with decreasing lumi-
nance at the 4 g acceleration. No performance difference
existed between the static, 1 and 2 g acceleration conditions.
Also, no reading error performance difference existed between
the dials graduated in units and the dials graduated in fives.

White and Riley report that their findings are substantial-
ly in agreement with Warrick and Lund's (Ref. 341) earlier study
on the effects of moderate levels of acceleration on the ability
to read instrument dials. Warrick and Lund found that dial
reading errors increased from 18 percent at 1.5 g to 24 percent
at 3 g. Illumination levels and control conditions wcre not
reported in this study, so useful comparisons with the White and
Riley results are not possible. However, both of these investi-
gations determined that impairment of instrument reading ability
occur with positive g prior to acceleration induced blackout.

Brightness Discrimination Thresholds

Acceleration can interfere with optical imagery, reduce the
oxygen content of the blood, and interfere with blood flow to
the eyes (Ref. 346). Braunstein and White (Ref. 44) performed a
study to examine the effects these physio.logical stresses would
have on a fundamental test of visual functioning such as bright-
ness discrimination. Five subjects wearing g-suits monocularly
viewed an achromatic circular target and background at a 28 inch
viewing distance. Tge target subtended a visual angle of 10 28'
and the background 8 4'. Brightness discrimination thresholds
were determined for positive acceleration levels of 1, 2, 3 and
5 g, and background luminances of 0.03, 0.29, 2.9 and 31.2 Ft.
Lamberts.
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Figure 212. Reading Errors as a Function of Acceleration
and Luminance Levels. (Adapted from Ref. 351)
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Figure 213 presents the brightness discrimination thresh-
olds in percent contrast for the positive acceleration and
illumination levels tested. These data indicate that, in
general, an increase in contrast is required to detect the
target with increased acceleration. The dimmest background
luminance of 0.03 Ft. Lamberts required the greatest increase.
At this level, 15.6 percent contrast was required to detect the
target at 5 g as compared to 9.4 percent at 1 g. At the bright-
est background luminance of 31.2 Ft. Lamberts, the 5 g accelera-
tion condition required 5.8 percent contrast while the 1 g level
required 2.8 percent contrast. Thus, the brighter background
luminance required the smaller increase in percent contrast to
maintain threshold. The following conclusion was presented in
this report, and appears to develop a reasonable approach for
making brightness discriminations under conditions of increasing
positive acceleration:

"Displays requiring the detection of an increment in
brightness, such as radar CRT displays, which are
adequate in the normal gravitational environment, may
prove inadequate when the observer is subjected to
gravitational stress. Alteration of either of two
parameters of such displays may eliminate this diffi-
culty. A generally brighter display, with targets of
the same contrast (percentage of increased brightness)
will show greater resistance to the effects of accelera-
tion. Increased target contrast will also overcome the
effects of acceleration, for the same background
brightness (Ref. 44)."

20- Background Luminance

(A) 0.03 Ft..L.
16- (B) O.k9 Ft. L.W (A)

"A (C) 2.90 Ft. L.

(D) 31.20 Ft. L.9:12-

.0

8 (B)
""C)

o. " " (D)
0. __ -_ --_"__"_""_"---____'_

1 2 3 4 5
Acceleration in G Units

Figure 213. Relationship of Brightness Discrimination
Threshold to Level of Positive Acceleration for Four
Background Luminance Levels. (Adapted from Ref. 44)
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Visual Acuity

Vision is the sense most obviously affected by acceleration;
excessive acceleration can cause visual blackout and even uncon-
sciousness. Before these more dramatic changes occur, however,
a number of more subtle changes occur characterized by raised
thresholds and the limitation of acuity, first peripherally, and
then centrally. These visual effects arise not only because of
the extent and duration of the acceleration, but also because of
the rate at which it is applied. Smedal et al. (Ref. 313)
demonstrated that blackout occurs at 3.7 g if a centrifuge is
accelerated quickly, whereas moderate acceleration resulted in
blackout at approximately 5.6 g's.

The degradation of visual acuity occurs first in the peri-
pheral portion of the eye, gradually extending with increasing
acceleration to the central portion of the eye. Mercier, et al.
(Ref. 236) suggest that the final part of the visual field to be
lost is the area included between the fixation point and the
blind spot. He attributes the last effect to the anatomical
distribution of the retinal arteries.

Riley and White (Ref. 277) examined the effect of panel
brightness on this loss of acuity. They used accelerations of
2 to 5 g's and maximum panel brightness of 42 millilamberts and
found that: (1) at maximum luminance levels, the twelve subjects
produced few errors up to approximately 3 g, (2) at the lower
luminance levels, the error rate increased in proportion to the
level of g, but in an inverse proportion to the luminance level
(greater degradation at smaller luminance levels, and less
degradation at higher luminance levels), (3) four g's resulted
in a systematic increase in error rate at all luminance levels.
It is apparent from this study that reading errors are a function
of both the luminance of the display and the level of accelera-
tion.

In a series of experiments, White and Jorve (Ref. 349)
attempted to describe the relationship between visual acuity and
acceleration (positive and negative acceleration). In an effort
to reduce the effect of reduced cerebral circulation, the body
positions for the six subjects were systematically varied. This
variation in body position also allowed for the examination of
the mechanical effects of acceleration on the eyeball.

Their data indicate that visual acuity decreased progres-
sively as the intensity of the accelerating force was increased
above I g. The data for both the positive and negative accelera-
tion are plotted in Figure 214. The results were interpreted by
White and Jorve to indicate that the crystalline lenses of the
eye were displaced in the direction of the accelerating vector.
They suggest that at 7 g, the size of the target must be twice
that of 1 g if it is to be seen at all.
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White (Ref. 348) reported a study by White and Felder which
examined the effects of positive acceleration on the interaction
of visual acuity and luminance levels. Under the acceleration
stress of 1 g, the expected decrease in visual threshold with
increased illumination was found. Repeating the above measure-
ment for the same five subjects under 3 g and again under 4 g
stress, the following relationships were found to hold: (1) Ac-
celeration had a significant and progressive effect on visual
acuity at all luminance levels. This effect was most noticeable
at low luminous levels. (2) At a luminance of 0.01 mL, t-he mini-
mum angle increased from 4.0 minutes of arc at 1 g to 7.59
minutes of arc under 4 g stress. (3) At a luminance level of
150 mL, the change in visual angle between 1 and 4 g was 0.25
=inutes of arc.

Conclus ions

Acceleration degrades observer visual performance, and the
extent of the degradation is a function of the magnitude lumi-
nance level of the display during acceleration. At lower
luminance levels (0.01 to approximately 100 mL) acuity
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Figure 214. Visual Acuity as a Function
of Acceleration. (Adapted from Ref. 349)
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degradation is progressively worse with increasing acceleration.
At higher luminance levels, the degradation is present, but less
significant until the stress reaches 4 g's, at which point
acuity deteriorates rapidly, regardless of the luminance level.

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATTONS

Ambient Illumination

Available measurements of atmospheric ambient illumination
have fairly well established that maximum illuminance on earth
from the sun is approximately 11,000 Ft. Candles. Additionally,
selected measurements of sky, cloud and horizon luminances are
available, but the degree of consistency among the measurements
appears to suffer due to frequent failure to specify environ-
mental conditions prevailing while the measurements were made.
Finally, no photometric measurements were found which established
luminance levels for the tops of clouds viewed from above at
various times of day. Similarly, no data were reviewed which
would allow for the development of relative frequency distribu-
tions relating the percent of the daytime period during which
various ambient illumination levels are observed as a function
of selected environmental atmospheric conditions.

Prior to undertaking direct photometric measurements, it is
recommended that the relevant literature associated with the
field of astronomy should be reviewed with the objective of
obtaining the type of luminance data discussed above. Luminance
data should be obtained for the mid-summer season and should
cover the following conditions: Altitude from sea level to
100,000 feet; time of day from first light to last light; clear
sky positions from horizon to horizon throughout a 360 degree
heading range; and overcast conditions including measurements
made above and below the overcast as well as in the overcast.
For each of the above conditions, appropriate sampling of each
range must be considered in a practical sense. It would also
appear highly desirable to locate or develop a mathematical
model for determining ambient illumination levels. If it is
found that such data and models do not exist in the astronomy
literature, it is recommended that direct photometric measure-
ments be made. Such data, used in conjunction with design data
relating to display location and cockpit geometry, would allow
for accurate determinations of illuminance levels incident upon
electronic display faces as well as the time durations of time
during which the various luminance levels could be anticipated.

Vibration

All pilots flying aircraft are exposed to some degree of
vibration. In some aircraft the effects of this vibration are
negligible; in others, vibration is cited as the major limiting
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factor in vehicle systems performance (Ref. 170). Vibration' has
become a subject of great-concern because of the increasing
number of low altitude, high speed aircraft such as helicopters
and terrain avoiding fighter-bombers. These aircraft are known
to produce ride environments which expose their crews to oscil-
lations from the propulsion system, airframe structural
flexibility, and aerodynamic gusts (Ref. 173). Hornick (Ref.
173) reported that vibration for these low altitude high speed
aircraft is likely to be random in frequency and amplitude with
an anticipated peak energy expected for frequencies around 1,
3, 6 and 10 Hertz. The range of 10 to 30 Hertz has been
reported by Ketchel et al. (Ref. 205) to be the most detrimental
to visual performance, although frequencies above and below this
band can cause decrements.

It is recommended that primary consideration be given to
vibration imposed on subjects which are normally seated and
restrained for the aircraft being considered. Vibration para-
meters tested should include a frequency range from 3 to 35 Hertz
and magnitudes from a minimum of .3 g to a maximum of 3 g.
Visual performance tasks under environmental vibration conditions
should include legibility tests of electronically generated
symbology, alphanumerics, scales and brightness discrimination.
Each of these tasks should be tested under a variety of bright-
ness, contrast and symbol characteristics (see research
requirements for sections of these same names for ranges of the
variables to be tested under vibration conditions).

Acceleration

"Engineering advances during recent years have made
possible aircraft that can withstand tremendous
structural strains over long periods of time
(minutes), but under such tension the performance
of their human operators may be handicapped by gross
disturbances of circulation, vision and conscious-
ness (Ref. 349)."

No operationally acceptable research relating the degrada-
tion in electronic display legibility to conditions of accelera-
tion is currently available in the literature. The previous
section presented evidence which relates conditions of accelera-
tion to various basic psychological and non-electronic display
performance data. Test parameters used in these studies indi-
cate that acceleration levels between I and 5 g's would be
appropriate for preliminary electronic flight display perform-
ance tests. This range of acceleration should be investigated
for the following: symbol legibility, scale legibility, bright-
ness discrimination, visual acuity and hue discrimination. Each
of the above should be tested under a variety of brightness,
contrast, and resolution conditions. See appropriate sections
of this report for ranges of these variables.
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